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FOREWORD AND BLESSINGS
Dr. B.N.K. Sharma combines sound traditional back-

ground of Sanskrit learning and equipment in the sastras with
the highest academic attainments in modern University
education. We have known him since the days of our induction
to the Patha, through our Vidyaguru. Our first assignment to
him was to write an English IntrodUction to the edition of
Sumadhruvijuya with the commentary of Sri Visvapati Tirtha of
our Mutt. To this day his introducticn remains a classical
performance.

During'the last fifty years. Dr- Shanna has stood firmly
and uncompromisinglycommitted the to propagation of Dwaita
Philosophy and its iiteraturethroughthe medium of the English
language. He has published through the Bharatiya Vidya't Bha-

van and other leading Publishers in Delhi many standard works
bearing on Teachings of Sri Mad/Na. the History of 1/18 Dvaira
Vedanta School, the Philorwphy of SW Mad/zvc'urya and the
Brahmasfltrus and Their Principal Commentaries. He has brou-
ght credit to the school of Madhwe‘tcz‘u’ya by winning the
Sahitya Akcademy Award of the Government of India in 1964,

for his research work on Dvaita Vedanta.
His English rendering of our Acarya's Grid Birdsya now

published by the Anandatirthapratisthana maintains the same
high'fllfidlt‘d of excellence of penmanship and provides fresh

w.»lntovthe practical and theoretical aspects Gita teaching
L 2-0., -

g. by our Acflrya. not noticed by earlier Bhasya-

iii: m field.
Dr. Shlrmu Is an asset to our Society. We wish him a full

will of life with sound health and energy to continue to serve
his chosen cause with the same zest and invoke the blessings
of Sri Hari and vayu on him with our Narayana Smaranas.

10.2.1989 Sri Visvesa Tirtha Sripadangalavaru
Swamiji of Sri Pejavar Mutt,

‘

Udupi



PREFACE
Akhila Bharata Madhva Mahamandala was established

wiih a View to provide a forum for the followers of Madhva
Sampradaya to discuss their Social and Cultural problems in the
modern context and to set up suitable agencies to solve the
same.

The Mandala first established hostesls for Madbva Students
and offered Scholarships to deserving students to undergo
modern education.

Then. Poornaprajna Vidyapeeth was established to provide
education in Vedanta. Nyaya etc. in the traditional way.

Publication ofpopular and scholarly books was another
programme. In this more than twenty books are already
published in Kannada, Telugu and English.

Presently, p
we are happy to publish this learned volume on

Geetabhasya in English written by Dr. B.N-K. Sharma. This
publication is entirely financed by Ananda Teertha' Pratisthana
a sister Institution of Mandala. Dr Sharma is widely known in
the academic circles as an exponant of Dvaita Vedanta. His
works: History of Dvaita Vedanta and its Literature. Brahma-
sutras A comparative Study, Philosophyof Madvacharyaetc. have
won highest academic recognition Compared with the other
two schools of Vedanta viz Advaita' and Viéistadvaita, the
literature in English on Dvaita Vedanta has been muCh less.
Dr. Sharma has filled this gap in a big way His present work is
a thorough exposition ofGeetabhasya. This will help both the
students and scholars to undersnnd Dvaita viewpoint in depth.

We are glad to publish this learned work. We are grateful
to Dr. B. N. K. Sharma for writing this book for the Mandala.
We also thank the Proprieters of Sudha Mudrana Mandiram
for printing this work in time.

K. R. Jayateertha Vishnumurthy Yerkadithaya
Secretary Working President
Anandateertha Pratisthana Akhila Bharata
14-2-1989 Madhva Maha Mandala
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E7 INTRoDUc‘TIoN

I am happy to place in the hands of my countrymen and
lover: 0f the Bhagavatgitz't the world over the first-ever English

xtl‘anslntion of the bare text of the Gita-Bhasya of Sri
Mndhvficz'trya (1238-1317) the historical founder of the Dvaita
School of Vedanta. It was the very first work of the
Aelrya.

It is a very remarkable work in many respects, in its
oonciseness, its method of exposition. outlook and content.
It is written in a highly condensed style characteristic of
the Acirya. But its laconicism is set off by its profound
depth of thought and the rich suggestiveness of the words
used. Anyone who reads his work with an open mind is
sure to be impressed by his firm faith and unshakable
oonvictiom in the inherent greatness of Theism as the
impregnable philosophy of life and his senSe of unswerving
loyalty to the texts and traditions, not to mention the
uniform logical strength and philosophical satisfyingreSs o

his exposition of the teachings of the Gita on Tattva.
Sfldh'ana and Phala (the final-truth, its means and goal).

7
HI! commentary teems with exegetical. interpretive and
corroborative material collected diligently even from so early
in, his philosophical career from an astonishingly encyclopedic
1‘le39 of fading and forgotten sources of much more ancient

'7 ding than the expositionsoflater day commentators, however
tit,» embracing the Vedic and Post»Vedic periods

hiho Khilas. Equally stunning is the sheer volume and
misty of the excerpts from both the extant and the non-

V ,
extant. sources enlivening his interpretations (See Appendix
for the list of (non-extant) sources utilized ly Mach-a).
Bur for his initiative in rz'tiertly waéirg tho’ tl.ese ancient
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sources and collecting such a vast quantity of materials and
utilizing them in his works, they would have been lost to
posterity for ever due to vandalism wrougt on the far—famed
Sanskrit manuscript Libraries of northern India in the wake
of the early Muslim invasions. He has thus placed his
countrymen in an eternal debt of gratitude to him by
recovering at least a part of those valuable treasures at
great personal risk and passing it on to posterity in the
true interest of advancement of knowledge. It is unfortunate
that instead of appreciating the timely service rendered by
this great sahityopasaka to the cause of religion and
philosophy and historical research in the highly disturbed
socio—religious and political atmosphere of the times in which
he lived, and stood up for the rehabilitation of Vedic'Dharma,
some later day critics like Appayya D'iksita should have
been so perverse as to mistrust his bona fides and reject the
bulk of his citations from these ancient sources. as his own
fabrications. The reader is referred to a detailed discussion
of the Problem of Madhva’s Sources in my History of the
Dvaifa School of Vedanta and Its LiteratuI-setChap.XLS);

MADHVA'S METHOD OF EXPOSI't‘iON

Unlike other commentators before himrMadhva does not
comment on each and every verse of the one. He selacts-

only such of them as are philosophically important or are
found to be so tersely worded as to give rise to difference
of opinion in their interpretation or have not been in his
opinion properly or adequately interpreted by others before
him. Thus, out of the seven hundred verses of_ the Gita
his Bhasya covers a little over half their number (Some
385 in all) which fall under the one or the other of



Ethe above heads, Only crucial verses or parts thereof
or Isolated words or phrase< which have a doctrinal
hearing have been discussed by him. He does not waste
hls time or ours in going into the word for word meanings
of each line or splitting even the most commonplace compounds
phrases or single words like kirifimm, gadinam, cakri’nam

ital some others ‘ehave done). He skips many verses which

lure easily intelligible and call for no comments. Whichever
compound, phrase or word or even a particle he has split
or touched shows a decided improvement in sense orlights
up with a hitherto unsuspected nuance of thought or a
better meaning or syntactic correlation with others (E.g.

igfijifivédén ii. 11; na tvevéham (ii. 12) traigunyavisayéh
’(II. 45) brfihmanah (ii, 46) karmaphalahetuh (ii, 47)

Igtvendriyagunabhésam (iii, 14) raso’ ham (vii.8l bhavépyay au
Eifiittah (xi.2) nirvanam (ii. 52) purusah (ii. 15) catvéro
grunt-lava}; (L6) ca (ii, ll) and so on. Verily. we have in

I: Madhva a Commentator who shines by contrast with others
t who have b'ee‘niso deftly caricatured by Bhojaréja:

sift "€61.35! afifiefi rqsieifilegfisfiw:

*WM 3W?! @3an 3:13: «melee: i

‘1' mfisngitfifia: Elgfit: 353% 5:33
Eli Wm atsfigfizia: a‘ésfi item: ll

“l‘fl‘l‘l'fl'l

l'
‘

f ACKNOWLEDGEMENTOF SRI VEDAVYASA AS
sASTRAPRABHAVA

{Midhva stands alone in honoring Bhagavén Vedavyésa
’ih. final source of authority and authenticity of the

‘_-ia system and pays his respects to him along “ilh
"flu-”ans, to' both of whom he dedicated his work at
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is seen to giv: expressim to this realisation after seeing the
Viévarfipa Form of the Lord:

Ha (Vilma aaSfi Ha: (X[.40)2

WHAT IS THE COMPLETE MEANI NO OF
“SANKHYABUDDHI” ?

A lot of confusion and misunderstanding prevails about the
precise connotation ofthe terms “Sénkhya‘t” and “Yoga’loccurring
inthe Gila in the second Adhyayaand elsewhere passini. There
15 a persistent tendency among commentators like gankar-a and
others to View these terms in close association with the con-
ception of the Purusa” or Atman (meaning the individual soul)

on the lines ofthe “Sinkhya-Purusa” in the sense ofhis being
neither a deer nor an enjoyer in all transactions in our lives,
the fact being that the self on account of its intimate
association with Prakrti and its Gunas transfers them to itself
for want of discrimination. And “Yoga” likewise has been
understood as the technical discipline of the Patanjala system.

The unsatisfactory nature of this interpretation of the
essence of “Sinkhya-Buddhi”(Gita,ii,39) and its. means' of

“Yoga”. so thoughtlessly followed by almost allmodern scholars

2. It is unfortunate that in C. Rajagopalaehari’s book
Bhagavadgita for Students (Bharatiya Vidy'a. Bhavan,

Bombay)the English translation of the pivOtal expres-
sion “tat-ah” in Tato asi Sarvah, (xi. 40) in Arjuna’s speech
is conspicuous by its absence. Its presence would be
hostile to an Advaita interpretation. Yet the learned
author claims in his Preface that he has not played any
tricks with evidence 1
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w

:ui‘l‘rll

m

3 based on Sankfira’s lead Comes out clearly when we are con-
; fronted with the constant and repeated emphasis laid by the

Gila on the primacy of the supreme being described as

T’nrumétma, lsvara, Purusottama and All-Creator. the Primary
source of all activity in nature, the independent doer behind
all activities in nature, the God of all Sacrifices, the Enjoyer
of their fruits in a special sense and the Deliverer of Souls
from bondage :

ata‘tsfin élaeaaa (x1, 34) ate Hale: stair: (x3)
an: air natal?! (xn. s) Fifi era ENE-eta (x1. 23) item

Hatter 37% iii: 555:1 (x1, 34) Hfig egfialaaqlafi a
(xv. 15) 11333 fleet: trailer inflame as (x1,_35)

at: l% "afiwsi'tai than a mist a ([x_ 24) $6 file

(w, 15) we lama: <1”- 30) asses saints
(x1. 27) W "‘73 (XVIII. 62)

In this overall picture ofG)d in the philosophy of the
Gita the flaming ideal of “Niskama Krma” or “Karma-Yoga”
proper, taught by Krsna cannot be reconciled with the com-
plete and utter removal'ol‘ the Lordfrom the part played by or
to be played by the individual self in the pursuit of whatever
Yoga he chooses. be 'it Karmayoga, Jnanayoga or Bhaktiyoga or
Dhy'anay'oga; All that the individual self has got to realise is

the limitations in which he is placed by the Lord Himself to act
as the instrument of the Divine will and its cosmic purpose.
He should neither usurp the independent initiative of the Lord
nor abjectly surrender to Prakrti his God-given assets of Kart.
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rtva and Bhoktrtva (doership and enjoyership) and lapse into
the unenviableposition ofimpotence of the proverbial“Sar_1khya-
Purusa”. Far from the Theism of the Gita being an over-writing
of the scholastic Atheistic “safikhya” of Kapila, Vindhyavasi or
Iévarakrsna. it is the latter that has broken away from the
orbit of the pristine “VaidikaSénkhya” in which the Prakrti and

Purusas have a place in the economy ofthe Unitge‘r'se and an
effective role to play under the control of the Lord, who is

both immanent. in them and transcends them by His

Majesty. The widely prevailing misconception about the

true nature of the “Sénkhya-Buddhi” taught in the Gita stems
from failure ofthe earlier commentators and their ‘modpern’

followers to realise the simple truth that the sankhya-Jfiana
and its means (yoga) with which the philosophy of the Gita opens

cannot be divorced from the program of ‘knowledge of the

Supreme Lord’ ofthe Cosmos who alone controls and energises

both matter and Souls Prakrti and purusas and cannot be

confined and restricted to the knowedge ot‘ the individual self

as\such,— the Pratyagatmam his purity, indestructibility and

immortality, as the be-all and end-ail ofthe Gita's metarhysical

content. It will be a mockery ofthe message of the Gité, ifthe
latent potencies oFthe Jivitman, his ,indestructibility and

immortality are not brought into their indissoluable and eternal
bond of dependence on the Lord. to be realized by His grace
and get Freed from the entanglement of Prakrtl and the

consequent bondage.



WANTED A BI-FOCAL APPROACH TO

“SANKHYA-BUDDHI”

Such a happy consummation can only be brought about by
giving the place of honor to the Supreme Being from the very
beginning ofthc ll Adhyaya dealing with “Sz‘mkhya—Yoga” to
he very end 0f the GitfiSfistra (fir/nu (17th ca mad/rye ca). There
is no other way in which thi: could be dene except by bringing
the knowledge of the Supreme Being. (Paramatman) and its
eternal indissoluable bond of relationship with the Jivétmans
by adopting a bifocal approach to the content of what has been

called Sinkhya Buddhi“ in the one and “Yoga” us “Niskémakar‘
mayoga” as the means of achieving such Sfimkbyabuddhi. If
this is done. the whole philosophy ofthe Gila will stand

rchaled in all its sublimity and grandeur as a hormonious and

everlasting integration ol'God and Man in terms of the Vedantic
ideal of “Dvi suparnfi sayujfi snkhéya” (MundUp). All

aspects oFGité thought such as Sanlhya-yogaJfiénayoga, Bhakti,
Karmayoga Sannyésnyoga. Ksaréksarayoga, Ksetraksetrajfia-
vidyfi and Viévarfipldaréalm will a'ltn'nitlcllly Fill into their
rightful places from this perspective.

4. The definition of Sénkhya as .Szuddlm'rmatamvaviir‘zénam

quoted by Madhva from ‘the Vydmsmrl‘i (G.B.ii,39) admits
of being construed to embrace the right knowledge of bot/z

Jivatman and Brahman. The same text has been cited

Without mentioning the source by Safikara in his Visnusaha

grqnfim-Bhdm.
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MADHVA’S III-FOCAL APPROACH To SANKHYAKBUDDHI

HIS DISTINCTIVE CONTRIBUTION TO GTTA THOUGHT

Madhva has made adecisive contribution to our understand-
ing of what constitutes the essence of Sénkhyalfiana taught “in

me Gita with so much seriousness in the H chapter and else-

where. Instead of harping on the single string of the Jivatman

as the subject matter-of Sankhyabuddhi, as othes commentators
have done. he makes a bifocal approch to the subject matter of
the Adhyfiya with which the philosophy of the Gita begins and

brings the right knowledge of bot/1 the Supreme Bra/”min and
the individual .se/fin terms oftheir eternal, intrinsic and indis-

solunble relation as Bimba and Pratibimba (archetype and

ect‘ype) into focus. This figure of Bimbapratibimba represents

or symbolizes the ontological relation ofeternal dependence 'of
I

the Jiva on the Paramétman, in respectofhis being and becoming,
his self-comsciousness, his power to will and to act (.S'nltfipratiii
pravrrtisu parfirI/n'nam) to put» it in Madhva’s characteristic“
philosophical. terminology. No genuine Theistic philosophy of
the world can possibly improve on this basic 'concept of the
soul’s true relation to the Lord.

All other commentators on the Gita, ancient and modem,
have practically left out the Lord from the scope Of the
sarnkhyajfiana taught by Sri Krsna'and have been content-With
the assumption that it stands for nothing more than"the right
knowledge ofthe soul or Jivatman in its isolation from-all its
bodily and other appurtenanCes and its indestructibility and
immortality. This is like letting go the horse’s head and
“limiting at 3“ Fail- For; a little reflection W‘Wld Show that in.
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ihe light ofthehighest teaehing ofthe one as in Adhy. VIII
and XV, no exposition of Sfinkhya as knowledge of the Atman
alone independently of the Paramétman would be complete and
purposeful without including within its scope knowledge of its
ontological relation of eternal dependence on and otherness
from the supreme Brahman. over and above the distinction from
its own physical bodyand its appurtenancesand its indestructibi-
ilty and immortality. Otherwise. there will he no jrm‘tffication at
allfor the Glrfi’.r insixrmu‘e on dedicating all the Jivétman’s
works and'their fruits to the Lord as the supreme Enjoyer
and Master of all Yaji'ms (IX.24) which carries with it an implicit
proviso that it is that Supreme Being, which is the real
independent Source ol~ impulsion of all that is thought and done
by the individual : Marmr sarvam. pramrrare (X.8) Maydd/rya-
ksend pro/(rail: rflvnrc sacm'dcaran't ( i.\' in ) Mama yonir
mahadbrahma tasmin garbham dadhrimi ( xiv.3 )

JIVASVARUPA AN ETERNAL EVERLASTING

PRATIBIMBA OF GOD

gankara does not accept the soul’s relation to God as
intrinsic to its nature (svabha‘va) and therefore eternal and
therefore indisdissoluble. He regards it as impermanent. may,
even unreal, being contingent on the limitations imposed by
beginningless Avidya (ignorance) and therefore liable to be
terminated and liquidated by right. knowledge of their
identity. Ramanuja likens their relation to that ofa body
and the soul. The first deprives the Jiva ofhis eternality

taught in the Gita (acchedya, avinési) as a distinctive entity in
Adhyfiyas II and VIII, and in the Sruti Nirro nirvc'zna'm (Katha
Up. ii,2,l3) The body and soul relation of Ramanuja is 3131311:
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cable to insentient matter (acit) also The body may depend on '

the soul but the soculloes not to the same extent or for ever as
does the Jiva on Brahman for ever. So in the final analysis-the;-
relation has got to be treated as symbolical and-not physicalm
Madhva’s view of Bimbapratibimbabhava has' this adVantage
that it is symbolical. It is the Pratidimba that depends on the '

Bimba for its existence, perceivability" and' movement (Satta‘:

pratiti and pravrtti) and not the Bimba on the Pratibim'ba.’ The
Pratibimba bears a certain measure of similarity too" to the
Bimba. So does the Soul who is endowed with spiritualattri—
butes of jfiana and ananda akin to B'rahman’s Tadgunnsala
as the Sfitrakara has put it Thus it seems to be the most 5atis-
factory relation that can be conceived of. It speaks.volumes of:
Madhva’s philosophical penetration to have given deep thought
to this problem and hit upon the proper solution in conformity.-
with the eVidence ofthe Srutis also. He 'is the first Bhasyakara
to find the clue to it inthe famous passage of the RgV‘eda‘jzfipam

rflpam pratir6po bah/niya (RV. Vi, 47, I) and in the BS.
A'IJhcim cm ca 11 3.50) both of which he has quoted in his G.B.

The etymological explanation of “abhasa” propounded by him
later in his Anuvyakhvana1sboth morphologically semantically:
and metaphysically remarkable for its insight into “Vagartha” J

befitting the exalted nature ot the two spiritual beings involved
‘

viz. the Jiva and Brahman both immortal. The Bimbaprati-
bimbabhéva relation explains intelligibly the significance of the
statements in the Gita which- describe the Jiva as non-doer and

non- enjoyer while at the same time calling upon Arjuna to
fight to the finish and do his duty as behoves a Jfifmi whooWeS‘

7'

a moral responsibility to set an example to his fellowmen on
right lines.
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.llVASVARUPA — A NIRUPADHIPRATIBIMBA 0F ISVARA

The figure of speach of l’ratibimba applied to the Jiva is

suggested by way of an analogy. It is to be understood that
analogies do not run on all fours. All empirical Pratibimbas
(laukika-pratibimbas) like the reflection ofthe face in a mirror
are all conditioned by and contingent on the operation ofa
reflecting medium (wad/ti). This implies that the reflection
tho ugh real has an origin and an end (anilya) being caused by
an external medium and subject to its continuance. As the
relation of the Jiva and Brahman is held to be eternal in the
Srutis' (niryb nityfim‘zm) it cannot be regarded as brought about
by any external medium, like'Avidya, as in Sankara’s system-
Moreover. the reflected image of a living being is lifeless (Jada).
Not so the Jiva. Thereflected image is bound to disappear
with the removal of the mediUm or its loss or the Binba going

out of the range of the upfidhi As the relation of the Jiva,
and Brahman is ex‘hypothesi eternal and everlasting and as
theLord never goes out of the range of the Jiva, being all-
pervasive and omnipresent, the relation between them has
inecessarily to be conceived as uncaused by any external medium
conditions or adjuncts alien or foreign to the essential rature
ofthe Soul. _

In other Words. the intrinsic nature and composi-
tion of the Jivasvarfipa itself has to be regarded as the
manifesting medium~ (pradars’aka) of what the Jiva is in reality
in relation to His Lord, his Bimba, to himself, Without

recourse to any medium outside his own being. Tho’ one
cannot see one’s IOWH face without a mirror, the pristine
Jivasvarfipa, being Suddhacit can visualise itself when freed
from the meshes of I‘rakrti, in the state of release and realise
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the true nature of the relation in which it stands to the Lord.
its Bimba. The function ofa ‘Svarfipopédhi’ (or antaropédhi)
is to manifest the intrinsic nature of oneself to oneself. Being
Caitanyasvztrt'ipa and therefore self-luminous in the sense of
being competent to know itself as the object of its own
knowledge while being a knower too at the same time. There is

no difficulty in the guddha Jiva being able to intuit the relation
of Bimhapratibimba in which it stands to the Lord at the dawn
of Aparoksa. The question of how one and the same
Jivasvarfipa can turn in on its own self as it were and function
as its own internal Upadhi to reveal its own relation to its
Bimba, to itself (that is to say to act as both the medium

(upédhi) and the one qaualified by such an upédhi (upfidhimaz)
has been answered by Madhva with the help ot'his doctrine of
Svarfipavisesawhich is ‘Sa-visesébhinna’ from itself standing
in the relation of an identity-indifference to the thing-in-itself
which permits a distinction of reference within a homogenenous
whole without imposing a distinction of essence. By virtue of its
self-linking and self-differentiating capacity (Svanirvdhakatvafi

A concept such as this is l eededin Advaita also to render
intelligible the proposition “Satyam jfiénam anantam” defining
Brahman given in the Upanisad without breaking up the
undifferenced identity of essence (uz‘karasyam) of the Advaitic
Brahman. iThe Pancapadika and the Istariddhi virtually

5. For the place and role of the concept of Vitesas in
Madhva’s philosophy See my Philosophy of Sri
Madhvacharya (2nd edn.) Motilal Bat arsidas; Delhi,
Chap. Vii.
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admit such a principle at work in the being of Brahman tho-
they are understandably reluctant to give it the name of “Visesa
or Svarflpaviéesa” as their B is Nirviéesa.

attaa‘t fiqaraaefi Errata all? afia Hilly mean
§a=mq qaffiaramav—a (PP) Eastern Wfilsfilfilfi ‘l

fil’x’fi (maxilla/i)

SOME STRIKING FEATURES OF MAD-HVA’S
GITA — BHASYA

Madhva’s Gita'bhdgya reveals in minature from the genera
ontlines of his logic, metaphysics and methodology 0:-

Scriptural Samanvaya of the Bheda and Abheda-grutis; The
interpretations of the Srutis and Sfitras cited here are the same

as those given or developed in his subsequent works also. This
shows that while writing the Gila-Bhasya.» his very first work,
the Acarya had come to very definite conclusions about their
import and the details to be worked out later. His passing

'JnotiCG and implied references to Sankara’s bhasyas on the
Upanlsads and the Sutras and the Gita also confirms that he
had already'gone thro’ them minutely and had arrived at
certain definite conclusions about their inadequacies.

MAD‘H'VA’S' CONTRIBUTION To A BETTER
UNDERSTANDING OF THE TRUE NATURE or

KARMA-YOGA TAUGHT IN THE 6er
The Acarya takes a decisive step in placing the discipline

of Karmayoga of the Gita in its proper Theistic setting as
envisaged by its author, not only by indentifying it with his
“Niskama-Kurma-Yoga” but also by harnessing it organically
to the devotional dedication of1be fruits c-l such Kama to
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Cod with a propes awareness of the why of such a dedication
to Him (this reason being that He is the One Independent Agent
and Enjoyer ofall that is done by the creatures who are His
Patibirnbas). This is clarified by showing that by the very
terms of its authoritative definition in the Vi'dsasmrti and the
Mariusmrri “Niskz'tmakarma” means Karma fortified by true
knowledge of the relation in which the Jiva stands to the Lord
as the All-doer and himself as his instrument (nimitramérram)

Niskémam jfidnapflrvam m nirvttam iha cocyate

Such Jfiana as already pointed out consists in the acceptance
of the Lord as the independent Agent behind all human acti-
vities as the Energiser of the Jiva (Cf. Daivam caivdtra
pafieamam) aid the ultimate enjoyer of all sanctified Karma :

Aham hi sarvayajfifindm bhoktd ca Prabhurevu ca

Before Madhva’s times the “Nivrtta-Karma” of the sastras
had come to be blindly identified with “Karma-Sannyisa” or
withdrawing oneself from (nivrtti) active human life and
its responsibilities. by entering the Sannyasa Asrama.
Madhva rescued Nivrtta-Karma from the tentacles of the
Sannyasa-Asrama as such and resestablished its identity with
robust, enlightened Karma-Yoga of the Gila. not only in
respect of the .Grhastha but of all the four asramas. He showed
that Asrama-sannyasa too is not exempt from its own share Of
Niskamakarnia (See Gita IV, 32 and J85 c.on it).

Madhva has gone a step further than all his predecessors
in showing how even the socalled Sa-Kama.l<arma can be
stbiinaltd imo hislanzkztna by intrcducing a subtle
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distinction ofit into'fNitya-Kamya” and “Vaikalpika-Kamyan
(optionally Kamya or absolutely without Kama). This is a

I

highly edifying distinction and interpretation which makes it

possible to transmute the entire Karmakanda of the Vedas

into a program of enlightened Niskamakarmayoga, as intended
by the Vedas and the Gita. This gives the clue to Madhva’s
Jefreshingly new interpretation of the seemingly downright
censure of the Vedas as “Traigunavisayz'th” in the Gita(ii)
by which the Karmasannyasvavins swear without stopping to

consider the self-contradiction which such a summary dismissal
of the Veda would entail when it comes to Krsna’s statement
later on that He is the one to be primarily known by all the
Vedas (Vedais‘ca sarvair aham eva vedyah XV 15.)

”The; true‘ nature of Niskamakarma as Karma-Yoga is

lighted up by the knowledge of thc true relation of the Souls to
God. It provides the inspiration for the dedication of one’s
selfless Karmas as an offering to the Lord. This fact comes

'_ out With remarkable clarity from a wellknown versein the
'Prai_rtta-Samltita of the Paficaratra quoted by Ramanuja in his

-

Sribhasya.

antic-t was qt as: atgéatszmam
WIEHMH were staid!!! saint II

“The supreme Brahman Vasudevais attaired by doing what
is laid dovtrnin this Pancaratra-Sastra in the from of Karma
well-grounded in the knowledge of the “Supreme Being”.

,The Paficaratra is spoken of in one of the verses of the
Blrdgavata Purana as wedded to the message of “Naiskarmaya.
Tantram _Sfitzvatam a‘casg‘a Naigkarmyam karmaném yalah
(i, .3)'..B_}’t judging from the great emphasis laid by the
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BhégaVata system on the scrupulous performance of the five
religious duties (paficakfila) as recognised by Sankara himsel
in his c. on 8.8. iij'l, in the course of his refutation of the
Bhagavata system (otherwise knOWn as the Sattvata system, the
“Naiskarmya associated with-the Paficaratra- cannot certainly be
taken in the sense of turning away from all Karma as binding
in its nature and therefore to be up given by thewise ones but its
active performnce in the humble spirit of devotion and
dedication to God. This shows that Madhva is on the right
track in construing the word Naiskarmya used in the Gita (iii)
as “Jfianaparvam Karma”. The very adjunct “Jfianapfirvam”
used in the verse from the Vyasasmrti quoted by Madhva.
and its presence in the verse quoted by Ramanuja from the
Pravrtta Samhifé ot‘ the Pancaratra vindicates Madhva’s stand
that Niskama—Karma is intended primarily for Jfianins who are
expected to lead others (Iokasangraha). Hence. Arjuna who
is warmly advised by the Lord to take up Karmayoga- must'be
deemed to be a Jfiani in the estimation of Krsna,—whateVer
Sankara may be pleased to think of Arjuna, to suit his own
durposes.

That being so, the rider Sankara subjoins to the first
quarter of “Karmanyeva adhz‘ka'rar te” (ii.47)'"ig‘noring what
Krsna himself says to Arjuna that he should not make the fruit
of the Karina performed by him the motive for its performance
(ma karmaphalahetuh bhfih) by putting in his own caveat : N4
jnfinanisthfiya‘m te tava (Arjuna) you have no right-to practise
Jfianayoga). Such a prohibition is unwarranted byth‘e terms "Br

the two propositions Karmanyeva adhikarah' te and its
counterpart Md phalesu. The question of Jfiananistha is not at'ail
made an issue in this context and'any reference to it is therefore
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irrelevant. It must therefore be rejected as a forced inter-
pretation calculated to read S'ankara’s own idea into it.
gankara gives a euphemistic twist to the pronown “te” (for you)
to denigrate Arjuna as a Madhyamadhikarin unfit for
Jflénayogs. In refreshing contrast to this, Madhva construes
the same “Te” addressed to Arjuna as signifying by extension
of reference ("pal/(awn) all Jfianins in general’ as class
See M.GB. lI.47)m

In modern times credit for being the pioneer and the
most out-spoken champion of Karmayoga or Energyism as the
message of the Gita has come to be lavished on B.G. Tilak the
author of the Girfi-Ralmsya5, He has also been complimented
for being the first to disagree with Sankara in regard to the
status assigned by hi n to Arjuna as at Manda or aMadhyamédhi-
karin unfit for .lfianayoga. Readers of Madhva's Bhasya will see
for themselves that in both these respects Tilak has been fore~
stalled by Acfirya Madhva to whom therefore the first credit must
go. T-ilak seems to have had but a nodding acquamntance with
Madhva’s works on the Gita and believed that he was the first
to uphold Arjuna’s status as a Jfiani and Karmayoga as the

5 Read the ff. remarks of Prof. K.V.Kavishvar in his
Gita‘tatradars'an (in Marathi) “Surveying the attempts so
far made to detarmine the essence of the Gita teaching, We

are confronted by two conflicting theories,—one which
stands for all—out Karma—sannyz'tsa and the 'other placing
its faith in Karmayoga’ out and out. Sankara is the
protagonist ofthe former view and Tilak is acknovtrledged
to be the leader of the other school” (Translated
from the Marathi original _p.ll.l9SI)
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central theme of the Gila. His summary disposal of all the.
earlier Bhasyakaras as “doctcine supporting commentators”
confirms this.

SANNYASA—YOGA AND SANNYASA—ASRAMA ARE

NOT THE SAME

Another stand taken by Madhva in his Gitébhasya to which
modern enlightened opinion is increasingly veering round but
which must have seemed novel and revolutionary to men of.
Madhva’s times is that the Sannyasa—Yoga taught in the Gila, is
not to be confounded with the adoption ofthe way of life of thc‘.
ascetic or the fourth order (Yatyaérama). One can be a- true
Sannyasin in the Gita—sense of the term wilhout donning~the
orange robes and retiring from Grhastha—As’rama (orhouse-
holder’s life) In his commentaryon the Gita Madhva removes
the common misconception prevailing even among the “learned.
circles” that the one who has adopted the Yatyaérama is
“without fire and without kriya”. This does not mean .that
M:tdhv:t did not hold the Sannyasa—Afiaama as such in high '

esteem in the Hindu view of life. For. he himself. was ,a
Sunnyasin by choice. Hisbalanced views on the subject there-
fore deserve eareful consideration.

NISKAMA—KARMA As JNANOTTARA—KARMA

Perhaps the most outstanding distinction of Madhva as
the protoganist of Niskama—karmayogais to be found in his
giving the highest place to the continued performance of 'such
Niskamakarma ofone’s station in life by an aspirant totMOksa
even after he has attained direct—God—vision ‘(apnrokgtdjn'finai
The beautiful phrase “Jfianottara-Karma” is‘itself a happy
coinage of Madhva, in Vedanta literature. It has ~_its bearing
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on the welling'up of thejnnate bliss (svarfipénanda) of souls in
the state of Moksa, in the philosophy of Madhva. This

phrase has rightly found its way intothe subsequent Bhakti
literature of some of the great Saints of Maharashsra.

Today the call of the world’s lntellcctuale is for selfless
and enlightened work and service to mankind. Madhva would
put in that Man has to be served thro' God He has given
sufficient hints consistent with the natural gradations among
men as to now best this could be done.

DEEPER LEVELS OF DIVINE IMMANENCE
BROUGHT T0 LIGHT

Some intriguing pronouncements in the Gita (ii.*27; xji_23
tend to enthrone Jada—Prakrti—Vada making Jada~Prakrtj (the
inscntient Matter) the one independent Causal principle at
wrik in the Cosmos. This kind of Prakrtivada threatens to
banish both the Jivas and the Paramatman from the
metaphysical field and reduces them to sheer impotence, in the
name of “SANKHYA—JNANA” No serious student of the
Gita can however be happy or at peace with sucha climax.
Other commentators have half-heartedly tried to remedy the
situation. They have only complicated it with their own
mental reservations in favor of the Prakrli or of an essentially
inactive self (niskriya-atma). It is to Madhva we have to turn
for a well-defined and balanced assignment of proper places and
roles to each of these three within the framework of the
philosophy of the Gita.111 keeping with the indisputable indepen_
dence of the Lord and without in any way making the role 05
the other two/ass true or untrue. In this context Madhvas
G1ta—Tarpnrvaenhghtens us with a picturesque and speaking-
illustration of the cow. the udder and the milkman.

szuin doga’lm ca gaur (logtl/IIi szqno doga’ltetivat kmmat
quoted from the BI(l/Immgrkg,
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PREVAILING MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE PARA AND

APARA PRAKRTIS CLEARED

Many a traditional commentator. and modern scholars on
the Gita have held that the Cit and the Acit (souls and matter)
which are opposed to each other in their natures form part
ofthe nature of the Deity as its higher and lower natures
or essence or being. In the first place, this offends against
the homogeneity of the supreme Reality (its o’ikarasya)

to saddle it with two antagonistic natures— one sentient and

the other insentient (as most of the commentators have done)

Moreover. the Acit Prakrti according to the Gita is one while
the Jivas are many in essence. The use of the singular to
refer to the Jivas as Para—Prakrti would not be in order.
Further, this Paré—Prakrti has been described here as support-
ting the whole cosmos (ynyea’am (Md-irate jagat). It would
be preposterous to Speak of the Jivas who get entangled in

the meshes of ~Prakrti and struggle to extricate them-
selves from it as bearing or supporting the whole world.

Madhva therefore comes to the conclusion that as one
ofthese two ‘Prakrtis’ has been called Apara—Prakrti the Para

1 2 "
Prakrti must be the one that has jurisdiction over it and
controls it from within as its Abhiménidevata. In other words.
the Para—Prakrti must be one that is superior to the Jivas

as well as the Jada Prakrti and is itself subject to the Lord.
Madhva therefore identifies it with the Cit—Prakrti. Sri—

Tattva is an accepted doctrine of Upanisadic cosmology and
has support of the Brahmasfitras as well (B. S. 1.1. ). The

subordination of both the Cetana‘and Acetana Prakrtis thus
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serves to underline the all—transcendence of the suprerre
Lord (vis‘vamh paramam). The possessive pronoun ‘Me
‘Prakrtih” simply means that the two Prakrtis are subject to
the Lord and not that they are two constituents ofhis essence
or Being. Just as we say this is my house or my car.

SATTVANURUPA SRADDHA

Talking about the doctrine of the three Sraddhas, the
statement: Salrvdmu-fipa sarvaryfi s‘radd/Ifi bhm'ari (xvii. 3),
These Sraddhas are in accordance with the “Sattva” ofeach
individual. Many commentators have glibly assumed
that this “Sattva” stands for one ofthe three gunas or consti-
tuents of Jada—Prakrti (as in the Sinkhya system). This is

far from tenable. For then “Sattva” will signify but one of
the three Gunas of Prakrti. But cosmic life in its entirety is

the outcome of the commingling ofall the three Gunas of
Prakrti and is not the product of only one of them viz. Sattva.
Antenatal-beings would- thus be of the unifrom nature of
Sattvlt-andth'ere’fore 'Séttvika's” so much so that the distinction
mefieby~'the-'Gita.~ itself in speaking of some of them as Sitt-
vikfl‘and; others as R‘ajasas arid of yet others as-‘Tamasas”,
theiiritgoing-upwards, the third downwards and the second
standing-in-the- middle (X-IV‘. 18) in their spiritual career
Wbuldzbe meaningless.

I

Therefore, the term “Sattva” here must signify some other
princinlselsohiothing not partaking of the nature of Jada-Prakrti
or its con stituents. The commentariesof Sankara and Réménuja
afford no help in unravelling this mystery. Aurobindo calls this
'Sattvam” the stuff of one-'3 Ifallt’lt or in Dig. This means we have
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to go beyond the gunas of Prakrti to identify what this
Sattva can be. Aurobindo does not pursue or probe the matter
further and leaves it tentatively vague.

Madhva. as usual, takes the bull by the horns. He is forth-
right in telling us that “Saltva” here signifies the Jivasvarfipa
as such which varies with each one and is not uniform or the
same in all. The use of the term “Sattvam” in the sense of the
living being (Cetana) is well attested in Sanskrit language and

literature. as in the Paingirahasya—Brtihmaya,.' Kalidasa’s
Rag/iuvams‘a and the Amm'akos‘a. Madhva’s Bhasya- renders it
s “Cittam” which is more explicitly rendered as f‘fiVa—Caitan-

yam” by his commentator Jayatirtha, as the same difliculties will
arise if Cittam is understood in the sense of the mind-stuffor its
modifications. The acceptance of the doctrine of threefold dist-
inction of Sattva or Sraddha'1n the stuff of being of Souls leads
to the corollary of Jiva—Traividhya postulated byMadhva.

CONCLUSION _

It would be quite iclear from the foregomgsurvey of the
salient features of Madhva?s Bhasya on-the IGita, evan at
random. that it throws much new and refreshinglyoriginal light
on many sadly neglected areas of theoriginal and opens
up many fresh and hitherto unsuspected or und1scovered vistas
of its practical and theoretical philosophy "ode feels satisfied
after diving into the contents of his Bhasya. that here one is at”
last face to face with the heart of the G'ita-and that the author
h'as'not a bit exaggerated when . he says “Gitartham vaksyami
(lesatah). In simple unostentatious language the-heart of the
Gita is revealed to the earnest seekers of truth, without
mincing matters.
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This Introduction is far from being exhaustive. I have left'
out many many other equally thought-provoking improvements
in the interpretation of several other topics such as the Ksetra-

",Vkfietrajfiayoga, Purusottamayoga and others. The inadequacies
’7

of the earlier interpretations of the Gita which have come down
to us and brought out here will bear out the justice of Jaya-
tirtha’s observation :

Anyailz svapaksaniksiptadrgtibhill svdbhiprdyo [Gitdrthatvena
aropya uktab Ahamtu Gitfirtham eva vaksyfimi iti sficanfit.

Tha English version of Madhva’s Gitabhasya attempted
here is’sure to be helpful to a very large number of persons
who have not the necessary equipment to read and understand
the original Sanskrit text of the Acarya’s Bhisya with its added
difficulty of terseness It would also attract the attention of all
those genuinely intereted in the varieus facets of Vedanta philo-
sophy and wanting to know what this great stalwart of Vedantic
Theis’m 'has to tell his countrymen and humanity in general,
about the perennial problems of religion and philosophy.

V

The Gita -_Bhasyas of §ankara and Raménuja are available
in their English versions. So far Madhva’s Bhésya has not had~

that advantage. I have addressed myself to this taslr
of filling this gap not withouthesitatiOn and diffidence about
my competence in view of the tantalising brevity of
the original.

I have benefited immensely from the illuminating
commentary of Sri Jayatirtha on the Bh-a'lsya and two important
glosses thereon in trying to bring out the hidden sense of the
expressions and the nuancesof thought. I will not say that
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my translation of the Bhasya isperfect or needs no impro-
vement. It is for the Sahrdayas and the Pariksalgas to judge.

The Translation has been attempted and undertaken in

response to the friendly pressure of my es‘teemed‘tt‘riend

SriK. Raghupati Rao of Dharmaprakash.-Madras. [have been
buoyed up to persevere-with this none too-"easy a-tarsk by his
keen and sustained interest and enthusiasm in its progreSS
and completion.

The printing and publication ofthe work after its accepta-
nnce by the Publishers has been unconscionably delayed for
more than four years. Iapologisegto the public for this delay.

Keeolu i l mini the needs 0F the modern readers, every-
effort‘has been, made to trace the numerous, quotations to
their extant sources. The gaps of thought and expression in
the original have been supplied with the help of. Jayatirtha’s
commentary to draw out the‘continuity of thought.‘ Some
alternative explantions of verses given in the companion vol-
ume to'the Bhasya viz. Madhva's Gita-Tatparya have been
referred to where necesasry. Implied references to the interpre-
tations of Sankara; Rfiménuja- and Bhéskara in' the original
have ,been made explicit 'on important issues. Till
recently the GitavBhésya of the Vedantin Bhaskara was
practically unknown and Jayatirtha's references to his
interpretations were the only source of information available
tn us about the views of this commentator on some points,
which I had‘brought to the notice of scholars in a couple of
papers on the Subject of VBhaskara A' Forgotten COmmentator

the Gita Ill the 'In'dian Historical quarterly. Calcutta
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as early. as 1933- which, attracted. the attention. ofi
Prof. Otto Schrader of the Kiel university (Germany) Years;
l‘ater a fragment of Bhaskarafs. Bhasya on the. Gina. has been.

published by Dr. Subhadra Jha. The viewsof' modern scholars:

and exponents of the Gita have been discussed here and there
to add to the usefulness ofthe work from a. wider perspective;
These are mostly relegated to. the footnotes so that- these
“asides” may not- break' the continuity of thought of» the
Original.

I

Nabhah patantyfit'masnmam patatrinah. Birds fly in the air.
as high as their wings can take them. I am no exception.

My most pleasant duty now IS to place on reverd my'
sincere thanks to my esteemed friend Sri R. V. M-urthy of
Bombay, the President of the Akhila Bharata'Madhvamahaman-
dal and its former Secretary Sri N. Krishna‘svami tfpr getting this
translation published under theé‘a'uspices of the: Anandatirtha
Prataisthana. of the A_ B M. M. and to the present Secretary
SriKR Jayatirtha for speeding up its completion after he

has taken charge as Secretary. ,

I acknowledge with thanks the donation of Rs. 1500 by
the late Mrs. Kumudvati Bai. mother ofSri N. S. Chakrapani of
the Indian Air Lines Bombay for purchase ofreferencebooksand
original texts of this project.

To the moving spirit of the Mahamandal,the dynamic
and Winsome personality of gri Visvcsa Tirtha Svémiji of
the Sri Pejavar Mutt of Udupi I owe an eternal debt of
gratitude which can never be expressed in words. In 1950 on
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the eve of his first Paryaya he had commissioned me (the then
Principal ofthe Sanskrit College. Udupi) to write an English
Introduction to the first edition of the Madbvavijaya with the
commentary .of Visvapati Tirtha one of the later Pontiffs of
the Peja'tvar Mutt . I have received many tokens of his genuine
affection and goodwill and‘ encouragement to my research
work and publications pertaining to the philosophy ofSri
Madhva all these years andIconsider his acceptance of this-
Translation of Acarya Madhva’s first work on the Gita for
publication in the ANANDATIRTHA PRATISTHANA the
crowning act of his unbounded grace and graciousness, to
which he has added another by writingaForeword to my
work in ready response to my request. I can only offer him
my prostrations at his holy feet in the words of the Sruti.

Klimt a mafia ear: II

Ranga Dhéma —(Dr.) B. N. K. Sharma
111/272 Raja Street
COIMBATORE~641001



Part I

ENGLISH RENDERING



ADHYAYAI

INTRODUCTORY
MAKING my obeisance to the Supreme Deity

Narayana who is wholly free from all imperfections
at all times and is infinite in space and time and in
His auspicious attributes and to my own Preceptor
Sri VedavyaSa (in), I shall now briefly expound the
meaning of the Gita.

The Lord Narayana, endowed with fulness of
wisdom, sovereignty and other attributes, manifested
Himself as Vyasa to teach the path of duty and of
the saving knowledge for the benefit of deserving
souls who had lost sight of Nivritti-Dharma and
Jfiana,—in response to the representation made to
Him by Brahma, Rudra, Indra and other gods, out
of compassion for them.

The compassionate one composed the Mahabhar.
'rata-Sastra, with whose aid persons ineligible for the
study of the Vedas, like women and Sudras, suffer-
ing births and deaths for want of the saving know-
ledge and the consequent inability to find the right
means of realizing the desirable values of life and
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eschewing the undesirable, may obtain releasefrom
Samsara thro' right knowledge and pursuit of
Nivritti Dharma.1

.

This Sastra (Mahabharata) embodies, in addition,
truths and facts not proclaimed in the Vedas but
open to God’s own immediate perception. Hence,
its thought-content is of such a nature as to be both
Within the range of ordinary comprehension and
bey‘ondjit- Its chiefcontent of thought is Divine
Majesty which is esoteric. Its exposition of Dharma
and other vaIUes is to bring Divine Majesty into
focus and relief.

‘
All this has been set forth in the following

authorities: “The Lords of the world Brahma. Rudra
and others. perceiving the women and other folk
suffering in Samsara without the right to study and
know-the meaning of the Vedas, prayed to the
Supreme Phrusottama, on their behalf. Responding
giaciduSly, the Lord manifested Himself as Vyasa
and composed the fifth Veda (Mahabharata) surpass-
ing the other_s.- It contains truths comprehended by
‘Him and by other Avatars and which are not
Jconfined to the Vedas alone, being intuited by
immediate Divine knowledge and Consistent withal
with'therevlealed Vedas. The premier 'Sastra is
diversified as thzrata, Paficardtrag M-fllardmdyana and
fihdgayqta-LPurdna,‘ carrying. an integrated message",
(Wdrdyaya7A§tqik§ara—Kalpa) ,

iii. Fer Nivritta Kai'rna or Nivrittidharma
bit se‘e t-he Bhasya On Adhy. III-1.5. ' '
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The Upana'radi‘ya says: “Even Brhaspati knows it
Eliot entirely, tho’ everyone knows a little of it. Sages
Eileelare the Mahabharata embodies several (deep)
I' meanings. The Ndradiya reads “Lord Visnu at the

request of Brahma and Others compOsed the Maha-
bharata. It carries ten meanings all over—not
comprehensible to all.” The Skdnda Purina says:
The Lord composed the Bhdrata as the fifth Veda,
having ten meanings at least. Its primary theme is
Visnu. It has everywhere an esoteric meaning and
is superior to the Vedas."

All this is decisively established by the follow-
ing texts also. “Should a twice-born master the‘ four
Vedas with their subsidiaries and their Upanisads
without a sound knowledge of the Purdnas, he cannot
be considered a wise man". (Skdnda, Prabhfiskhanda)
“One should expound Vedas with the help of Itihasas
and Puranas. The Veda shrinks from the shallow
ill-equipped exponent, lest he should pervert its
views”. (VJ/ddha Manu) “The learned ones hold that
the Mahabharata has three different focalizations of
meaning-the moral, the narrative and the philosophi-
cal". (Mbh. I. l. 50) “Once Brahma and the other
gods and the Rsis. coming together, weighed the
Bhftrata against the Vedas in a balance. At the
bidding of Vye'tsa himself the Bharata weighed more
on the occasion. In view of its intrinsic worth and
weightiness, then, it is called ‘Bharata the great”
(Mahabharata). One who understands this etymolo-
igicalsignifieance of the work becomes cleansed of

3 {his sins". “Whatever is there in the Bharata can be
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found in other (gastra) works. But what is not to be
found in it cannot be found anywhere else”, “The
Epic whose quintessence is found in the Virata and
Udyoga Parvans” (Mbh. I) and so on.

The pre-eminence of the Bharata is determinable
by (l) reflecting on the foregoing texts of th; Epic
itself (2) on the significance attaching to its orderly
transmission from teacher to pupil among Rsis (like
Vaisampayana), (3) on its study and dissemination by
(Paramahamsas like) Narada and (4) the logical
reason for the eulogisation of the Bharata, externally
in some other Purfinic work (like the Visfiu Purina)
to the effect: “who else but the Supreme Niréyana
could be the author of the Mahabharata”-which by
implication establishes the intrinsic merit of the
work. Else, how can there be cleansing of all one's
sins by a mere understanding of its etymology? That
such a result is attained is borne out be experience.
The reasons for the Mahabharata not being produci-
ble by any one other than the Supreme Being
Narayana-Vyasa himself can only be its embodying
truths perceived by the immediate vision .of the
Supreme being. Such praise cannot be regarded as
an exaggeration, as 'it comes from an external source.
Nor can it be mere praise of authorship, as such
authorship is to be found in other cases also. The
only way in which the praise in question can be
rendered meaningful is by making -it signify that
Vya'tsa the author of the Mahabharata must be the
Supreme Narayana Himself because he has produced
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a work (like the Mahabharata), which cannot be pro-
duced by anyone other than Narayana himself.

Into such a work the illustrious Vyasa (has)
dovetailed the Gita which is (sweet like) the honey
of the celestial Parijfita flower (viz. the great Epic)
in the form of a dialogue between Vfisudeva and
Arjuna epitomizing the message of the whole Epic.

The Mahcikauramd says “Among Sastras, the
Bharata excels. The Gite? and the Vignusahasrandma
excel other parts of the Epic. These him should be
studied and recited by all. The Anugitd has it- “The
discipline taught in the Gita is competent to lead to
true knowledge of the nature of Brahman. The same
(discipline) practised after one has attained true
knowledge is competent to usher in the full manifest-
ation of one’s Svarfipfinanda in Moksa." (As’. 17. 11)



~ ADHYAYA 11

SANKHYA - YOGA

ON THE battlefield of Kuruksetra‘, when Arjuna
had sunk in his chariot drawn up between the two
armies, swept by a sudden wave of grief and despon-
dency and was caught1n a snare of misplaced attach-
ment towards kith and kin, which had. for the
moment, deplivedhim of his sense of duty, perspective
and responsibility. the Lord spoke to him as follows:

II. 11. "Prajndvddcin bhczsage”is admonitory. It
means you are giving arguments of your own (limited)
understanding not drawn from gastra1 or the instruc-
tion of competent teachers.2

1. Cf. Gita, xvi. 24.
2 Rudolph Otto’s (Original Gita, pp.280-81) comment against

this that "the Lord's words were only meant to stress that
human reflection and judgment are incapable of insight into
God'a eternaldecree and not that Arjuna’s ‘words were n0!
derived from the position of the Sastras or the instruction of
Acaryas" as explained by Jayatirtha, makes no difference.
For, in the last analysis, the nature of God’s decree and
purpose in seeing the battle of Kuruksetra fought to the
finish, with Arjuna as his “instru ment” cannot be known by
any mortal mind except thro‘ the Sastra or its communication
by an authentic teacher. The Lord Himself makes this clear
in xvi. 24. J 's explanation is based on these grounds.
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II. 12. Why are ‘they’ not fit to be grieved for?
Because wise men do not grieve over those who are
about to die—just as they-would not, over the living.
What is the justification for making such a statement?
It is this that the Souls are beginningless and immortal;
As the Lord is instructing the wholeof humanity throf
Arjuna, He is here establishing the truth of the eternal
existenc of Jivas on the analogy of His own accepted
etrnality of being, as God. As the eternality of God
is not in doubt, it is cited as an illustration in formu-
lating the logical proposition:- Just at I am eternal, as
is well-established in the Vedantic texts, so too are
you and these rulers of men and chieftains.3
II. 13. _But then, in order to establish the'
eternality-of Jivas by inference or analogy; it should
first of- all be demonstrated'that there is (such a being
as) a self different. from the body in which it is
supposed to reside, As that is still unproved, how

3 It may Be asked will not ‘those who come to know of God's
eternality thro’ Vedantic texts, know the eternality of Jivas
also from the same source?Where then is the need to establish
it here ? The answer is-it is doubtless true that the Vedantic
text's proclaim both God and Souls to be eternal; yet the use
of the selective genitive case in statements like ‘The eternal
of the eternals’ (Katha Up. II.2.I3) which represent Jivas to
be ‘eternal’ and God to be superlatively eternal may induce
some shallow wits‘ to conclude that as eternality signifies
absence “of destruction and absence does not admit of
degrees of ‘more’ or ‘less’the intention of thevsrutiis that
God alone is eternal in the true sense of the term' and that the
Soul’s eternality is not to be taken literally. The pronounce-
nient [in Gita (n.13 d) is intended to disabuse the mind of
such misconceptions and establish the eternality of Jivas also
in the full sense of the term. (Jayatirtha, Prameyadipika).
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could it be taken for granted (in going on to establish
its eternality) ? This (point) is met by the verse :

Dehz’no' asmin yathj dehe” (11.13) :-

One knows by apperception, the unity of his
being amidst the different experiences he has gone
through in andthrough the changes which his body
has passed from childhood to old age. The unity of
the self with reference to its eXperiences in its
different lives that have gone before or have to be
gone through is likewise on the same foothing.

The lastquarter “ Dhiras tatra no muhyatz‘” (The
wise ones do not become perplexed by such views)
shows by implication the inadequacy of other views
against the existence of the self as distinct from its
physical body and its appurtenances, by way of re-
inforcing the truth of the Soul’s existence apart from
the body :-

‘It cannot be supposed (for instance) that the.
experiences of childhood and old age are coordinas
ted and intuited by the inanimate body itself as such-
No such intuition is verifiablein a dead body 11

canno tbe contended that the absence of such coordi-
nated intuition of experiences- in the dead body is
due to the cessation of the functioning of the- Vital
airs and the sense organs and metabolic activity and
that in normal experience it is the body which passes
judgements like “I am a man’i There is no evidence
of experience of any knowledge or of external pleasure
or pain, love or aversion, in conditions like deep
sleep, in Spite of the continuance of the digestive,
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respiratory and other functions of the body and the
vital airs. The same limitation stands1n the way of
attributing self-consciousness and power of apper-
ception to the mind (whose functioning also1s not in
evidence in deep sleep). It cannot be argued that
by the some token “the self” too will have to beset
down as incapable of intuitive power. The absence
of external awareness in deep sleep can be explained
as due to the temporary suSpenSion of the contact
of the self with the mind which does not therefore
deprive the self of its power of self-consciousness.- It
will not help to rejoin against this that there is no
external consciousness in deep sleep because themind
(as the conscious principle) is disconnected with the
self - and not the other way about. Such an argument
would still necessitate the acceptance of the self as a
distinct entity from the mind! Moreover, the mind
is only an instrument of cognition. It is not a cog-
niser-just as firewood used for cooking is only a
means and not the agent. This will be clear from
tudgments like ‘I know with my mind’ ‘I see With
my eyes’.

The distinction of the self from the body1s also
established by Srutis (like Chan. Lp. VIII. 6.5). The
validity of Sruti as verbal testimony has got to be
acceptedas being intrinsic to it- as in respect of sense
perception and inference (under right conditions).

The validity of Sruti cannot be disputed as in the
case of statements made by the Buddhist or the Cirt
vvaka. For the ’Srutis are anth0rless. And it is no-
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permissible to attribute humanfilinagslike1gnorance,
Organic defects, intention to mislead and so on, to
an authorless source of knowledge (such as the
Sruti).

Further, without accepting some authoritative
Statement as authorless, it will not be possible to
prove the binding character of and sanction behind
supersensuous values of right and Wrong - which are
accepted by} most of the religiOus and philosophic
systems of the world and by the thinking section of
humanity. No philosopher who refuses to acknow-
ledge these values can be recognized as a thinker or a
system--builder worth his pains. For, in the absence
of acceptance of such supersensuousvalues, the system
of thought propounded by him will be futile. One
cannot argue irresponsibly - let there be no right or
wrong as there is no evidence of their presence. The
universal acceptance ofright and wrong, the" moral
and the immoral is sufficient proof of their existence.
Universally accepted values cannot be negatived with—
out convincing proofs. It cannot be that their prova—
lence is delusiVe. Universal acceptance of a value is

' itself. proof of its authenticity.

If the validity of verbal testimony or inference
as such is disputed, there will be an end of all com-
merce of life, based on inference, or the spoken and
the written word. It is only after knowing for certain
that'X hears him correctly that Y can Speak. to him
purposefully. Since what passes in the mind of one is
hidden from another, one can only go by the indica-
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tions given by the reaction to one’s words, by another
in holding further commercewith him. A doubting
Thomas can have nothing but delusion facing him
all round.

Moreover, the negation of values of right and
wrong in life onld open the door to unmitigated
misery all round, by leading to a reign of terror, pro-
miscuity and exploitation of the weak by the strong.

One has thus ultimately to accept the existence
of the moral values ofright and wrong. The sanc-
tion behind such values has, in the final analysis, to
be traced to an impersonal source. To derive such
sanction from a personal source is to expose it to def-
ects to which a personal source is necessarily liable.
In such cases it is not posssible to assert its irrefraga-
bility on one’s own personal authority. One need. not
fear on that account that any one can getaway with
tall claims of impersonal authority to Whatever words
or statements he may choose to exalt to suchla status.
The authoritativeness of the Vedas as impersonal
saurces of Dharma goes back to honoured acceptance
from time immemor ial. Hence its validity. Therefore;
the wise man ofstrong mind will nOt be swayed by
spurious arguments of those who have no faith in the
exiStence of the Soul as distinct from the body or the
universally binding nature of the values of right and
wrong. (He will know how to fight for the upholding
of Dharma in a crisis - such as faces Arjuna).

The foregoing verses (II. 12-13) can also be
interpreted in a different way-as infra .'
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Is Arjuna’s grief on account of the (supposed)
destruction of the self (in fighting) or the possible
destruction of the bodies of his kith and kin in the
fighting ? It cannot be for the first reason as the
Jivas are eternal and indestructible, This is conveyed
by the verse 2 Na tve Wham (11.12).

Nor can the grief be due to the possible destruc-
‘tion of their bodies in the war. This is explained by
verse 13 (as follows) 2

There is no appreciable grief when one quietly
(involuntarily) surrenders his youthful body and
enters upon old age and feels compensated for the
"loss of the earlier body. One should feel similarly
compensated by getting a new body after giving up
thewounded or decrepit body after death and should
notgrieve. 4

II 14. Tho’ in view of the soul’s indestructi-
bility, there isno fear of loss of self, there is still
cause for grief on account of seeing the near and
dear ones wounded or maimed or having no more
opportunities of seeing them alive or conversing with
them. This objection is set aside by MdtraspaISdStu
Kaunteya..(11.14).

4 In the first case, there'1s passing of the body from one stage to
to another. In thesecond Case, it15 the parsing of the body
,as a whole —- giving place to a new one. .The principle1s the

' same and the difference should not be made much ot. ’(Jaya
tirtha 63:).

I
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knowledge, pleasure or pain as they are the states of
the mind, intuited by the self in its capacity as
‘Sz'lkii’. They do not inhere, in the self. The selt‘s
relation to them 'is one of Apperceiver of the object
of its knowledge and nothing more.

The (additional) adjective “anitya” is to make it
clear that the “coming and going” of sensations of
heat and cold, pleasure or pain is not a continued
series of states like a perennial stream of the Ganga,
but one in which the series itself is interrnpted (as
the output of flowers in certain seasons). The sensa-
tions of external pleasure and pain cease altogether
in states such as deep sleep, swoon and samadhi'.

In this way, the self’3 (excessive) deluded attach-
ment to the body and its states in terms of their
being its perSonal possessions independently of the
will of God, is the basic cause of grief and suffering.
To one who sets himself free from such delusive
attachment, the death of one’s friends or relatives
will not be a source of grief. Therefore (Arjuna) 15y
aside this personal attachment (abhimvzna) and render
unfruitful these sensations of (grief) heat and cold,
pleasure and pain.

-II. 15- - Verse 15 draws attentien to the Spiritua
benefit to one who succeeds in making the contacts 0
sense objects futile, (as advised in Ver. 14)

"The man (Wm), whom they are powerless to
Sway, while he is in the living body is fit for immor
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tality. ‘Purusa’ here is used, in its etymological
sense (as above)“. Without the bodily connection
there is no room for any of us suffering. The real
merit of being a ‘Purusa’ lies then in being able to
face the oppoSites ot heat and cold, pleasure and
pain without undue personal attachment

How does that “help? By coming to regard
pleasure and pain equally L. (by keeping sensory
pleasures at arms length as being injurious to
spiritual well-being, in the same way as one would
keep the unpleasant at arms length) How is such
a” state of mind to be achieved? By courage of
restraint. (i.e. by not going into raptures when
pleasures come or feeling sore when there is pain or
disappointment.

I i I

(The eternality of selves Wasinf erentially esta— ‘~

blishedin II. 12, by including the Lord Himself in
the minor term. The inference is now supported by
citing accredited instances of the existence of other
eternals for purposes of verification of -Vyz‘pti or
concomitance between the reason and the predicate.)

II 16 It was argued the selfis eternal because it
is without a beginning. This needs to beclarified as
to whether only the self is eternal or whether there
are also other entities which are eternal. In the former
case, the inference will suffer for want of an observed

' c: a in mi gem Hillg [13 slim:
" (Brh. Up. II. 5 . 18)
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the manifested state (of efi'ects. The Srutii text
‘From the ‘asat’, the ‘satf was born’ (Chan. up, VI;
2.1)has this sense also. The causal state; (of Pfakrti)
is designated as ‘asat’ (litslnon-existent)asits evolutio-
nary developments are then in their potential“ condi—
tion. The fact that Mulaprakrti and Brahman have
an eternal existence is perceived by the knowers of
truth and their teaching on the point. coming down
from generations is cited here as adequate auth0rity
for the proposition. The expression ‘anta’ in Verse
16, therefore, means “their finding on the question”?
(and not a limitation or destruction of Sat and Asat).

II 17. Why trouble to give specific instances,
severally, (or Prakrti, Paramétman and Kala) as
eternals in support of the Vyipti? In principle,
Whatever is spatially omnipresent must indeed be
eternal, such as for example, the articulated sounds
of language, space, time and others. This is con-
veyed by the words - “Know that to be absolutely
indestructible (and eternal) by which". allxthis is per—
vaded (11.17). ‘5

I

The second half1s not redundant1n sense, The
first half speaks of indestructibility by nature and
the second negatives possibility of destruction in
exceptional circumstances (as indicated by the fur-
ther predication “no one can bring about the destruc-
tion of this (Jiva) which is irreducible”.

6 This brings some other entities also besides Brahman under
the scope of this principle.
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II '18. . The idea of the Soul being an image
(pratibimba) of God follows as a corollary from the
establishment of its beginningless eternality on the
analogy of the eternality of Krsna himself as God,
implied in 11.12.

This is now reinforced in II. 18, by disarming
an objeC'tion which tries to call into question the
relation of Bimbapratibimbabhfiva between God and
Soul on'the ground of the admitted destructibility of
the bodies of Jivas.

While fully conceding the destructibility of the
physicalbodies of Jivas, the Gaza justifies the eternal
and indissoluble relation of Bimbapratibimbabha'va
betWeen God and Soul with the help of the concept.
of “natural and eternal upadhis”, which partake of
the essence of the self. [The Bhisya draws out the
significant points of this concept of “Nityopfidhis”
by an in-depth study of some of the keywords of 11.18
and analysis of their import as follows}:

_

Is there a'chance thenfor some of these bodies
to be eternal to justify the eternal existence'of Jivas ?

No. “These” are all destructible (II. 18 a). So there
should be destruction of the Self like the destruction
‘of a reflected image (pratz'bz'mba) following the des—_

truction ofthe reflecting ,mediumi (upddhz) such as
a mirror. But this does not happen in the case of the
Jim who continues to be eternal in spite of the des-
truction of his physical bodies. This shows that his
physical bodies are not the factors which determine
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his indissoluable relatiOn of prototype and? ectyp'e
(Bimbapratibimbabhava) to God.

As the words “Saririno dehah” read logether
do not make good sense as the soul, in its true form,
is bodiless, the term “ §aririn” has to be understood
as intended to mark off God from the individual.
Soul (which is subject to embodiment).

Let there be the destruction of the self, then,
due to unforeseeable or accidental causes. No, For
it is by nature and in essence indestructible. On
what ground should this be So ? Because the Jiva is
similar (sarqua) to the omnipresent Lord. 7

There cannot possibly be any destruction of a
reflected image (pratibimba) such as the Jiva, so long
as the nearness of range between the reflecting
medium and the object (bimba) is not cut off and the
medium too is intact. (These conditions are fulfilled
in respect of the Jiva because), In the present case
there is no possibility of the Self going out of the
range of the omnipresent Lord. Consequently, there
is no prospect of the cessation of the reflection. As
for the medium, the Jivasvarfipa itself is capable of
functioning as its own medium (by the power of its
own Svarupa-Visesas).

[Tho’ the state of Moksa is conceived in the
Sastras as one of terminationof Upadhis] it should
be noted that there is a permanent upfidhi (which

7 wafifiatnmm (M. as)
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becomin-gqfrom a natural state of being, as God’s
knowldge is able to. That God’s knowledge has such
a power of being and becomnig at the same time is
seen from Sruti and Smrit texts such as ‘It perceived’
Chan.Up VI. 2. 3). ‘The Supreme Being-who18 of the
nature of intelligence which does not diminish or.

is lost at any time, place or in any state, rither by
1tself or on account of external causes’ (Bhagavata,
III. 7. 5).

The expression ‘Sasvata’ is not rendered superl
fluous by “ajo nityah”. For, it establishes that the
Jiva has no Origination or destruction due to the
origination or termination of the near‘ness of range
between the Bimba and the Upidhis whereas” ‘aja
and ‘nitya’ establish the truth of the Jiva having no
birth o'r destruction as a result of the origination or
destuction of his Bimba (which is _God Himself).
Similarly, the expression “P11r2'1nah” ’ (unborn) does
not ‘render “aja ” superflu0us. It is intended to
answer the question as to how if the Jiva is without
the power'of becoming invaddilion to being at the
same time, is spoken of as being “born” at all, The
answer-is that the Jiva is said to be born. in the limi-
ted sense of acquiring a body (‘purdwhi from puram
'dehamimizti}. In spite of acquiring bodies, the Jiva
is still said to be not killing or getting killed .when
the body is killed in the sense that his intrinsic
natural ‘upadhi’ beingindeStrUCtible he is also indes-
lStructible, )

I III 2i. W‘So' then, howircan any one who
knows the nature of the Self’s natural relation of
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Pratibimbatva to and its ontological dependence on
God, in the manner eexplained so for, claim to kil
another or cause his death. ‘2 In 11.19 the reference
was to the ignorant man’s attitude. Here in 11.21
the Jfianin’s attitude is commented upon. “Avinfisa”
Stands for absence ofdestruction or diminution due
to external causes, such as the destruction of the
Bimba, ‘Nitya’ means it is indestructible by nature.
Or, 'avinfisin’ may be construed as not being open
to association with any flaw or defect and ‘nitya’

s “lasting for ever”. In this way, the shades of
meaning are to be distinguished everywhere else. .In
common parlance too we speak of a man who has
become a prey to vices as “lost”.
11. 22 The purpose of the illustration and the
illustrated in ‘vasamsi jirnani....’ is to place the dis-
tinction between the body and the soul in greater
relief and render the experience of their distinction
much more vivid than in 11.13 where the change of
states from childhood to old age is slow, gradual and
imperceptible.
11. 23 The possibility of destruction of the
Self by natural or accidental causes has been ruled
out, earlier in ver. 22. This verse rules it out even by
extraordinary or special causes as in respect of the
severing of the head of Daksa, the Prajépati, by Lord
Sivafi.

s It was net by Siva'sor Virabhadra’s weapon that Daksa’ s
head was finally cut 011‘. It was severed by Siva by the extra-
ordinary power of his symbolic meditation on the sacrificer
(Daksa) as the sacrificial animal (Yagnqpassu). See Bhagavata
Parana iv 5.24.
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II 24. Establishes the impossibility of destruc-
tion of the Self by emphasising its absolute immunity
from personal destruction under any contingency (by
the significant use of the Krtya-suflix ‘ya’ in acchedya

, adrihya etc. in the sense of ‘ar‘ha’ or fitness)—not
being open or liable to destruction at all.

Whence- this immunity ? Because of its similarity
of nature to God who possesses eternal omnipresence
and other attributes.- In verse 20, the Jiva’s not
being subject to change of nature in a general sense
was established. The term “sthz’inu” here denies its
subjection even to destruction in special ’contin-
gencies. Here eternality’ is to be construed-as qua-
lifying omnipreseuce to avoid a repetition (with
‘ajah, nityah’).

By/construing the terms (nityah, sarvagatah,
sthfinuh, etc.) as establishing a figurative ”identity (of
Jiva with Isvara) thro’ broad similarity, repetition
is avoided in so far as the various attributes will
Serve to qualify Isvara with each new attribute, and
distinguish one qualified from another. (Visiegagza-
bhedcid Visigtdbhedah)

[God’s immunity from destruction may be
ascribed to His eternal omnipresence] On what
ground is one to hold the Jiva too to be so ? If it is
to be predicated on the ground of his being a reflec—
tion (pratibimba) of Is’vara, one may ask if it would
follow as a matter of course that the Pratibimba of a
Bimba invariably possesses all the attributes of the
original ? The reply is it is not illogical to hold that
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in the absence of counteracting reasons, the Prati-
bimba‘ can be credited with attributes (similar~ to
those) of the Bimba. [It is in this sense that the Jiva
is to be understood to be de3cribed in the Gité as
niiyaSarvagatah, sthdntth, acalah, etc, without pressing
the similarity to its absolute sens-3 0r degree of the
attributes under reference]

That the Jiva is, by nature, a Pratibimba of God
is fully supported by Sruti and Smrti texts like :—

“Every member of the community of souls is a reflec-
tion in relation to a particular form of Brahman”
(RV. vi.47.8 “The Jiva shines forth, even Unto him-
self, only by the light of God and appears like Him”.
So he isan “Abhfisa” (pratibimba) of God (in the
sense that his existence and shininig forth in self-
c‘onsciousness are derived from God).9

The Jiva’sbeing (desecribed as a Pratibimbaof
isvara is not in conflict with his being called an
2ams'a’ ofBrahman (in B. S. II. 3. 43). For, to be an
camsa’ is the same as to be a “Pratibimba” of God
(in the sense~already defined.)

It should not be supposed that ‘améatva' consists
in partaking of the same substance or natune. and
charCteristics ofa given thing. It can be established

9: Cf- Lea were? F3161 aaamme‘rsfi a I

manfezqnfiéfitwatw'aa: ,liv'

Madhva :. Aunvyakhyana
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by an arthcip'atti - argument that the term ‘Amsa’ has
the other sense of a ‘Pratibimba’ also. ‘Amsa’ has
different meanings in different contexts - varying
from ‘being a part of a whole, to Colorful identity,
and bhedfibheda, while ‘Pratibimba’ has only one
uniform sense.

We cannot reduce Pratibimbatva to améatva in
the sense of partaking of the same substantial essence
or being part of a whole, instead of reducing ‘améa‘tva’r
from its other anses as above, to Pratibimbatva as;
defined above. To explain - ‘amsatva’ as applied to;
the description of King Gfidhi as an améa of Indra.
and as applied to a bit of cloth as the (MM 01‘ the
whole, has different connotations. (In the former
case, there being no possibility of bhedfibheda or
absolute difference between them, ‘améa’ ‘has to be
understood in the sense of ‘Vis’esa’or Savisesa‘tbheda.
On the other hand, in the statement ‘the threads are
an ams’a of the’cloth’, améa has the sense of being a‘

part of a whole, standing in the relation of ‘bheda-
bheda’ to the amsi - while in the statement ‘the eye
is an amsa 'of the Sun (Surydms’ah cakgtih), there“
is‘ complete diflerehce between the améa and the
amsi.) '

1 I ‘

Thus ‘ams’atva’ admits of being used in many
senses while Pratibimba has one uniform sense alone
of being dependent on the B'imba and bearing some:
similarity to it.» It is but proper then that .ams'atva
which-carries different senses in different instances
should be restricted in its meaning when it is applied
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to describe-the relation between Jiva and Brahman,
to that of ‘Pratibimba.’

Immutability (sthziqzutva) applied to lsvara is
consistent with His creative activity. This is sup-
ported by the presence of texts supporting both
immutability and creative activity in Brahman,
harmonized by the mySterious power of God. It
would not be prOper to dismiss creative activity of
God as the effect of Maya. ’ Txets like “In You 0
Supreme One, these apparently conflicting attributes
are not incompatible (Bha‘g. X. 3. 19) “Not by reason
of Yogic power but in virtue of intrinsic Majesty”.
“ThisIS not at all amatter of surprise in one who is
endowed with the power of creating all effects”
(Bhdg. V. 18.5) 'clear'ly'show that the apparently con-
flictingattributes _. in God are ' to be reconciled by-
special appeal and reference to his 'unutterable
Majesty alone (and not by inv‘oking the aid of an
‘anir‘Vacaniya-Méya’.)

.. Moreover, the rejection of creative activity and-
other attributes of God, as ‘mfiyamaya’ is repugnant
to the highest spirit and purport of *Séstras. ,aIt is”

well-known that Moksa is the highest object of
human pursuit. Even in the Vedic texts which refer
to the attainment cf heavenly worlds as the fruit of
Karma'lprescribed by them, the ultimate objective is
only Melisa. Thisrshould be clear from teXes like ;
“The wise ones delight in the ends (OE Dharma and
Moksa among the four purusfirthas) and not in the'
middleo'nes (of artha and kima). There. is lasting:
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happiness in attaining the. ends and only pain (in the
end) in the attainment of what lies between the (two)
ends”, (Mhb. XII. 168.25). “The worlds attained by
meritorious deeds are subject to termination”.

Such Moksa is attained only by the grace of
Visnu and by no other means. For we read ‘;‘Who
can attain Moksa without propitiating Vfisudeva” ‘2

(VP. 1.4.8). Is there anything unattainable when the
unlimited One is pleased ? “To those whom the Lord
gran ts mercy when soughtwithout guile, and who know
Him get over His divine Maya. They have no feelings
of ‘I and mine’ towards their bodies eaten up by
dogs and jackals” (thig. II. 7.18) Enough of the
rewards of'dharma, artha and kg: ma. They are insigni-
ficant beside His grace”. “O Lord, as the Jivas
oppressed by the triple sufferings of life have no peace
of mind in the real world of transmigration we seek
the cool shade of your feet”. (Bhdg. III. 5.39)
“Without your grace who can attain Moksa ?”, “By
Knowing Him (one becomes immortal)”.

The grace of Visnu can be had only by a proper
understaudiug of his all-surpassing Majesty. Practi.
cal experience in the world also points the same way-
What is backed by practical experience is entitled to
be accepted as a guide line for other cases. Even the
Vedic passage : “O Lover of Ahalya” far from being
a censure of Indra, is intended to glorify him by
suggesting that in spite of committing a moral
offence, the blemish attaching to him was not over
much tho’ as a rule the seducing of another’s wife
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merits plinishment in Hell. That'it did net besmirch
Indra overmuch comes out from the words of another
Sru'ti text : “Not even a hair of his was injured”
(Kaugttakz Up. III.1. ). The Lord’s own words :

“WhOsoever, undeluded, knows Me thus to be Puru-
sottama knows the real meaning of the Séstras”
(Gila. XV. 19) also confirm this.

Visnu’s supremacy over all the other gods is
proclaimed in the following texts : “This is the sol-
emn truth proclaimed on oath, again and again, a
million times. The goddess Sri, Sesa, Brahma and
Siva equal 'not in majesty even a fraction of the
Majesty of Visnu divided by a million times and that
agaiu countless times and that again similarly”
(Naradz'ya).

The superiority of other gods to Visnu or his
identification with them13 against the fellowing:
‘_‘Th.e. Bharata Epic is the foremost among the
Sistrasi’ ,‘_‘Who else but Visnu can be the author of
Mahabharata”in praiSe of Mahabharata fo'und'1n
other works. The Epic itself gives the highest place
of honor to Visriu even while answering questions
put to it in very general terms concerning the
foremost among the deities, The answer even in
these cases is specific. "‘There has been no one
equal to Narayana, in the past or will be in the
future With this solemn declaration I shall establish
all other points.” “The offspring of whose benignity
is Brahmaand of his ire Rudra”, (Mb/z. XII. 350,12)
“There18 no One eqUal to you in all the three worlds
(Gzt'a. XI. 43) 7*
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Even when in other works where other gods are
glorified, it is so only in contexts which: have parti-
cular reference to them. Such personal glorification
of this or that god is to be met with in the Vedic
hymns too, as in “You Agni are Indra, the leader of
the good (RV. 11.1.3) Indra is above all that there is”
(RV. X.86,1).

The supremacyof the other gods referred to in
other works is contradicted by themselves. So it is
in the Skdndz (a Sai‘va Purina) : “The disparity be-
tween a tiger and a lion in a forest or that between
mount Meru and. the- Vindhyas, or that between the
Sun and its reflection is the disparity between Rudra'
and Indra. The disparity between the Sun and Moon
or between Gafiga and Yamuna (rivers) is the dis-
parity between Brahmi and Rudra. The disparity
that exists, between the waters of lhe Deluge and a
drop of water so much is the diSparity between a
blade of grass and Hiranyagarbha. That between a
spark of fire and the Samvartaka conflagration is the
diflerence between Visnu and Hiranyagarbha. As
Lordi Visnu is infinite, the difference which separates
Him from all the rest is equally infinite. The above;
analogies are just an indication of

'

Visnu’s immeasu-'
rable greatness.

'

There is no one equal to Him at
any time. With this solemn assertion, I enter into
Him” (asmy refuge).

In the. same“ Purina, we ”have the following
spoken by, Markandeya to Siva : “Immersed in the
ocean of Samasfira, you will now attain Mokrja”. In
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the Pddma (a Saiva Purana), in the context of the
episode of'Markandeya, Siva disclaims that Moksa
can be attained thro’ him and aflirms that it can be
attained only by the grace” of Visnu : “My boy,.I am
only the bestower of (worldly) en'oyments. Visnu
alone is the giver of Moksa”. he superiority of
Siva is also contradicted by the Brahma Purdms
which are neutral to both (Visnu and Siva).

The Vedas too (which seem to speak here and
there of the superiority of other gods) are to be
attuned to the Supremacy Of Visnu, in the light of
the evidence of the Itihfisas and other works- in View
of the dictum : Even if one is versed in the four
Vedas ...... ”(quoted earlier). Otherwise, the doubt
arising from the apparent mention of other gods like
Indra as Supreme could never~ be resolved. More-
over, even in those cases, the sUperiority of Visnu
which is the intended final purport is established
thro’ primary attunement of} the names of all the
other gods with Visnu‘ as the bearer of the names of
all the gods in their highest connotation (sarva-
namavfin), as taught in the Srutis. The preeminenCe
of Visnu is thus the Supreme purport of all the
scriptures, “Tho’ the Vedas glorify the sovereign
attributes of God for the souls’ attainment of ’Moksa
(thro’ such knowledge) the other purport of uphold-
ing the majesty of God is implicit in the self-validity
of Sruti requiring no external confirmation, all the
more so in the absence of counter reasons under-
mining such validity. The fact of the One Supreme
Being (Visnu) being possessed of all excellences
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established by Srutis cannot be. negated or set aside
merely on the ground that in ordinary experience no
single individual is to be seen endowed with all the
highest excellences. Things differ according to the
nature of their attributes. A person or a thing may'
possess attributes which no other does. "-0

If the self-validity of Sruti is not admitted, one
will have to find corroborative evidence to establish
its validity. Such corroborative evidence will have
to be similarly corroborated by another and that by
another and so on ad infinitum. The Vedas proclaim
the majesty of God as an end in itself and for the
sake of achievement of Moksa by the souls. This
doublerole is not contradictory. It is governed by
Divine Will. It is open to Divine Will to exercise
control over eternal substances also - be they Jada or
Cetana - as we see from : “Substance, Kar ma, Time,
Svabhz'wa and Jivas- all these exist eternally by 'God’s
Will and cease to be Without it” (Bhag. 11 10.12).
The control of eternal verities by Divine Will15 to
be understobd as being quite possible by God’s my-
steriouspoWer (acintyas’aktz) already alluded to‘. It is,
therefore, needless to dismiss God’s creative activity
referred -_to in ‘Tad aiksata’ as not natural to Him and
attributeit to the influence of (an1rvacan1ya)Maya

The term ‘acala’ (immobile) in Ver. 24, should
be construed as ‘being without any worldly kind of

10 ahiéfsé‘fifialara (M)
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activity (laukikckriyd) On the anaIOgy of such other
descriptions as “without joy and Without bliss”,-
“without pain or pleasure”, “unknowing”, “non-
existent”, etc There is evidence of positive activity
in the Divine Being in such texts as “Thought is my
heart, knowledge my body, activity my work”. (thig
VI. 4.45) So it is not correct to dismiss everything
in the nature of attributes and activities in God as
‘Méyic’ in essence. We also find the Supreme Brah-
man being addressed in the Taitt. Up. (1.4.3) by the
epithet “bhaga” signifying excellences in “0 Super-
Excellence, let me enter into you” The appositional
reference (You Super—Excellence) is sulficient to esta-
blish that all the Super-excellences of Brahman con-
stitute its natural inner essence of being and that,
therefore, none of them can be dismissed as “Miyic’f.
This is supported by other texts also such as “I Was
born as the power of intelligence (vijnfinaéakti) of
the infinitely powerful one” ,(Bhig. III. 9.24). “In
Me of infinite attributes, ‘ infinite'in respect of each.
attribute posseSsed of infinite internal aspects aud
countless bodies formed of/the essence of such attri-
butes" (Bhdg. VI. 4.48)” “Supreme and varied are
the powers intrinsic to His nature, such as knowledge,
strength and activity" (Svet. Up. VI. 8.)

_

[Therefore
nothing pertaining to God such as His qualities or
activities can be treated as ‘miyic’ in composition]

“.- gnasaaa, guzrat seaaaaarfasaammmarfififiéa
(NS. p 383)
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. II 25. Because of His mysterious power, God’s
nature is unmanifest, unthinkable (in full) unchange-
ble etc.

11 26. Granted that the Self is eternal, it does
'undergo births and deaths thro' acquisition of a
physical body. and giving it up. My grief is justified
on account of the Certainty of death faCing the near
ones in the battle. To this plea of Arjuna the Lord
replies :

Even if you consider that the soul is indeed
(m‘iya) but subject to birth and death ‘on account of its
acquisition or loss of the body, there is still no
justification for your grief. In this verse the expre-
ssion ‘nitya' is used for emphasis (avadhdrandrthah)

II 27. Why is there no justificationeven then?
Because, in this sense, birth and death must inevita-
bly recur and there is no point in grieving on their
account.

II 28. That birth and death of the bodies are
bound to go on till Moksa is elucidated by the words
"‘The bodies of creatures originate in the iinrnanifeSt
(Prakrti)...”.

II 29. Concluding that as the association and
dissociation of bodies are inevitable and as the Jiva-
svarfipa is indestructible. being akin to that of isvara
(as its Pratibimba) there is no need to grieVe, the
Gitacarya dWells again on the mysterious power of
God in this verse “Some one sees Him as a maIVel”.
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Whoever sees Him perceives Him as a marvel in
- the“ sense of something not ordinarily attainable. The

“marvel" is that which is not met with every day in
the world.

.1 The knower‘of the individualselfisalso a rarity
difficult to be seen-in so far as the selfs nature is
likewise akin to God’s.

[The overall purpOSe of this verse is to highlight
Divine Majesty in this way, viz.-As it is rare even to

7 find one who-is able to perceive the true nature of
the Jiva who is‘ a Pratibimba of isvara. how can any
one presume to understand and describe the greatness

- of that Supreme One.]

‘

[Versa 30-38 being clear enough1n meaning have
" been passed over without comment The same prin-

; cipleis followed subsequently too ]

II 39. ‘Sfimkhya' (in the Gitd) signifies know-
ledge (of-isvara and J iva in their- unique relationship
ofBimbapratibimbabhz'lvawith all its correct implica-
tions). “The immaculate knowledge of Paramatman
(and of his Pratibimba the Jixatman) is termed
‘Sankhya’ So reads the Lord'8 statement in the

.':‘ VydsaSmi'ti.

.

I

‘Yoga' is means (of Jn5.na) Vide the usage in the
Bhagavata (iv. 18. 3) ‘Several means have been percei-
ved and put into practice for the realisation of human
welfare’..._
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The other twin “systems” of Sinkhya and YOga.'f
(of Kapila and Patanjali) have not been recognised’as .C

acceptable in their entirety in any Agama. Hence
they are not meant here. The use of the term 'Karma’
-Yoga in the one: also shows that it is not the system
of (Patanjala)-Yoga (which nowhere uses the expres

3

sion “Karma-Yoga”) that is meant here. Moreover "

the other two (systems) have been censured in the
Moksadharma (Parva) as being hostile to Vedic; ‘

teaching while concluding the discussion there with
a eulogy of Pancarfitras. As for ‘Veda‘tranyakas ‘3 -

(referred to in the same context) they are not hostile I

to Pancarfitras being in agreement with them-
'

They
have been spokan of (in the beginning) as “different”
not from Pancara'ttras but from Sinkhya and, Yoga
(for in the opening statement ‘Vedfiranyaka’ Lshould
be taken to include Pancaritras by analogical 'eXten-
sion of reference and “Pancaratra” in the concluding ,

passage to include Vedaranyaka similarly). ' The
A

conformity of Pancarfitras with Vedic teachinghas};
been brought out in the Moksa-dharma Parvan itSelf

13. That 'Sankhya’ includes knowledge of both Jiva rand
Isvara according to M. may be seen from L's comment on

the opening words of M.’s bhasya on lII. l. (anaemia!
V

enamel sheet fist) shamans «Rattlfietai: (J)-

Accordingly the term gsqenaiqfigtfi may advan-"r

tageously be construed a: fl’éfifififil; afififlfifi
‘
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in the context of the genesis of the Citrasikhandi
Sistra which has its roots in the Pancaratra. ‘4

(Mbh-Xll-343, 28)

For these reasons, the terms Sénkhya and Yoga
should be explained and understood everywhere in
the subsequent sections (of the Gitd) in the Sense of
acceptable teaching on J nana and its means conveyed
by them.

There is also logical justification to do so. For
in the preceding section knowledge pertaining to the
nature of Jiva (in his relation to iévara) has been
dealt with. “Buddhi” stands for words thro’ which
the instruction is conveyed. The discursive reference
(to the ‘words’ conveying knowledge of Sankhya) is
to emphasise that the words are spoken in such a
manner as to implant right understanding of the
subject.
11' 41. (It has been said (before) “Hear these
words in respect of the means of knowledge and act
on them (11.39). But then there are several conflicting
expositions of what constitutes the true means of
knowledge of God and their implementation in action
(‘yoga’). dueto divergent opinions (of thinkers). So
how can I pin my faith steadily to your words alone
(as against the rest)?

The Lord replies-the teaching which embodies
the true conclusions is but one. Tho' difl‘erent think-
14, Jayatirtha refers us to the introductory part of the

Vai'khanasa Samhira for further deatils.
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ers are satisfied that theirs is the right view of the
means of Jnana, it is to be noted that all opinions
which have been irrefragably established on sound
Pramanas should conform to a single pattern and be
in unison with one another.

II 42. Beliefs opposed to Vedic faith may be
inconclusive-not those conforming to it. But even
among followers of Vedic faith, some hold that all
the karmis taught and prescribed in the Vedas have
only heaVenly rewards as their aim.

[But you hold the view that only Kamyakarmas
have heavenly rewardsas their fruit and that Niskfima
-Karmas carried out in a spirit of dedication to God.
pave the way for knowledge of God and thereby to
Moksa. In the circumstances, how can I accept your
opinion against that of the others? Answering this
point, the Lord censures the position of those who
uphold the superficial view of Vedic teaching in the
following words :1

“The flowery words they utter”. The expression
“yam” in Ver. 42 goes with ‘taya’ in ver. 44. “They
utter flowery words” means they wax eloquent over,
heavenly rewards of Karma, which in comparison
with the Supreme ‘fruit’ of Moksa are far less
important. like ‘flOWers’ of the tree of Vedicteaching.

‘Vedavadaratah’ means those who delight in the
superficial sense of Vedic prescriptions of 'difierent
karmas.
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[The term ‘Vedavadaratah‘ shouldbe understood
as laying exclusive emphasis on their attitude that
they fail to see the higher side of Vedic teaching]
They delight only in such statements and proclaim
that Vedic teaching has no higher purpose or objec-
tive. But in truth, the Vedas everywherespeak ofthe
Supreme Lord. for the most part in esoteric language
They have thus an esoteric (hidden) subject matter
also. We find this stated in “The Devas take delight
sometime in the hidden (sense)” 1“The mandatory
texts of the Vedas prescribe sacrifices'as My worship.
The hymns in praise of Indra and other gods are-
primarily addressed to Me” (Bhdg XI. 21, 43)-
“Bhogaivsaryagatim prati” means these superficial
followers/of Vedic teaching hold that the Vedas have
the attainment of heavenly power and enjoyment-
alone as their objective.

II 44. In their case, their mental moorings fail
to attain steadinessbrought about by well-tested Pra-
manas and are consequently powerless to rep'ose in.
God. It is only those who have arr.ved at correct
conclusions thro’ Pramanas that can be mentally
alert and attuned to is’vara. That is the true means
of attaining Moksa.

[To miss it is the worst fate that can befall one
and to say so is the worst censure to which one can
be exposed]

15. A. A. II. 4. '3
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All the above has been stated elsewhere: “Even
the worthy sayings of the Vedas themselves 'wi l

i

be-

powerless to enable one, who has not learnt-to detest
the fleeting pleasures of family life like passingdrea‘m
experiences, to grasp the. truth (31mg. V.-11.3)- -.

II 45. The words ofinstruction connectedwith
he right means (Yoga). of knowledge are now set. forth
After giving res. Sons why superficial minds do not
realize the true and higher import of Vedas (in ver
42-44) the Gitacarya warns that as the Vedas have an
esoteric sense, it often seems heavenly and othe
rewards associated with the three gunas (of Prakrtr
appear at first sight, to be the real intention. of the
Srutis. For it has been pointed out that the Vedas
have a hidden meaning. Therefore (the correct mea
ning of the words “Traigunyavisaya Vedéh”) is do not
be misled by their apparent meaning”.

Such a sense is arrived at, on the authority of the
lexicon that words like “Vida? and ‘Visaya' (some
irnes) indicate the idea of “mere surface-sense”. ‘6 The
tverse ought not. therefore, to be construed as censu-
tring the highest Vedic Siddhanta. For We see from
he following texts: “In the Vedas, the Ramayana-1
the Purinas and the Bharata, Lord Visnu is lauded}
everyWhere in the beginning. in the middle and in the
end“ (Har-ivamga), “All the Vedas pr0claim His true
nature (Katha. Up, i.2.15) “The entirety of Vedas, the

16 at?! tame; a gee?! EH51 (Hair eerfiraraa
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works of (Mann and other) scers. their cogitation,
and conduct and one‘s own relish in matters left to;
thls option, are sources of Dharma" (Manu Smg'ti II.6l
“What is laid down in the Vedas is Dharma. What
is deprecated in them is adharma (Bhdg. Vl-l.40) that
he Vedas are declared to be primarilyconcerned
with proclaiming—the supremacy of Visnu, that wha'
is laid down in them is to be admitted as ‘dharmas
and what is opposed to them is to be admitted as
‘adharma'. .

II 46. Still, it should not be supposed that; a
thefruits accruing to those whocarry out the Kamya
karmas taught in the Vedas do not accrue to the
Jnanins who do not do so (but early out only
Niska‘tma-karmas) it comes to this that in the final
analysis. the Kfimyakarmin and the Jnfinin are on-
he same footin'g'of equality and that the'latter is in..
tno way superior to the former and that, therefore
the censure of Kamyakarma in Ver. 43-44 is not
justifiable-

This important objection is met by the verse
"Ya‘tvan artha upadane (11.46)". “Just as the advanta
ges accruing to one from a well are fully served by a
vast expanse of water in a lake the fruits of kfimya
karmas prescribed in the Vedas are more than
comprehended within the higher benefits earned by
the Aparoksa-jnanin who has known and reached
Brahman”.
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‘Brahmarja’ here connotes the Aparoksa-Jnani
who goes to Brahman. The adjective ‘vijanata‘h’
shows that such Aparoksajfiana is the fruit of1n-
direct knowledge (paroksajnana) (acquired thre’
Sastra and Niskama karma).

II 47. How far is the disparagement of those
who perform the karmas with desire for the fruits
associated with them proper ? For, the desire for
the fruits'is also included in the terms of the injunc—
tions such as : The aspirant for Heaven shall perform
a sacrifice.

This is rebutted by the Lord’szwbrds :,; “Karma-.
nyeva adhikérah” - the performance of the act alOne
comes under the purviewof the injunction, never the
fruits of the act. The pronoun ‘te’ (for you) isused
(not with particular reference to Arjuna only, but)
in general (so as to bring persons of all Varnas and
Asramas under the scope of the injunction) by way
of analogical extension of reference. The desire for
the fruit of the action is not to to be entertained
even by a recognised Jnani like You - much leSS by
others (who may not be Jninins). The emphasisis
not exclusive, either, in the sense that some persons
are entitled to entertain a desire for the fruits of
action and only you are precluded from doing so.
(For, all thinking persons are warned against the
lure of Sakamakarma).

And Arjuna is indisputably a Jn-énii- celebrated
‘as an amsa of Nara and an Avatar of Indra. The
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delusion which’overtook him on the eve of the war is
due to the temporary suppression of his innate know—
ledge (as a Deva by the influence of Prérabdha
Karma, embodiment in human flesh, etc.).

'If such Souls of pure Sittvic essence (as Devas)
are not innately endowed with true knowledge, what
prospect is there for others (to have knowledge) ?
That Devas are innately endowed with knowledge is
clear from references in the §rutis to their instructing
others in search of Brahmavidya (see A.A.II. 2.3)
Further, Arjuna has been listed among Jnfinins like
Hanume‘ln, zArstisena and others in the Bhdgavata (II.
7.45).

The exclusion in II. 47 b from the purview of
the injunction is in regard to the entertainment 01
the desire for fruit and not for the fruit as such. For
fruits are bound to follow the performance of an act
as a matter of course. They cannot be stopped at
will. But in the absence of the very act, there wils
be no fruit. They do also ensue when one performf
the akamya-act but tries to preclude them by counter
efforts, unless barred by more powerful causes.

,
Hence the meaning of II. 47 .ab is that there is

transgression of responsibility only when one fails to
Carry out prescribed karma, but not when he lets go
the fruits of it, in the fulness of wisdom, or by not
wishing to have anything to do with them when they
come of their own,‘ by stifling the desire for the
fruits; ' '
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Thus, it stands. to- reason that the scope-of the
injunction is limited to the bare performance of
Karma (in so far as there is .liability to sin only- in
not discharging one ’s duty but not in eschewing the
desire for fruits. Hence, only the performance 0f
karma falls within the scope of the injunction and
not the reaping of its fruits by desiring them or by
abandoning the path of knowledge altogether.

The real purport and intention 'of finjunctive
texts in the Vedas referring to the fruits connected
with the different sacrificial acts has been clarified by
the LordHimself in the Bhdgavata (of. XI.3.46) that
it is for the sake'of creating zest and interest in the
karma or as inducements to performance as are
usually offered to children in persuading them to take
their medicine.(XI.21.23)

The real intentibn of the §ruti ‘Let him who
desires heaven offer a sacrifice’ is simply that one
(already with a desire for heaven) shall perform the
sacrifice and not that one shall first imbibe a desire
for heaven and then offer a sacrifice. [In 1 other
words, the prescription is of the act but not the act
necessarily coupled with the desire for the fruit of it.
The element of desire (for the fruit) is let in'by way
of allowing to stand what'is there already, unbidden.
The injunction is only in respect of the act and it
'does not include the desiring of the fruit in its scope.
It is not a ‘coordinate injunction (vigligta—vidhi). The
element of desire is optional and not compulsory] *
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i ’V That the Sruti contemplates the performance of
Karma without the desire for its fruit, as a necessary
adjunct is borne out by texts like ‘,Nintta-_karma is
that which is carried out without the desire for the
fruit and with knowledge in the Gttd (XVIII.6) and
by the Vedic text “Every spring one shall offer the
Jyotis sacrifice” - (inwhich it is to be noted there is
absolutely»no mention of the fruit to be desired).

So, “do. not become a ‘Karmaphalahetuh’ means :

Donot. be one who makes the attainment of the fruit
of his Work his motive for carrying it out”.

- “If i should not harbour a desire for the fruits
ofmy Karma, I would rather not do it at all”. To
such a possible reaction on Arjuna’s part (or ours)
the Lord’s exhortation is. (Md te... ...)- Have no
truck with inaction. (The idea is): Tho’ there may
notbe other kinds of impermanent rewards1n res-
pact cf Niskama-Karma (which is held up by the
Lor(Las the ideal form of activity) it has assuredly
always the reward of My grace (My knowledge and

(devotion to me) which is worthy of your aspiration.
Thisis COnfirmed by the example of esteemed person-
agesllikethe Pracetasas (saying to the Lord) “We ask
forlsuc'h beans. for thy pleasure” (Bhdg. 1v.30.40).
While desire for the former kind of rewards is depre-
cated, the desire for the Lord’s grace and such other
rev/ards is highly commended. The principle of
interpretatiou that the scope of a general rule18 res-
tricted by Special cases is indeed wellknown- as in
‘Fetch all but Maitra’.
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For the above reasons and in View of authorities
like :_ “Some (of my Ekfintabhaktas) do not even
solicit sfiyujya with me” (Bhtig.111.29.13), “Yearning
for bhakti” ( ), “Enquiry into Brahman”
(BS. 1.1.1) “After knowing Brahman mediately (thro
sastra) oue should ' perceive it directly (Brh.up. IV.
4.21) and so on and the normal rule of life that when
a patron asks his protege what he would like to have
from him, the protege who asks for no other favor
.than to be allowed to continue to have the pleasure
of serving his patron receives marked affection from.
him, it is fully established that we should all con-
tinune to make it a point to solicit from God know-
ledge, devotion and grace and nothing else.

II 48. Renders explicit what has been set forth
in the previous verses. ‘Yogasthah’ means beentren-
ched in the means of knowledge. 'Safigam tyaktvé’ -
relinquishing attachment to fruits - thereby remain-
ing equally unmoved by success or failure. Such is
the essence of integrated Yoga 1 advocate.

For this reason also exert yourself to attain the
means of knowledge says the Lord. Sake'lmakarma
is .very much inferior to the menas of knowledge (viz.
Niskimakarma). Therefore, find stability in Jnana

. and the means thereof by ceasing to make the fruit
of action the motive for doing it, as persons who are
motivated by the desire for fruits are to be pitied.

II 49. [This verse throws light on how the
benefits of Jnana are far superior to those of Kamya-
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karma and exhorts the seeker to apply himself to the
means of acquiring such knowledge thro’ Niskama
and other means].

The rewards of ' Jnfina are set forth. (By its
power) even of his good deeds the Infinin sheds the
fruits of such of them as would perpetuate the round
of births and thus be detrimental to his best interests
He does not shed,» the fruits of good deeds which are
competent to increase his knowledge or yield mighty
rewards earned by Niskamakarma, bhakti, upisana,
etc. This is to be understood from Srutis like “His
deeds do not perish” (Bylz. Up. i.4.15), “Whosoever,
without knowing the Aksara (Brahman) offers obla-
tions, sacrifices o’r practises penance for several
hundreds of years, their fruit verily comes to an end”
(Brh.Up. III.8.10). It should, therefore, be noted
that the reference to the destruction of Karma '(as in
‘Ksine punye .._’) is in relation to the ignorant (A-
brahma-Jnfinins) who return to Samsara. The refe-
rence to the shedding of the fruits both good1 and
bad deeds applies to fruits not conducive to the
Jnanin’s future progress and well being. It is in no
way advantageous to the Jnafiin to forgo ‘istapu_nya"
and he would not wish it. We know on the authority
of Sruti that certain kinds of enjoyments are desired
by the Jfifiuin, as we understand from the Srutis such

17. 'Good here refers to anista (unwanted) punya.
18. The distinction between ‘ista’ and ‘anista' punya has the

sanction of Gita xviii, 12 according to M.
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: ‘If he be desirous of the world of the fathers, by
-

, mere wish, he makes them appear’ (Chan.Up. VIII
3.1) ‘I shall enter the hall of Prajapati’ ‘May I be-
pome famous among knowers of Brahman (Chdnflp.
,VIII.|4._1) ‘He moi/es about there with women and
vehicles’ (Chan. Up. VIII.12.3) ‘The Mukta creates by
the grace of Paramitman whatever he wishes( )
Enjoying whatever he wants, assuming whatever
forms he wills, he moves about (Tam. Up. iii.10)
‘He becomes one, threefold, fivefold-.--....’(ChdnUp.
VII. 26.2) Tho’ the bliss of selfhood manifested by
Jfifina alone is quite considerable in the case of the
Mukta, still as the bliss manifested by performance
of Niskémakarma (after Jfiana) is also acceptable to
him, there is no harm in accepting it, for the Mukta-.
The power to enjoy such pleasures is conferred on
him by God’s grace. Srutis like Taittiriy‘a Up. iii.10
endorse .this.

Itis not correct to hold that all such enjoyments
anddesires for them are to be referred to the period
before the falling off of the last physical body in
transmigration (and not to the period after Moksa
is attained). There are clear indications in the
wording of the Srutis like “Attaining the Supreme
Light he .moves about there (Chan.pU. VIII. 12.3)
(Makinghis exit from the world) and reaching the
Anandamaya-Brahman he moves about chanting the
Saman .(Taitt Up. III. 10.5) -'- which refer to the state
after release is attained.

.
"There is no reason to hold that the Mukta be-

comes one w-ith Brahman (so that there is no question
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of any individual enjoyment of objects for him and
therefore no necessity to recognise the continuation
of ‘istapunyas’ for the purpose). The view of merger
of the self in Brahman in Mok a has been found
fault with by Yudhi. thira in the Mok adharma Parva
(XII. 307.83) “Will it not be an unmitigated sorrow
to be immersed in total loss of self -cc nsciousness in
M‘oksa ?” Also because in the concluding part of
'(Bhisma’s) reply to (Yudhi thira’s) objection, the
‘surv‘iv'a'l of individual consciousness and enjoyments
in Mokea'have been a‘iirmed (XII. 307.86).

That Suka and other Jivanmuktas perceived their
separate existence (from the Lord) is known from the
Puranas. The Brahma Sutra (IV. 4.17) limits the
powers of Mukta Jivas by precluding them from
exercising cosmic government .(which implies the
separate existence of Muktas in subjection to B. and
without merging in it. The survival of Muktas
without merger, is affirmed in the Gitfi also : Having
attained this knowledge and likeness of attributes
with Me '9 in respect of freedom from misery and

19. Commenting on this verse Robert Minor Bhagavaa’g‘I-‘ta A‘n

Eugetical Commentary. Heritage Publishers N. Delhi
1982 writes “IntereStingly, Radhakrishnan disagrees with
S. denying that it means ‘svarupata but oniy Similarity of
quality. The word most regularly denotes qualitative like.
ness and not identity and thus sameness to Bhagavat,
This is surely correct, for perfeCtion is the attainment of
Krishna’s mode of being, his ‘state of consciousness under-
standing and existence, but not identity wiih Krsna”. It is
diflicult to see how Krsna can be separated from his being.
Surely, the Professor is here indulging in sham profundityQ
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complete blissfuluess) the released souls are. neither
reborn at the time of creation nor do they perish at
the time of world-dissolution (XIV.-2).

If his argued that ‘Suka and other Jnanins tarry
after attainment of wisdom on account of continua
ation of limiting adjuncts (up idhis) till the destruction
of their Prfirabdhakarmas and that after de’structidn
of these up’zdhis they merge in Brahman, it is untené.
able. For with the destruction of upédhi's, there
will be the contingency of destruction of the Pratis
bimbas as well (which Would make the Jivas non-eter-
nal). If the souls are really identical with Brahman,
they cannot be having separate consciousness ofgtheir
own personal experiences. The theory that the
difference between Jiva and Brahman is wholly due
to upédhis cannot explain why if the two are one in
fact, the Lord should have the experience“. : ” I am
and have been existing for ever but have not been a
sufferer in Samsira (while the Jiva has no such
experience). The explanation that the experience of
Samsira is undregone by the ‘Jiva-form’ and freedom
from such experience by the ‘Isvara-form’ will not
help, as no real difference has been conceded between
the two “Forms”.

Nor can it be that theJivasvarupa as the Prati-.
bimba of Brahman is, in reality, the same as the
Bimba. When the upfidhis are destroyed, it is only
their difference that is destroyed and not the Prati-
bimba. The Bimba and the Pratibimba are univer-
sally recognised to be distinct and different in our
experience, on very solid grounds. Moreover, there
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is no, question of the destruction of the Jivopr’ c'liis
If it is destroyed, the Jiva in Moksa could not remem-
ber his having gained freedom from Samsira and feel
thankful for it and the pr05pect of complete loss of
consciousness of individuality has been frowned upon
in '1the Yudhisthira-praéna as a miserable fate.2L
Further the Jiva’s svarapopddhis have been recognised
in Brahma Sfitra 11.3.30 to be eternal and indissolu-
able and lasting as long as the Paramt‘ltman HimSelf
the Bimba a (Ydvad-dtmabhd’vi tat). Stray references,
therefore, in some Smrtis t0 Pratibimbas of the Sun
as if they are identical with the Sun should be under“
stoodiin a liberal sense of nearest approximation
rather than factual identity. 2‘

The account in the Moksadharma (of Narada’ 5
visit to §vetadvipa) refers to the Muktas as having
been seen by him existing separate from the Lord.
In almost every Vedic Sakha we come across
references to the Muktas’ assuming many forms for
sportive activity and retaining their separateness of
identity from the Lord in Moksa.

"1' There‘may be some texts which appear to support
the merger of Jiva in Brahman such as Pare avyaye
Surya ekibhavanti- (Mund. Up. III2.7) When such
textsconflict with others of greater logical weight, in
favor cf the separate identity and existence of Jivas
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fr 1m B. in Moksa, the latter have to be accepted as
fi ial arbiters. Such logical grounds favoring separate
identity of Jwas from B. (See Mbh. XII. 309. 83) have
been referred to already as those containedin Yud-hi-
sthira’s objections.

The oneness ofnature (ekibhdva) spoken of in.
texts like Mund. Up. (III.2.7) is to be 'understood'on
the analogy of water mixing with water. This is
taught in texts like : Just as a quantity of pure water
poured into another quantitylooks like that (katha
Up. II 4.15) ‘Just as rivers ....... (Chan. Up. VI.10.1).

Even in these cases there should be no increase
in valUme if the two quantities have become "iden—
tical’. When the waters of the river join the sea a"

perceptible measureof increase in the volume ofwater.
can be seen at the confluence. As the swelling-J in
the waters is enormous as we go deeper into the sea
the increase in valume brought about by waters of
the river mingling with it is not perceptible to the
naked eye except at the confluence. But the increase
is neverthelessa fact. 3

That competent persons with Supernaturalf1n-
sight can perceive the internal distinctions of water
is shown by an incident narrated1n the Maha'kaurma
where the same water (that Indra had poured into-
Vasistha’s pitcher for safe custody) was later restored
(to him, at his request). 22
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The Naradzya also negates the Souls’ becoming
one with Brahman in Moka, when it says: “Your
state of Supreme sovereignty, O Lord, is never attai-
ned by any of the gods Brahma, Rudra and others”

Moreover, in the Mok adharma, the distinction
between Jiva and B has been argumentatively establi-
shed after fully considering the pros and cons. Such
a finding, arrived at after due consideration of all the
points forandagainst, has a right‘to be accepted as
decisive and superseding bald statements apparently
favoringtheir Oneness. Therefore, texts like “Where
mother Principle perceives others” (Chan. Up. VIII.
24.1‘)'have to. be taken as enunciatin g the truth that
everything,in the cosmos is dependent on the Supreme
Brahman for its existence, conscious life and function-
ing; Otherwise, how can B. have any sovereignty
over all else ?

_ _ It has; already been shoum that B.’s sovereignty
Laigxgqrya) isflnot Mfiyfimaya. Otherwise, how can
the Sruti say about that higheststate of rel-ease that
‘he becomes one, threefold, sevenfold, etc.’ (Chin. Up
VII. 26. 2). The existence of full scope for enjoy-
ments of various kinds for the released souls is not
against the spirit of the Srutis. Nor is it in conflict
with the text “Verily: thereIS no freedom from
pleasure and pain for one who is embodied” (Chin.
Up. VIII. 12.1). The bodies of released souls are of a
different nature altogether (from the physical,
generated by Karma). They are not material in
composition. They are made of ‘Nityopadhi’ and
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imperishable, on account of Divine Will. So it has
been stated in the Nardyam-__nikcara-kalpa: “Their

' bodies are formed by the sixteenth kalfi (nityopddh )
(The reference to released souls being without
bodies, therefore, admits of a different explanation).
What is totally different in nature from anything of
its kind in the world is sometimes described as
“nought" - for e. g. in such descriptions as “Without
icy, without bliss, beyond bliss or misery” The
bodies sported by the released are not “bodies ‘

(s’arjra) in the etymological sense of the term. For
the etymological sense of “sarira” as given in the
Sruti is that which “decays” — vide the Sruti “It
decayed; so it became a “Sarira” (Ait./I. II. 1.4).
The bodies of’rele‘ased ones are not subject to disinte-
gration, as we see from - “They are neither born at
the time of creation nor do they perish in the great
dissolution” (Gitd. XIV. 2). Their ‘bodies’ are,
however, so designated by. reason of an outward
feSemblance to physical bodies with limbs of their
Own. This may be seen from such descriptions as
“The bodies of the released are without sense organs,
they take no food, they don’t vibrate, they smell
flagrantly" (Mb/1. XII. 343.13). “The denizens of
the city of Vaikuutha who are without bodies, organs
and life.” (Bhdgavata VII. l.34)- even tho’ they have
been seen to be (moving about) with bodies of their
own (by Narada). (Mbh. XII. 343.11)

There is ‘no substance in the contentton that
this isa lesser state of Mukti which has been des-
cribed in the Moksadharma (and not the highest).
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The Aditya Purina clearly dispels the notion of any
other :Mukti (than sojourn in évetadvipa, etc.) i-

“Enough of saying more on the subject.
.
Till one

goes to Svetadvipa, the Yogi (Jnanin) does not
attain release”. Even those (like Siéupala) who are
reported to have attained release in this world by
entering the Lord do go up to Svetadvipa, subse=
quently. The permanent residence there depends on
special fitness and eligibility (in terms of superlative
wisdom).

The existence ofa socalled ‘Nirgunamukti’ has
been categorically denied in the dialogue between-
Yudhisthira and Bhigma (in the Mokgadharma).
Sfiyujyaniukti is not Nirgunamukti. It consists in
entering the Lord and enjoying one’s bliss thro’ the
Lord, just as in the case of a person pessessed .by a
spirit, the latter entering into the formre, acts and
enjoys thro’ him. So‘ it is said in the Natrdyami-
gtdkgarakalpa : “Just as the . gods and the spirits
possessing a man have external experience so too in
the highest Mukti (Sz'lyujya) the released ones enjoy
external joys”.

'

It follows then that the released soul. completely
sheds only the undesirable fruits of his acts (anigta).
There is no restriction of scope in that respect (as
there is in the case-of anistapunyas). This is evident
from statements. like “without any misery”; “free
from all kinds of pain” “without sorrow’.’ “without
frest” .( ) “Reaching where they grieve
not (Mb/1. XII. 233.12). And there are no specific
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statements against the spirit of the foregoing Even
in respect of Samasti-Jivas like Samkarsana, who
in their earthly career as Balaréma or others suffe;
some misery (in spite of their being enlightened
souls) they are not to be considered as fully released
yet. They have only Simipyamukti, Being fit for
sayujya in the end they have to exhaust their remain-
ing Prfirabdhakarmas and then finally attain Siyujya.
This is said in the Vyisayoga: “Sarnkarsana (and
other Sama3ti Iivas) after completing their respec-
tive assignments enter the Supreme Lord’_’.

So then, for all Jnénins there is complete; liqui-
dation of all anistapunyas, followed by ineffable bliss
This condition1s being prayed for by the gods like
Brahma: “0 Supreme B. I wish to attain the highest
release” “There is no bliss comparable to that of
Moksa nor any surpassing it except the Lord’s own
infinite'bliss which is beyond the comprehension of
"Our speech and minds” The state of Moksa for the
four-faced Brahma excels in bliss that of his‘status as
Brahma and for the other: goods the bliss, of their
respective status.

H NTherefore, strive to attain the means of acquiring
Infina which, lie in eflicient (Niskfima) karma dedica-
ted to the Lord.

Ii 51
V

The means of Aparoksajnfina and the
nature of Moksa attained by such Juana are here set
forth Giving up the fruits of karma by not desiring
them at all for Oneself and dedicating them to isvara,
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acquiring true knowledge—i thro’- Sistras and after
b.c_orning fit for Aparoka one» attaids Moksa consis-
ting in freedom from births and misery. Nisk7ma-
karma dedicated to God (practised together with all
its angas likerava1a, Smanana etc.) leads on to.
Aparoksa and Aparokadirectly to Moksa, thro’ grace.
II 52 This verse erplains how long it is abso-
lutely necessary to carry on Ni$kimakarma (with its
angas of Sravana, manana, etc.)1n a spirit of dedica-
tion to the Lord. Till such time as the intellect ceases
to be troubled by doubts regarding the nature o1
Tattva and its understanding. When that stage if
reached, the knowledge acquired from great Teachers
so far and more which remains to be acquired shals
reach fulfilment. (Till then the Karmayoga outlined
shall have to, be carried out for the acquisition of
Aparokyjndna).

‘Nirveda’ here signifies complete fruition or
fulfilmentas supported by the usage (of the term):
“Therefore one who is fit to attain B. shall acquire"
knowledge thro’ Sastrasravana” (th. Up. iii. 5.1).
‘Nirveda’ (or nirvidya) cannot mean “having done
with learning here. For in that case we should have
had the appropriate grammatical form ‘pandityad’
(in the ablative case) in the upaniSadic text. More-
over, no true Jnanin would ever choose to be “done
with” hearing the glories of the Lord recited. Even
great sages finding contentment in God and free
from any other desires continue their devotion to
God thro" sravana and other disciplines. For the
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ones who abstain from food soon concluer ‘ the senses
by diminution of desire for~ such objects: and the
power ofenlioyingt hem, - exceptt h‘e dee‘proOted relish
for enjoy ’nent which persists-in-respectof'the objects”
thJgavat-r). Theterm ‘rasa’ also expresses the idea
of relish for things.

I! 60 The senses leadpastray‘the mind of even-
the Mini possessed of ordinary Wisdom ”Without
Aparoka so long as he has not risenvaboVe the.
attachment to his body. What is the adverse ‘conseé
quence, if they do so? They tend'to distract him (and
therefore, it means theyhave not been conquered by
him and that he is under their power);-

11 61. But then it does not mean it is absol-
utely impossible to conquer them. They can be con?
queied by Mighty eflort. Therefore, one: inust‘ put»
ferth a great deal of effort, ‘Yuktah’ means having:
the mind-united with 'me. ‘Ma-tparah’ means holding
Me alone to be the highest of all (and fixing themind
on Me - as the most potent aid'in the conquest"of the
senses and the relish fer enjoyment).

_

”The reward Of
achieving Such a discipline is indicated by theWords‘
‘Va’ée h'i yasyendriyéni’ (II 61 C).

I 62 63. These two slokas speak of attach-
ment and other failings are the cause, for the purpose
of pinpointing their remedy, ‘Sammoha’ is” the ”incl--
nation to do What is unrighteous. The meaning of
the word ‘moha’ has been so explained 'in the
Upagitoi “Invariable propensity ’to indulge in
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sinful deeds of unrighteousness is called "Moha’ ”.
Elsewhere also it is said "the craving for the unright-
heous is sammoha’7.

_
‘Smrtivibhrama’ is indulging in prohibited acts

forgetting that they are prohibited. ‘Buddhin’iéa‘ is
imperviousness to recognising evil as evil. ‘Vinaé-
yati’ signifies he sinks into hell or attains such fate-
So it has been said “Thro’ attraction for what is
opposed to Dharma one turns away from §istra'
Then by failing to see the wrong and persisting in it
he qualifies for hell”.

[I
I

64-65 Explain the conquest of the senses
and its reward viz. Aparoks’ajfifina The Jfifini who
has conquered the senses, tho’ (sometimes) enjoying
s'enSe'objects (to the extent necessary to keep body
ann soul together) becomes ‘Vidheyatm1’ - conqueror
of the body (and senses). He attains peace of mind.

II 65. How does one achieve complete destruc-
tion' of all miseries by acquiring mere serenity of
mind ? The-ans‘vver is steadiness of mind leads to
direct vision of B. ‘Prasada’ in this context is the
Condition where the mind turns away from sense
objects of its own accord without effort for»

.
the most

part.
‘

II 66. Thenext two verses indicate the adverse
consequenCes’ of want of mental serenity. Surely,
there can be no restraining of the mind in the absence
of ”steadiness. None without steadiness of mind can
have true knowledge~ thro’ Dhyana. This is elucidated
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by II. 66d. ‘Sftnti’ .is moksa. The Kosa cites-
‘Sfinti’, ‘Moksa’ and ‘Nirivna’ as synonyms.

[I 67. How'is it there can bepno Dh‘yfina if the
mind is not controlled ? This is answered by II. 67.
As is well known, the mind is made to follow the
senses by the Lord Himself. This is going to be
stated in ’Buddhir jfifina‘m ..... ’ (Gitri X. 4.5).

Prajia is knowledge. It is prevented from rising
and sometimes even after it has risen it is liableto-
be over-powered (and rendered powerless to det-
ermine the truth and settle the import of Srutis).

‘

II '68. Therefore," it is concluded that only he.
who has gained restraint of senses in every way. can
become an Aparoksajr'lani.23
II 69

.

This rounds off the definition of [the

Aparo'k'ajfianior-Sthitaprajnfi'(given in the previ-
ous verse II. 51).

That which is night to all (other) beings viz, the
true nature of the Supreme Lord. ofwhich they know
nOthing, while asleep, therein the Aparoksajfiani
who has brougt his senses under perfect control ‘is
wide awake and perceives the Paramfitman fully and

,23Steadiness of mind is impossible without restraint.
Without it there is no fixing the mind on God without it
there Can be no effective discipline of Sravana, manana’
and without them there can be no determination of truth
and fixing of import of Srutis, without which there can
be no'Dhyana and without fruition of dhyana there is no
Aparoksa, (J.)
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yiyile. Where, on the other hand, other beings
areWide awake in the sphere of objects of sense, he
is asleep and knows more Or less nothing of them.
His external reactions are like those of a person
under aspell of intoxication. So it has been said
“The Siddha perceives not his last body —- whether it
remains or has been abandoned”" (B/mg. 111. 28.36)
or “The body lies-in the power of God” (Bhig. III
28. 37). ‘Muni’ refers to one in constant reflection
(manana) ‘l’asyatah calls up from‘mum" , manaua as
themeans of perCeiving God.

11 70; Explains the Aparokajfifinins partici-
pation in external activities and his satisfaction of
physical needs and social intercourse. (Physical
moVements like coming and going may Somehow be
explained as involuntary but not the Jnanin’ 3 acts of
taking nourishment, talking to peOple and teaching
them or helping others in need; all .of which require
forethought and intelligent adaptation means to
ends which cannot be explained as involuntary reac-
tions)

Tho" being filled with constant inflow of sense
objects, he remains calm and steady without being
elated-by. their, experience or. making anyel’fort to
get them. Nor does he pfeel famished in their absence.
In this respeCt, he is like the great ocean 'which
experiences no appreciable increase or lessening of
its water's bythe inflOw of the rivers emptying them-

24iii/en as a drunken man faiis to see his garment slipping
from him.
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selves into it or by their ceasing to flow in. Nor
does it make any effort to get the supply. Simila1 is
the Aparoksajfianin’ 5 position. Such a one attain-s
Mukti. :

II 71. The manner of the .Jfiénin’s enjoyment
is further elucidated. While experiencing. sense
objects he ‘gives them-up" in the sense of not yearn-
ing for them and keeping himself

_
completely free

fromthe egoism of agency in experiencing them
(nirahafikdrah) and the egoism of being their posses-
sor (niamamah). Such a Jfifin’i is alonea “ man ”—

(the'rest are beasts). He alone deserVes and attains
Moksa.

II 72. - This concludes ”the topic. (What has
been said so for) is the definitionof the state of one
who has attained supreme knowledge of B.. The
Jfiani reaches B., only-consciously remaining in this
state-Iat thelast momenetuof his yéry last life'in the
round of- transmigration. Failing that, he will have
to take another birth (or births) as will be made "clear
in Gttd xv. 6. Otherwise, he'will have- to be born
again. Even in the case of. the _Aparokfajfi§ni there
is bound to be fresh embodiment, if there is any
Prarabdhakarma remaining to be worked out. (The
snag is that) there ar‘c‘inde‘ed certain Kar'mas which
entail fruits which have .to be worked .out .in several
births. This may be seen from statements like “He
will beia Brahmana in seven births There is evi-
dence to show that in 'some cases Aparoksajfianins
also are liable to further births. For instance. we
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read in the Gdruja “ Tho’ a Sthitaprajfia, Urdhva25
first attainedthe position of Rudra, then that of
Samkarsaga and finally Mok'~'a by Visnu’s grace”
The Miradgva reads: “0 Mahadeva, your release
is due in the. next birth ”. i

i

(There is no fear of thes: Jr'lanins losing their
chances of Mok,a due to possible'diminution of their
Jfifina gradually in the course of subsequent embodi-
ments where they may be exposed to counter-influ-
ences”. Aparokjajfifina carries with it the guarantee
of Moksa, sooner or later, This is established by the
following Srutis : “There is only that much delay
for him” (Ch n Up. VI.14.2), “Whether they per-
form his funeral obsequies or not» he goes to
Arcis ...” (Chain. Up. IV.15;.5.‘)

'Thereis no need for the Jfifinin to resort to
Kfiyrvyfihaz‘ (to' liquidate ’his Apfirabhdakarmas).
Their liquidation is provided for in such Sirutis as
“ Just as water does notcling to theilotusleaf” (Chan.
Up. IV.14.3.). “ The fireof knowledge consumes all

25Also known as" Ugratapas" eligible to attain the [off ice
of Rudra, later: '
5.“ f‘a‘rrn'eaiéisqa: {it as]? sigma: mare-i”

3211:1114an am 1?th W =1:
~(AV. iv. 1.2)

2“Means capsulating, thro’ Yogic power, the fruits of
'Karma stillto be worked out in many lives so as to be
exhausted .in the same life thro' many bodies tenanted-
by oneslf at the same time.
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Karmas" (Gitd1v. 37). _If it is in regard to Prarab-
dhakarmas there1s no opposition to it if suphpowersof Kavyavyua are ascribed to some select Jfianins
(like Saubhari). But if it is to be: leittended to all,
there is no evidence in support of: it. We cannot
accept the contention of the Vaisesikas and Paéu-
patas that there15 support fQ1 liquidation of Prfirab-
dhakarmas byall Jfianins thro‘ KaVyavyaha'1n their
Sastra. Their Sastra1s no authority as it has been
censured in the following : “Those who take their
stand on the views ,‘of 'Aksapésda, the Sinkhya and
the Yogas with matted hair and find fault with the
Veda are of limited understanding”,

Where there is praise of some of these in the
authentic scriptures, it should be viewed as meant to
praise the devotees of Siva and others gods and not as
youching for the correCtness of all their statements.
.Moreover; they cannot claim val-idly when they are
in conflct with other works cited before. For it has
been said in the Vardha Puniqa (Chap. 70, 36137) "I
shall now create a delusion which will confound men.
You too, 0 Mighty Rudra,»publish misleading fiastras
containing falsehoodsand misrepresentations. High-
light yourself and obscure me”. ”7 The Nfiradiya
reads. “Rudra at the command of Visnu’ published
reprehensible works and works of mixed character
At his behest. ‘ Rsis like Dadhi'ci also composed
Brahma ahd Saiva P‘uranas extolling those gods in
agreement with them and Va’ignava Purnnas (like
__, _ _-.#

27"See Notes to my Edn of M'5 Gunlssmribhasya 1934, p 114
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Giruja) in agreement-with “Visnu Vedas”. The
Pa-.carJtra',‘-' Bha‘mta, M..,larfim(iyaqza» and Bhdgavata
are class d as “'Visnu-Veda”; «Therefore; the SaiVa
Puriuas have to be construed so as not to conflict
with them; -

Thus Aparoksajfianins are assured of thti; but
not necessarily in-every instance, at the time of giv-
ing up the particular body in and thro’ which they
attained. Aparoka ~ Bhisma and others did not
attain Mokyain that birth as their minds were not
fixed on the Supreme Being at the moment of exi-t‘o'f
their lives. For, in the Gm (VIII.‘6)‘

’

it is said the
Jfi-E‘lni ' reaches God giving ' up his body. with his
thought on Him' at. the moment of doing so. The
use of the present participle form of the verb

.
‘sma-

ran’ placed in direct
: syntactic relation with the act

of giving upthe body (tyajati) so as to indicate that
such remembrance ofiGod at the moment of giving
up; the body confres Moksa, necessitates the conclu-
,sion that the two acts occur at the same moment; _As

this condition was not. fulfilled by Bhisma, he could
not and did not attain Moksa, then.

{The difficulty or remembering Godat the moment
of death has been brought out in the Goiruga “'When
the moment of giving up the-body draws near, in- the
case of Aproksajfianins with balance. of Prarabdhae
karmas to be worked out, the mysterious power of
Visnu takes their minds away from Him’f. No
others than Aparoksajfianins (can) remember God
at the moment of ' dying. The Brahma-Vaivarta
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(Punt. a) says “Those who worship Him With
knowledge and devotion Hari comes to their mind at
the time of death as a result of the fruition of the
merits earned by them in many former births and not
otherwise”.

The word 'nirvfizam’ in 11.72 means the bodi-
less (Brahman). The Koéa gives ‘Kaya’ ‘bfina’ and
‘Sarira’ as synonyoms’. ‘Véra’ is used in this sense
in the Pra‘na Up. 111.? : “We sustain and support
this body”. The term ‘bodiless’ used in describing B. is
to be interpreted in the same way as the description
of the Muktas living in Vaikuntha with bodies
formed of ‘Nityopfidhi ”as “without sense-organs,
(not taking food, fragrant-smelling” etc.- (quoted
earlier). Otherwise, how can the fact of God
possessing a bodyof His Own made known by all
Purénas be explained? (There surely is no warrant
for holding that there are two’ Gods—one with body
and another without it). There surely is .no- being
Superior to God (Visnu) who answers to the name of
Brahman. The Bizgavata Parana (I.2 11) says “He
is called Brahman, Paramatman a'nd Bhagavan’’

“The Bhagavan who is Parabrahman” “O Parabrah-
man Janardana” “Hewho is the highest Brahman”
“In so for as I transcend the Ksara Purusa and am
superior to the Aksara .,..” (Gita. XV. 18) “He who iS
not comprehended by the physical sense" “There is
no one equal to Narayana now, nor "in the past

1. Bana - Vana. The sounds B and V are often interchange-.
able in pronunciation. Cf. the Bengali pronunciation of
Vasu - Basu, Badarayana - Vadarayana, Valmiki-Balmiki.
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nor will be in the future ” (Mbh. I. 1). “There is no
one equal to you, how can there be asuperior
(Gita. XI 43)

It cannot be argued that as the (other) B.-(of the
Monist) has no form or body, it should be distin-
guished

' from the Lord (Vignu or Krsna who
has a body). The Srutis refer to the (so called)
'other" B. als‘o as having a form or ‘body’ of its own“
For we read- “It is of the form of bliss, immortal’Q
Mund. Up. ii, 2.7) “Flash of gold” (Taz'tt. Up. ii 6)
“within that small space” (01 n. Up.) If B. has no
form, the gruti would have merely referred to it as
“bliss ” and not having ‘a form of bliss’. How can
the formless have ‘golden form’? ‘How can the
formless be said to be present in the small space
inside the heart lotus’ ? For, the being in the small
space of the heart (dahara) is in some places mention-
ed as having a form as in “the Lord whose body is
of his own essence ‘Svadeha’ (Mbh. XII.307, 86)

7

The Supreme is decisively known to have a form
of its own, from such statements as ”The Supreme
PuruSa has a thousand heads” (Puruia smkta) ”The
creator of golden hue” '(Mund. Up, 111 1.4) ”Who is
beyondTamasand of the colour of the Sun” (Purusa
snkta) "He has hands and feet in all directions"
(RV. X. 81.3) and from his description in the
Viéarfipadhyfiya of the Gita (XI).

It involves a self-contradiction to accept a form-
less (B). For the Lord is that being who possesses
infinite knowledge. sovereignty, valor,_ bliss, fame
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beauty and power. "His powers are heard to be
supreme and varied, such as knowledge, prowess and
activity - all of them natural to Him” (Svet. Up.VI. 8)
"He who is all knowledge” ( )"The bliss of
Brahman (Tait: Up..III.6) “All other creatures live
upon a fraction of his bliss (Brh.Up.IV.3.32) "Him
who has no beginning, middleor end., of infinitevalor
shining with a thousand, a million, nay countless
1ustre"( ) “In Me, the unlimited, of countless
attributesand of countless forms” (Bha'g. V1.4.48)”
I was born as the power of intelligence of the infinite
power” (Bhdg. 1119.24) “The Turiya which is all-
perceiving” (Mandfikya,.Up. 113 )“He the wise one
who knows Himself and all else"(Bha'g.XI. II.7 ).
"Other than Mukunda who can be the subject of
reference of therepithet Bhagavfin"? (thig. i.I8.21)
“Bhaga” is the epithet which denotes plenary sOvere-
ignty (ViS'L/Lu PurdflaVI.5.74 ) "Your bliss and know-
ledge of all auspiciousness is absolutely full" "The
Supreme alone can accomplish what others Can.
never hope to do orthink of attempting“.

All these attributes and powers and forms of
God are of the form and essence of one another and
identical with Him. “Brahman is knowledge and
bliss" (Taitt. Uq. 11,1 )"He knew B. to be bliss”(1bz'd.
III. 6 ) “Reality, knowledge and bliss is B. {lbidj
“whose thinking activity is knowledge” (Mund. Up.
11.2.7)‘0 sin-fold sovereignty, enter me, hail (Taitt.
Up. i.4.3) "He- has no material body made of flesh,
marrow and bones” (dey. XXXIV.40). "Not because
He is a Yogi but because of His intrinsic sovereignty.
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the Supreme one is known as ‘Acyuta’ of flawless form
Composed of

'

all attributes" ( ) “Of flawless
body, pleasing fragrance, shining with knowledge
flawless valor” ( ) “knowledge of know-‘
edge, bliss of bliss, Lord Visnu- is the Highest
(Paimgz' khila) “My body is of flawless bliss. not com'
posed of Prakrti. It is unlimited in all respects. So 1-

am called Naréyana” (Brahma-Vaivarta) "That Same
body He sometimes exhibits to others as of limitede
nature and attributes, by way of sport and by 'His
power of’deluding others (Maydf‘ ( ' j
The Padma 'says -. the Lord did not dwell in the
Womb of mother Devaki. He was not born Of Vasu,
deva‘ or Das’arath'a or Jamadagni. So sports the
unmanifest Lord of bliss of undiminishing nature-
for ever. When perceived by the dull-witted as subject
to life in the womb and so on, He does not confer
the lasting benefit of Mok a” The Skdnda Purdzza
says: ”Never, indeed does the Supreme V ’sudeva, the
Ruler and Master of those who have Him (in their
hearts) suffer pain. He, the ruler of ' the heavenly
worlds, the unborn, the inexhaustible store of bliss,
of the essence of intelligence, enlightener of the
world, went to .the forest weeping like a mortal, in
search ofhis beloved abducted by Révana. “He who
is adored by Brahma wandered abolit, deluding
mortals, and'showing how persons excessively attach-
ed to their women behave. Because of His fulness of
nature, the Lord Paras’urama of unimaginable valor,
and, who is Rama himself, in reality, appeared as if
vanquished .(by Rama) to let the wordsof ,Rudra come
true. The invincible one, being ~won over'by de'vOtion
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and feigning defeat, sparcd Bhisma and .did not let
Ambi be married to him. Who can be more com-
passionate than He ” ‘? ‘

Therefore, one should not ascribe any empirical
flimitations to any of the Lord's manifestations,

Where mutual differences or distinctions (of
“ high ” and “low ”) are met with among them, as
for example between the Vis’vari’pa and the other
forms of the Lord, they should be understood to be
made to appear so from the point ofview of the unini-
tiated. So it has been proclaimed in the GLqu‘a:
" All Forms of the Lord are infinite and equal to oie
another in reSpect of all their attributes. Still, from
point of View of the uninitiated, the Sages speak of
You as “high" or “inferior, (era-avara) to delude
the devotionless”.

This esoteric explmation of Divine Majesty
should not be treated as purely eulogistic in purpose
and as not to be taken as literally true but given onfy
by way of courtesy (upacdra). It has already been
shown that the inconceivable power of God and the
imponderable distinctiveness of entities have to be
reckoned with and cannot be brushed aside“. The
Naradiya says, “Rfima, Krsna and other forms are
all of them always perfect. They do not differ from
one another to the slightest extent. Still, you
delude us, OLord, by making us look upon them

qeizi‘é‘fisafiagfia M.GB) andafi'é‘ifasmaaialfi (11. 24)
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as different in essence and power from You or from
one another”.

So then, it is fully etablished that the Aparoksa-
Jnfini reaches in the end the Supreme Being named
Nfirfiyana who is at all times full of countless attri-
butes and is eternally free from all imperfections.



ADHYAYA III

Knowledge of the nature-:of J.va (and is’ vara)
known as Sifikhya and the means of such knowledge
known as Yoga'have been dealt with in the previous
Adhyiya. In this Adhy'ya, Ni k ma - Karma is
enjoined as the means of attaining that knowledge,
after disapproving of abstention from it.

III. 1.2. The Lerd had told Arjuna in 11.49 that
Jnan is very much superior to (sci/chmayka‘rma.
If so (asks-Arjuna) why do you urge me to carry on
with Karma, especially a terrible one like war '(i’I-g
which violence and hatred are inevitable), insteadof
directing me to take to Nivrttakarma or the peaceful
life of renunciation of- all action and its fruits ?

III. 3. Explaining what is in his mind, the Lord
tells Arjuna: Though Jnéna issuperior to ('K myu)—

karma (such as war)you are an Adhikéirika. 1am”
therefore entrusting you with the responsibility of

1. “‘Adhikarikas" are Jnanins chosen by God's will and
~ entrusted with responsibilities in the world to help,

guide and inspire humanity.
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(this war as a Nigdea—Karma) a social obligation and
directing you to it.

The Verse “Loke’smin” (III. 3) means :"there
are in this world two orders of persons both adhering
to My law of life —these who (i) pursue the path of’
Juana (exclusively) by giving up the duties and
responsibilities of the householder or other asramas
and adoptthe ascetic life like Sanaka and others
(ii) others who while remaining in the Grhastha .or
other Esramas and discharging their duties and
responsibilities, still adhere to the Way of knowledge
like King Janaka and others.

'

“Sinkhyas” are those who have true knowledge
ngnz’nsflike ‘Sanakafi Yogins are those who resort to
the means of true knowledge (such as Niéktimakarma).

Persons like King Janaka though in fact ‘Jnfinani.
Ethas’ {staying in Jim) are “Adhikfirikas”. so
they are ordained to do Karma by God’s will and plea-
sure, in the interst of' guiding the world along
right lines '(lohsanqrahq). They are, therefore; desig—
nated as ‘Y-ogi‘ns’, ‘Nistha’ is one‘s natural state
of being.

So then, being an “Adhikfirika”'like Janaka
and others you are eligible for Inéna, only thr'oiadhe-
’rcnce t0 karma and not by renouncing it altogether
like Sanaka and others. (Wedo know that) there. are
illustrious persons like King PriyavrataWVho-tho’
adhering to Karina purely iu obedience to the
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wishes of God, are, at the same timeindisputably
Jnanins. So has it been made clear in the Bhfiga-
vata Purana (v. l, 23) : The obligation (of admini-
stering his kingdom) was laid upon him (King
Priyavrata) at the wish of God.2

III. 4. The Lord says, I direct you to adhere
to Karma for another reason also, that one does not
gain Moksa which is a state attained by the relin-
quishment of all kémyakarma and, therefore, known
by the name of ‘Naiskarmya’, merely by not doing
his legitimate karma such as fighting this battle (as
in your case). For it is Jfiana alone and not the
abstention from karma that confers Mokga. Why so ?
Because the Jiva is a 'Purusa - i.e., is always connec-
ted with a body (pura) gross of subtle (till Moksa).
Moreover. if Mukti can be had by not doing. any
karma, trees and such other immobile .Jivas (sthfi-
vara) should have it. It cannot be argued that there
will be Mukti by not doing any karma because such
abstention will arrest the rise of further karma. There
is always the possibility of countless karmas of ever

2. The opening Adhyaya of thevV Skandha of the Bhagavata
narrates the story of how King Priyavrata the great
devotee of Vasudeva declining the crown goes to the
forest to become an ascetic and do penance. He is
dissuafed by Brahmadeva and made to return to his
kingdom and shoulder the responsibility 'of administer-
ing the kingdom at the express wish of God Himself._ ' The

~ 'wo'rds occur in the text of the Bhagavata as quoted by
Ma'dhvacharya.
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so many earlier lives. Not all of them could be work-
ed out then and there. For the Jiva performs so
many karmas in one life. The fruits of some of them
are of such a nature as have to be worked out in
several lives. And while one is in the course of reap-
ing their fruits one by one in the other world, one
comes back to earth with the residue (to start a new
life). This piles up future lives without end. So it
has been said in the Brahma Purdfia: “ A man or a
woman living beyond his or her fourteenth year is
liable as a rule to lay in store not less than ten future
lives. And this cycle of births has had no beginning.
So then what hope is there, 0 Sage, of Moksa with-
out grace of the Supreme Being ” (by sheer exhaus-
tion of Karmas in'the natural process)?

On the other hand, if Samsiral should have had
a beginning, there being no previous Karma to deter-
mine the nature of one’s first life to begin with, the
first life in the series would itself be unaccountable.

The only way in which Karma can be made not-
binding is by giving up the desire for their rewards
while performing them and not by choosing to give
up legitimate action which will only entail sin. This
will be made clear under XVIII. 12.

It may be contended, that it has been authorita-
tively stated that as Niskima Karma carries no
fruits, to be worked out in ,Samsira one gets Moksa
through it. So we read in “ Karmas performed with-
out desire for rewards and with true knowledge of
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God are called ‘ Nivrtta ’. One who practises Nivrtta
karma attains the eternal Brahman ” (Manu Smg’ti .'

XII. 89). Similarly, non-performance of Karma, too,
can carry no rewards. By the same token then one
should be able to attain Mok a by non-participation
in Karma (and thus escape the avoidable strain
of going through the karmas and relinquishing
their rewards).

The above contention is met by the words: Na ca
sannyasanéd evn....(IlI.4). ‘Sannyésa’ here means the
abandonment of Kfimyakarmas as we see from the
use of that term in Gim XVIII.2 (The position is
this). _Karma performed without desire for its fruiss
contributes to the cleansing of the mind and thereby
to the birth of Jnafia and thro’ it to Moksa. This
has been stated “Vairfigya is implanted in the heart
of one whose mind has been purified by (Nirkéma)
Karma. And it should be noted that Juana is
attainable only by those who have no attachment (to
external things).This has been stated in the Bhdgavata
(V. II. 3) : "Even the worthy sayings of the Vedas
will be powerless to enable one to grasp the truth
who has not learnt to detest the fleeting pleasures of
family life on the analogy of dream-experiences”. It
is not therefore correct to argue by way of “Prati-
bandi" (counter-argument) that just as Niskama
Karma which bears no other fruit leads to Moksa,
non-participation in Karma too, may similarly lead
to Moksa. The position is that Niskama-Karma
does not confer Moksa. It merely helps to purify
the mind, builds up Vairégya and paves the way. for
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enlightenment. Hence the mere abstention from
Karma is not the means of attaining Moka

As far the ascetic order of life, it is intended to
unify the mind in God and to please Him well. It is
within experience that in the case of Grhasthas and
others there is much less of unification cf the mind
in God, as a rule, in so far as they are busy with
other activities. And it stands to reason that with-
out perfect unification of the mind'in God,Aparoksa-
jnana cannot be attained. The Sruti too says the
same “Neither the one whose mind is not rooted in
God nor the one without composure of mind in Him
'can attain God” (Katha. Up. 1.2.24). The Sannyfisa-
Asrama pleases GOd immensely. So it is said in the
Ndrdyandstdkgarakalpa: ‘ “The fourth order of life
cf Paramahamsa. an investiture, so pleasing to
Me....”

As for Adhikarikas they are able to achieve
unification of mind in God while continuing to
remain in the Grhastha or other as’ramas (without
entering the Sannyasa-fiérama): ‘Such responsible
positions of the Adhik irikas pleases God immensely.
So it has been said in the Pddma'. Adhikarikas
like Devas and the ancient Kings (like Janaka and
Priyavrata) do not swerve from Visnu even in the
midst of their onerous tasks and responsibilities.
The enjoyment of their responsible positions by
these Adhikarikas is itself a means of‘pleasing
Hari very much”

I
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III. 5. EXplains _-that no one can give up Karma
absolutely. (It must, therefore, be recognised that
all Karma is not binding but only Sakémakarma).

III. 6-7. (Tho’ it is not possible to give up
minimum Karma necessary to keep body and soul
together) still one should renounce Karma (by giving
up the desire for fruits) to the best of one’s ability.
This is stated here. The words “thinking in the mind”
(in verses6 and 7) are introduced to make clear the
positive and negative concomitance between the
absence of control Of mind and bondage and the
controlled mind and absence of bondage, respectively
to emphasise that it is not so much the participation
Or non-participation in Karma that is reSponsible for
bondage in or release from Samsira but the effective
control of the mind and harnessing it to God
Without becoming enslaved by it.

Karmayoga here is adherence to one’s Varna-
Aérama duties and not exclusively of the Grhastha
because. it is used in its general connotation and
because the Spirit of non-attachment is enjoined. So,
carry out the appointed responsibilities of you sta-
tion in life.

III. 9. This refutes the contention based on
the Smrti, “ Karma subjects living beings to Samsira
(They attain mokia by knowledge. Therefore, the
wise ones do not take to Karma)”, that all Karma
retards rnoksa. The Lord explains the correct posi-
tion by saying “ Yajfiarthit . . . ”. ‘ (Ayam Lokah).
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Karmabandhanah’ means the world whose source of
bondage is Karma. ‘ Yajfia’ here signifies the Sup-
reme Lord Visnufi" (The overall idea of III. 9 ab is)
Karma performed for His sake and pleasure (ie as
His worship and as pleasing to Him) without attach-
ment4 is not an impediment to Moksa and will not
retard it. Because of this qualification (do it) with-
out attachment. Also because of the Sruti “Who
aspires for results ” ( ) and the state-
ment to be made (about the threefold fruits of Karma)
‘ The undesirable, desirable and mixed” (Gilli

XVIII. 12) and the injunction: “These Karmas also
ought to be done Without attachment. Such is my \

final View ” (Gm? XVIII. 6). Though there is another
Specific qualified statement (Vis’ewva'cana) depreca-
ting Karma, "Therefore let him not be a door Of
istis” (Br/1. Up. i. 5. 2) the qualifying epithet in
the pronouncement of the Gitci (Yajfiarthéit kar-
mano anyatra lokah karmabandhanah 111.9) holds
the ground. 5

3 fiifi 3' 'fififiéfiar (Satapathi ran-1.11)
4 See M.'s explanation of the words EMS“: and RI‘éEfiR:

in “.71.
5 This is because it is pecifically in favour of excluding

Karmas performed with no other end in View than to please
the Lord and has as such the right of overriding and
restricting the scope of the other statement ’Tasman
nestiyajukah syat, and reducing it to the position of a
general statement (Jayatirtha). Wtfififiw afififim
Eternal an, aanfi‘ literate}: aaraififi Faisal animate:

whites?! aaeaafiam an {Tran-awaits
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HI. 10-13. The Lord introduces a laudatory
statement (arthavz‘ida) in respect of the obligatory
nature of the Karmas pertaining'to one’s Varnas-
rama.

III. 14.- adduces another set of reasons (14-16)
to reinforce the same point. In this verse, Par—

janya denotes the clouds and the Sun. Though the
Sun exists before ‘Yajia’ it (the Sun) is said to be
prodced from Yajna in the sense that Yajna which
signifies the oblations offered in it serves as food for
the sun (which Sustains the Sun).

'Here the Yajua contemplated is the one which
constitutes the cycle or series which calls for an
injunction to (performance of one’s) Karma as a
moral and ethical obligation of mortals to keep the
wheel of cosmic life in constant motion. That pur-
pose will not be Served if by Yagfia we understand
the one performed by the Sun himself, as a god, to
attain his positiOn. Adistant analogy of the one
performed by Parjanya will not also suffice to exert
'the necessary moral pressure on others.

Or Parjanya is the collection of clouds which is
produced by food. Manu Smyti (III. 76) has it that
the oblations properly offered in fire reach the Sun.6
Rains are due to the action of the Sun’s rays. Food
is produced by rains and living beings are born of
and sustained by the consumption of food. Either
‘5 31:3": nine-13%: nwnffi'afiq'feiefit. (Manu Smruti Ill-76)
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way, Parjanya is born of Yajfia which means the
offerings in favour of particular deities. Karma
refers to the other subsidiary rites connected with
Yajfia.

III. 15. Karma (activity) is generated by the
Supreme B. ,as we See from the following texts: " It
is He who causes good deeds to be done ” (Kaus. Up;
iii. 8) ‘ Mind, perception...’ (Gim X. 4-5). Where
it is possible to understand the terms ‘Bra/zman’ and
‘ Udblzava ’ in their primary senses of the ‘ Supreme
Being’ and ‘genera‘tion’ it is not permissible to go
in- for the non-primary meanings of ‘ Veda ’ for
‘Brahma’ and “illuminating the nature of Karma ’

to ‘ udbhava ’. It is not possible to ascribe the power
of illumination to the Veda which, as a body of arti-
culatesounds, is an inanimate entity and as such
incapable of independent activity. The Sruti ‘Under
the bidding of this Imperishable (Aksara)” refers to
everything being controlled by B. So also. the
text of Bi'zdgvata (II. 10. 12) “Substance, Karma,
Time and others exist for ever by His grace ‘. Refe-
rence has already been made to B.’s inconceivable
power (which makes it possible to understand how
even the intrinsic nature of all other substances and
principles whether sentient or insentient remain
under Its control ). Even the power of the Veda-s to
illumine the nature of Karma through the agency of
the Abhimini Devatas is subject to the same princi-
ple - as these gods are but Pratibimbas of B. and a,

Pratibimba has no power to act independently of
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the Bimba's activity. Such independence of initiative
has been denied of the Jivas in Gm V .14.

The ‘aksaras’ (III. ’15c) are the wellknown
articultate sounds of the language of the Vedas by
which B’s nature is made manifest. But for such
illumination (by the words of the Vedas) how can
anyone hope to know anything'at all about the
Sup:eme Being which has neitherabeginning nor
extinction and which is unthinkeble and infinite?

Moreover, there is no justification to prefer the
derivative sense of “Vedas” for the term “Brahma”
to its established sense (raglan/ha) of the Supreme B.
The express reference to the Supreme B. (as ever
established in Yajfia, in III. 15 cd) makes it clear
that it is the same Supreme B. (and notthe Vedas)
that has been referred t) by the term Brahma in
III. 15 a. It is not possible to hold that in III. 15 cd.
it is the Supreme Being previously referred to
in III. 15 b by the term ‘Aksara’ that .is finally
reflrred to by the eXpression ‘Brahma’ in III. 15'cd.
For, it will not be proper to construe one and the
same word (Brahma) used twice in the Same context
as denoting two different things,7 unless there is
7. The position criticised is that of Bhaskara. According to

Samkara 'Brahrna' in ”1.153 and lll.15c denotes the
Vedas. (According to Madhva it denotes the Supreme
Brahman uniformly in both the places).

Read pi sense-1| :51 ea: arfliillfilfl'li are alarm
mique armament I ERNIE-i Hind agitation I

einrf‘sifi fifinanil ear-1 wire weir firmware
seiner (Bhaskara)
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decisive evidence of difference of topic.
These 'aksaras’ (articulate sounds of the Vedas)

are eternal. This is established by the following
Sruti, Smrtis and Sutra: “O Virfipa send forth a
good praise, of the showerer of desires. with the
help of‘ eternal words” (RV VIII—75.6). “The words
of' the Veda which are without beginning and have
no extinction were articulated by the Self-existent
Beihg” (Manu i. 5). “The endless succession of
Devas follows from the eternality of (Vedic) sounds
(BS‘ i.3.29..).

(The interpretation of III. 15 b to the effect that
the Veda is produced by the Supreme B. called
Aksara is unsustainableg). We have already pointed
out the difficulties which arise on the asceription
of an author (or creator) to the Vedas.9 It will not
do to explain that the Vedas are produced by B.
without deliberation (abuddhipfirvaka) (and that,
therefore, there is no possibility of the defects
incidental to authorship being found in them). Fer
there is no proof to establish that the Vedas were
produced without thought or deliberation. The
significance of the description of the Vedas as the
“breathing forth” (niésvasitam) of the Supreme
Being (Bah. Up. II. 4. 10) is that they were delivered
effortlessly but not thoughtlessly. For the Sruti “He
desired....and He created all this” (Taitt. Up. ii.6)
makes it clear that the entire creative activity of God

8. The interpretation is given by both Sankara and
Bhaskara.

9. See under “.13 (p.11)
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proceeds from His unfettered will and desire to
create. There can be no willing or deliberation
withaut t'iking thought. Moreover, the Brhadfira-
nyaka Sruti which refers to B.’s act ofcreation as a
“breathing forth” mentions the creation of “sacrifice,
oblation, food, drink, this world and the other and
all beings” Side by side with the World of names com-
prising of sacred literature (Br/z. Up. IV. 15.11). If
the world of forms (rapaprapafica) should be deemed
to have been created without deliberation together
with the world of names (Mmaprapdfica) the Sruti
which ascribes all creative activity of God to His
Will aud Desire (Tiiit‘t Up. II. 6.) Will lose its
poi nt.10

'

Such a position will be quite against the highest
purport of the Srutis which is the majesty and
supremacy of God. It would be a negation of God’s
supremacyto interpret the description of His creative
activity as a “breathing forth” as someting done
without taking thought or deliberation (abuddhi;
piirvaka). How can a Creator who acts without inde-
pendence be credited with Supremacy ? Lack of
independence would be evident from the fact of His
creations not being the outcome of His free will,
pleasure and deliberation or coming into existence
without His initiative. Diseases taking root (birth)
10- 0- Hg, ‘firsafiiahar rfii amafieenafefisga

ewi‘fi' Elfin, sheen-raw 31% marine: aimfiiqmfi
Fl 5%le $6116: SUE — eta @6111 (em. Up. IV 1-5-11)

gun“: madam aafiq‘emia (J. )
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in men "(in spite of their desire to be healthy)
proclaim man’s helplessness in being at their mercy.
They neither take his permission nor consent.11

The right (way of understanding the statements
in the Srutis regarding the origination (udbhava) of
the Vedas would be in terms of their being made
{manifest-or secondary origination. from their respec-
tive. Abhimfinidevatas.12 For they are recognised to
be without a beginning and without extinction
(anddinidhana), but all the same “brought forth”
(utsysta) by the Self-existent Being. These two
seemingly contradictory statements can only be
reconciled by understanding their origination
(udbhuva) in the sense of becoming manifest (or
revealed to the minds of RsiS). The agent or person
Who manifests them is also sometimes spoken of as
their author or ‘creator’-as when Sage Yfijsavalkya
is said (in the Mahabharata) to have "produced" the
entire Satapatthrdhmana.” How is it possible for
him .

to have “produced” (de novo) the Yajus which
were. lodged in the mind of the Sun-god? The
decisive rulings gi'Ven in the Siriraka S_z.tra have to
be taken as more poWerful than bare statements
elsewhere apparently referring to the Vedas having
been ‘created’ or brought into existence‘by B.

11_ Note Madhva’s light touch of humour here.
0 w-

12- 551%: generates matinee:
13- are: new are: we: grim I

in was a fin writ“: a u
(Mbh. Xl|.323, 16)
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It is not correct .to think (that the Sl‘ltra
‘éastrayonitvfit’ [BS.i.1.3] favors such an interpre-
tation) that the Vedas areproduced by Brahman,
The true sense of this Sfitra is that the Sistra i. e.
Vedas is the only (valid) means of proof of the
existence and nature of attributes 'of B. (The other
interpretation14 is irrelevant to the context and,
therefore, unsustainable).15 For, after Brahman
has been defined as that Being from which the origi-
nation, sustenance, dissolution etc. of the Universe
proceed, the most natural question that would arise
to be settled would be on what basis of proof or
authority B. should be accepted as the Author of the
world. Any other question about B.’s own origin
from the- Vedas16 or its producing the $518073"
(Vedas) would be irrelevcnt. Further B.’s being the
cause of the Sfistra or its creatar would not help in
any way to establish that it is the source Or 'cause of
the Universe (Jagatkdranam). Surely; it-will not be
impossible for the creator of the wonderful Universe
to be the creator of the Vedas also. assuming that
they are ‘created’- Nor would the“ creation of the
Vedas help to establish B.’s omniscience18 parti-
cularly if the Vedas are supposed to be produced
14' WEE awaifi {new are: m3. an

' ’ (Sankara 883. 1.1.3,)
15. See my BSPC Vol. lp. 8
16. By coustruing the compound as . K .”(RH 2mm fififll 2m ea;
17. By coustruing the compound as a Tatpurasa as has been

done by Sankara in his firSt interpretations ’

18- aa «sierra (samurai its)
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without thought and deliberation. Furthermore, if
the creator of the Vedas which are but a part of the
entire universe could be All-knowing, what prevents
the Creator of the whole Universe of which the
Vedas from part, from being All-knowing (in a larger
sense)? So much so that B.’s omniscience can
straightway be established by its being the creator

"of the entire Universe. B.’s omniscience not being
in doubt, there is no need to buttress it by seeking
to interpret the Sastrayoni-Sutra in a manner that
cannot stand scrutiny.

_
The 'Sfitra is, therefore, intended to establish

that the Sistra (Veda) is the only means of proof of
the existence of BL and of its nature and attributes.
As the Vedas are not (thus) 'created’ their sounds
are eternal.

Since B. thus comes to be fully manifested
(cumulatively) by the orderly cooperation of the vari-
ous links in the movement of the wheel of life, it is
said to be firmly established in the Yajfia which sets
it in motion. (By participating in such Yajna one
derives merit by contributingr to social wellbeing and
increasing manifestation of Divine presence in the life
of the Universe.

III. 16. The articulate sounds (akgara) of the
Vedas are to be manifested by mortals properl’y
reciting or using the Vedas in the Yajfias. This
serves to keep the wheel of Karma moving. Whoever:
then fails to keepit going is morally guilty of
sabotaging the rotation. of the wheel of life and leads
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a life of sin. His life accumulates only the sin of
de'reliction of duty and responsibility.‘183

[1‘]. 17. (This verse meets an objection that if
there is to be grave dereliction of duty and responsi-
bility in not carrying out one’s appointed Karma. and
enormous gain in carrying it out, it would dis-
courage the Aparoks‘a - Jnafii from going into
Asamprajfiatasamfidhi in which there is absolutely
no scope for any Karma to be carried out. It has
nothing to do with restricting the moral responsi-
bility of participating in the movementof Jagaccakra
to Ajnafiis and placing Jnafiins entirely outside the
purview of Karma, as interpreted by Samkara).
'Rati’ or -Ramanam’ here means the joy derived
frOm perceiving (the Supreme B.). ‘Trpti’ is reaching
a sense of “enough and no more” in regard to things
other than B. ‘Santosa’ is the happiness that brings
about such a feeling. The Koéa says: “Santoga is
what causes a sense of “enough” (in things other
than B.)".

Atmaratih' means one who has attained the
ineffable bliss of perceiving the Param’iétman and
communing with Him directly. ‘Atmatrptah’ means
having attained a sense of complete satiationtowards
things other than B. For the bliss of being immersed
solely in Paramitman is so immense that it brings
about a sense of “enough and not wanted” in regard

18a. This is a most powerful and impassioned plea to keep
alive the institution of Vaidika yajna for the promotion
of world-economy, emerging from M’s bhasya.
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to other things.- The phrase “Atmanyevarca santu~
stahmeans that the Aparokgajfifini absorbed in the
state of Asamprajnétasamédhi attains a sense of
“enough and'do not want it“ in regard to other
things, by reason of being in Paramfitman. The
emphatic particle (eva) after ‘étmani’ is to show that
one absorbed in Asamprajfiétasamfidhi acknowledges
no other source for his absorbing blissfulness than
the Supreme B. ‘Atmatrpta’ is not to be construed as
a [motive Tarpurusafleb in which case ., the meaning
will be that the Samidhistha will be getting satiated
by his Communion with the Lord, which will be absurd.
That the sense of satiation is with regard to other
things and hat the Paromdtman (as explained above)
can be seen from the sentiments, expressed by the
Rsis in the Bhigavato Puma-ta (i.l.19).19 That state-
ment cannot be taken to mean “We do not find
pleasure elsewhere“ by importing some additional
word to complete the sensethat way. Such impor-
tation is permissible only Where a satisfactory
construction cannot be had without it. That is not so
in this case as a very edifying sense emerges from the
passage as it stands worded (that antr‘ue devotee of
the Lord is never fed Up with being immersed
in Him and losing himself in listening to His
exploits.

18b. Atmani trptah

W 'e’ a firm eaqizfiaafim‘: I

WWW ream? orig at; it? If: n
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The emphatic particle 'eva’ after ‘Atmartih’
(111.17 a) is to pinpoint the truth that it is only the
Aparoksajnani in the state of Asamprajfiamsamadhi
who can be’said to have no responsibility of Karma. In
view of the Paficaratra text “Even the Sthitaprajfia
who perceives his body has to discharge his appointed
karma, such performance is‘ obligatory on all as the
means of securing the Lord’s pleasure”. At other
times. (when he is not absorbed in Asamprajfiatasa-
mfidhi), the Aparoksajfiani may'findj some slight
satisfaction thro other channels.' But while absorbed
in Asampréjfia'tasamadhi he is beyond the range of
such pulls. What is cent'empl'ated in the case of the
Aparoksajfifini in the 'Asamprajfifitasamédhi is an
absolute feeling of “ enough and do not want” to-
wards things 'other than Paramfitman. (That is
possible only in the state of Asamprajfiatasamadhi).
The additional adjunct " fitmatrptah ” (in- the - sense
explained) supports this interpretation.

It would not be proper to construe the phrase
.‘Yastu dtmaratir eva ayat’ so as to imply that a
jfifini who sometime or other findsdelight in Para-
matma is absolved of all responsibility to Karma.
(So that all Jfiinins and not only the Jflfini in Asam-
prajfiatasamfidhi will be free of the obligation of
Karma). For, syntactically, the agent - (pro)noun
“ Yah ” in ‘ Yastu fitmaratir eva ’ (Atmatrpta eva,

'

fitmanyeva ca santustah) tasya kfiryarn na vidyate’
has the power to synchronise the qualifying epithets
and what is predicated of the temporal adverbs ‘when’
and ‘then’ (where there is no counter reason to take
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a dii‘ferent View) as for example in the statement
" He who eats shall hot speak "20 .

'
It follows then that freedom from the obliga-

tions of one’s appointed Karma referred to in ‘Tasya-
kiryam na vidyate’ (III. 17d) is available and app[i-
cable only to the Aparoksajfiani while he is actually
and entirely. absorbed in the experience of Asam-
prajfldtasamddhi and not at any other time. The
adjunct ‘manavah’ (otherwise superfluous) is to
bring out the point that only an Aparoksajfiani is
ieligible to achieve Asamprajfiatasamadhi. ‘Manava
s derived from man to know. The term ‘Atmi’ in all’
the three adjuncts refers only to the Paramfitman
(and—not to the Jivétman). This is also supported
by the following “ The Ifiani who finds delight exclu-
sively in Visnu (the Supreme Brahman) is without
karmic obligation (then)”.

111 18 The Jfianin in Asamprajfifitasamfidhi
gains nothing superior or even equal to the bliss of
his perceiving B. even if he should come out of his
Samédhi after being awakened from it (in the
manner prescribed in the Yogas’astra) by previous
arrangement with someone that he should be so
awakened at the time when he would normally have
to carry out certain appointed karmas, when not in
Samadhi. He will not also be guilty of any trans-
gression by failing to carry out his Nityakarmas like

20- ‘zh 21% H a a curry
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Sandhya Vandana at the appointed time or not ser_
ving his elders or preceptors. (For all those are only
the means of pleasing the Supreme B. and as the
Samadhistha will be in communion with B. the means
now serve no purpose).

Though failure to carry out appointed karmas
may not incur the sin of omission so far as an~Apa-
roksajfiani in general is conerned, the words Of
III. 17d and III. 18, cannot be made applicable to
the Aparoksajfiani in general but only to the onein
Asamprajfiatasamidhi (as has been pointed out be—

fore). For, if the principle enunciated in III. 17d
and 18- were to be extended to_ all Jfianins irres-
pective of their being in Asamprajfiatasamédhi or
not) Arjuna would not be a fit mark to be deliberately
instructed to carry out his appointed Karma in III.
20 and III. 47 - as he too is an, Aparoksajfiani (as
has already been well established under 11. 47). In
the case of Aparoksajfianins in general any commis-
sion of forbidden acts‘or transgression is an indica-
tion of some slight measure of adverse Prarabdha-
karma. The latter would be greater if the transgres-
sion is more serious as the killing of Vrtra by
Indra.

III. 19 In so-far then as only the Jfiafii in the
Asamprajfiétasamadhi is exempt from obligations of
Karma, your duty as a Jfiani lies clearly in adhering
to your appointed Karma andfulfillingit.
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III. 20 This points out'that there is also the
precedent as evidence of observance of appointed
Karma by acknowledged Aparoksajfianis.

“With Karma” (karmanaiva) means all the
while continuing to discharge appointed karma 21.

Or, (the instrumental form) ‘karmanfi’ may be cons-
trued in the sense of ’after having carried out their
appointed karmas and then, acquiring Jfiana ", but
not in the (privative) sense of solely through karma
and without obtaining Jfiana. For, the royal sages
Janaka and Priyavrata are celebrated as Aparoksa-
jfianins in the Mahabharata, Bhagavata and other
works. \The Sruti also makes it clear that one
attains Moksa by knowing the Supreme B. in all His
Majesty. It has also been emphasised in” the Gm
(II. 51) that it contributes to the acquisition of
knowledge. Moreover, the text “There is no other
way to Moksa than ~Jfiana ” (Puruga Sakta) admits
of no restriction of sense. The other texts referring
‘to Karma as the means of attaining Moksa can be
restrictively understood as implying that Karma
leads to Moksa through Jfifina.

Where in some Purinas, bathing in holy rivers
has been hailed as a sure means of attaining delived
rance, as in “One attains Mukti either by knowing
B. or dying at Prayéga (mod. Allahabad in the

21. The use of the instrumental in this sense is technically
called “Sahayoge miya.“
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confluence of Ganga and Yamuné) or else by bath-
ing in the Gomrtl in the immediate presence of
(the temple of) Srl Krsna, the meaning intended is
that one becomes freed from sin by such acts or
that such statements eulogise the merits of bathiug
in holy waters.

Even there, in some places the knowledge of B.
has been proclaimed to be the means of attaining
Mokja after disapproving of the view that it can be
had without Jfiana, as in- “ Without knowing B.
Moksa can never be had.” References to one's attai-
ning it by bathing or dying at Prayaga mean .that
they are contributory to Jfiana. These statements
extolling the merits of holy Tirthas cannot annul the
invariable rule that Jfiéna alone is the final means of
Moksa, recognised even in their own context - just
as the words of praise in commending a very effici-
ent officer of the King - “ He is the King himself,
why do we need His Majesty ” are purely acclamai
tory (and cannot be taken literally). The Lord
Himself has made this clear in the Ndradiya : “Texts
referring to the merits to be attained by bathing in
holy rivers or residing in places of pilgrimage or
Dhyana etc., as conferring Moksa are purely com-
mendatory and sometimes designed to confuse the
dull-witted. Therefore, Aparoksajfiana alone can
lead one to Moksa. And (NishkamakKarma is only

'the means of achieving ’Aparoksajfiana.

III. 21-26 The words “Yat praminamkurute”
mean‘whatever text or pronouncement is valid in
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itself but is not truly known to be so by ordinary
folk, the high-souled leader of men proclaims to be
so, the world follows it. “Yat pramfinam ” may
also be understood in the sense whatever act worldly
or Vaidika that he engages in, on good authority‘
the rest of the world follows his example.
III. 27 In the following verses (27—29) the
Lord elucidates the difference in approach and
understanding between the Wise and the Unwise in
carrying out their Karma.

The expression “gunas of Prakrti refers to
the sense organs, the body and mind which are
subsidiary to Prakrti (matter) as its effects and
constituents. As the Jivétman is only a ‘Pratibimba’
of Is’vara, he has no power to act independently of his
Bimba (Viz. iévara). Hence, it would be unwise to
arrogate to oneself independance of initiative in the
performance of one’s acts or securing their fruits.
III. 28. The knower of the truth about the
divergent attributes and activities of isvara, Jivasva-~

rfipa and Prakrti 22 remains unattached knowing

3!

22. The term "Prakrti" in this context admits of thre different
senses of lsvara, Jivasvabhava (which is threefoid) and
Jada-P.akrti and “Gunas” denote their powers, properties
or evolutes as the case may be. The wise one realises that
his freedom is very much limited by other factors and
gives up his egoism and learns to act as an instrument of
God' 3 will.

Read: tsatalaqsamiiar esteemed
a mum smart Hater _
‘arari‘inr tamer: Hath: misfitfigurtcfirast
fifitrt smegma mam RENEE“: ll

31% Elaifitaiit (GT)
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that the senses, body and mind are directed towards
their respective fields of objects (visay'c'lh) by the Will
of is‘vara, in c0nformity with the basic nature of
selves.

III. 29. The ignorant ones become deluded by
their attachment to the senses, body and mind which
are subservient elements of Prakgti. Man’s attach-
ment to objects (gunas) arises from the wrong
notion of his absolute ownership of them and inde-
pendance of his initiative.

The term “gunakarmasu” means in respect of
objects of enjoyment and actions. This is attested by
the lexicon :

“The Etymologists lay down that the term
“guna” is used in different senses of objects of
sense experience, organs of perception, the qualities
of sattva, rajas and tamas and auspicious qualities in
general and whatever is subsidiary to its “main".
Hence “gunah” in verses 27-29 has to be construed
in different senses according to propriety. To take
it everywhere in the same sense of the triple qualities
of Prakrti would be inconsistent with the predication
in III. 29c that “gunas act upon gunas” 23.

III. 30. Therefore (wise one that you are)
surrender all Karma in (to) Me, relinquishing to Me
whatever you have mistakenly superpOsed on

23- fiarmtemfit WW1“)
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yOurself as their independent agent ”and realise that
God alone is the independent agent “in all acts per-
formed by the J iVa and carry them out as'My worship
with a heart attuned to Me as your inner ruler
(adhyzzttmacetasfi), thereby becoming rid of all other
hankerings. ‘Sannyasya’ means knowing that God
alone is the independent doer and ‘nirmamatva’ or
being free from the feeling of “this is mine” is to
realise the truth “I (the Jivatman) am not the lnde-
pendent doer”

‘

III. 31 -32. These refer to the outcome of
following or- not following the advice given by the
Lord.- Those who perform the Nivrttakarmas as
defined do also attain Mukti thro Jnana-much more
so Aparokssajnanins. The particle ‘api’ is, therefore,
to be c0nstrued in the sense 'of “much more so”
(Kaimut‘ya) and no: conjunctively‘ as implying that
Niv'rttakarma and Jfiéna are severally .or even
conjointly the means of Moksa. For; it has been
authoritativelystated in the Ndrdyandstdk§arakalpaz
“All Nivrtta, (nitya and naimittika) karmas- carried
out in the spirit of niskama and as a dedication to
the Lord are conducive to direct vision of God. The
direct Vision of God requires no other auxiliary
means in respect of release. All these forms of karma
such as Nivrtta (nitya and naimittika) interpose
Jfiana in between themselves and Moksa. But direct
vision of God (aparoksajfifina) Confersreleasedirectly
without interposing any other auxiliary after. “ This
disposes of the theory of “Jfiana-karmasamuccaya”
or Jfiana and Karma being conjoint'ly the means of
Moksa in absolutely eqtial measures.
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[I]. 33. If it be so, how is it people do not. act
upon your teaching" ? The Lord answers this question
(in Arjuna’s mind) explaining that it is because
people act in accordance with the accumulated
tendencies and impressions (pfirvasamskéra) of past
lives which exert great infernc-e and pressure on
their present life.

III. 34. One must, however, try to curb them
to the best of one’spowers. The Lord says that tho"
our efforts to do so may not be effective immediately,
steady spiritual effort in that direction would'eventu-
ally succeed in doing - so. This has been said. [in
“Previous samskéras are indeed very powerful. Even
Brahma“! and other gods are uuder their ,power.
Still they can be modified by’supreme effort”.

III. 35. This meets VArjuua’s objection that the
war is a cruel act governed by passians and prejudices
and should be avoided.

III“ 36. There are, many causes which impel
one to act such as desire, anger, pride and envy. The
question raised here is which one of them is ‘the
most potent (tobe firstsubdued). This iuquiry is
incidental suggested by the reference to passions and
prejudices in Verse 34.” This fact is indicated by the
partitive "atha".

III. 37. The most powerful ofimpelling passions
is desire, which when thwarted produces resentment.
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Even when resentment is caused by hearing the dis-
paragemeut ofone’s Guru. it is still due to one’s great
love and regard for the Guru. These who hold difleren-
1/y that Kama when obstructed transforms itself into re-
sentment24 fail to: detect the Subtle distinction betWeen
the two on account of overlapping (brought about by
the tWO emotions being transformations of the same
mind-stuff and the quicknessof thelr succession). So,
it has been said "Without reference to, desire. anger
and other passions are not produced.” ‘Mahasana”
(great consumer) means vast is the range of gratifi-
cation desired by Kama. It is the prolific source of
misdeeds like Brahmahatyfi and is an enemy obstruc-
ting one’s salvation.

III. 38. How does Kama act as the malefic
enemy of the spirit? These three entities, God,
antahkarana (mind-stuff) and Jivasvarupa are filmed
by Kfima in diflerent ways.

Just asa flame screened by a cloud of smoke,
though still shining within, is obscured to the sight of
others, so is the Lord to the Jiva.Just as adirty mirror
is not able to clearly manifest any image, the inter-
nal organ (antahkarana) befogged by Kama is unable
to manifest the true nature of the Lord'(o'r the. Jiva)
to the seeker. Just as the embyro wrapped up in

2‘” a Its aim: afiaa: Easiest Hittite-Eta qfimit
(Samkara-GB Ill. 37)
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the amnion remains fetttred so is the Jim over-
powered by Kcima.25,

III. 39. Thus obstructed, the mediate know-
ledge of God even if it is acquired through Sfistra
does not shine forth and produce Aparoksajfiflna So

long as it- is incrusted by Kém-a, even in the case of
Jfianins, much more so in the case of those whose
knowledge is comparatively less, being derived
purely through Gurtpades’a.

The term “Kimarupa” signifies the eternal
foe whose name is 'K'Zma and who is insatiable
(anala). It is with the utmost difficulty that desire
is'attempted to be satisfied. It is wellknown that
the heavenly status and position of. gods like Indra
are not easily attained. Kz'ma is fan-alcm’ in the
sense that it is unsatiated by what it feeds on and
craves for more. Even when the highlposition of
Indra is attained one often aspires for the still higher
one of Brahmé,

The overall sense of verses 38-39 is summed up
by the following authority :-

“Reprehensible Kfima acts in respect of Brah-
man as smoke obscures a fire, of the inner mind

25. Note Madhva's keen insight which brings to light the
distinctive philosophical significance of these three
illustrations.
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stuff as dirt obscures a mirror and the Jiva as the
amnion holds the embryo wrapped up (The verse
is couched in a fine Iupropama)

III.» - 40-41.
_

To facilitate the destruction of the
enemy K‘iml the base of its Operation is indicateed
by the-words “Indriyéni mano buddhih ”. Using
these as instruments, Kama obscures knowledge (of
God and self). Knowledge of God and self is obs-
cured by Buddhi and other senses when steeped in
the attraction of sense-objects. It would be easy
enough to liquidate the enemy once his base of ope-
ration is captured and brought under control.

III, 42. This tells us what should be known in
order to find the weapon, wherewith to vanquish
the enemy - viz. spiritual knowledge strengthened by
non-attachment (vairdgya). This has been said in
the Sruti : “Taking hold of the sword of Spiritual
knovvledge, steady with non-attachment to senses,
cross the bank of the transmigratory ocean".

III. 42. The senses are superior to the body
with which they are in close contact. (The grada-
tional series of these physical principles is to be
correlated to their presiding deities 'so_that the
Supreme Brahman which transcends them all can
be realised as the goal of all knowledge and
Sidhanas).

The - Lord is to be. understood not only as being
superior to Buddhi (as we have it here in-III. 42), but
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to Mahat-tattva Hiranyagarbha) and : AVyakta
(gritattva) also as- enunciated in Katha. iUp. (i‘. 3.11)
“The supreme Personvis higher than Avyakta”; Po:
the conquest of Rama and other passions has’been
taught here as the means of attaining Moksa. That
cannot be attained by merely knowing piecemeal about
Divine Majesty. For the Lord Himselfhas made it
clear in the Gunopasamhfirapida of the‘Brahmasfitras
that the attributes of Brahman are to be combined
and coordinated in meditation from all Sakhfis
according to one's capacity, 'in such Sutras as
“Anandfidayah pradhfinasya”26 (BS. 1113,12). It
has also been stated in the'Gdruda : The attributes of
God have been recounted in the Apauruseya-Vedas
and .-the ”gnu-Vedas as well as thro esoteric
tradition. Only those who perceive the Lord in the
light of all these sources shall attain Him,~ and not
the others". Therefore, the Lord should be known
here as transcending the Avyak'ta’tattVa also (besides
Buddhi).

The being referred to as the one who is superior

26. On the meaning of this Sutra and on the subject of
Gunopasamhara see my Brahma Sutras and_Their Principal
Commentaries, Vol. Ill. Adhy. Ill. Pada 3.

V

27. See under Bhasya on ”.72.

28. As understood by Samkara : 131' 3%! If": 31W“

(S.GB.II|.42)
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to Buddhi "(111.42) is not the nga-rman.23 For the
Lord Himself has said earlier (11.59) that relish for
enjoyment also dies out when there is perception of
the Highest Lord (Para).29

There is also the statement of the fourfaced
Brahma “Without knowing the Supreme Lord who
is My Superior, how can anyone expect to conquer
Kama ?”

Therefore, what is really intended to be conveyed
in III. 42—43, is the necessity to know the Supreme
Brahman as the highest in the gradational series
(indicated in Kit/1a. i.3, 10-11 also).

In III.43b, the accusative ‘dimdnam’ refers to the
mind and the instrumental dtmand to Buddhi.

Having thus visualised the Supreme Lord who

29. ct Samkara rein“: varieties: amt teeth (63)
It should be noted that the knowledge of the being which
is Superior to Buddhi has been stated to be the means of
eradicating Kama. That would fit in only if the Para is
identified with the Lord and not with the Jivatman who is
the creature oppressed by kama, Nor can Buddeh praah
be Kama itself as Bhaskara and Ramanuja hold, because
Kama, sankalpa, dhi, etc. have been described in the Sruti
as states of the mind (Brh. up. 1.5.3.) and the Buddhi
itself has been stated in the Gita (Ill 42) to be superior to
the mind. (mansastu para buddhih).
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is beyond Buddhi, Mahat and Avyakta and having
restrained the mind with the help of buddhi (reason)
vanquish the enemy called ‘Desire’, who is so
difficult to subdue.



ADHYAYA IV

THIS ADHYAYA brings out more fully the majesty of the
Lord which has been described as transcending Buddhi (and
Avyakta) in the previous Adhyaya. It also deals with
the different facets of Nivrttakarma and its difference from
Kamya Karma and the importance of Jfiana.

IV.l-3 The purpose of verses 1—3 referring to the
historical tradition of the transmission of the teaching of
Nivrttakarma is to highlight the fact that this way of life
(dharma) referred to in 111. 30 has been followed in practice
by eminent Adhikarins of yore and that their example ought
to be followed by Arjuna too.

IV. 4—5 It has been shown in 111.30 that the Supreme
Being is to be worshipped by dedicating one’s works to it.
The purpose of Arjuna’s question in 1V. 4 is to elicit in full.
in the light of Pramanasi, the basic nature of the difference
between the Lord and the Jiva. (Else, the Lord’s reply to
Arjuna's question touching ”on the latter’s repeated former
lives and his ignorance about them as against the Lord’s own
full knowledge of then-i all would be beside the point, as the
question was purely about the Lord’s anteriority to Vivasvan
and others).

,

IV. ' 6—7. If the Lord has many earlier lives, He cannot
be beginningless. This difliculty is met by the pronouncement
"tho’unborn...”‘Avyayatma means one whose body (dzmfi)

1. afinfiaufiafit: Estimated were: usage at
5min indict we I (J)
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also is imperishable. This is confirmed by the subsequent
description of the Lord’s Form in Adhy. XI. 11b. as imperishable
and multifaced. Elsewhere in Bhfigavam (1- 4- 5) we read: “This
original Form of the Lord is the receptacle, the unchanging
manifestingprinciple of various Avatar Forms”. The other refe-
rence there to the Lord’s taking the human form (paurusam
rliparn) in 1.53. 1 is to be understood from the point ofview of

manifestation(thro’ a human form). The reasons and authorities
for holding such a view have already been set forth (in the
Bhasya in Adhy. II).

The beginninglessnessof the self (atma) as such is common
to the individual souls also. Hence, avyayatma. has got to be
explained as referring to the beginninglessness of the Lord’s
body as well (as an important aspect of his Majesty).

But how can there be genesis for one who is eternal and
beginningless 7 This is answered by. IV-6b. As the Lord
manifests Himself in Vasudeva and others (who are products
of Prakrti) He is mistaken’by the world to be born (of them)
in the usual way. While thus manifesting Himself thro’
Vasudeva and others. He surrounds Himself with the Tamasa
aspect of Prakrti (Durga), dependent on Him and appears to
superficial minds to be actually 'born of human parents. The
adjective ‘mine’ applied to Prakrti is to make it clear that this
Prakrti is not independent of Him. This can be seen from The
text: ‘Substance Karma, Kala and others exist eternally'by His
grace and never without His pleasure’ (Bhfig. II. 10. l2)-' The
term ‘dravya’ (substance) here refers to Prakrti as it is with the
stuff of Prakr’ti that all creation takes place.

Armamayaya means by my own Will (intelligence)and
not by means of “Avidya”. The Prakrti referred to in IV.6V

cannot be equated with Maya or Avidya as itvhas been separa-
tely mentioned apart from A'tmamaya- That Maya has the
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sense of God’s intelligence or will is borne out'by the lexicon:
The Words ketu, keta, citi, cittaj mati, mantra and Maya (are syn-
onyms of intelligence). It acts as the eflicient cause in giving
rise to the notion of the Lord being bornin the physical
name.

Or, it may be explainedthat the Lerd creating the bodies
of Vasudeva and others with Prakrti‘ as the causal stuff and
manifesting. Himself thro’ them by the concealing pow/er of
Durgfi», the presiding deity of Tamasa Prakrti, appears to be
born in human form, tho’ in reality unborn. This is support-
ed by the following “The mother of Mahat and other principles
is triply conceived as Sri, Bhfi and Durga, who is the delud-
ing power. On account of their influence, the Lord Visnu‘tho’
not born in any physical sense appears to those deluded by
them. as so born, by the power of His own Will.” “Isvara” here
(in IV. 6) is used (in a much higher sense than its usual one
derived from is’ NVarah to distinguish the Supreme Being
from the other ruling gods to denote One who is superior(vara)
to all the ruling gods (is‘a). So it is explained in Brahmakaivarta
“As You are far superior to other rulers of the. world like
Brahma, Rudra, Sri Sesa and others, the term Ryan is primarily
applicable to You and to no other being.”There is also a similar
text which says: “Isa is one who is competent and powerful.
You are isvara in as much as'Ybu are superior to all of them.”

IV. 8. It is not necessary
' for Him that the Lord shOuld

take birth in the worldto. bring about the protection of the

righteous. All the same, He acts atHis’ own pleasure in doing

so. as sheer sport of His nature. So it has been stated : This
desire of His to create (the world) is His own nature (Manda/(ya

Up. 9) Creation is mere sport of the Lord. like the dancing and

singing of persons in ecstasy. (BSJI. 1.34)” Hear Ye oins doings
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in sheer joy, like a child at play’ The Lord of unlimited power,
stayed away from his city (of Dwaraka) as if afraid of his
foe. He is ever full. There is nothing for Him to be achieved
in the world; yet He does everything. Therefore, sages who know
the Para and Apara tattvas and who are at peace with them—

selves describe Him as possessed of desires and purposes
which are out of the ordinary (Rgvedakhila.)

IV-9. The reference here to getting released by knowing
apart of Divine Majesty (concerning the true nature of
Lord’s birth and acts) is_ intended to include by analogical
extension (Upalaksana) the necessity to know other important
facts also about Divine Majesty. It has been clarified (towards
the close - of the Bhasya on Adhy. III) that release cannot be
had by partial knowledge alone.

Moreover. it has been said in Mahdkaurma “Whosoever
meditates on Me after knowing all that has been said'in the
Vedas and other sources about My greatness to him alone I
become visible and to no other.”

The Statement in verse 9 that one does .not return to birth
knowing‘the divine nature of the Lord’s birth and acts merely
emphasises the indispensability of such knowledge (as a must)
without in any manner excluding other equallyor more important
truths. For the other statement quoted from Mahfikaurma
cannot beaccommodated in any other sense. as it. expressly sets
aside the possibility of attaining release by not knowing other
important facts about Divine Majesty.

The use of the modifying adverb’ ‘tattvatalz (in all truth)
in respect of this part-knowledge entails by presumptive
reasoning the inclusion ol‘otLer aspects too. For» “here a rant
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ofa whole is spoken of as all in truth there is no inconsistency.
For as has been said in the Skdnda ‘Without knowing all
(related truths) one cannot be said to know any part of it in
all its truth and bearing.2 even if he be Mahend-ra’. So one
must strive to extend the horizon of one’s knowledge in all
directions.

IV. 10 This verse points out (with a view to intensifying
one's faith ) that there are persons who have attained Moksa by
such comprehensive knowledge as has been emphasised. ‘Man-
mayah’ means those who see‘Me as the all-pervading Being
sustaining all life.

IV. 11 Tho’ Moksa is not attainable by worshipping Me
thro’ the medium of other gods, after the manner of Traividly-
355, yet I bestow rewards on all My devotees according to the
measure and standpoint of their? worship and let them serve
me and reward. them but not in a subordinate capacity (as the
expression ‘serve’ (bhajfimi may convey).

2_Cr. ‘ss‘t unwell 9n as: sift antennae ear? (J,

3. The worship of the Lord thro’ the medium of other
gods (anyadevan'lrfipena Bhagavadbhajanam) aSSOCiated with
Traividyas is— defined as follows: Knowing the Lord to be
the Supreme Being in a general way without the conscious-
ness that He, is the independent agent and enjoyer of all
offerings and offering them to the lower gods and Pitrs dire-
ctly and finally afterwards formally to the Supreme Lord:—

fficg annexe: nailed star, refiner: hirer SE1; 31%

W: W l (J)
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Verse 11 _cd explainsthe basis of distinction in reWarding the
'Traividyas and the Bhagavatas or Jfianins diferently. Tho' the
Traivi‘dyas worship other gods (like Indra) thay are, in principle,
following My path (mama vartma) since I am the independent
Agent in all acts and‘the enjoyer of offerings tho' the Traividyas
do not Offer their sacrifices primarily to Me with such a clear
understanding. This distinction of approach in the worhip. of
the Traividyas and Jfianins 'is going to be fully' explained by the
Lord in 1x. 23-24.4 -

’

As the Supreme-B; is the chief bearer of all the names of
the gods, as taught in rhe Sruti (RV.X.82. 3) He in fact receives
and enjoys the offerings in all sacrifices (or karmas) offered
ignorantly in the names of the other gods. by the 'Traividyas,
That this Supreme Being is Visnu is indicated by' His distinctive
mark referred to in 'the Sruti. “In the navel

' of the
urborn Lord there is the oneis on'whieh theworlds‘rest”.
(RV. X.82.6)

IV. 12. How is it to be ascertained that the Traividyas
also follow the Lord’s path 'l Because, they are rewarded, for
their karmas quickly. And we know from the Sruti that it is

4. Even the votaries of the other gods who first .worship
them with faith, worship Me in the end, tho’ not in strict
accord with the spirit and requirement of the Sastra that the
Supreme Beingis the Lord of all sacrifices 'and object of
propitiation and the receiver and enjoyer of their offerings.
But the Traividyas do not recognize Me to be so. Hence
their reward is limited and exhaustible.-

Gitfi.lX.23—24)_
5. Le. the lotus from which-according to the Purénasdhe

four-faced Brahma, the creator of the world, was born.
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God alone that rewards all karma as has been stated in the
§ruti“ Prom Him they have their reward of wealth” (Chan.
Up. 1.7.6)“

IV. 13. [The subject of the Lord’s establishment of Catur-
varnya system is suggested by the context of the Traividyas
whotho’ professing to follow the Vedic religious code miss
the true spirit in which Vedic Yajfias are to be carried out
and so fall short of the expectations of true followers of Bhagas
vata Dharma. By giving a secondary place to the Lord who
is the Father of the 'Caturvarnya system by whose code they
are governed, and putting the minor gods of the Vedic pane
theon before Him or on an equal footing with Him, the Trai-
vidyas forfeit the highest benefits of Niskama Karma.7
Apart from this incidental relationship with the Trai-
vidyas, the subject of the establishment of Cfiturvarnyavya:
vasthi brings out one other aspect ofthe Lord’s greatness as
the author of the great socioreligious system for the benefit of
humanity).

Caturvarnya means the system of the four varnas. The
distribution of the three gunas of Sattva, raias and tamas
among the four varnas in human society is within the frame-
work of the Rajasa—sattvika complex.S as below :

6.11m; asfioti minerals F9351 WWW 1 HI eta Eat,

orbit meat film is 35113 amend: | (J)
7. The above is the suhsta‘nce of Madhva’s introductory corn

ment on IV.I3 as elucidated by J.
8. «mam-sun ham 3% filfi'oflll l (J)

Usaeetfiaaafiha,’ grammars mammoth“,
Mommas natal? mammalian sfe

W's: l (M. GT. XVIII)
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Brahmana having preponderance of Sattva and a good
measure of Rajas. Ksatriya with less of Sdttvikaguna and
more of rajas. Vaisya with more rajas than tamas and equal
measure of rajas and ternas. Sfidra with more of fumes than
rajas and more of Sartva than tamas.

The allotment of socio-religious duties and responsibilities
in respect of the different Varnas will be found under Gita
XVIII.4l-44. The Lord is said to be not the author in the
sense that His activity is quite unlike others’—-as we find
from the $ruti-“The author ofthe entire Universe. but with-
out personal involvement of feelings”. (RV.X.82.2) and the
Smrti: My body is of the essence of knowledge and My
activity is not due to the operation of the principle of Jadaham-
kara and, therefore, part of my form unlike that of Jivass
(Bhfigavata V1.4 .46)9.

The other position thatthe Lord’s activity is all mithyfi
(superimposed) has been shown to beamisrepresentation of
facts by establishing its reality in Adhyaya II.

IV. 14. It is for this very reason (of acting without per-
sonal motive or gain or involvement that My actions do not
stain Me and not because My activity is unreal (Mithyd) (as
Advaitic commentators fancy)1°. The reality of Divine
activity has been established earlier (in Adhy. II.)

9- (3‘37 ‘2i E35? 5W0 HWY f3?" $3: I (Bha'tg.)

10. For the same reason, then, the Jiva’s activity too being
superimposed (adhyasta), according to Advaita, cannot be
asource of contamination (lepa) to them. in reality, in
which case. there will be no point in the Lord's praising
only Himself. as contrasted from the Jivas. to be up
stained by Karma (J).
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'There is also another reason why the Lord remains run-
stained by His actions—viz. that He is not interested in their
consequences personally. His mind is not. therefore. dis-
tracted by anxiety— and suspense till the results are obtained. as
in the case of the selves. This is stated in the following. ‘The
Lord tho’ He expects and Wishes the fruits to follow. does not
go to the extent of personal involvement as His desire is
unsullied. like His knowledge'.

”There is noreason‘to suppose that there is hypothetically
only one true Atman 11 who is yet to attain release, as other-
wise, If some Souls are now released and others have been in
the past, there should be an end of Samsara by now and all
souls should haye attained release by now. Such a contention
is baseless. For the Sruti (anticipating this kind of argument)
has stated—-—“ It is said knowing the Lord with one’s heart
and intellect, theienlightenedjlseli is free from'birth and death”-
How is this possible 7' Because like the Lord who is more
infinite than the passing seconds of time, so likewise, souls
too are infinite in' number; So there is no possibility of
cessation of Samsfira.

IV. 15. This verse shows that the Jiiani too knowing that-
he will not be bound by karma performed in the true spirit of
Niskéma and dedicating it to the Lord should continue to carry
on such Works 'as have been carried 'out by the ancients, follow
ing the example set by the still more ancient, in the interest
of attaining fuller Moksafl'? "' ' "
11. This is known as “ Ekajivavada ” and it. has been held by

a section of Advaita thinkers.
12. The words “ Evam 'jfiétve't pfirvaih krtam ” in verse 15 is

clearly a. reference to Janaka and others mentioned in III.
’20. J. explains that tho’ acknowledgedly Jilinins. the fact

'

(contineued)
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IV. 16. It has been stated. by the Lord-that the J-fianin
too must discharge his karmas. Here He refers to the diffi-
culty of understanding the true nature of (right) karma in order
to kindle interest in its performance, and. keeping away form
the unauthorised.

IV. 17. The purpose of this verse is to emphasize the
indispensable necessityof knowing the true nature and charac-
teristics 'of Karma. V-ikarma and Akarma in order-to perform
right karm'a', This has been said inthe following 1-— “The
Lord will not be open to the perceptibn of anyone who has
not known the character and subtlety of distinction among
karma, vikarma and akarma and without such knowledgehow
can there be'any hope of release, 0 Sage”?

'

‘Akarma’ is'the omission of one’s karma. ‘Vikarma’
is what is other than Karma and Akarma i.e. the prohibited
acts (including the Sakama) which forge bondage. We have,
therefore, to clearly. distinguish Karma from Akarma- and
Vikarma. The repetition of the point that the understanding
of the true nature of Karma (Akarma and Vikarma) is difficult,
in IV. 17 cd, is to point out that it is so. not because the
wise’ones have been deluded by a curse or other extraordinary
causes, but because its nature itself is intrincicallv difficult
to grasp.13 Hence the statement :

“ Even the wise ones are
baffled about it ”.

Countinued)
is here openly referred by the Lord for the first time (tho’
implied earlier) to'press the point that only Jfidnins are the

proper Adhikdrinr far Niskdma Karma.

13. How difficult it is 'can be understood from M.’s interpreta-
tion of “ akarma ” and “ akarmani karma ”.
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IV. 22. This verse gives the characteristics of one who
has his mind and its Vrttis (states) under control. Such a one
is satisfied with what he gets by chance (without effort) and
rises above the pairs of opposites by remaining equally serene
in success and failure.

IV. 23. This concludes the description of Karma—Svarfipa.
a Gatasafiga ’ one who has freed himself from love of rewards
of action. ‘ Mukta ' here refers to his being free from attach-l
ment to body. senses, etc'. “Jfianavasthitacetas ’ is one who
has a Settled knowledge of God and (his own) soul.

IV. 24. This clarifies the true nature of the settled
knowledge about God and Soul. Brahman is attainable only
by that person who realises that all his offeringsrand oblations
are dependent on it. (The sense of the predication ' Brahma.
arpagzam, brahma havih ’ is not that the offerings and obla-
tions are B. or partake of its essence); All this is said to be
B. in the sense that the existence and power of functioning of
everything in finite reality is dependent on B. — and not
because everything is or partakes of the nature of B. 21 So ,it
hasbeen said—" It is because all is dependent on You :.and_
not because You partake of'the nature of all, that sages say
You are everything”, ,(Pédma) Also ,in the Aitu Up. (111. 4.): .

“All that is guided by the Mighty intelligence ”. (prajfianetram)
and in “ Him alone, the Rgvedins meditate upon in the
“Maheduktha”, Him the Simavedins in Mahavrata, Him in
Agni, in the-Sun and in all beings as B ”.22 (AA'. III. 2. 3.).
‘Brahmakarmasamadhina ’ means. together with Samadhi.
karma is also dependent on B.

21.ni named? ~— aaéfiaamarfinfifit, a s
mam (M. GB.Iv.24)

22. This involves the concept ofB.’s Antaryamitva.
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larly in the other cases of‘ Yogayajfiah ’, ‘ Svadhyayayajfiah’,
‘ Juhvati ’. The homa takes the form ‘ I offer this Tapas as
an oblation in the fire of B. as His worship. Such offering
takes the form of a hama.

IV. 29. Others bent on Pranayama, withholding the
movements of prfina and apfina, offer” prana in apana and
apana in prana and remain in the state of Kun'tbhuka only. 94

IV. 30. They offer (juhvati) prana in prana by observing
restraint in food without which it is not possible to reduce
the activities of the senses.25 Or. the offering of préna in
prana may take the form of a meditation on speech and other
indriyas as being controlled by the mind and other higher
principles in the ascending order, as set forth in the Sruti
“ Yacched'van mansi préjr’iah......... (Katha up. 1.3.13)”.

The other interpretation of IV. 30 b has the support of
other authorities like “ Whoseever is abstemious in food by
him the prénasare offered in prana ”.

24. There are no threeseparate forms of’finéyima as recnkaa
ptiralra and kun'ib'haka as commentators S and 'R have exL
‘plained. It is only one and consists of kurhblzaka, the
other two being subsidiary processes of it. Hence, Madhva
says : Kumbhakasthd eva bhavantiityarthah.

25. In the ease of IV. 26 ab. the restraint is thro’ pratydltdra
of indriyas while here (IV. 30) it is thro’ restraint in food.

26. In the other interpretation, the direction ' niyataharah ”-

is to be interpreted as a separate form of‘ Yajfia ’.
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IV. 32. The statement :» Thus these verious forms of
Yajfias are “ spread out in the face of B.” is to be taken as
it is (and need not be construed as “set forth inB thro’ the
Vedas”).97 For the Lord says “I am the consumer28 of all
offerings in Yajfias and their Lord”. (Gita, IX. 24).

Even the Yajiias of‘ meditation ’. austerity. Vedic study
or acquisition of knowledge, partaking of mental, vocal or
bodily activities are, Without exception, the outcome of
‘Karma’ (in its breadest sense). Therefore, knowing this
fundamental basis of all Yajfias, one must carry out the
particular form of karma to which .he has been accredited
and thereby seek release”.

IV. 33. Akhilam karma means karma inclusive of its

angas (subsidiaries).. All such karma finds its fruition in
Jfiana.

2_7. infill 3m 5% ER, afiafimammr:
(Sankara GB):

28.~-—As --suc emfhc expression ‘ mukhe ‘7 is significant in ‘its
primary sense; The sense of dvdra will be secondary.

2.9. ., finale 31%- amwfi: afifitfi 65; I (SeeRagh. Vivrti)
So far as Arjuna is concerned the significance of the words
Evam jfidtv-d vimoksyase is: .whatever else you plan to
do by abandaning your duty to fight, such as Upasana
OR mendicancy, would also be a form of Karma, you
will not, therefore; be abandoning Karma by not waging
the war but taking some other form of Karma. Therefore,
it is best to carry out your accredited duty, instead of
opting for some other form of Karma. (-1)
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IV. 34. “The Wise will impart to you the knowledge”
This implies, even now you are a Jfianin but your knowledge
has been clouded'temporarily and hence the confusion. The
proofs to support Arjuna’s being a Jfiani have been set forth
in the Bhasya on II.47 (which please refer).

IV. 35. By which knowledge you (will) see all beings
in me, the Antaryamin (sums) of all, after the termination of
that confusion.

IV. 36-38. These three verses eulogize the Jflana referred
to by the expression ‘yena’ in verse 35.

IV. 39-42. As the verses 39-41 speak about the intimate
means and outcome of Niskama Karma as Well as of the
failure to carry out such Karmas and their consequences, in
a mixed manner, the Bhasya explains their gist.

[The immediate means (antarafigasddhana)of such appro-
ved karma are faith in God. devotion to him and mastery
over senses. What is opposed to Jfiana is Ajfiana ; its

antarangasadhanas are want of faith. etc. The immediate fruit
of Jfiana is deliverance and that of Ajfiana is spiritual extinction
or failure to attain higher worlds (1).]

.m



ADHYKYA V : SANNYKSA—YOGA

In this Adhyaya the Lord expounds at length the nature
of Karmayoga taught in the third Adhyaya.1

V. l. Arjuna refers to the Lord’s exposition of
Sannyasa in IV. 22 ff. and of Karmayoga in IV. 15 ff. (and
poses a query on the basis of a supposed conflict between the
tw0). ‘Krsna’ means the Lord who animates the worlds,
controls and sustains them. ‘So it has been coplained in the
Mahfikaurma: “Olord of the gods, sages and knoWers of
Brahman say that you are called “Krsna” became you animate
(Karsasi) the entire world and control it.

The meaning of Sannyasa is going to be clarified by the
Lord himselfin V.3 ab. The point underlying Arjuna’s query
has, therefore, to be understood this way : If Sannyasa
consisting in the discharge or one’s Karmas without
passions or attachment and as worship of the Creator is
the better course, the waging of a war involving bitter
passions would still be somewhat irrconcilable withi‘t.2

i

l. Karmayoga comprises ‘two aspects (1) abandoning of
desire for rewards and the sense of independent personal
agency and personal likes and dislikes and (2) dedication
of such Karma to the Lord as His worship. The former
aspect is Sannyasa. As applied to the whole in its latter
aspect, it is to be taken in its partial connotation (gau-
nértha) of ‘means of Jfiana’ (J).

2. Though this objection has already been raised by Arjuna
in III. 1. and answered in iv. 33, Arjuna reopens it in a
lower key with apologies to the Lord. Madhva brings
out this point by the significant expression Sannydsasya
igad viradhi yuddham. in support of Arjuna’s plea.
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v.2. (The lord solves-this diffiCulty of Arjuna by
clarifying that) Sannyasa referred to in verse I and 2 has
nothing to do with the fourth Aérama of life called ‘Yatya-
srama’ in the social system. For, it has been said “My worship
(thro’ discharging of one’s duties) is higher than the. abandon-
ment of pairs of opposites. All these3 are lower forms of
penance. Passionlessnessexcels all of them”

In so far then. as Karmayoga in its true sense of discharg-
ing one’s legitimate work withadue sense of dedication to
the Lord and Sannyasain. its restricted sense of discarding
passions and prejudices in the performance of such work.
as. defined in V. 3, are both of them to be combined and

practised by the same Adhikari, as being conducive to the
highest good, the question of which of the two —-—‘Karrna or
Sannyasa is greater than the other would not be in order.
If the question is taken to be raised in respect of their relative
importance in the whole, the Lord’s answer is that the
positive aspect of Karmayoga is basically the more important.

aegilmaeil, ambit aim Eta fifile zfét fieruffim: l

sail mg} I (M.BT.V. 2)

Sannyasa-Aérama‘ as such has howaver its own place
and importance in spiritual life. The Nfiradl'ya says “The
fourth Asmma known as Sannyasa has its own obligatory
duties, tho’ it 'is supposed to be without any statutory activities
because it is completely free from Kamyak'armas. There is
no higher way of life than it.” Even the Grhastha observing
all his duties will not attain that level of spiritual eminence
which the "ascetic observing his duties will. The eligibility
for entering the Yatyasrama consists in devotion to Me and

3. Like, (id/zinc: and other rites.
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complete freedom from all attachment. Where one possesses
such eligibility, the (Mini/a) gruti says “One may enter the
Yatyaérama from Brahmacarya asrama itself the very day he
acquires freedom from attachment.” The Brahma Parana also
declares: “I have great love for the fourth order of life.
For thosa who are not eligible for it the other asramas are
open”.

For these reasons, the Sannyasa described in this context
of the Gita is not the Sannydsa as'rama as such.

V. 3. This verse gives us the contextual sense of
“Sannyflsa”. In order to show that such Sannyésa as has
been defined in V. 3 b is helpful in attaining the highest good
(moksa). the Gitaearya puts us in mind of the correct meaning
of ‘Sannyasa’ here (thro’ the statement) :“He is ever a
Sannyasin who neither hates nor loves”.

V. 4. Sannyasa in the sense of non-attachment to
sense objects and freedom from passions has been insisted
upon as the intimate means of acquiring true knowledge in
Bhagavata V. 11.3 (quoted ante under II. 44). So, how can
it be said to be inferior to Karmayoga‘i This objection is

met by V. 4 which points out that both of them are equally
intimate and essential means of acquiring Aparoksajflana.
Texts like “One who is enticed by the sacrificial fire and
chocked by its smoke fails to recognise the Lord.‘ (Tam.
Brahmana III. 10,11. 1). “0. Father, the powers attianed
by us can never be yours, only the path ofsmoke lauded by

4 fistulas: he sanfia: figfitwfilflfl with was
fine: 33: gm «sea use?! Wfim «at?!

are: mafisilié 5mm W5! :1 me I

(Sa'yazzas' bhfisya)
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those seated in the sacrificial halls, gratified by the sacrificial
food, will be yours” (This is addressed by Satidevi, to her
father Daksaprajapati before she Jumps into the fire). (Bhdg.
IV. 4. 21) merely censure Kamyakarmas (and not Niskama-
Karmayoga)-

Those who hold a different opinion that nitya and naimi-
ttz’ka karmav even tho’ performed in the true spirit of Niskéma
are not intimate means of attaining Jfiina but serve merely
to prevent the sin of non-performance of one’s duty are
wanting in judgement (bdldh).

V. 5. Explains the idea behind the- previous statement
that one who properly observes even one of the two (Sannyasa
and Karmayoga) obtains the fruit of both. This is because
both are interrelated and are means to the same end. Hence,
the Karmayogin also attains the fruit of Jflana viz. Moksa
thro’_ Aparoksa.

I

V. 6. For this reason also Karmayoga is better than
mere abandonment of attachment or rfigadvesa. For without
active Niskamakarmayoga, neither Moksa nor Aparoksajfiana
can be attained. by merely abandoning attachment. For the
latter (i.e. the Kevala-Sannyfisin) would have courted so much
trouble merely to conquer and subdue his passions and nothing
more. But then Moksa needs must be the fruit of Sannyt'asa
(as defined)-,the idea being that whatever other fruits it may
yield will be'too insignificant as compared to Moksa and
not worthy of being regarded as the fruit. This has been said
in the Pddma: Except the highest fruit of Moksa, whatever
else is gained cannot be considered to be of real worth”; The
point. is this. p-‘An inconspicubus return is no recompéuse. for

. something which merits a. high guerdqrt. _A- rnbycannot be
barteredfora handful of grains,
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V. 16. (In verse 15 reference had been made to the
obscuration of knowledge by'ignorance. The difficulty arises
that, in that case. there will be no posibility of the removal
of such ignorance and the manifestation of Brahman. If some
other cause of its removal is to be sought, there will be no
point in advocating Sannyasa and Karmayoga for the purpose
of acquiring Apanlxsajfiana. This objection is met by this
verse.—J).

(Continued)
be called dattasvdtamrya or delegated initiative. This
point has been very impressively articulated by Madhva
in his Tdtparya on this verse where he has given an alterna-
tive explanation of the verse-“The denial of agency to
the Jiva is from the point of view of his not being an
independent agent. Just as a child’s salutation to his
father made by the father himself by joining the child’s
hands in salutation to him is deemed to be the child’s own
salutation to his sire, even so the works of the Jivatman
carried out as worship of the Lord, tho' entirely dependent
on Him. still come to be regarded as being done by the

_

Jivétman, in a limited sense :

email 31311 fiat stfiéfigfiafil
as "E" filwfifififii Whitman u

(Madhva GT. V. 14)

The Acharya goes on to point out that similarly in
respect of the/production 'of ‘unseen‘ rrerit’ and’other
results of Karmas'o'f'Jivas the'power and initiative is not
left to- them but is reserved to Himself by the Lord.- This
is suggested, says Madhva, by the use of the significant
expression Lokasya (na srjati Prabhub) used in the verse,
which is otherwise superfluous. In the interpretation
followed in the Tatparya, Prabhuh refers to the Lord
Himself.



No doubt Jfiana alone is capable of removing ignorance.
But the self’s knowledge of its owu essense (Svarfipajfidna)
is clouded by Avidya. Vrttijfiana (engendered by the mind)
helps to disperse Avidya and manifest the Lord to the self.

The first word Jfiana in Verse 15 a in the third case
represents mediate knowledge of the Lord acquired thro’
Sastra and other means. The other in the nominative (15c)
stands for direct knowledge (aparoksa). (The use of the same
word twice in the same verse Would otherwise be purposeless.)

V. 17. This verse mentions certain very important
sadhanas which have necessarily to precede Aparoksafi Tho’
mediate knowledge has been shown to precede Aparok sa, it is
still removed from Aparoksa by other steps. (Vyavahiza).
(This is established by the circumstances that Aparoksa is
not seen to follow immediately after s’mvgna manana and
other forms of paroksajfiana. Among such most important
“antarangasadhanas”. the verse mentions constant awareness
of His Lordship (taddtmatva) firm faith in Him as one’s Lord
(tannisghatva) and acceptiag Him as the highest goal (rarpara.
yanatva).

V. 18. In addition. the aspirant to Aparokra should
perceive that there is absolutely no difference or distinction
on account of location among the various forms of the Lord
present in all His creatures, be they high or low-born and
that-in. all Forms of the Lord there is the same absolute
perfection of auspicious attributes and absence of all imper-
fections, at all times and plaCes. (That this Samadarsana
(even perspective) is with reference to the Lord present in all
His creatures (and not with reference to the creatures as such)

8. See B. S. IV. 1.3
3
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should be clear from the words “for Brahman is flawless and
the same in all” (nirclosam In” samam bra/mm) of the very next
verse-J).

V. 19. This is a praise of such a Jfiani as being on the
safe road to conquest of rebirth.

V. 20. The rest of the Adhyriya amplifies the topics
of Sannyasa, Karmayoga and Aparoksajfiana, compositely and

not in any strict order, to suit the exigencies of the points
raised;

V. 2].. Here the superiority of Karmayoga is again
clarified. The bliss which the Sannyasin who has subdued
Kama enjoys, tho’ it is of the essence of the self, is liable to
obscurationUirob/zflva). The same Sannyasi when he enters
on contemplation ofB. enjoys the same essential bliss ofhis
nature, uninterruptedly thro’ Aparoksajfiana-but not otherwise
(i.e. by mere Sannyasa, for reasons already pointed out).

V. 22. This verse censures the enjoyment of pleasures
in order to stress the importance of Sannyésa.

V. 23.. This verse commends the abandonment of Kama
by subduing it. One can withstand the unsteadiness of the
mind tossed by the vehemence of desires and their pressures
in this life itself. The point is this. If Kama is to be borne
and subdued, the best time and place for it are given to us
in this mortal world and in the human species -not in the
animal body or birth or in higher worlds like Brahmaloka.
For apart from the fact that one cannot at all attain Brahma-
loka or others without conquering Kama, the subdual or
overcoming of Kama does not partake of the nature of a
Sidhana of souls in those worlds.

V. 24. Characteristics of the Aparoksajfiéni are further
explained in the following verses.
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‘Arama' is happiness derived by seeing another In. the

present context, it is the ineffable bliss of directly seeing and
communing with the Lord. The distinction between ‘e'trama’

and ‘antassukha’ is this -the icy. in the latter case, is the
Svarfipvsukha manifested by the eradication of troubles. in
this case, it is manifested by the liquidation of Kama and'
other passions. The terni ‘antah’ in ‘antar—aramah’ refers to
the Supreme Being who is present in the Jfiani-by envisioning
whom the Jfiani is flooded by his 'Svarfipasukha’; while

(amok) in ‘antas-sukha’ it refers to the desires of the heart
whose subdual manifests the joy of the souls’ intrinsic nature.

(The adjective ‘antah’ is not, therefore, redundant in

respect of Sukha). As for the description, 'antar-jyotih"
God is the great self-luminous being and the Jfiani VthO

experiences His manifestation in his heart is (therefore called)
‘amar-jyozih'. Tho’ the Lord remains as the light within all
creatures, the special point of the description of the Jnéni as
‘antar-jyotih’ lies in His becoming so manifested to the Jfifini's
_experience9. The particle ‘eva’ draws attention to the fact
that while in Asampr’ajfiatasamadhi there is of course no
awareness of any external object. such awareness tho’ present
in Samprajfiatasamadhiis not such as to cause any distraction
of the mind from the Lord. This has been stated in the
Ndradiya as well: “The pleasure which'persons derive by
Seeing. touching or conversing with others is called 'arama’”.
‘Sukham’ (delight) is .what is manifested by the shrinking of

9 Mia Wile l (M. GB)
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the torments of Kama”. Also (elsewherm) we find “As the
Lord Visnu is the self-luminous light, the person in whom
He is present10 and is manifested is called “antarjyotih”.

The adjective ‘brahmablzfitab’ll explains how it is possible
for the Aparoksajnénin to be ‘antassukhnlz’ ‘antar-drémah’
and ‘antar-jyotih’. It is because he is in Brahman—not in the
general sense in which everyone else is in B. 12—but in the

very special sense of being fully conscious of finding his

delight in Brahman.

V. 25. Such aparoksajfiéna is obtained by the
disintegration of one’s sins (kalmasa). After destruction of
their sins the Jfianins OVercome all doubts and misconceptions.
Thereby their knowledge becomes more comprehensive (thro’
sravana, manana, etc.) This has been said in “The doubts
and misapprehensions of impure minds are known as “dvaidha”

(dual notions). The seeker of Moksa should cut them off

10 Emafiflsfiafimzl (J)

11 a3, serial wraei marrmnfiz, W931 WWW??-
A . k 'x

m— new: enema: armada? l

12. It is characteristic of M.’s brevity of exposition that he
does not render a word again in the same work. Hence
(brahma) nirvdnam, rendered under II. 72, has been left
unexplained in the th‘isya here.
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with the sword of knowledge and practise non-attachment to
the senses”. It may also be construed as ‘those whose doubts
have been set at rest and who have thereby attained a wide
range of mental comprehension and know all things correctly.
So it has been said “Those whose sins have been destroyed
and doubts set at rest become great in knowledge” The words
can also be split into “clzinnadvaidhd and yulfitmdnab meaning
those whose doubts have been set at rest and whose minds
are under their proper control.

V. 27—28. These tw0 verses indicate the way of dhyana
to attain Aparoksa. ‘Bdhyaspars‘an bahih krtvd’ means bring-
ing the external senses under control. ‘Placing the eyes
between the brows.’ means focussing attention between the
brows. So it has been said—“In meditation, one should
focus the eyes either between the brews or on the tip of the
nose”. Equalizing prdna and apdna means retaining the breath

In the ‘kumbhaka’ state.
(i).

V. 29. This describes the object of meditation,- the
Supreme Lord, as the receiver and enjoyer of all Yajfias and
Karmas.
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The main theme of this Adhyaya is Samadhiyoga which
is the intimate limb of Aparokasjiiana. The opeing verse
recalls the importance ofSannyasa and Karmayoga as defined
earlier, as forming part of the indispensable requirement of
Adhikfirins in respect of Samadhiyoga. (It is not, therefore.
intended to be merely a figurative compliment to the househol-
der, by callinghim a true Sannyasi and Yogi as g would have it.

VI. 1. It may be recalled that in IV. 25-27. fire and
Morks have been spoken of with reference to members of the
ourth ord:r also. The Snrti also has it that “in the Sannyasa-
asrama B. is indicated as the fire and its worship as activity”.
Therefore, one without (obligations to the) fire and ceremonies
is not a Sannyasin or Yogin in the real sense of the term
(As the member of the fourth order tends no external fires or
performs any external rituals, he is popularly'regarded as
being without the fires and rituals-J)-1

VI. 2. This explains that Sannyasa as defined earlier
falls under the purview ofKarmayoga as earlier defined - the
idea being that without giving up worldly desires and designs
it is impossible to become qualified to take up Dhyina.
1. In his GT M. points out how the Grhastha, at the time ofhis

initiation into Yatyds‘rama, goes thro' the ceremony of
withdrawing the sacred fire he has' been tending till then
into his body in the rite cal/ad A'tmaramfiropana. For

further details see Bhagavad Gita and Its Classical
Commentaries —.A Critic 1/ Etporition (Ch. VII), by Dr-
S. K. Bhavani (awaiting publication).
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VI. 3. This explains for how long one has to continue
to perform karmas which qualify for entering upon Samadhi-
yoga.

‘Yogam aruruksuh’ is one who desires to fully attain the
state of Samidhi which is the means of Aparoksa. ‘Yogarfidha’
is one who has attained completion of means—that is to say
Aparoksa. In his case Sama or Samadhi is the cause of
enhanced bliss in Moksa. It has been established2 in II. 50,
that the Aparoksajfiani reaps exalted rewards of being wholly
immersed in Gwd-consciousness and other equality desirable
ones. All such rewards flow primarily from .the mind being
immersed in God3. giving up other activities inconsistent with
it. However, Asampraji’iz‘ttasamidhi is fully attainable only
when there is total cessation ot‘Prarabdhakarmas which have
to be exhausted by being worked out. When there is residue
of Prarabdhakarma the mini will find satisfaction in expound-
ing the glory of God and such other activities. This has
been stated in “O Lord. only those who have directly perceived
You, enjoy the supreme bliss. They alone are able to attain
ineffable bliss (Samidhi). Where Prarabdha—karma remains to
be worked out, such high-souled persons spend their time
in chanting Your names, expiunding Your deeds and remain
always devoted to You as their goal.

2. starssme—‘gl‘saaa’ slit l greener-ii wartime
Glen?! 1 a awegmeatfifilfifiq I

(M. GB. 11.50)

sumac-1 fish sari l (J)
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(Bhe'lg. XI.19.37)
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VI. 4. This verse makes clear the definition of the
Yogarfidha. The necessity for the clarification is that tho’

brought about by Dhyana. Aparoksajfiana is liable to be
delayed if it is impeded by Prarabdhakarma. It cannot.
therefore, be regarded as the absolute definition of the
Yogarfidha. Hence a more pragmatic definition is given.

Complete absence of all attachment to kama and renuncia-
tion of all wish and thought for external things is possible
for the Yogarfidha alone, automatically, without effort. This
has been said—“The dissolution of all defects is attained spon-
taneously by the mini after perceiving the Lord. In the case
of others (impeded by Prarabdhakarma) it needs much effort”.

VI. 5. The progress in Yoga has to be made by perseve‘

ring effort.
.VI. 6. Whose friend is ‘atma’,— Who or what is meant

by the words ‘mm’ is explained. In 6a (the first) atma iS

the mind and the second is the Jivatma. In 6b atma is mind
and ‘atmana’ is by [Judd/1i or by Jiva. Buddhi is the means
of conquering the mind. So it has been stated “They say mind
is the potential cause. It is indeed the source of all bondage
and release. One should uplift his self with strength of mind
and ought not to let the Jiva perish. Mind is indeed the
kinsman and the foe of Jivas. When the mind is conquered by
Jiva with the aid of his intelligence, it becomes his kinsman,
otherwise. it becomes his foe. Therefore. man should conquer
his mind by strength of will and devotion to Lord Krsna”
(Brahmavaivarta Purina).

In the case ofa man who has not subdued his mind, the
latter tho’ given to him, being hostile and unserviceable to
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him ceases to be worth its name, like a servant who does not
serve his master not deserving to be called a servant! In
such acase, the mind which should really be one’s kinsman
behaves like a foe.

VI. 7. ab. The verse explains the benefit of the conquest
of the mind. One who has conquered the mind is calm.

,
His

mind does not generally turn towards external objects, of
its own accord. At that propitious time, the Lord comes to be
well-established in the heart“ (of the Jfiani) which means such

a person becomes an Aparoksajnani.

V1.7 cd-and VI _8.(For proper syntactical construction here,
the second half of Verse 7 and the entire 8th verse are to be
read together as one unit)5.

The characteristics of the Aparoksajfiani are made clear
here (by the three lines beginning with 7 ed.). The term
'kfitastha’ is to be construed with the two locatives (s'itosna-
sukhaduhkesu and mdndvamdnayoh) meaning 'One who remains
equally unaffected (kfitastlmb) amidst heat and cold, pleasure
and pain, and respect and dishonor". The expressions “who is

self-content with knowledge and wisdom” and “has subdued
the senses” are both reasons justifying the statement about the
Aparoksaji‘ie'mi’s equanimity (kfitart/zatva). ‘Vijfiénam’ is

something other than general knowledge or mediate knowledges

4- Ea, iE’MTEfiUI 7'13 {IE I (Tippam)
S. For comments on the different interpretations of verse.

VI. 7-8, by gamkara. Bhéskara and Raménuja, refer

to Dr. S. K. Bhavani’s “B/zagavad Gita and Its Classical
Commentaries - A Critical Exposition”,
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It may also be understood as Aparoksajfiana. This has been
said-“The knowledge of ordinary persons. embracing general
features of things is ‘Jfifmam’. The knowledge of special
aspects of things which are beyond the comprehension of
ordinary persons is ‘Vijfi'itna’ which is open to the knowledge of
the Devas and others.” “The knowledge derived from Sravana
and manana is ‘jfiana’. The direct perception of the Lord is
‘Vijfiana'. So has Samhhu said. “Elsewhere, it is said.
‘Vijfiana’ is the knowledge of the Vedangas and arts as well
as of the premier lore of Visnu”.

‘Kfitastha’ means unchanging or remaining unmodified-
its derivation being “what remains (unchanging) like space
(fikas‘aY’, For. ‘kt‘lta’ means ‘space’ (fikfls’a). The Kosa
reads: Kim, kham, vidalam, Vyoma, and sandhilr-all these
words denote ‘Akaéa’.

‘Yogi’ means he who is continuing the Yoga. ‘Yuktah’
is one who has attained completeness of his Yoga. Such an
adherent of Yoga is known as the one‘ who has attained
fulfilment of Yoga.

VI. 9. (This verse is also to be construed as conveying
the definition of the Yogarfidha by way of a separate predica-
tion with “Sa eva” zmdcrsrood as the subject. The predication
is): “It is not only that the Jfiani whose attitude to the
righteous and the wicked, friend and .foe, is even, is a
Yogfirfidha but that he stands distinguished among them all.

This evenness of attitude to the good. and the bad does
not mean paying the .same respect to all, regardless of their
deserts. The evenness referred to here is (i) from the (inner)
point of view of the uniformity of the individual spirits as
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conscious beings and (ii) ofthe Supreme Lord as Gunnpfirna
and Nirdosa (See V. 19 also) present in all beings-(such as
one’s friends or foes or the righteous and the unrighteous) and
(iii) the uniformity of the fact that all such traits as being
or becoming a friend or foe. or good or bad, whether they
be permanenhbelonging to the nature of souls or due to
environment and circumstances, are all of them subject to the
Lord’s Will and dependent on it -and of dealing with the
different persons according to the law of equity and ethics.

“All souls are uniformly of the essence of consciousness.
The good or bad feelings induced in persons towards others
on account of their being their kinsmen, friends, foes, neutrals
benefactors or traducers are‘due to the operation of external
conditions oflife in which persons are placed with reference

to one another which come to be wrongly attributed to the
intrinsic nature of their selves and as existing independently
of God’s will. But these have nothing to do with the essential
nature ofthe selves as such.

I

The Saidhaka and the Yogi are
not to be moved by such considerations and should look upon
all alike, as they are in their uniform original nature. Even
these attributes of being friends or foes in life is equally
governed by God's will and is not of-their making. Such must
be the attitude oft/1e Yogin. The supreme Lord, present in

all of us. irrespective of our regarding some as our friends
and others as fees is also equally present in all of them.

Thisis the attitude of ‘Samya’ whichhas to be cultivated » by

the Sédhaka and the,¥ogi.
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This does not, however rule out the existence of defects and
worthy qualities in the intrinsic nature of souls.6 The specific
attitude of friendliness or antagonism existing in the Devas
and the Asuras respectively, in regard to the Yogins and
Sidhakas must however be understood to be intrinsic to
them and therefore eternal7. Similarly,‘ both the merits and
the demerits of human selves pertaining to their individuality
(svarfipa) are also eternal. The Devns alone are always
possessed of an absolutely good nature in their Svarfipas.
Similarly, the intrinsic good and bad natures of human beings
are also eternal and natural. Among Devas their dispositions
partake of the nature of good qualities. their friendliness to
humans and their enmity to Asuras is also a good quality.
Similarly among Asuras in regard to their antagonismto Devas
and Sittvika souls” (Brahma Purina).

6. gsamsfitwardt aefiwufit as ‘Erlfirn marten, W
swingers fiends (JGBt VI. 9)
7. This point has been developed by Madhva earlier under

GT. iii. 37

7. Hart signers mrfirrfimfia; l

an em: arrests: 3% assassin l

maintainers manure: field II

to which Jayatirtha makes a reference while commenting
on G. B. V1.9.

amass Hatteras: l auts‘ttsaq‘fiaaams “slim, if?! I

8. an sedate nfi aafiaaraa: emanates amfimswit
Fl 313% 3% GWNWWE‘W’W l (ibld)
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The spirit of verse V1.9does not support the apparent
sense conveyed by the words that the Aparoksajfiani should
esteem the mint and the sinner 0n the samvfoafing. The gastras
forbid such indiscriminate honor.

The Brahma Purdna says :- Worship of equals on an

unequal basis and of unequals on an equal basis by anyone
causes his downfall, even if he be a Deva”. Manu says:
“Wealth, kinship, age, deed and scholarship—these five are
the bases of esteem in their ascending order” (11. 136,) The
Brahmavaivarta says : Lord Visnu is perceived by whosoever
extends worship to others and adopts an even attitude towards
all beings commensurate with their merits”. The perspective
should be one of uniformity (as explained earlier) while the
actual manner of Worship or esteem should be according to
merit. The rnultiformity in honoring different persons in
accordance with their worth confers a distinction over others.

upon the worshippers. The evenness of perspective in worship
makes it commensurable and confers freedom from sorrow.”

That is also deemed to be evenness in honoring friends,
kinsmen, scholars, and others according to injunctions of
Sastras without denying what is due and not going beyond
the due. This has been stated in the Géruqla: f‘Whosoever
treats his friends, parents, enemies and others as they should
be treated is called a man of even judgment”.

‘Suhrd’ is one who does agood turn without expecting
any return of help.. ‘Mitram’ is one who finds out the source
of trouble and gives {timely protection. 'Udasina’ is one
who is indifferent alike to what is to be done and what is
not to be done in case of need: The ‘madhyama’ is one who
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does both what is good and bad as occasion demands.
‘Dvesya’ is one who is bent upon doing what is not liked
by another This has been said “The hated one is he who is

bent upon doing what is not liked by another. The ‘madhyama
is one who does what is to be done either way. The dear
is one who finds the trouble spot and remedies it. The friend
is one who does his good turn, without expecting it in return.
The enemy is one who inflicts injury.”

VI. 10-14. This section deals contextually with the
modus operandi and conditions fav0rable to Samadhiyoga
‘Atmanam’ in 10b refers to the mind. ‘Yoga in 12d refers
to Samédhiyoga.

VI. 15. Eganti’ is moksa which is attained after one
has given up the final body (m'rvcinaparama)9 which consists
in communion with Me.

VI. 16. The forbidding of abstention from food
altogether or keeping awake excessively are from the point
ofview ofthe weak who cannot stand the strain. So it has
been said, “The strong man who can withstand the strain

9.. ‘Nirvéna’ is the state where the body- (vim) has been
given up and 'paramfi’is what is subsequent to 'it' which
is moksa. J. points out that it is not the state of
Jivanmukti which is referred to here as the body is not
surrendered in Jivanmukti. Nor can ‘Santi’ here denote
merely the quiessence of sense-activity. Forthe withdrawal
of senses from external activities precedes the fulfilment
of Yoga and is a precondition to it'and as such it cannot
be the film“ of'Yoga.
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shall meditate by giving up sleep, taking food, fear. respiratory
functions and slackness, with eyes slightly open (at the
corners) and find peace”.

V1.17. Due measure of food and exercise refers to
what is conducive to facilitating Samadhi, i. e. to say taking
as much food and exercise etcL, as will suffice to keep away
fatigue.

VI. 18. ‘fitmcim" means ‘in the mind’.

VI. 19. ‘5tmanah Yogam’ Yoga yvhose aim is realisa-
tion Of the Lord (b/mgavadvisayalz).10

VI. 20. The words ‘fitmanfi’, 'étmam" and ‘Etnzfirzanz

(pasyan tusyati) mean the Yogi perceiving the Lord (fitmanam)
seated in his heart within his body, feels supremely contented.

VI. 21. ‘Tattvatah’ (na ca/ati) means the mind does
not deflect from the Lord’s form (seen within the heart).

VI. 23. 'Duhkhasamyogaviyogah’ (yogah) means (the
Yoga) by (practising) which one is freed from all connection
with- pain and misery. The use of the additional term
‘duhkhasamyoga' before ‘Viyoga’ is intended to bring out
the'point that not only is the completion of Samidhiyoga
able to destroy the miseries already in existence but is

capable of preventing any misery from arising. 'Niscayena
yoktavyah’ (must siire'ly'be' piirs'tied) means it must indeed
be pursued by one desirous of Moksa.

10. And no: of ‘oneself’ as some other commentators have held.
For in V‘. 29 the-Lord himself has pointed out that the
Yogi shall meditate on Him as the. receiver and enjoyer
of all sacrifices, penances and karmas offered to Him.
It is in keeping with such a direction that M. interprets
‘atmano yogam’ as abOVe.
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VI. 24’ ‘Sarvan’ (kaman) means desires towards all
objects of enjOyment. ‘Asesatah’ (in toto) means no desire is
to be entertained even to the smallest extent with regard
to each and everything, even occasionally. The emphatic
particle in ‘manasaiva niyamya’ is to show that the sense-
complex can be brought under control only by the mind and
by no other.

VI. 25. As buddhi is also a potent factor in controlling
the mind and in making it delight in the Supreme Lord
(it is advised that the Yogi shall, by degrees, try to control
the mind from going to the senses).

VI. 26. ‘Yato yato’ means (not ‘from’ but) towards
whichever object the mind runs; Such a construction is
supported by similar usage in Bhd'gavala11 IX.4.51 and
IX.15.3]. 'atmanyeva vasam nayet’ means hold it focussed

on the Lord as its object.
VI. 28. This explains what has been stated in verse 27.

VI. 29. This describes the nature of the highest class
of Adhikirins. 'Sarvabhfitastha Atma’ means the Supreme
Lord who is present in all creatures. The Yogérfidha sees
the Lord as present in all beings and all beings as existing
in and being supported by Paramesvara. “Sarvatrasamadarsanah

1111??? salt arena anaemia}! was «in
3E.“ @515} Hamil?“ m: @fiifihfim: ll Whig.)

cf. also fit Efifia $561 Effifia‘ H71: 1

afilaanfitwqfi’tmw‘nm: ll

(Abhinaya Darpana)
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iksate” means the Lord or Brahman as endowed everywhere
(i. e. from the fourfaced Brahma to a blade of grass, with the
same undiminished powers and attributes of sovereignty.
This has been stated in “He perceived the Supreme Lord the
ruler of all, existing in all creatures and all creatures also
being'supported in the Lord, the ruler of all” (Bhfig. III.24.46)
and also in Gm? XIII.27. “He who sees the Supreme Being
existing in all beings to be the same in all”.

VI. 30. This verse spells out the fruit of such Dhyana
ofthe Lord. The words: “To him I am not lost” signify
that the Lord always takes care oftheir Yogaksema (spiritual
welfare). The words “Nor is he lost to Me” mean the Jfiani
always remains My staunch devotee (Tho’ the Lord and the
Souls are of course everlasting). the statement about either
of them not being “lost” to the other is to stress the mutual
bond of their love. which is indissoluble. In common
parlance. a Master who does not protest his servant is not
reckoned as a true” Master. A servant who does not serve
his master is no servant. Such is not the case here. This has
been said in the Gfiruda = Whosoever always sees Me present
in all creatures will be unshakably devoted to Me. I take
care of his welfare”.

VI.3l. The same is made clear here. The words
“worships Me with “oneness of vision” signify the conviction
that the One Lord is present everywhere. The Yogi with
such a vision, irrespective of his way of life—whether in
absolute conformity with ethics or not, is still in Me i. c.
to say having had direct vision of Me is assured ofthe fruit
of Jfiana. This does not mean he can give himself up to

4
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defying the moral code without any qualms. The form ofthe
words “regardless ofthe way he lives” (sarmtha var-tamdnori)
hints at apossibility of lapse12 in some cases, and implies
that normally such a Jfiani would not be committing any
transgression of Dharma ;but transgressions are known to
take place due to the-influence of Prarabdhakarmas. Such
lapses are sure to cause remorte and retard the walling up
of the joy of selfhood in Moksa, as has been explained earlier
in Adhyftya III.

All this has been stated in the authorities : “Jfianins who
have perceived Visnu will, at no time. indulge in unrighteous
acts. Any sins committed by them imprudently, is burnt
out. The ancient Kings, Devas and Rsis whose meritorious
deeds are immense sometimes commit a few major lapses
which brings them remorse”.

V1.32. This verse advises that the Dhyana Yogi should
have fellowship of feeling for other devotees of the Lord
and wish them the same as he does fer himself.

V1.33. “I fail to see steadiness for this Dhyanayoga
as the mind is restless”. -So it is said in Vyésayoga;
“Steadfastness in Yoga is difficult to achieve on account of
restlessness ofthe mind. It needs practice and cultivation of
non-attachment for certain.

VI. It is not to be supposed that sooner or later the
mind Would return to steadiness like an elephant which has
run amock returning to normal state. The Brahma says:
“Persons devoid of natural love of goodness haters of the
Lord and atheists are unfit for Moksa as they are slaves to
their minds”.

12. Otherwise. there is no point in using the expression
Sarvatcd vdrtun‘ra‘nah.
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V1.37. 'Ayatih' here means one who- has not put
forward strenuous effort towards Yoga (and not one who is

not an ascetic).

V1.44. “Yogasya . Jijfiasuh” means one who has a keen

desire to know the nature of Dhyanayoga. The suffix “Uh” in

Jijfiasuh connotes keenness (of desire). ‘S‘abdabrahma

'arivarlate’ (goes beyond sabdabrahma) means he is free from
the purview of mandates and prohibitions of gastras, i. e.
attains final release (See B. S. In. 3.30 111- 3.30 Gater arr/za-

vattvam. and my BSPC thereon).

V1.45. But this does not happen in a single life or
by mere keenness of desire to know all about the nature of
Dhyanayoga. This is conveyed by the words “prayatnat”
and ‘Yatarnanasya’ That it is the Jijfiasu of Yoga that is

meant follows from the fact that it is one with akeen desire
to know about Dhyanayoga who. after doing so, puts forth
his best efforts consisting of s’ravana, momma. dhyana. etc..
to succeed in it.

V1.46-47. In this way he attains fruition of Dhyana-
Yoga after continuous effort in many lives. beginning with
the one in which he has first evinced keen desire to know
all about Dhyauayoga and persisted in that direction. He
then becomes an Aparoksajiiani and attains the highest
goal, after intensive effort thro’ many lives. So it has
been said in the .Nfiraa’z‘yaw “The Adhikarin devoted to
Visnu, full of great faith and desirous of knowing all about
the nature of Dhyanayoga enters the Supreme Lord Narayana
first by knowing Hint, meditating on Him and finally
perceivingHim directly and never otherwise.”
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The practising Dhyénayogi is superior to a mere knower
of Dhyfinayogu as Well as to Tapasvins practising severe
penance and austerities like krcchra and Cindiéyana. There-
fore be a Dhyénayogi.

This has been stated in the Gar-min : _“Dhyz'1na is superior
to [crechra and other austerities. Even there, the meditation
on the Lord Himselffor the attainment of limited objectives
is superior. :1 crore oftimes to meditation on Sesa, Sri. Brahma.
Siva and other gods to gain the same objective The.
meditation on the Lord Visnu by those solely desirous of
Moksa (and no other end) is still more superior to the other
one (of Sri, Sesa and others for other objects) by 3 crore
of times or even more. Itis in this sense that My faithfal
worshipper is the best of Yogins.

Better than meditation without knowing the true nature
of Dhyz'tnayoga is the knowledge of Dhyénayoga as such.
Meditation carried out with proper knowledge of the nature
of Dhyénayoga is better than the mere knowledge of it.
Better than Dhyz'ma carried out without knowledge of its
true nature is the direct perception of the Lord. There is

nothing superior among sédhanas to direct' perception of
the Lord with the help'of dhyz‘mzt and bhakti to Him” -says
Naradiya.

V



SATKA II
ADHYAYA VII—JNANAVIJNANAYOGA

In the earlier Chapter the means of Aparoksajfiana had
been set forth, in the main. 1n the following six the Majesty of
lhe Lord is being mainly expounded.

VII.l. 'A'-.raktamanfil¢’ means with a mind full of deep
love for Me. ‘,Mar1'-I.7.s’v-a_vuh’ signilies being wholly dependent
on Me, convinced that the Lord alone causes everything to be
done by me, He alone is my protector and that I remain in His
protection. The words ‘urams’ayam’ (without doubt) and " In
full ” (ramagram) are adverbially connected with the manner,1
of(Arj/'una’5) knowing.

VII.2 ‘This knowledge’ is knowledge about Me (in outline)
and ‘vijiiana’ is more cemprehensive and superior knowledge
in depth and detail.

VII.3. This verse emphasises haw very difficult it is to
acquire such knowledge of the Lord.

VII.4. Jfiéna and Vijfiana which have been promised to be
expounded are taken up from verse 3 onwards. In VII.4 it
should be noted that the word ‘Aharhkéra’ embraces by
analogical reference(upa/aksana) the Maha'ttattva.

VILS. “Apara” (Prakrti)? is that which is inferior to what
is to be spoken of hereafter. (It includes the Jivas also

1. They are no! used as adjectives describing the Lord Himself
(as held by Blidskara). The fulness of knowledge referred
to here is not to be understood in an absolute sense (as

explained by Sum/cam). The fulness is proportionate to

eaeh one’s understanding of the Lord’s Majesty.

2. aeqefié‘iqmqg Brunt; l (Rag/1.. Gitfi Viv”)
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by (main/(507.20)? The Para—Prakrti or higher Prakrti is the Sri-
tattva (goddess Lnksmi ). She is described (by the Lord) as
“Jiva-bhfita” or sustaining the life ofthe Jivas.’3 Or, to explain
it in another way. Sri is “Jiva-bhfita” as being of the essence
of intelligence (Jiva)4 bur/t in spirit and in body while the other
epithet(blu‘¢ta) has reference to her eternal existence without
undergoing change of state5 (as does the Jada-Prakrti). This
sense of “bhfita” is supported by the Sruti: (describing Chit.

Prakrti or the goddess Laksmi as “this great (unchanging)

being”)-

The Naradiya Purina also says: The two Prakrtis- Jada
and Chit-Prakrti are dependent on the Lord alone. The Jada
Prakrti is also known as Avyakta and she divides herself eight-
fold thro’ her effects-viz. Mahattattva. Buddhi. manas and the
five elements. The inferior Prakrt'i is Jada. §ri is Para-Prakrti by
whom the Jada-Prakrti is snpperted. The Cit-Prakrti is unlimi-
ted in spaceand is endowed with a profusion of attributes and
has no beginning or end in time and is unchanging. There is no
one else so dear to the Lord as Cit Prakrti. She is the consort of
Na riyana, and the mother of Brahma. Hnri the Lord of creatures
creates the universe making use ofthese two Prakrtis.

VII. 6. ed. The purpose of the second half of VII. 6 is

to dispel the (superficial) notion that the Lord’s majesty is
iimited merely to this fact that the two Prakrtis alone are

2. acne—a mamsfifi: 1 than evanescent—Ft (OP-C“)

3. This interpretation of “Jivabhfita” follows the
etymological sense of Jiva. (fig mum-[In gfi' 1—4161; |

4. This explanation ofJiva is based on Gauni-vftti
( fimf‘wrfim)

5. messes flattens easements I
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subject to His control (while the genesis. maintenance and
absorption of the universe are all directly dependent on the two
Prakrtis themselves and not upon God)“.

VII. 7. The statement ‘I am the genesis and the disso-
lution etc. of all’ means God is the source of genesis, existence
and cognisability of all and the enjoyer of the bliss manifested by
the acts of creation, dissolution etc. (Just as the birth ofa
son gives pleasure to the father or the destruction of an enemy
pleases the victor). The Sruti says ‘His blissful and super in.
lligent form is all~desiring, all-acting. all-fragrant. all—tasting
and all-reacting. It speaks but to bless (the devotee). It
is not surprised by anything else” ‘And He is the cnjoyer
of all actions all fragrances. all tastes’ (Chan. Up. iii. 14. 3-4)7

6. In other words, that the ascription of sovereignty over
the world to God (in the srutis) is more by way ofa caurtesy
reference:
anasfi fish, sfit eaters, asfigtfi, mafia slit was:

(J. Prameyadipikfi)
namasgahnaummassist swat man aeafialirsgq-

afiafimai: I

,( Sriniva‘tsa’s glass)
7. As there is otherwise repetition of the same description

Sarvakfimah, sarvakarmc‘l, sarvagandhah,sariarasah etc., in
the two consecutive sections of the Up. (III. 14. 3-4). M.’c.
on Chan. Up. has pointed out that the first section teaches
the Supreme Being’s blissful and all-intelligent form is all
fragrance, all-taste, etc. while the second section refers to
its enjoying all acts, all fragrances, all tastes and so on.

sea He’mafi‘la‘r fiammeasénmfimaasqal ems:

aim I

( M. Chan. up. Bhfiya)
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The Na‘radfya confirms ‘I am the creator. protector, dest-
royer, controller and inner ruler of all. For this reason the
Rsis praise Me as ‘the All’ — as I am the enjoyer of the auspi-
cious fruits of the good deeds of selves and not becauseI
participate in the physical nature of all things. The bliss
ofhis ‘future' creative and other activities is already present
in the Lord in potential form. By virtue of His mysterious
power, they are spoken of as emerging in greater measure.

VII. 7.: I. am the highest one. There is nothing higher
than Mes.

VII. 8. So much about ‘Jnfina’. The topic of ‘Vijfiana’
begins with tho’ statement ‘I am taste in the waters’ and the
following. Tho’ the Lord is indeed the source of the genesis
of the waters, of the Sun and the Moon and others as well,
the purpose of focussing attention on the 'taste’ in waters. the
‘light’ in the Sun, the ‘sound’ in ether and similar properties
ofother things in creation is to emphasise their dependence
also on the Lord (tot/1e same extent as the substances them-
selves) for their genesis. existence, functioning and cognisabi-
lity and their being enjoyed by the Lord and to highlight the
deepest layers of the Lord’s trans-empirical power of imma-

nence not only in things but in their respective properties too.
In other words, it is' the Lord himself who specially

regulates and sustains such distinctive properties as taste in
the water, not to speak of the intrinsic natures of the substances

themselves (as water and so forth). It is not as if the subst-

8. The purpose of this double enunciation in to dispel the
possibility of‘ the category of Para-tara-tattva too consi-
sting of more than cne member, as in the ease ofthe apara.
tattva and the paratatii'a (such as the Muktas). (J)
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ances themselves (as water and so forth) It is not as if the
substances alone, such as water, depend on the Lord for their
genesis, existence, functioning and cognisability while their
distinctive properties and their being so are determined by
the inner dynamics of the substances themselves without refer-
ence to God’s immanent Will (that they should be so constitu-
ted). This crucial point is brought out by the use of the specific
terms of reference to these properties also such as ‘taste’ in
water9 (lustre in the moon, etc.)

The Lord’s special enjoyment (of the taste in water, etc.)
is also indicated by the wording. as part of the ‘Vijfiana’ for

purpose also of their being taken up as Pratikasmlin meditating
on the Lord. That the waters etc” are already recognised
as Pratikas in Brahmopasana should be clear from texts like
'He who is present in the waters, in Agni, vayu ...... (Brh. Up.

III. 7.5-7)

-All the above three points have. been made in the Gift?-

kalpa: “As the specially supreme cause of taste in water
and ofother intrinsic properties of other substances, as well
as of their having such natures and having such distinctive
essences and as the subtle enjoyer of the quintessence of
things everywhere, the Lord is (sometimes) described in
apposition with the world of objects and their properties (as

in Raso’ham) The Lord is present everywhere in the bodies
of the Abhimanidevatas (presiding deities) of the special
9. Read in this connection Jayatirtha’s illuminating illus-

trative comment on this verse.
10. To suit the exigencies ofPratikopasana such appositional

predications as Raso’lmm are to be construed in the
locative sense (I am in the taste) 3n the authority of
Vedic grammar: Saptasu prathamfl (See my BSPC Vol.
111 p. 590)
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properties of substances also, such as taste in water. These
deities are all of them the Lord's retinue. The Lord of the

Universe Vilsudeva present in them should be meditated upon
by those who seek knowledge, to attain Him. Others who

aspire for the enjoyment ofthe best essence of things in life

(within the bounds of Dharma) should also meditate on the
Lord present in those essences as their controller and enjoyer)
for their purpose.

“Even the intrinsic nature ofsubstances depend ultimately
on the Lord as we see from “Svabhava. Jiva and others exist
always at His pleasure (Blidg. II 10.12). The intrinsic nature
of all things is controlled by Him” “There exists nothing in
the world, moving or unmoving without My will” (Gui
x. 39). Where the attributes are qualified as in “1 am strength
untouched by passion and desire” (VlIl. [Um “I am desire
not conflicting with Dharma” (VIII. 11) the intention is to
bring out that only pure and exalted attributes are fit for

meditation so it has been taught in Gitfi-Kalpa - “One desirous
of attaining the Purusartha of Kama shall meditate on the
Lord in such Kdma as is not unlagonistic to Dharma. One
desirous ot‘strength shall meditate on Him in strength which
is not suilied by passion or aggrandisinfi desire”. When
meditated upon in them by others not desirous of Kama or
strength (i. e. without aspiring for any transient fruits),
the Lord confers on such persons the reward of spiritual
knowledge”.

VII. 9. The reference (inVlI. 9) to “pure fragrance” is
from the point of view of the Lord’s enjoyment resulting in
manifestation of His bliSS. So it has been stated: Only
meritorious l‘ruit accrues to him (the four-faced Brahma) who
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meditates on the Lord as the producer of the seven kinds of
foodjfor'no sin ever accrues to any of the gods” (Bf/1. Up.
1.5.20). See also the Sruti: “Drinking the fruits of good
deeds of the world (Katha Up. i.3.9.). Here rtam denotes
meritorious fruits of Karma. There is lexical authority to
construe it so; Satya. dharma and good deeds are called
.rram. “Rtam expreses truth. righteousness and good deeds.
‘R!am’.is dharma conceived by the mind and ‘satyam’ is
dharma which expresses itselfthro' one’s speech”.

The ascription of subtle enjoyment of Rasa etc. to the
Lord is not opposed to the spirit of such other texts as “the
other one shines without eating” (Mund. Up. III. l. l.) “The
other one tho’ without food is greater is strength” (Bhfig.
X.I.ll.6).

Such texts deny only gross forms of enjoyment (associated
with the Jivfitman) t) the Lord while admitting subtle forms
of enjoyment). The Sruti clearly refers to the Lord’s
subtle forms of enjoyment in describing Him as “the eater of
subtler food only,11 so to say. than this embodied self”

(Br/1. Up. IV. 2. 3)

ll. Such finer shades of fragrance and other forms of enjoy-
ment _as are inaccessible to the gross sense organs ofJivas
'are enjoyed by the Lord. It is in this sense that the
Lord is “Praviviktéharatlara” B_r/1. up.-IV. 2. 3., '(having
sublimated food). See'also 'G'itd XV.'9-l.0. as explained
by M. 'The' ’ particle ‘i‘itzq’i. ,apfter. ‘Praviviktéhératarah’
alludes to the, Lord’s enjoyment of grosser forms also
in His AVatfirs‘.
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It cannot be that the Praviviktaharatarahf’ (eater of subtler
food) is the Jivatman himself (and not the Supreme Lord),
For the Sruti text clearly distinguishes the Praviviktahfiratara '

from “this embodied sel " (asmdt Mrirdd fitmqnah).12—Brh. up.
IV. 2. 3.

The Jivatman implicated in dreams does not cease to be 'a

Sarira (embodied). As the term ‘garira’ is applicable to the
Paramatman also (in the sense of His being the Antaryami of
the Jiva's physical body also) the §ruti has advisedly distingui-
shed the Lord from “this” §drira - the individual soul in
question. We have the authority of the Naradtya : that “the
Jiva and Iévara are both of them called Sariras. One of
them is subject to beginningless bondage and the other is ever
free from it’. Moreover where there is an express reference

to difference (in the Sruti) such difference should be understood
in the primary sense of difference of entities or persons and
not as distinction of states of the same person or thing which

can only ha a secondary sense of difference.

12. There will be no sense either, in saying that the Jivat-
man’s food is different from his own. We cannot explain
that the difference is due to the embodied self’s distinc-
tions connected with his waking and dream states. For:
all the three states of Jagrat. Svapna and Susupti belong
to the embodied self as such. The Jivatman does not cease
to beasarira while passing from one state to another.
The express distinction of the Praviviktahara from the
Sarita-Atma, therefore. clearly establishes the fundamental
distinction (S’varfipabheda) of the individual self (in all
his states) from the Supreme Being who is 'Praviviktahara”.
For afuller discussion this topic see my .‘Brhadfiranyaka-
upanisadfrom Madhvdcarya’s Perspective.’ pp 134-35
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Our interpretation of “Praviviktahara” is supported ~by
the Girfi-kalpa itself: “As the Supreme Lord is the enjoyer
ofsubtler forms of food as distinguished from this embodied
self. He is referred to both as enjoyer (of subtle forms) and as
non-enjoyer” (of the gross).

VII. 12. “I am not in them” signifies that tho’ He is
present is everything, the Lord is not supported by them.
This has been said in the Gird/calpa: ‘Tho’ the whole world
restsin His support, He does not rest for support anywhere
else”.

VII. 13. It has been said in VII. 12. that the Lord is
beyond the power of the three gunas. The question arises
then as tovhowiit is that He is not readily known to be so
by all. This is answered here- “Maya” in ‘gunamayaih’ is
used in the sense of identity ofthe products with their causes
(gunas) as authenticated by the Kosa: “The suffix 'mayat’
carries the senses of identity, transformation and abundance".
Maya which is said to be tha cause of obscuration, in the
next verse cannot evidently be the result of transformation of
the gunas. For the description of the Lord as transcending
“these” (in Ver. 13) would otherwise mean that the Lord
transcends only the products of the guaas but. not the gunas
themselves. The acceptance of ‘mayat' in the sense of
identity would overcome this difficulty as cause and effects
have an identity. relation. As the Vyfisayoga says : “Between
causal substance and its effects there is identity and as between

two different things the relation is one of conjunction.”

‘Bhiva’ refers to all substances that are established by
valid means of proof. “Idam” (Jagat) is to exclude the
Jflanins. The world at large (except Jnanins) perceiving the
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physical bodies and senses constituted of the, three gunas
becomes deluded by Maya into conceiving the Lord’s body
and senses too to be similarly constituted. So it is said in
Vvdsayoga: “Ignorant persons seeing the bodies and senses
of Brahma and others constituted of the three gunas, look
upon the body of the Lord also to be similar”. "ebhyah’-
stands for things substantially identical with their gunas.
This is shown by the reference to tne Lord as transcending
the gunas (XIV. 19). There are also texts describing Him as
untouched by insentiency and the gunas. The Mahabharata
(ill) praises Him as the one who is devoid of the three gunas.

VII. 14. How is it then that the delusion persists in
the minds ofso many in the world. from beginningless time ?

The answer is given by the Lord in VII. 14. The idea is this :

The (Lord’s) Maya is the presiding deity of the sattva, rajas
and tamogunas She is difficult to be overcomein' her role
as Durga (presiding over ramar) because ofher mighty power
on acciunt of .her belonging to the Supreme Lord who

possesses the power ofcreative sport. The root meaning of
the term 'deva’ is given by Etymologists as including sport,
conquest, understanding, shining. praising. intoxication, glee,
dreaming, effulgence, movement, etc.

In what sense is Maya “divine” (daivi) ? She is Mine and
Iam the Deva, S/zé belongs to Me. So it has been said in

Vydsayoga .‘ The great Maya of the Lord Visnu is differen-
tiated as Sri. ,Bhfi and Durga: Her powers are immeasurably
less than the Lord’s. Still on account} of her association
with Him, the power of countless Brahmas, Rudras'and Indras
do not equal evena shade of hers. Even for them shej'is
insurmountable without His grace”.
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In she then absolutely insurmountable? The Lord
answers, “They alone can overcome Maya who leave every-
thing else and seeks refuge in Me”. The Naradiya says:
“The middling Bhaktas, when they offer their devotions to
their Gurus. offer them to them and to the Lord who is present
in them. Whereas the Uttama Bhaktas pay their respects
directly to the Lord thro’ the medium of the Gurus as Pratikas
(and thereby get over the binding power of Maya.” The
Bhdgavatd Purfina affirms this when it says: “Sire, you
communicate the right knowledge about your own self thro’
the holy presence of your redeeming selfin the mind and in
the heart of the Guru”, (XI. 29.6.d).

VII. 15. If deVOtion to the Lord is the means of attain-
ing Him why have all persons not been able to take to it?
This is answered here by pointing out that because of evil
doing on account of wrong knowledge induced by the pewer
of the Lord’s Maya, some souls sink into the worst category
because of Asuric temparament and fail to attain Him. It
will be clear from XVI. 7 that all are subject to one or the
other of these defects to a greater or less extent. In the case
of TamOyogyas, who constitute the worst class of souls. their
knowledge is deluded on account of evil—doing which is due
to their right knowledge being taken away from them by their
Asuric natures. In the case of deserving souls (eligible for
Moksa) the obstacles to their turning to God lie in their being
temporarily overshadowed by the power of the Lord’s Méyé
and in that sense falling into an Asuric attitude. For in the
case of Muktiyogya Jivas their right knowledge being over-
powered, for a time, by any one of the above causes is spoken
of in terms of ‘being taken away’. This has been stated in
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Vydsayoga: Right knowledge is intrinsic to the good souls

and it is sometimes overpowered by the Lord’s will. “Or in a

generic sense” the term Asura may be interpreted in the sense

of one excessively delighting in the senses. This has been said

in the Naradiya: The Devas are primarily tuned to right
knowledge. “Asuras”are those delighting in sense pleasures.
(asu-ra).

VII. [8 ‘Ekabhakti’ means one whose. devotion in con-

fined to the one Supreme Lord alone. This has been said in

Garuda : He is said to behaving “ekabhakti” whose devotion
is firmly confined to me and does not stray or waver else—

where.

v11.19 At the end of efforts over several births the
aspirant attains knov‘vledge of Me and he becomes devoted to
Me then and there. This has been stated in Brahma Parana:
Coming to know Me after several lives of sidhanas, the Jfiani
becomes directly devoted to Me.

VII. 20 Controlled by one’s own Prakrti means guided;
and controlled by One’s own inborn nature (Svabhfiva). The
Kosa has it that the words Prakrti, residual impressions (of
past lives) and ‘Vasanas stand for one’s own inborn nature
itself.

VII. 21. “Whichever form he wants to worship” refers
only to different other gods like Brahma.Rudra and others and
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otheres and no! to the Lord’s own Avatar forms.13 The NdrmI/‘ya

points out that the fruits accruing to those devoted to
Brahma and other gods are limited while those of my
devotees are permanent. This is confirmed by passages
embodying the clarifications in answer to the question14

put in the Moksadharma as to what is the nature of the goal
attained by the released soul andwhat is the nature of Moksa.
The following passage from Brahmavaivarta; “In the worship
oi‘Which Avatar form of the Lord does the devotee of Visnu
attain Moksa” shows that the fruit accruing from devotion to
the Avatar forms is (also) the permanent state of Moksa.

VII. 24. How is your position different from that of
Brahma and other gods '1 This question is met by this verse.
‘Avyaktam’ is being without a created body and sense organs.
But then, the Lord appears (in His Avatars) to be indeed

having sucha body15 and organs. The truth is that tho’ the
Lord has really no such created body, yet He appears to be
having such a body to those ignorant of the truth of the matter.
This has been proclaimed in passages like “He transcends

13. Forthe Gitd'itself states in VII. 23 that the reward of
worship of other gods is limited as contrasted with freedom

'from bondage which is the fruit of devotion to the Lord
(V1129). .

14. J. says that the Acarya has not quoted these passages as

they run to quite a large number as indicated by the
expression “sandarbha”.

I

‘15,. aarfiai sane am 3116— are: safer: fireman?! l

6
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Prakrti which is of the nature of cause and effect”. “He has no
created body”, “Without hands and feet”. "The Supreme
Purusa whose body is all bliss is mistaken by the ignorant to
have a body formed ofthe three gunas”.

‘Bhava’ in ‘Param bhavam ajanantah’ means those who
do not know the highest truth about My nature conforming to
Pramanas. That the term 'bhava’ carries such a meaning. can
be seen. from the passage ‘Not knowing the supreme truth about
His nature, they are deluded. (Mbh. X1] 261, 49) 16

VII. 25. Even this fontal ignorance exists by My wish.
This is explained by the words, ‘I am not apparent to
all' . Covering Myself with My power and (Durga) Maya
as means, (Gitz't VII.25). Being deluded by Me, the ignorant
fail to understand. So it has been said in' the Padma: ‘The
Supreme Lord veils Himself and wraps up men’s understanding
by His own inscrutable power and with the aid of Durga (His
consort).

V1126 But this Maya does not bind Me or My intelli-
gence in any way. No one, however able, can know Me (ifI do
not wish him to) by his own unaided capacity.

VII.27.. When there is delusion with regard to pleasure
and pain arising from feeling of attachment or aversiongrowing
stronger, it is not possible to assess the real worth of things
and accept or reject them as they deserve to be.

This ”is an additional reason (that stands in the way of
getting true knowledge about the nature of the Lord. besides
the fontal ignorance previously referred to in. V1L25).

‘16. ammunfifim qt 6931 firfitfiar: l (Mbh. x11. 261. 49)
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‘Sarge, (at creation) means beginning with the time of
creation. For, the pairs of opposites of love and aversion,
pleasure and pain can emerge and operate only after the souls
have been provided with suitable bodies (which takes place only
when periodical creation takes place). And before creation has
taken place. there is indeed the original ignorance (enveloping
the Jivas, at the pleasure of the Lord, as has been stated in
verse 25).

V1128. Assures that there are some souls which rise
above, become freed from the snares of Ethe pairs of opposites
and stand firmly devoted to the Lord.

V1129. The words: Those who resort to Me and Work
for freedom from old age and death are not meant to be taken
in the injunctive sense (virlhi) that one shall resort to the Lord
for getting rid ofoldage and death. Their intention is rather to
extol interest in Moksa after turning away form the desire for
heavenly rewards,17 and such other limited objectives. This will
be clear from the praise bestowed on the ideal devotee of the
Lord in the Ndrm/iyn: The Bhakta who is devoted to the Lord
for His own sake (ekdntahhakra) without yearning for Moksa
is superior to the other one who is devoted to the Lord for
the sake of attaining his release’. The following text from the
Bhdgavata ([11. 15 48.) ‘They (the (ekéntobhaktos) do not give

importance to Your highest reward of Moksa even (consisting
in the destruction of their Litigasarira).

17. earner enifiemfisfeofi mental “l

Riemann: anilieraaifierim Emma mama: I

' ( Srinivasa )
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The Gitfi Ka/pa drives home the same point when it says :

“All the Vedas exist for the sake of knowing the gods. Know-
ing the gods is for the purpose of acquiring knowledge of Lord
Narfiyana. He is to be known for the attainment of Moksa.
Moksa is attained as the highest Purusértha for its own sake
and not for the sake ofanything else beyond it. This appears

,to be the attitude of mind ofthe middling devotees (madhyama
bhaktas) of the Lord. As for Ekanta-Bhaktas the attainment of
the Supreme Lord Narayana is not for the sake of anything
else to be achieved further. He is attained as an end in Him-
self. All other ends are for His sake”.

The words “Te Brahma tad viduh” (VII. 29) are to be
understood emphatically to convey that such Bhaktas alone

are privileged to know the Supreme Brahman attainable
thro’ no other means than Bhakti. For the Sruti itself teaches
that the Supeme Brahman is attainable only by him to whom
the Lord chooses to reveal Himself. (And it is well known that
the Lord chooses (to reveal Himself to) the Bhakta alone.
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AFTER elucidating what has been said towards the close
of the preceding Chapter. the Lord instructs Arjuna here as
to what should be done by the Jiiani at the moment of death
and about the path of Arciradi. in which there is no return to
Samsara as well as the path of other souls who return to
Samsara. The remembrance ofthe Lord at the tin e of death
and of the path leading to Him fall within the scope of the
subjectofthc Lord’s Majesty. As such they find their place
in this Satka.

VIII.3. Brahman is the Supreme Aksara. (The term
‘Paramum’ (Supreme) is adjective to Aksara in the text and not
to Brahman) The adjective (Supreme) is used to distinguish
Brahman from the Vedas and Prakrti which are also within
the sphere of connotation of ~Aksara’ (the predicate).

Adhyatmam signifies all that exists to subserve the needs
of the Jiva, ‘such as his body and senses. It may also be expla-
ined in the sense of what has been propounded in works eluci-
dating thc nature ofthe Jivatman. Adhyatmam thus means (1)
all things (bluiwdwhich belong to the Jiva or constitute the
material means (blzdva) ofhish'vu) experiencetiz. His body
and organs. (2)Seeondaly the Jiva himself is the Adhyatma
as the self(sva) existing always in auniform state of being
(blicivalt). In thislatter interpretation the expression ‘bhava’
(in Stab/Him) is necessary to distinguish the Jivn from the
antahkarana and other possessions which are also ‘svam’ in the
sense of belonging to the self, but whose nature is not always
uniform but subject to modification from time to time. At
the same time. the other term 'bhdva’ is equally necessary to
mark offthe person denoted from the Lord Himself, whose
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nature is also always uniform. As the Lord is assuredly not the
‘Svah’ (self) of Jivatmans. the distinction is easily established.
Thus 'sva—bhava’, in the sense explained, would naturally stand

_
restricted in its application to Jivas. 'Visarga’ is the stupendous
creative activity of the Lord in bringing about the genesis of the
sentient (bhzita) and the insentient (Imam). ‘Visarga’1 is the
stupendous act of God’s creation of the Jivas and Jadas, as

distinguished from the creative activities of mortal men?

VIII.4. ‘Adhibhflta’ represents all perishable (ksara)
products (bhdva) helpful to (ad/1i) embodied selves (Imam) Bhava

here in k,suro bhc‘zvab) signifies effects liable to destrtlction.3
It should be noted that Avyakta (Prakrti) tho’ declared

to be anadim'tya in II.16, does not cease to fall within the
definition of Adhibhfita as Vinfisi-kfiryapaddrthuh (an effect
subject to change or modification ofstate, in so far as in Pralaya
it goes back into the state of equilibrium after leaving behind
the imbalance of gunas in the former state of» Samsara. This can

1. Chair fiat‘zfia ataxia l (RV.X.129.7)

a aeratfiamtflaai: I (J)
M ,

Note that the Jivas designated as‘Ksara Phrusas in XV.16 .

have been placed in the category of ‘adhyatma’ and as such

[0

D.)

they do not come under the classification of adhibhma
which is here, for that reason, defined in the Bh‘asyaas
Vinas’ikaryapadarthah. For purposes of this interpretation
bhdva in ksaro bhdvab is derived» from the root bin? to
originate (utpattz').
Cf. Bhavati udpadyate iii vyutpatteh.

(GM Vii'rii)
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be seen from texts like : Avyakta merges in all-pervasive (vyomni)
Brahman which is withoutmuch perceptible activity (nirkriyam)
in Pralaya(Mbh.Xi1347.3l). 0 best of Dvijas, from Him
Avyakta endowed with the three gunas is born” (Mbh. XII
342, 32). The S/aimla Flu-(inn says ; Modification or change
of state is What is meant by “origination” in respect ofAvyakta”.

Adhidaivala is the “Purusa”, signifying “abiding in the
body” (pun’ .s‘ayandt) which in this context ofadhidaiva pertain-
ing to the gods, would naturally point to either the Lord

Samkarsana as the Abhimani of all Jivas and their Lord; or to
the fourfaced Brahma as the foremost of the gods, called Purusa
by reason of abinding in the bodies (put-i) of all souls.4 (The
derivation ofadhidaivata is analogous to that of adhyatmam),
The derivative sense of 'adhiyajfia (not given in the text of the
Gird is supplied by the Bhasyakara); I am the Adhiyajiia in
this body who receives the sacrifices as their Chief Enjoyer,
and inspirer besides being the Lord of the minor gods like
Agni who are also known to be present in respective sacrifices.
The expression “in this body” has been purposely introduced
in the question and in the answer (verses 2 and 4). Tho’ Agni and
other gods are also present in the body of the sacrificer, it is the
Lord who is entitled to the'designations “Adhiyaz‘fio aham eva atra
dche” in the sense that in the final analysis it is He who abiding
in them as the independent doer. enjoyer and bestower of the

4. The term “Jive” applied to Sangkarsana in the Bhasya
is to be understood in the causal sense of, the root

was after: I

or in the sense of moreumig: I
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fruits of sacrifice impels the sacrificer and the minor gods to
accomplish their rerpeetive functions. This central truth has
been emphasised by the Lord Himself in the following lines of
the Giza “Knowing Me to be the enjoyer of all sacrifices and
penances (V 29) Tr'aividyas worship Me thro’ Yajfias (IX. 20)
Those worshiping other gods too, worship Me in the end tho’
not in the right way (ix 23) The Brh. Up. (III8.9) says : 0
Gargi, it is by the impulsion of this Aksara that men praise
those who give alms that the gods pra1se the sacrificer and
Pitrs 'follow the oblations”, In the Moks‘adharma also, the
reply to the question: “Whence does he enjoyvsvarga which

.lasts long or the bliss ofthe Supreme ”goal” makes this clear
that it is by His impulsion that it is so.‘ The Lord has not given
a separate answer to Arjuna’s question of “How” He operates
as Adhiyajfia, because He considers that When He declares
Himself to be the Adhiyajfia' in’the body of all, in the sense
explained .above) Arjuna will naturally understand the how of
it having heard from the Lord’s own lips earlier “Knowing .Me
to be the enjoyer of all sacrifices and the Lord of all the
worlds? (V.29.)

jTho’ the Lord is Himself the Adhiyajfia, theprevious
reference (VII.30) to knowing‘I-li'm along with the Adhiyajfia

- 'is to be'understood to'have been'rnade with reference ‘to the
Lord‘s Antaryami ‘form'abiding in and controlling the bodies
of all beings. The term “here”'('atra) is intended to exclude
the Lord’s own body which being identical with His essence is
not controlled by another power from outside it as in the case
of the physical bodies of men.

It should not be supposed that “Brahman” referred to in
this context is something other than the Lord 5- either Prakrti
or the Vedas. the prefix ‘paramam' in VlII.5 being intended to
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make clear their intrinsic preeminence over Mahat—tattva and

others ofthe Smrti. rather than to differentiate the Supreme
Aksara from them. But even tho’ there is no such express
affirmation by the Lord as “I am Brahman” as we have in " I am
the Adhiyajfia”, it can easily be gathered from the concluding

reference to the Lord Himself as the Being to be known.
in VII. 30, following the immediately preceding pronoun-
cement “They know that Brahman”5 (VII. 29). And it is

with the same Brahman that the discourse in Adhyaya
VIII and the opening inquiry are concerned. As for the
special pronouncement “I am the Adhiyajfia” in VIII. 4,
it is to obviate the distinction which appears to be conveyed
between the Adhiyajfia and the Lord in the manner of the
Wording : Those who know Me together with the Adhiyajfia

...... ” (VII. 30).

All this has been set forth in the Gitdkalpa : “The Forms
Iot‘the Lord abiding in the bodies are known as Adhiyajfias.
‘Karma’ is the creative activity of'the Lord which is but an
Expression of His Will6 Adhibht’ita is the inanimate accessories
falling outside the body, senses etc. Adhyétma is the Jiva.
Adhidaiva is Hiranyagarbha Or Samkarsana—the Lord of all of

5. mama Q are afiez’ eraser shire shrewd,
atfiiwrarfiééu eraser its: slit errata ‘ma’ if? new:
mania m

6. a g sitar-new! (J)
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the other gods”..7 Also “These’terms like adhyfirma, ad/u'ya-

jfia and others have other meanings also according to the
connotative power of the words as established by Pramanas,
consistent with the intention ofthe author (of the Giro).”

The Skdmla Put-[ma says : Adhyatma is (I) what comes
within the sphere of the soul's attachment but not falling
beyond the body and antabkarana, such as the bhfitas and
their products which are not so intimately or impenetrably
bound up with the personal affections of the self as the former”
or (2) what forms the theme of works devoted to the self.
What falls within the sphere of the deities is Adhidaivam.
The theme ot‘works dealing with the Mahabhfitas is ‘Maha-
bhfitam’ as well as their effects and causes. such as antab-
karana by reason of nearness between the causes and their
effects and their relation of identity (triddtmya).

It is also said in the Mahakazirma ; “Ad/zydtma” is what

extends down to the body, senses and antabkarona and is
useful to the self as such. Adhibhfitam are the bhfitas (ele-
ments) and others useful to the self inclusive of Maya (Prakrti).
“Adhidaivatam”is what supports the deities of the senses—viz.

Samkarsana or Brahma.“

7. J. tells us that the two sets of citations from Gitfikalpa
are separated by an “in” in the Bhasya to indicate that the
first seven lines are Separated from the next citation by a
short gap of intervening lines (not quoted). This is a.

significant proof of the bonafz‘des of the sources quoted
by M.
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VIII. 5- ‘Madbhavam’ means having anature akin to
Mine (madmdhhamh). of possessing inexhaustible bliss un-

touched by pain, which becomes fully manifested only in

release. It cannot be construed as becoming identical with
the Lord for as the Moksadharmasays the Muktas are depen-

denton and rest in Him: “The Lord of all (/s'§9trajt”z(t) is

established as the goal of Muktas”. (XII. 342 42).

VII. 6-7. The_e)tpression “ante” (at the-last moment of
life) qualifies the participle form ‘smaran’. (remembering) and
not the act of giving up the body. This is done to dispel the
presumption likely to be entertained by one uninitiated into
Adhyatmaéastra (mandamnti) that there is no harm even if
there is no remembrance ofGod at the moment of dying. But
the initiated (5117mm) will not entertain such a presumption.
For he Will understand that the» way in which the participle
Smaran’ is put in(appositional and) modal relation with theverb
‘tyajati’ (as prescribed by the rule of grammar : Latah
satrsz‘tnaCau ((Pén III. 2. 124) presupposes complete simu‘ltaneity

between'the tWo acts; Tho’ the uninitiated too knows the

principle._0finterpretation involved here, 'he is personally so
much“ attached to his body that he feels the 3105's 'of his body

as the loss of’ his own self and suffers acute 4min just before
the moment of death which robs him of the samska’tras attuned
'to God.‘8 He is thus prone to miss the point that the moment
of death should synchronize with remembering God in order

,8. mafia Q6! aware gait safe I ash swam 1%: (J)

at“: aeatesfi fits: w stair mammals?! aeqtfifier

Ff Pflfl (Srinivfisdctll'yu)
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r to attain union with 'Him. That the Jfiani is not oppressed
by any misplaced sorrow at the time of death is stated in the
Sktinda: The wise one is not mentally confused at the time

oi‘quitting the body”. The Brh. Up. (VI. 4.2) says: Then

the point of she heart of the Jiva is lighted up by the light of
the Supreme Lord. Then the Supreme Being goes out of the
body with the Jiva thus lighted up”.

The words “by constantly fixing the mind on that Form”
are meant to indicate that such constant remembrance of the
Lord is the sole means of attaining His remembrance at the
moment of death. “Bhava” means the subconscious mind.
Being wholly permeated by such thought means being complete—

ly exposed to such mental impression (samskfira). The lexicon

too says ‘bhavana’ has the sense of being deeply suffused by
.samskaras’.

Abhyasa-Yoga is constant practice itself conceived as the
means. - -‘Divya Purusa’ in the text denotes the Supreme .Lord
endowed with such attributes as sport, creative activity, preser-
vation, dissolution, etc. ofthe Universe. Such is the root
meaning oft/div. Purusa is the Lord who indwells in the bodi-
es of all beings and is hence all-pervading. The Brit. Up- (H-
5.lS) says 1 “That Purusa who is in all the bodies and in the
hearts of all.there is nothing Which is. not pervaded by Him
from within and nothing that is not covered by Him from

.Without”.

VIII.9. Describes the Lord to be meditated upon.
‘Kavi’ means the omniscient as stated in the Sruti. He who is

all-knowmg (MumLUp. 111.2.7) “You are Kavi — the all—know-
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ing" (Brahma Purfina) “Dhata” signifies the supporter and
nourisher of all from the root V (du) (1/1571 to support and nou-
rish. The (RV.X.82.2) Sruti also says the same thing. “He is

the supporter and the creator, He is of the essence of highest»
knowledge” (Sandrk). This is clear fr- m the following
passages of the Moksadharma Parva (Mb/1.XII.342.36—40)
beginning with the words —“The four—faced Brahma, SiVa”

ending with “all these, attain their respective goals with their
fruits of happiness conferred by him”. ‘Tamasah parastat'
means transcending Mfila Prakrti. The Pippalada Sakha (of
Simaveda) reads : “He is said to be beyond Tamas; for, Tamas
is the Avyakta or Mfilaprakrti and He pervades far beyond it”'
There is also the other §ruti — “Death (mrtyu) is indeed Tamas.
The Supreme light of Brahman is the immortal”.

VIII. 10 The words ‘Prayanakale’ etc.. are spoken with
special reference to Jfianins who have established control over
theirvital airs (vdyujaya) thro’ Yogic technique,9 and tells them
what they should do at the time of their final departure from
lil'e.1o True. all those who haVe completed thier Sédhanas of
Sravana, Manana, Jfiana, Bhakti and Vairagya even without
conquest of the vital airs do attain Mukti. But what disting-
uishes those who have established control over the vital airs and

are experts in it is that even it‘there is some slight want in the
completion of their sadhanas of Sravarta, manana and other

9. Read :masr mean, arm-Intestine, Wham-amt U)

10. Part of verses 9-10 thus applies to Vayujayapradhanas and
the rest to both. An example of such part aplication of
a text is cited by J.

(mammal H‘Wtfl‘mfifi, a Hit 321'“)
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means of Jfiana, they attain a slightly diminished goal of
Mukti. thus reaching the end of their Sidhanas even a little
earlier than the other class of Jnanins (who are ‘Bhaktyadipra-
dhana’). This has been stated in the Bhdgavata (111.5.45): “O Lord.
those who have increased their attachment to You by drinking
deep at the nectarine fountain of your glorious deeds, and have
thereby acquired purity of mind, have your direct vision (yathd
bodham)11 in progressive reward of their non-attachment to all

but You and attain Séyujya or other forms of Mukti in full

(afijara'). Other intrepid ones too conquering the powerful
Prakrti, with some measure oFDhyana and more of Yogic con-

quest of vital airs, enter You only, but not so completely
(afijasfi) as the others. Their means of approach is tiring.
Devotional approach to You is not so”.

The Moksadharma (Mb/t. X11333. 44) also says “The fruit
of Mukti is fuller to those Muktas who are completely permea-
ted by'the thought of God and are rooted in Ekantabhaktilg to
Him, for they enter into the radiance of 1‘~I;‘1rt?tyar_ia.13 The
Vydsayoga also says : “Those who have completed their
Sidhanas of Vairagya (Sravana, manana) jfiana and Bhakti,
in full, attain Mukti as a rule. Still Yogins who have establi-
shed control over their vital airs and brought their minds under
control attain the Supreme Brahman” somewhat earlier”.

l 1. Iran and: 5mm (J) aarfileaqi’tastazr | (Srinivftsa)

12. As delineated in the th‘tsya on Gita (11.52)

13. as?! HITWUHEW l (J)

14. ‘Dhruvam’ ,in the text is interpreted as Brahman.
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VIII.l 1. This verse expatiates on the nature of the same
Brahman15 (as referred to earlier in 9-10). It is called “padam”
as it is attained (Padyate) by those desirous of Moksa. This
use of ‘padam’ can be seen in the Sruti. “That Supreme abode

of Visnu” (RV.i.22.20). The Nfiradiya also says : You are
lauded as the goal to be attained (padam) by the sages

VIII.12-13’. (As the functioning of the other senses is
entirely dependent on the mind, there seems to be no point in
lhe text ofthe Gird insisting, in addition to restraining the
mind, on “the closing of all the gates” The Bhasyakara
therefore, explains the reason for it).

Ifthe Jfianin’s soul makes its exit from the body thro,
any other passage than the Susumnanadi, it will have to reach
a place other than Moksa. It is. therefore. necessary to insist
on the closing of all the other gateways called nadis16 thereby
making it possible for the exit oflife from the Brahmarandhra
thro’ the Brahmanadi alone}7 This is stated in the Vydsayoga’
“The soul going out of the body thro’ the eye attains the world
of the Sun. by going out thro’ the ears, the quarters”.
The same thing is said in Moksqdharmatoo.

15. and not on Omkara as a pratfka for meditation as saguna—
upasana leading to ‘kramamukti. as explained by Safiikara.

16. Read:
an an ease: area: amt maiaqfafia‘asr I

afitfirmaaafifi taxman stash uafia ll

(Kat/ta. Up. I]. 6.16)
17. Hence the prescription ;

Its-fistulas: mural
(Gitd VIII. 12). Read

anon: sun moan-a riffs ggtamfilur mitt WWI l

(Ragh. Vivrti)
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necessary for the Aparoksajfiani to be in constant and uninter-
rupted concentration on God (alt/Iazzdasmrtifl‘l at the time of
his exit from the body.

VlIl.l4. ‘Nityayukta’ stands for one who goes on with
the means of Yoga as well as for one who has successfully com-
pleted his sadhanas.

VlII.lS. Praises the attainment of the Lord. The high-
est Siddhi is the attainment ofthe Lord Himself. Riddance
of births and deaths is the result of attaining Him.

VII[.l6. There is no return (to samsr'tra) from the abode
ofthe Caturmukha—Brahma on Mount Mahameru (and else?
where and the worlds beyond them such as S'vetadvipa and
Anantésana) as well as from Janaloka and others beyond.
This has been made clear in Ndréyana Gopd/akalpa: Begin-
ning with the abode of Brahma on Mt. Meru and with Jana—
loka- (and others beyond) there is no rebirth on earth.23 But

22-. whermaeoetqfiahsam | (J)

23. It is not, therefore, correct to understand the adverb d in
the sense of inclusive of Brahma/aka, as has been done by

t - . \ - vSamkm (‘atr mamm’ as mama, elem, ear

gatmféia: gmtaeiaamm: I

Rimfinuja too understands Pmmravartiuah in the sense of
being subject to dissolution (vindsinah). But looking to
the express reference to prnzm'janma as such in verses 15
and 16, it seems clear the Gitécarya is having in mind the
possibility ofreturn to rebirth of persons attaining those
worlds and not the liability of those worlds to physical
dissolution some time. Madhva’s Interpretation with
special reference to the question of return ro rebirth is thus
more to the point.
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this riddance of rebirth is due wholly to attaining the Lord
who is present in those worlds and not to the inherent merit of
those worids or resldence there.24

VIII.17-19, In verses 17-19 the Lord reinforces the
point already made by Him that the .lnani overcomes re-
birth by attaining Him. This is done by highlighting His own
transcendent Majesty as the One uncaused cause of all. as the
Avyakta and the one supremely independent Principle above all
change and modification amidst the periodical cycles of origi-
nation and dissolution of entire cosmic systems in the history
of Time.

I

The term ‘sahasra’ in verse 17 means conutless (ancka) and
not exactly a thousand. ‘Brahma’ here similarly does not
stand for the Four-faced Brahma (as understood by all other
commentators) 'whose duration oflifevand office is limited to
a thousand Devayugas of days and an equal period ofrnights.
The creation and destruction of the worlds referred to here in
ver 18—19 pertain to primordial creation (ddisrfiti) and univer-
sal dissolution of cosmic life which takes place at the end of
the entire life spanof Caturmukha Brahma which extends to two
Parardhas which is but a fleeting second in the timeless exist-

. ence of the Avyakta—Brahman. The Sruti says that is Its night
when there is a lull in cosmic life (nirvyapfira—avasthfi).

The reference in verse 18 to the eVOlution and involution
of all comic tattvus, crystallization of gunatraya etc., leaves no

doubt that it is the promordial creation and universal dissolu-
tion ofthe cosmos that is being described here and not the

24. This makes the explanation of the first half of 16 as
_

above

fully consistent with the purport of the second half.
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intermediary creation and dissolution (avantara—srsti and
Pralaya) which take place at the beginning and end of each
Kalpa or day of the fourfaced BrahmaT

The Muhdkaurmu also says: “A night of Mahé—Visnu
extends to many Yugas as does His day. During His night all

cosmos is merged in Him and is' reborn when it dawns. The

concluding words also of verse 20 saying that the Lord is the
only one that remains when all the elements (and other Tattvas)

have perished in Pralaya25 make it clear that what have been
described in verses 18—19 are the primordial creation and
universal dissolution of which the Supreme B. is the author.

VIII.20 The Supreme Lord or Avyakta is thus different
from the evolving and involuting principles and beings. It
is independent and beginningless and remains when all the
entities and principles have ceased to live.

VIII.21. That Avyakta is the Impcrishable Lord
Himself who is the final goal of £111.26 The concluding
statement “that is'my shining nature by communing with

25. The universal “all” in ‘all vyakris’ in Verses 18 and 20 does
not support the position that the Srsti and Pralaya descrié
bed in verses 17—19 are the intermediary ones taking place
in the daily life of Caturmukha Brahma. It deserves to
be noted that in such Avantarapralaya there is no destruc-
tion or dissolution of Mahat and other Tattvas or of the
five ciements (bhfitas). Read also

matfipafisefi semifinal
(Deéika on RGB.VIII.19).

26. Ramanuja explains verses 20—21 as referringto the indi‘
vidual self (alman) by the term Avyakta.
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which one transcends rebirth” refers back to the earlier
statement in 21 cd, thus conclusively establishing the position
that the AVyakta of verses 18 and 20 is the Lord Himself and

no other.‘37 The Gtiruda also describes Visnu as the Supreme
“Avyakta”. ‘Dhama’ in 'l'mldlzama paramam mama’ (ver.21)
signifies (My) nature or essence. The lexicon says-the words
‘tejah’ sVarfipam. and ‘grham’ are cited by the learned as
synonymous”. .

VI'll.22. Eocusses attention on Bhaktias the highest
Iamdng the-sadhanas (reiterrating what has been'said of Bhakti
along with other sadhanas, earlier. in verses 7 and 10).

VIII. 23—26. ._
These verses inform us about the presiding

divinities (abhimanidevatas) ofthe respective divisions of time
and other divinities, conducted by whom on their outward
journey after death, souls of sadhakas either return to rebirth
or go forward without returning to rebirth here (as taught in

he Srutis and Puranas).23

The term fkala’ in Ver. 23 by analogical extension of mean-
ing includes their divinities also as the gods like Agni and
Jydtis and ofDhfima

VII. 24-26. The term“jyotih’? stands for the god- Arcih,
for the Chen. Up. V. 10. l_. says “They. reach .the. god .Arcih
So too the Ndradiya: “The Jfia‘mi in his ascent first reaches
Agni and then-Arcis and then“ the'p’residin'g' deities of day

27. Such as the sleeping state of Caturmukha or the body of
Caturmukha evolved out of Mfilaprakrti as S. and R. have
explained the term Avyakta.

28.
I

There are different sets of Abhimanidevatas for the paths
of Arcih and Dhfima. The Dhfimamarga is the path taken
by the Sakamakarmins in returning to rebirth.
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time and others”29. Agni and the others are the presiding
divinities and they have to be accepted. Otherswise, how can

the statement ofthe §ruti “From the day time he goes to bright
fortnight(C/zc‘m. Up. IV. 15.5) hold water (as there is no fort—

night other than days and nights). Moreover, there is also the
corroborative evidence of the Brahma Pultduazin this respect.
“The Jfiéni goes up to Brahman being saluted by the divinities
of day-time, the bright half, etc. Tho’ the Ayanas as such are
not other than six months, their presiding divinities are
different. Hence the separate mention of “from months to the
Ayana” in the Srutis and Gitd and so forth is meaningful. This
has been explained in the Gtiruda : “He (the Jfiani) goes up'salu-
ted by the presiding divinity ofthe bright half surrounded by
the divinities of the six months”30. From Arcis the Jfiani goes
to the divinity of day time who is in the company of Abhijit31
and. thence to the divinity of bright half who is in company with
the divinity of the full-moon-day and thence to the divinity of
Uttariyana who is in company with the deity of Visu. This
has been set forth in Brahmavz‘varta : “The Jflz‘tni goes to the
Lord saluted on his way (in theiArciradimérga) by the presiding
divinity of the noon accompanied by the divinity of day time by
the divinity of brightlhalf accompanied by the deity of full-—

moon and by the divinity of the Uttarayana attended by the
divinity of the vernal equinox (Mesa)—visu.

‘

'29. See‘Chth. Up. (v.i0.1_-)

30. It would thus be stale to.construe predications like
EWl-TTHT animate

as purely appositional and explanatory.
31. presiding divinity, of noon.
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VIII.27. It should not be supposed that the Sidhaka gets
over his forgetting God by merely [mowing about the exist-
encc of the two paths. What is expected of him is that he
should also practise the disciplines connected with them. For
to be a “Yogi” is to successfully carry out the means laid down.
This has been said in the Skfinda: Knowing the two paths
along with their connected means and carrying them out one
will never be forgetful of God. For such a one the consummation
is the attainment of the Lord Himself.



*ADHYAYA IX — RAJAGUH‘YAYOGA

This‘Adhyaya ekpounds elaborately'Divine"Majesty as it
has been outlined in Adhyay'a VII and further ex-plaind in

Adhyéya VIII; -- ~ -‘~ ‘ '

IX, 2-3. Rajavidya _is._the Principal" lore.. ‘Pratyaksa-
vagamam’ (Jfiz‘tnam) is to be dissoived as that (knowledge) by
which the Lord (or Brahman) who is designated as Pratyaksa,
comes to be attained. The Lord is catled Pratyaksa as He is

severally present in the sense organs (altsa) of each aad every
selfto reguiate their working. So we find stated in the Sruti-
“who being present in the presiding divinity of vital breath is

different from the deity of Prime, whom the deity of Prana
knows not, whose body the deity of Prana in, who controls
and directs (the diety of) Prime from within, He is your inner
Ruler—the Indwelling, immortal Lord’. Who being present
(likewise) in (the divinity of speech, who being present in the
divinity of the eye ........... (Brh Up. V. 7. 6) and also in
‘That Purusa who is preceived in the eye’ (Br/t. Up. III. 7. 18)
That Purusa, measuring the size of the thumb, is present in
thumb1 (

'1
). The Maksadharma says of the

Lord ‘You are she energising force behind) the mind (and its
deity) the moon. the eye and (its deity) the Sun (XII.346.4).
The Bdb/zravya Sdklzd of Simaveda reads ‘The Lord has the
epithet ‘Pratyaksa’ for He is preseat severally in everybody’s

l. The is to illustrate the Load’s controliing presence in the
Karmendriyas also besides the Jfianendriyas.
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sense organs, WhOSOever knowing the Lord as ‘Pratyaksa’ in
this sense becomes endowed with “excellent senses”.

The Lord is “Dharma as He supports the worlds. The
knowledge of which He is the subject matter is referred to as
‘Dharm—ya’ here. The use of the expression ‘Dharma’ in the
sense of that which supports another2 may be seen in the use
of the phrase “Prthividharmamfirdhani” to mean on the top
(murdhani) of a mountain (prithividharma)’ in the Moksa-
dliarma Parva. That the Lord bears and supports all the
world is proclaimed by one of His epithets ‘Bharabhrt’ (bearer
of the burden) in the famous text ‘He is called the bearer of the
burden (of tne worlds)’ — and “Yogi” ( Visnusahasrandma). The
Tam. A'ranyakaall. 14 l)says of the Lord ‘Being the real
bearer and upholder of all the worlds, He is said to be borne
by them tho’ not for His stability’l’ while actually He bears
them all’4 (The use ofthe term ‘Dharma’ in this sense of the
Supreme Being can be seen in the following Sruti text ‘Dharma
alone was in the beginning of all this. There was then no earth
no air, or ether, no four-faced Brahma, Rudra or the Rsis.
He cogitated’fi.

2. €51 awn ester films? Hm: I (Vivrti)

3. a men I (J)

4. The TD brings out the point that the adhara-adheya bhava
between the Lord and the world implied by the two state-
ments Bhriyamfigzo bibharti does not stand on the same
footing. This corollary in a way anticipates what is going
to be. emphasised by the Lord Himself in verse 4-.

5. This predication is to make it clear that ‘Dharma’ here
does not convey its usual sense of merit (punya) duty etc.
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IX. 4. The mediate knowledge of the Lord has been
referred to by the term ‘Pratyaksz'rvagamam’ as leading to His
direct perception. This verse elucidates the nature of such
knowledge.

If the Lord is all—parvasive. why is He not perceived every-
where 7 Because His form is unmanifest.

IX. 5. (How is it that after having stated that all beings
are in Me, it is said in the same breath ‘lhey are not’ in contra-
diction? The answer is) : Tho’ all beings are in Me, they are
not in Me in the same way in which things remain on earth in
clOse physical touch with it or transmitting to it the impact of
some oftheir own properties such as heat or cold“. This is
stated in the Mokradharma (XII. 347. 21) : “The Lord cannot
be perceived by the eyes nor felt by touch” He is called
“Samjfiftsamjfii” in the Moksudlrarma (XII. 346.4) meaning
that His true knowledge can be attained only thro' Sabdapra-
mana. “Mama (Elma bhutabhdmnah” means My body itself is
the creator of beings and their supporting self. Ihis is
also stated in Mo/cradlmrma “O Lord of Supreme excellences,
whose majesty is itself. His body” (XII. 346. 4).

1X. 6. The how of their abiding in the Lord and yet
not abiding is brought out by an illustration The air always
abides in space. But it does so without transmitting its own
special properties of touch and the like to space.7

'

6 «seem at anarfilmfisiarfiamam a (a)

and: I (J)

j =1 ntntnf‘eaél avg: maintain?! I (M) anathema (J)
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1X.7 By way of giving details of the knowledge of the
Lord’s greatness, promised in IXJ, this verse refers to His
being the author of the dissolution of the world of matter and
souls.

IX.8. The Lord’s making use of Prakrti for this pur-
pose is only by way of sport —— just as a person strong enough
to walk by himself (without support) sometimes carries a stick;
while walking-

That God has all powers in Himself is proclaimed in the
Moksadlmrma “O Narada, You should not think because I am
endowed with all the powers and properties of all beings, I too
am dependent for them on someone else, like them. You
should know Me to be the Lord possessed of all the powers
and protencies of all other beings,S in My own right”.
(Moksmllmrma XII 347.44—45). There is also a similar autho-
rity saying “One attains the Supreme Brahman after knowing the
seven subtle principles (viz. the five elements. Mahat and
Ahamkara tattavas the causal activities of Mfila—Prakrti with
reference to its effects9 and the Lord as possessed of the six
attributesw”.

The Rgvedakhila also says : “The endless forms of the
Lord’s powers are nowhere impeded by other forces. Still’ He
makes use of Prakrti in creating=and dissolving the worlds”. The

8 Cf- Eqfifififim at sneer Wham-i aaifiaatam a (J)
9 "aamfifieimfl transit: was it fiifiai‘m: smart:

area: assist} I (J)

10. Of omniscience, eternal fulfilment, beginningless wisdom.
absolute independence.undiminishing and endless powers (J).
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Bhdgavata (V1.4.48) also tells us that the Lord’s attributes are
countless, each with countless shades and that His forms are also
countless”. The A'tharvana Sruti runs as follows: “Why is theLord
knoIWn as Supreme Brah—man” ? Because He is prolific (from

VBrh - to expand oneself) and make others do so”. The
Si’et-UP- (V1.8) says : “The Lord's powers are supermundane
and varied”.

There are other grutis of the same import : Who can pro-
claim all the glories of Visnu or count the particles of dust on
earth?” (RV.I.154.]) “O Visnu, None born in the past or yet to
be can comprehend the limits of your greatness (RV. VII.99.2).

(The phrase “avas‘am Prakrrer vas‘dt” should not be taken
to signify that as the Lord’s creative role is apparently depen-
dent on Prakrti, it is the outcome ofignorance and that in
reality the Lord is inactive (niskriya ). The Gautamakhila
explains the correct position as follows “You are the creator
of the world and in doing all other things,You Visnu, the
infinite Being. are Competent by your own will to create,
protect and dissolve the world which is powerless because of
its dependence on Prakrti”.

'IX. 9. “As if indifferent”-—i. e. not really indifferent.
The sense of “as if” is explained by the Lord Himself as
‘remaining unattached’ (a'saktom). So the Chan. up. (III. 14.4)

says: His speech is ever benedictory. He has no attach-
ment”. It should not, therefore. be supposed that the Lord
is really indifferent ; for then, the very existence and function-
ing of Prakrti and other entities would be in peril,—as stated
in the Bhiz'gavata ([1. 13.12) “Prakrti. intrinsic merit of beings:
kala, \intrinsic natures of things. and the Jivas—all these
exist and function at His pleasure and will cease to do so in
its absence”. The idea of IX. 9. ed. is—“How can be Lord
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whose actions are all of them free from personal attachment
be affected by their consequenceS”. The Brit. Up. (1V. 3. 23)

says: “The Lord neither grows more by doing things nor
less by not doing anything”. How can actions (karma) bind
Him who controls them all ‘2

IX. 10. In verse 8 the Lord had stated that He works
with the aid ofPrakrti. In verse 9 we have been told that He
1'emains ‘as one 'indifferent', Putting these two statements
together and reading between them, it Would appear that the
truth of the matter is that it is Prakrti herselfthat creates and
sustains and that the Lord is deemed to be the creator and
sustainer more or less by courtesy of His association with her.
The Lord removes such a (possible) misconception by using
the two significant words “By Me the overseeing Master”
(ndhyaksena) Prakrti is made to produce the moving and the
unmoving”. They make it clear that He is the direct perceiver
of Prakrti’s productivity as well as the energising agency
behind her productivity. (It'the Lord were merely the passive
witness of Prakrti’s productivity and not the energising agent
also of her productivity, the use of the instrumental form
‘maya adhyaksena’ expressing the sense ofagency (kartrtvo) ‘of

the Lord would be out ofp/occ. Thewording in that case should
have been 'aham otl/tyakso/z’). The Sruti also teaches that
Mfila Prakrti which provides the stuff of which the world is

made, brings forth the world of Jivas, according to their
karmas, being actuated towards such productivity by the Lord
(Taitt. A'rouyaka X. l. 1)

IX. II. (If you are the sole Lord of the Universe’ who
creates. sustains and dissolves it, how is it that many in the
world fail to recognize you as such and seem to be none the
worse for it — which means you are not all that You claim to
be. This point is answered here).
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Those deluded by ignorance of My true nature neglect Me.
The words “they neglect Me who has assumed a human body”
should be understood in the sense of “a form which appears to
deluded eyes as human”. As the Moksadharma (357.11-13)

says : “O Lord ofmen, all that is embodied in this world is
constituted of the five elements created by the Lord's intellect
(will). But the Lord is not physically embodied as He is the
Master of Prakrti, the creator ofthe universe, the primeval
Narayana whose transempirical Form is always in manifesta-
tion (virfit). He is the bestower of moksa. bereft of the
Pralt rtic properties of sattva, rajas and tamas and is possessed
ofthe sovereign attributes of independence, omniscience etc.
The Goddess gri, the presiding divinity of Avyakta (Mfila
Prakrti‘) into which all the created world merges, is always at
His service11 and disposal” (in providing the stuff of creation).

The above statements about the true nature of Lord’s form
have been made in the Moksaa’harma in the context of the Haya-
griva Avatara- So the Avatar'Form cannot be supposed to be
constituted of a differents essence from the Primeval Form. By

parity of reason, the Form of the Lord as Krsna should
also be understood to be divinely constituted. Moreover in the
same context of the I-Iayagriva Avatara. we have reference to
the emanation of Avatara—Forms of diverse kinds priOr to the
creation of the human race12 in the following words, “Delibera-
ting like that, the Lord Madhusfidanadivided Himself into many
forms for future manifestation, such as Varaha. Nrsimha,
Vamana and Mdnusa (Le. Kama)” (Moltmdharma 359.36-37).

11 ears I

12. In the circumstances the Krsna-Form cannot be regarded
as “human” in the accepted sense of the term. (See J.’s c.)
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These Avatar forms are all of them of divine essence. It is
sheer delusion to regard. them as ofhuman, animal or other
mundane species.

The adjectival compound ‘bluitamalzes'varam’ qualifying
‘param b/Iavam’ (supreme truth of my nature) is to be explained
as the ever-existing(bhfilam) Supreme Lord ofall (mahaa’is‘varam).

This interpretation of ‘blnitamaheivaram’ has the sanction
of the Sruti in the Babhravyas'akha which describes the Lord as
“the Being without beginning or end, infinite in all Forms,
Lord of the great ones and one whose offspring are Devas”.
The Brh.Up. (11.4.10) too describes Him as the ‘great Being’
(ma/zadbhzita) existing thro’ endless time and space. whose
breath are the Vedas”. The Moksad/tarma (XII.346.4) hails the
Lord by the epithets “Brahma, Purohita, Kayika.
Maharajika” — epithets pertaining to different cadres of gods,
signifying that these gods are all dependent on the Lord who
bears all their names. primarily. This gives support to the
description of the Lord as ‘is’am varéndm’ in the text cited from
the Babhravyasakha, above. 13

l3. Tho’ the word 'b/zava is masculine in gender, it has been
explained by M. in Gita VII. 24 asl‘ydthfirthyum’ (the true
nature of). As b/uiva has been understood in the same
sense in the present context also beth bhavam and the
adjective qualifying it (viz. bhzitamahesvaram) have been
taken to be in the neuter gender agreeing with ‘yfithizr-
thyam’ (the substantive denote by “bhéva”. S. too has
explained bhéva in VII. 24 as “svarfipam” (neuter). But
under IX. 11 S. and R. have construed ‘bhfitamahesvaram’
as mas. accus. singular qualifying ‘mam’ and have con-
nected param bhfivam- with ‘mama’.

I
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IX.12. This verse tells us about the fate of those who in
their delusion look upon Lord Krsna in his Avatar, as a human
being.

Their aspirations go in vain. Nothing that those who
neglect orhate the Lord aspire to is attained by them. (Leav-
ing aside their few temporary worldly gains) their. sacrifices

prove futile. They have no true understanding of the saving
truth. Whatever knowledge, karma or other sadhanas they
may acquire thro’ such means as devotion to Brahma. Rudra
or other gods willnot confer any ultimate good on them. in
the other worlds.

(Far from reaping good, there is misery in store for such
persons). The Lord Himself is going to say later “I shall throw
these cruel haters (of God) into Asuric wombs” Gitd. XVI. 19).
The Moksadlmrma (XII. 356. 6-7) also declares: “Whoever
hates the Lord 'Visnu of changeless essence, by deed, thought
or speech, his manes sink into hell for years without end.
Whoever hates the pre—eminent among the gods, the divine
Narayana, how can he escape being hateful to everyone from
the highest to the lowest born in society”14? The Sindilya
s’dkhd of Simaveda says: “There Is no one equal to him who
has acquired knowledge of and devotion to the Supreme
Narayana, the sire of the fourfaced Brahma. Not even the
slayer cf countless embryos will be equal, in sin, to the worst
of men who harbours hatred towards God”. '

Some'statements in the Bhdgqvata, apparently against this
position. such as ‘And' kings like Sisupala.......haye reached
His abode thro' enmity’ (VII. 1. 32) “Kings like , Siéupala,

14 V4 1. $51 al-q ........ in} anal“, flag; I
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it by the power ofhis son Prahlada’s devotion to the Lord.
(Bhd'g. iv. 21. 47) This is confirmed by the way in which
Prahlada prays to Lord Nrsimha, while asking for the boon
granted to him. beginning with the words “the sin that my
father committed in disparaging you, ignorant ofyour greatness,
let him be purified of that endless, inexpiable sin” (Bhfig.
VII. 10. 15-16);

Moreover, numerous scriptural texts deprecate hostility
to and hatred of God as a possible means of attaining Moksa,
while apparent support for such a view is only rarely met with,
in a few ofthem. This shows that the results flowing from
these two opposite attitudes cannot be the same.

That apart. there is this other stumbling block that there
is unequivocal censure of hatred and disparagement of the Lord
in the very same source-books and in the same contexts in them,
Where they are apparently commended. We have also pointed
out earlier that the highest purport of gastras is the unspeak-
able Majesty of the Lord possessed of countless auspicious
attributes. It will be in virtual conflict with that purport if
it comes to it that Moksa can be attained by disparagement of
the Lord and defiance of His authority.

Moreover. as between bare statements without supporting
reason and others backed by Sound reasons, the latter are
naturally stronger and have to be accepted as decisive of import
in cases of doubt or conflict. Such supporting reasons have
been indicated earlier in respect of the position that harted of
God is fraught with 'serious consequences.” Texts with such

18. See Mb/z. 'XII. 356.5-7 and the passage from Sandilya
éékha cited- earlier and the implications of the words

avyaya. vibudhas‘restha, Puskarawisfarddya. etc, in them.
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depends for what it is, how it is, why if is so and what it is
constituted to achieve, on the immanent and energizing presence
in it of the Supreme Lord—on the lines of the explanations
of earlier propositions of bare identity, given to ‘Raso aham’
and others?“ (VII. 7 ff)

‘Kratus’ are entire sacrifices like Jyotistoma together with
their ancillaries. ‘Yajfia’ is the main act of offering oblations
in propritiatiOn of particular deities therein. So we have
the explanation (of Yajfia) in the Kosa.

The Lord is ‘Gati’ or the goal of. seekers of moksa. So we
have it in the Visistha ss'tkhfi ol' Sfimaveda : “Why is He called
‘Gati’? Brahman is ‘gati’ as it is attained by those free from sin.
'Saksi’ is one who perceives everything immediately so We have
it in the Ra's/(alas‘fikha : (“Why is He called Silks”) He

sees the world directly. Therein lies the Saksin’s being the
the Séksi”.

‘éaranam’ is refuge to all those in the fearful grip of
transmigration. This includes the released souls also—as may

23.‘The Lord is Kratu and Yajfia in the inmost esOteric

etymological sense of these words—viz. Krtisvarfipatvdt
kraluh, yfijvarvdt yajfiah. The full semantic and etymo-
logical correlation of all the thirtynine terms cited in
verses 1619 has been propounded, with deep philosophical
insight, by M. in his Gitd-Tfilparyato which further
attention is invited.

W WWWFL lawman Ha: I mater stem?! waits.

qflfltfii answer. an Wtfififiiilfiqfiml saiimii as: I
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be seen from the text “The Supreme goal to be reached”. The
same idea is voiced by another Sruti—“Narayana the highest
principle. to be known the Ruler of the cosmos. the great goal'
(Nardyanopanisad XI. 3.). He is ‘nidhanam’ (the foundation)
in whom at the time of universal destruction (by Pralaya) the
whole World is merged and deposited in Him by Prakrti. So
we read in the Rgvea'akhila : “During the great deluge, I
perceived by insight all the world deposited by Maya (Prakrti)
in the Visvakarman (all-creator)”

‘Sat’ is the generic term for all effects and ‘asat’ for their
cause. The Kosa explains these two terms in these senses.
“The effect is termed ‘Sat’ by the wise as its from is manifes-
ted and the cause is termed.‘asat’ as its from and linea-
ments are not manifested. The Mahabharata24 says: “The
world partakes of the nature of sat (effecr) and asat (cause)
in the sense defined. The Lord is, therefore, above and
beyond these two states of finite life.”

Ix. 20-22 These three verses bring out the important
point that tho’ the same Lord is the receiver and enjoyer of
the subtle essence of all the good karmas (sarabhokta) as
pointed outin IX.- 24 there15 avltal differencein the manner
of worship sincerely offered by Traividyas and by the Mahatmas
and their reward.

Verses 20~2l describe the limitations of the Traividya form
of- worship which by implication makes it clear how the
Bhagavata-t‘orm of worship and dedication of karma is more

24 ‘aiaa; (fiat a use} Hana: not?!
The same text has been quoted by M. as from the Bhdgw
vata also in GB XI. 37.
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mind, are ‘Ananyas’——(exclusive devotees). They enter Him”.
The Maksadharma (X[1.323.l9) also tells us that the Lord’s
essential form (mandala) is perceived with deep love (mm)

by reason of its effulgence (prabhd) by those who have become
fully attuned to Him by remaining His Ekantabhaktas for
ages”.

[X.23. If the Lord’s enjoyment of the subtle fruits of
dedicated Kaunas performed by Traividyas and Bhagavatas
is uniform. their rewards too should be uniform in principle.
If they are not, the veracity of the statement that the Lord is
the Sirabhoktfi of all karmas. whether dedicated to Him
knowingly or unknowingly, is called into question. This
difficulty is solved here.

Tho' the Lord remains the ultimate enjOyer of all the
dedicated Karmas. the difference in the reward of such enjoy-
ment between Traividyas and Bhagavatas (or Mahatmas) is due
to the distinguishing fact that the Traividyas’ dedication is
“not in proper form” (avidhipfirvakam) as the Lord is not given
the first place therein but comes in only last, after the preli-
minary dedication has—been made by Traividyas to the other
gods (like Indraor Varuna) which is simply unthinkable in the
case of Ekantabhaktas or Bhagavatas.27

26 'aiwtfifinan at {a mime amen 553a.

amines: :fa fiesta I (J)

27. Readzg
afiwa‘dsfi umfimfifisfi Whitfield WSW
"€13 (Gita mm)
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IX. 24. This point is made crystal clear by giving the
significant reason that the Traividyas fail to take note of the
Lord’s primacy and do not know Him fully and in truth.
Hence, they miss the main fruit of their dedicated karma.

DC: 25. The variation in the fruits is fully, explained with
reference to different kinds of worshippers.

IX. 26. This verse allays the fear that the Lord on
account of His extraordinary greatness will not be easily
accessible to the feeble and the poor in resources. It assures
that He accepts whatever is devoutly offered to Him, even if
it be a leaf or a flower or a handful of water. But the leaf or
other offerings should not be such as have been tabooed, as
according to the Varfiha para/ya such offerings entail an offence.

The purport of this verse is not that God insists on some
material offering to Him as a precondition of His worship,
What is really meant is that He is pleased with sinceredevotion.
So the Mahabharata (.i. l. 1 ) says : “The Lord who is dear to
the devotee and adored by all the'w'orlds”. AlsoL—“the sole
means ;ofinan’s realising his highest good lies in iekantabhakti
or undivided devotion to. Govinda which consists in being able
to see His presence as Ruler (mind). everywhere and-in all
things” ('Bh'ag. VIII. 7,55)

1X. 27. Therefore; whatever you'do'. ’or- ‘give. first offer
it to Me in all sincerity. (This is said by way of extension of
a general principle to specific cases and is not, therefore.
redundant).

IX. 29. If the Lord is interested in His devotees to the
extent mentioned in IX. 22, He may very likely be showing
favor to one with very little Bhakti and causing more suffering
to another who is only slightly antagonistic to Him-—
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Such a contingency is set aside by the Lord’s statement—
“I am equally fair to all beings” (This cryptic statement means
He is impartial to all. In other words. there is none whom
God cherishes more than his devotion merits and none whom
he chastises out of proportion to his offences).

If so, Bhakti will be sterile. The words ‘Na me dvesyo
asti na pr‘iynh', taken literally. will render all devotion to Him
pointless.

Such misgivings are set at rest by the words “those who
worship Me are in me and I am in them”. That is to say, they
are under My control and I am at their call. The Paifigi khz'la

says : “The Lord is ever at the call of those who worship Him
and they are in His power”. No doubt, they are always under
His authority and control. The difference between ‘being or
not being-under His control’ lies in being under His control
with a living realization of that fact or being without any such
vivid awareness of it as were Uddhava and others on the one
hand and'gisupéla and others, on the other. This has been
stated in the same source: “One'who' is under the Lord’s
control 'with'out being-alive toitacomes-over again under His
control -with full censciousnessof the fact. by. meditating on
Him.”

IX. 30. This eulogises the potency of Bhakti. It is not
intended to be suggested that sublime devotion to the Lord can
coexist with grave moral lapses in life. The .true meaning is :

“For the most part, a true devotee of the Lord will seldom be
given to_ misconduct. Yet sometimee. in consequence of
surplus merit (puma) earned out-of-proportion to one’s
deserts. one may overeach His province and while doint so,
commit a'transgression of dharma. Such a one should be
deemed to he basically good,for he shall soon revert to dharma.
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The Bhagavata emphasises that reprehensible conduct does
not go together with supreme devotion to the Lord, when it
says : “Devotion to the Lord grows in intensity and leads to
non-attachment to worldly things”. (111.5.13).

Referring to the importance of good conduct as the means
of acquiring Jfiana, the Moksadharma says: “0 Lord of the
worlds, [have read the Vedas, performed penances and have
never uttered lies. I worship the Gurus unfailingly and have
never betrayed other’s confidences. I haVe restrained the four
members as laid down in the §fistras. My attitude towards
friends and foes has been impartial. Having cleansed my mind
by these means. Iserve the Lord with all my heart. taking
refuge in Him. Still, Iwonder how I have not been able to
perceive Him”. (Mbh. x11.343.3-5).

' '

Absense of supreme devotion to the Lord is natural in the
absence of true knowledge. So it has been said in the Gautama-
khila “Without inana there can be no Bhakti and without
Bhakti there can be no Jfiéna”.‘39

The B/zdgavata (X1142) has it—“The true devotee experi-
ences love of his own Bimbarfipa of the Lord. mama and non-
attachment to external possessions like the body—all these three
at the same time (as a man who takes his food feels relish. nour-
ishment and relief from hunger—all together. with each' morsel
taken) and attains complete satisfaction when the quantum is
reached”.

’ _-———=>o)<>———
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This Adhyaya deals with the Lord’ 5 Vibhfitis for purpo-
ses of meditation on them by higher orders of Adhikarins and
His having endowed certain Tattvas like Buddhi and Jfiana and
the Patriarchs like the Manus and the Saptarsis, with super—
excellent powers.

X.1. ‘priyamanaya’ suggests that Arjuna will be immensely
pleased and enlightened after hearing about these aspects of
Divine Majesty.

l. Vibhfitirflpas are not to be confounded with the various
historical and mythological persons and mighty heavenly or
terrestrial objects like the Sun and the Moon, mountains
like Meru and the Himalayas, sacred rivers like Ganga and

so on, as such, as commonly understood by most of the com-
mentators’ancient and modern. M’s Bhdsya and GT give
us a deep insight into the subject of Vibhfitls. Apart from
conveying the sense Vis'itabhavanum applicable to the Avatar-
Form of the Lord like Rama, Krsna. Kapila and V-yasa(called -

Pratyaksa or visible): Vibhfitis includethe hidden (tiroht'ta)
forrns of the Lord by virtue of whose presence in: persons
and things in the world the latter come to be invested with
exceptional merit, status or distinction within their own
class or kind as a whole or a part of it :

ilqt ficgaeqmi 6&9:qung l

fifireaér eerie: {met fimremfi an? a u GT

For further discussion of the topic see Dr.- S. K. Bhavan-is‘
Bhagavad Gita and Its Classical Commentaries—A Critical
Study—Chap. XI. The work is awaiting publication.
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the Bhasya). The negation is implicit in the wording of verse
32 (ajam anda’im).

X.3. ‘Anadi’ means the Prime Mover (11710103 and the
originating source (fidib) of all.

g

X.4-5. The Lord’s causality with reference to all else is

elucidated by varses 4 and 5.

‘Buddhi’ is the discriminating faculty ofright and wrong.
The Kosa says “Jfianam signifies intellection and buddhi
resolution as to what is right and wrong. Dam: is sense
control and s’ama is being fully attuned to Paramfitman. as
stated in the Bhfigavata (XI.19,17). ‘Tusti' is the sense of
‘enough’ (and want no more)” in regard to material enjoyments.

X.6. The primogenial (pfirve) seven sages of the first
Manvnntara (meant here) are Marici. Atri, Angiras, Pulastyay
Pulaha, Kratu and Vasistha the lustrous. as given in the
Moksaa’harma (XII.343,30). It is these seven who are referred
to by the unqualified epithet of Saptarsis, in all the Purénas.

The four Manus are the first four beginning with
Svayambhuva4 (and not the future ones presiding ovar coming

3. assailaowier was: was I (J)

The idea of the Lord being the prime mover of all is part of
His prabhdva and is, therefore. made explicit by way of
auuvdda.

4- There are fourteen Manus in all, each presiding over one
Manvantara. One complete rotation of 14 Manvantaras
isaBrahmakalpa. The current Manvantara is of Vaivas-
vata to be followed by those of Savarni, Daksasavarna,
Brahmasavarna, Dharmasavarna, Rudrasavarna and
others. Svayambhuva is the first Mann followed by
Svarocisa, Uttama, Tapasa. Raivata, Caksusa and
VaiVasvata.
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X.16-l6. ‘Vibhfitayah’ denote, various Forms (rfipéni)
of the Lord12 (as defined in fn. l.)

X.18. Janardana means the Lord who is never born
and leads souls to transmigration.13 So it has been stated in
the Bdhhravya s’dkhd : “He exists from time immemorial.. He
is Janardana, for He remains for ever, He was not born, He
leads mortals thro’ transmigration.”

X.21. (It should be borne in mind that the Vibhfitirfipas
of the Lord referred to in the following verses are of two kinds
—-the Pratyaksa or patent and the n'rohz'ta or latent ones. The
Vibhuti-rfipas such as Visnu, Kapila, Rama,_ Vasudeva and
Vyasa are the visible froms ofthe Lord while the Vibhfitirfipas
present in persons and objects like Dhanafijaya, Yama,*Air5-
vata, Jahnavi are the Tirohita-rfipas. This key to the subject
will enable one to understand the deeper aspects of the Lord’s
Majesty).

The Lord is ‘Visnu’ because He is all-pervasive and has
entered into all created beings. The grammrians cite the
root meanings as vis'——to pervade, viS—to enter. Visnu can
be derived from other roots also such as ‘Vt’ to_,move, ‘Vasf’ to
desire and so forthas elucidated in the following verses of the
Moksadharma “I am ‘Visnu’ the means of movement'of all
creation and of Brahma and others. 0 Bharata, Heaven and
earth are pervaded by Me. Great is my lustre. I am present
in the ‘adhibhfita tattvas’ and desire their creation (tadt'c-
chum.” I have taken the three strides. For all these reasons
I am called ‘Visnuf— (Mb/1. XII.350.43)

12. a strata {n era: (as: qrfaqrahsa [£3 sadism) ariafc’t

manta [dart] slit 3135: l aaataraéw was: I
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It should not be supposed from the general terms of the
pronouncement in verse 41 Cd that all Vibhfitirfipas are but an
ams‘a ofthe Lord. The forms such as Visnu, Kapila and others
are the same as the Lord Himself. The others have in them
but a lustrous part (amia) of the Lordi So says the Paingikhila :

“The others Jivas. the gods Garuda, Ananta and Brahma
(Visesarab) Rudra, King Ptrhu, Indra and other gods the
Rajanyas carry an ums‘a of the Lord. Krsna (son of Dharma)
Vye'tsa. Rama and Yédava—Krsna, Bhérgava—Rétma, Kapila,
Yaj‘fia and others are wholly the Lord Himself (Ams’i i. e.
svayam em). The Gamamakhila also confirms this saying:
Bhérgava-Rama, Désarathi Réma, Krsna and others are
(wholly) the Lord Himself. The others (Jivas) carry as amta
of His.

The Bhdgavata Parana after depicting the Rsis and others

as carrying but an ams’a of the Lord (1.3.27) describes the
other forms of the Lord such as Varéha (Nrsimha, Vémana)

as the “Lord’s own intrinsic aspects” (svfims‘akalfih). when it

says “The Rsis, Menus. Devas and the valorous sons of the
Manus along with’t-he Praja'tpatis are all “kalés”—as it were18

(i.e. by way ofa courtesy referencels. The self-aspected Kalés
svémsekalis) of the Lord (already mentioned stich as Varaha,
Narésimha and others) ere indeed (tn) identical with the

18. 556133 5561, a min I (J)

18. This interpretation follows by implication from the distin-
ction drawn between “Kalah” and Svéméakaléh” in the text
of the Bhégavata.
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Supreme Penson, who abstracts the world in Pralaya (Krsna).19
The particle “tu” in K‘rsgzaslu blmgavcin svayam (Bhag. i, 3, 28) is
used here for emphetic iteration (and not for drawing acontrast),
Thedistinction sought to be made by some commentators on
the Bhagavata‘lo that Varaha. Nrsimha and other Avataras of
the Lord mentioned before are only His Amsas (partial aspects)
while Kraut—Avatar is alone the full-fledged, complete. undivided
whole (Amsi) 2‘ is not authenticated ariywlwre else. “Amsatva”
has been equally ascribed to the Krsna-Avatar in the well-known
passage—“He (Mt‘llarfipa-Visnu) pulled out two of His hairs,
the white and the black” ( Visnu Puréna V.l.59)

19. J. points out here that “Krsna” stands for the Mikarups of
the Lord (Narayana) in passages like:

3“? n‘ififiefi sham}; l (Mbh. XII 13. 64)Cf. alsoqg‘a
(sch mater mils I @a and semifinals, ‘gztsm’ {fa

an stimulants I

(C. of Panghri Srinivasacarya)
20. such a View prevails in a section of the followers of

Caitanya, Founder of the Bengal school of Vaisnavism. In
our times, SriPrabhu Pada folinder of the ISKCON motle-

ment has
'

given a fresh
'

impetus to this view; which is
~ 'being vigorously popularised by his American disciples.

They have héi‘v‘ever to answer the textual objections raised
by Madhva against such an interpretation of “Krsnastu
bhagavan Svayam” in the text of the Bhagavata on grounds
of absence of syntactic connection and grammatical concord
between the sentence “Krsnastu bhagavfin swayam” and the
immediately following predicate in the next line Mrdayanti’
in the plural. ‘

21. See P. 225.
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Moreover in the other interpretation of.“Krsnastu bhagavan
svayam” (i,3,28) the plural verb ‘mrdayanti’ (they protect the
world harassed by the enemies of Indra) in the next line will
no; agree with its subject in the singular. We cannot isolate
“Krsnastu bhagavan svayam” from “Ete svamsakalah pumsah”
(in the first quarter) and treat “Krsnastu bhagavan svayam”
a: a parenthesis or an independent proposition by itself to
overcome the difficulty of lack of agreement in number between
the subject and the predicate and make the other Avataras
like Varaha, Narasimha, Vamana, referred to some verses
earlier, the subject of mrdayanri in i,3,28. In an integral text
where continuity of thought between its parts appears to be
broken by the intrusion of an unconnected topic between them.
it is nowhere observed that the distinctive activity ascribed to
the subject of the secondpart is allowed to be extended to the

21. This brings out the truth that there is no distinction of
power or status between the part and the whole, Mfilarfipa
and Avatara, Amsa and Amsi in the person of Godhead.
Read Madhva’s forthright pronouncement on this point
with particular reference to the Krsna-avatar in relation
to the Mfilarfipa—

mat Starfish we aanaufifi era: I

fiat ecufiw $501331 anathema I

affiat état attain firm: Masai IE ll

(Anuvyakhyana on B. S. i, l, adhi. 6)

21. Fl um Sings—(En, {shtwam afi-wfiaitwnat em gather I

(M03)
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have dwelt on them. The Jig-Veda Khila also lays stress on the

importance of detailed knowledge of the Lord’s nature and

attributes, when it says: “Who can expect to be saved from

bondage without a knowledge of the Lord’s plenary attributes”?
In fact, the Lord lays emphasis in “you” in addressing Arjuna
to pinpoint the fact that he (Arjuna) is an Adhikari‘ fit to
receive immense benefit thro’ detailed knowledge of the Lord's
majesty. The use of “kim” for the purpose of processing the
benefits of a given truth by contrast is common enough in the
saying — “If passions and hate persist. what .is the use of
penance ? If the two are not there, what is there to be achieved
by penance”23 ?

The importance of perceivingthe Lord everywhere and in all
things as compared with perceiving Him only in a fewplaces or
loci can be seen from His own‘pronouncement“He who perceives
Me in all places” in which the fruit of such knowledge is held
out that the Lord never fails such a devotee and stands by Him.

———:5m3:>——-—-

23. {mail ale mat EMF" fit mailman I

mail slinmataqarfiafitfiaan
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The contemplationof the Lord’s All. pervasive Form has
been concisely indicated towards the close of the last chapter.
As such a concise statement will not be enough for contempla-
tion the present Adhyz'tya enlarges upon its real nature1 (by way
of rehearsal of what had been showu to Arjuna).

XI. 4. The word ‘Prabhu’ (all-powerful) signifies that it
is your extraordinary power which will make it possible for
me to perceive even the supersensuous Visvarfipa-form. A text
from the Moksadharma ( ) speaks thus of the Lord’s
unexcelled powers “There is no being other than the Supreme
Eternal Purusa who is all-powerful”. The Koéa also has it that
the words ‘Prabhu’ ‘isa’ and ‘Samartha' are synonymous.

XI. 9. The Lord is called Hari as He receives the obla-
tions offered in all sacrifices. “I am Hari as I take the oblations
offered to the accompaniment of mantras known as idfi
from the abbdes of householders (gr/12.514). My color is transcen-
dental green (Moksadharma. XII. 352.1)

XI. 11. ‘Sarvascaryamaya’ signifies that the Lord is an
embodiment of all the marvels of all the Worlds.

X1 .12—15. The word ‘thousand’(Xl.12)stands for ‘countless’.
That is also more by way of conveying an idea(however faint) of
Divine splendour, as in saying Rama is valorouslike Indraf So

we read in .Rgrec/akhilu : “ The powers, valor and effulgence of
the Supreme Being are all of them unlimited. Its radiance is

far beyond that of any luminary”. This statement of the Sruti

1. This is to dispel the notion that the “Viévarfipa” was created

for the nonce out of the stuff of Maya and wound up
afterwards.
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is more authoritative than other descriptions as (in Gita XI.12)
apparently setting a limit to them—which will be repugnant
to the supreme Purport of Srutis (consisting in the super-
excellence of the Lord). In the light of that fact, it will serve no
purpose to set any limit to anyof the attributes of the Lord by
taking such descriptions as in Gin? XI.12,I in their literal sense.

Xl.l6. The word ‘aneka’ (many) likewise denotes ‘count;
less’. Arjuna hims’elfis going to refer to the Lord’s countless
arms (XI.19) and the Lord to His hands and feet everywhere.
(XIII. 14.) The .Rgvedakhi/a says “The One Supreme Lord
creating heaven and earth has His eyes, faces, arms and feet
everywhere with His main arms and others resembling wings,
He impels (Agni and other) beings to activity? The Yajur-
veda3 also says the same thing.

The term “Visva’”1 (in Vis’vatas’ calcsulh etc.) denotes
“countless”. The Kos’a also gives the words sarvam, samastam,
vis'vam and pit-tram as synonyms. The Bdhhratya s'fikhd also

says: “The Lord who has countless hands. countless feet,
countless forms and faces in One”. The reference to His immen—

sity of dimension is consistent with His having unlimited
‘mahatva’ constituting His essence. Otherwise, the Lord’s

2. ‘mt’---§rastfinizfini’tftfi nanifiami: I

afifigqeessm Tfiqlfifififilgl Brawn afisfiw‘i: I (C9“‘-)

3. death mmafiatfi: I (J)
maiafiaslaiaater | (CW,

4. The suffix tah in Vis’vatah in the Sruti is to be understood
in the nominative - sense W313i 3%; | (J)
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description of Himself as being without anything that has a
beginning. such as bodies, organs ......... (XIII.13) will be
lncongruous5.

‘Anantarfipa’ occurs in XI.16 and XI.38. In one place it
meens “having countless forms”. In another it means having
forms which are unlimited by space and time. Both these ideas

are authenticated as in the following passages ofthe Yajurveda ;

“That which is vaster than Mahat, the one unmanifest with
countless forms". Since the Avyaktatattva is itself Unlimited and
therefore vast in dimension. the Supreme Brahma which
pervades it must be necessarily unlimited. The spatial unlimi-
tedness of Avyakta has the support of the following text from
the A'dz‘tya Parana: “The Avyaktatattwa (Pradhana) stands
completely pervading the Mahat tattva.” There is no limit to
this Avyakta which is a Pratikay as it were, of the Supreme and
there is no limit to its effects in number. Each one of these
countless forms is in its turn countless and of unlimited
pervasion. Such is the mystery of the Divine Forms.” This is
supported by the Rgvedakhila which says: “The Lord's Forms
are countless. of the essence of knowledge and bliss and
without any exclusive limitations of size” (of anutva or
mahatva). We also read in Chan. Up.: “As much indeed as
this all-luminous Akasa (Supreme Being) pervading external
space is in the heart, so much is He within the heart-lotus. Both
the freed and the bound Devas of heaven and earth ‘of Agni and
Véyu, the Sun and the Moon are contained in it”. (VIII.l.3)

5. ‘atatfiast at Hamil ‘aé‘tmset fish’ {fit titan—east

asiaarqraaraieéa ‘ac‘te: WEE" marquees:
fit i (c)
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“The wives ofKa'tliya seeing his hoods sagging with the injuries
inflicted by the hard kicks "administered by the excessive weight
of the heels of Lord Krsna who carries the whole world in his
belly.. ’ (Bhdgavata X.16.31). All this is not illogical. The
Vt's'mt Purdna ( ) says about them : ‘One
should not venture to explain with the aid of mere reason the
intrinsic natures of things which defy logical explanation’.
The Sruti also says : ‘The doctrine of Brahman cannot be set
aside by dry reasoning’ (Kafka Up. 1.2.9). Objections brought
forward on the analogy of ordinaryexperiencecannot be applied
to the mystery of the Divine nature and attributes. They have
to be disarmed in deference to the supreme purporttmahdtdt.
paryal of the Srutis in respect of the mystery underlying the
Divine nature and its attributes and their transcendingempirical
logic and with due regard to the superior validity of texts
ascribing apparently contradictory character and attributes to
the Divine Being Not to do so would be as absurd as danying
the existence of a pot established by Pramanas, on the frivolous
ground that no such entity is experienced.

1n matters falling within ordinary experience, contradiction
or absence of contradiction is accepted in the light ofestablished
facts. where no question of Acintyasakti is involved. The Jdbdla
lc/rila-iruti puts it all in a nutshell : ‘In the Supreme Being
there exist attributes known and- unknown thro §rutis, including
those emprically supposed to be mutually. incompatible (like
anutva and mahatva). There are no imperfections in the
Supreme—heard or unheard of. They are merely supposed to be

in Him by the ignorant. This is the settled position in regard
to Isvara”.
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Elsewhere. the disposition of good and bad qualities, given
by valid means of proof, should be understood in accordance
with the order of merit of persons.6

The words ‘I see neither the middle’7 (XI. 16c) used by
Arjuna sets aside [he notion that the Lord’s aparicchinnatva (of
parimdna) is not to be taken as substantial/y true. Otherwise,
suchareference would be unnecessary as it would naturally
follow from the denial of a beginning and an end, there. that
He has no intermediate state.

‘Visvarfipa’ means one whose Forms are all infinite (pfirna).
The Sandilya s‘fikhfi proclaims. 'His Form is infinite in dimen-
sion, because it is not liable to diminution. Therefore. He is

of endless Forms which do not perish’.

XI. 17. The description of the Lord as the immeasu-
rable one’ (aprameya) is to correct the impression likely to be
created by comparing His lustre to those ofthe blazing fire and
the Sun.

XI. 19. The term Sadisfiryanetram (whose eyes are the
Sun and the Moon) should also be interpreted in the sense of
the other identifications as “I am the sacrifice (IX. 16). The
Rg Vedakhila says, in this connection “The various gods are

6. a: margarita merged, ewe, mails GREENE l

“is emerges gmreqeafilfi I (J)

7. nannies: newfimaqqfifmataifiaa (c)
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all born from different parts of His body. For this reason
sages praise them as those limbs8 (on which they depend).9
Their intrinsic difference from the Lord is, however, clear from
other texts like “The. ,Moon was born from His _--mind, the Sun
from His eye” (RV. x. 90.13).

V" "

As the Devas have several forms,- it does not contradict
the position that irrespective oftheir having their genesis at
different times from different limbs ofthe Lord they are always
dependent on the Lord in every one of their genesis.10

XI. 20. The term ekah (one) in the statement—“the space
between heaven and earth is filled by you with one form’ is not
redundant. Its propose is to make clear that with one Form
the Lord pervades the entire space between heaven and earth,
while at the same time‘He is all-pervasive with many Forms,
tho' He is One in essence. This has been explained in the
Vfiruzza .S‘ruri.

I

It will be remembered that the Lord Himself has promised
to Arjuna that He will be revealing many Forms of His to him.
The words “father and mother (mardpitarau) in. the Vfiruzza
Srtzti refer to heaven and earth, as established by other refer-

8. J. explains that the term ‘radm'zga' in the Sruti is used with-
out the appropriate case suffix (aribhakriknnirdes‘a) or as'
a vocative.

9. amaawéaiwtmffiafia at mates: 1' (n
It) For example, in the Sruti the moon is said to have been

generated from the Lord’s mind and depending on it. while
in the Gitd it is‘said to abide in His eye. Elsewhere the
Sun and the Moon are said to abide in His molars.
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ences like “Let not the mother earth expose me to evil thoughts
( ). Let our Father, Heaven, be a source of
happiness to us (RV. 1.90.7)

It should not be supposed from XI 20d that the Visvarfipa
Form is invariably terrifying to all, at all times. (It is so
only to some for some time due to special reasons). For
example, Nérada was not scared by it (See XI. 20d). The
Lord shows Himself in such afrightending aspect to some.
Vdruna sink/id says this of the Vis’varfipa: “Some are filled
with happiness at seeing the Form, some one else (eligible to
see it) is at first frightened by it but after getting used to it.
there is all contentment”.

It is not that all (are able to) see it actually (only Bhaktas
eligible for such a vision on account of their fitnesss~—the

words “the three worlds seeing the Viévarfipa” are spoken from
this point of view),

While having the desired vision of Visvarfipa, Arjuna is able
to see within the body of the universal Form other Adhikarins
who have been practising deep meditation in order to have a
vision of the Viévarfipa and their getting frightened by the
mental construct of it in their meditation. Seeing them, thus
frightened. it appears to Arjuna that like himself, they too are
actually perceiving the Visvarfipa directly and are frightened
by it. Arjuna is thus putting this experience of his in the
words : 11

1 t. fishes l'ét‘ttfifiéam qsfiiawr l

e'e fisfitfietsfi armaments: ll

um: 63a qr‘a‘ia Strait than: a‘tsfiser: l'

aénfifisr % g as tiller? aware I

ahmaimi‘ssnrm mama: ll

mm“ | (GT)
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Drsflddb/rutam rfipam ugram raredam
Lokarrayam pravyathiram Mahatma”

The Gautamakhila sums up the whole position as follows :—
“Such ofthe Adhikarins as are actually perceiving the Viéva-
rfipa do so in supreme delight. They are also perceiving at the
same time other Bhaktas who though not directly perceiving it
are yet frightened by their own mental construct of it in their
deep meditation. with their eyes and faces. focussed on it, as
if actually perceiving it”.

XI. 3]. The question “who are You 0 All-pervasive
One”? has been put by Arjuna to know some more cosmic
attributes ofthe Lord—just as a person who knows another by
his name and appearance may ask him who and what he is in
order to have more information about his work, lineage and
other matters. If Arjuna does not knoll: thelidentity and

greatness of the person he is talking to, he could not be
addressing Him as Visnu (X130) and as the Supreme Imperish-
able One (X1118).

XI. 32-33. The term‘kalah’ denotes all the cosmic at-
tributes of the Lord such as-the binding down the world and
destroying it, and His supreme intelligence. The Naighantukas
describe the root\/ kala as the, mythical kamadhenu capable Of

yielding all desired meanings ~—-suc11‘ as to bind down, to

destroy, to know and so on. (Kala with the sauffix an) Kalah.

And kéla is here used as an established synonyom for the
Supreme Lord. For, in the Moksadlmrma we find King Bali
bound by Visnu addressing the following: “0 Indra. You
brag of yourselfto me when 1am bound and held by the noose
ofkala. Kala is this Supreme Person this dark-colored one»
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who takes away from the World people whose life time is over.
He that awe—inspiring One has bound me down as one binds an
animal with a rope” (MoksadharmaXII. 234. 31-32). In the
Bhdgavara Purand (XI.15.15) the Lord Himself says : “Fixing
the citta upon Visnu whose Form is known as Kala one attains
the siddhi of isitvam”.

The expression “pra-vrddhah’ means (not increasing) but
being unlimited by space and time and being eternal and
beginningless. The participial termination “to” in ‘pravrddha’
is not to be construed inthe restricted sense ofthe past participle
but as extending to all the three periods of time in conformity
with the grautaprayoga: Rtam and Satyam' were born of the
ever-blazing light of the Supreme Intelligence” (RV.X-l90.l
and the other gruti “This great evenexisting Being” (

). That the Lord’s lustre and existence are eternal and
ever-lasting is confirmed by another S'ruti “Lord Visnu is

greater in effulgence than those of luminaries like the Sun,
limited in space and time. Hence this Ancient One has the
distinctive apellatiion of the Supreme Eft‘ulgence” (tvesarn)—
(RV.Vii.100.3).

“Pravrddhah” (XI.32)-does not. therefore. mean ‘increased

in powar or lustre’. ' For the Bhfigavara (XI.3.38) says “He is

neither born. nor grows nor is subject to death’.

“The Lord’s divine form is likewise not subject to increase

or decrease”, as stated in the Moksadharma ( )

The other Sruti text “He increases not either by karma, or
shrinks for want of it”(Brh'. up. IV. 4.23)showsthat intrinsically
He is all the more above increase and decrease.

-,
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“Here and now” (Xl.32) signifies that I have come to
specially destroy avery large number of combatants, directly
and at the same time. The expression apt in mm apt rte (also
excepting yourself) is .to include among survivors a few others
like Arjuna’s brothers and ASvatthama, Krpa and Krtavarman
from the Kaurava camp. The term ‘pratyanika’ (in the plural)
has accordingly to be understood in the sense of the many
battalions comprising the two contending armies.

X134. The special mention of Jayadratha by name (in
addition to Drona and Bhisma) is on account of the boon
obtained by Jayadratha’s father that whosoever lets Jayadra-
tha’s severed head fall on the ground shall have his own head
shattered to pieces, in consequence. Kama is specially mention-
ed because of his possessing a_ powerful

_
destructive missile

(s’akti) given to him by Indra, as a boon,

X136. The expression ‘sthdne’ (befitting) is to show that
what is going to be stated viz. that the whole world is delighted
with the glory of the Lord—is fo-rsooth appropriate.

The Lord is 'Hrsikesa’ because He is the source of the
delight. enlightement and stability of the world of beings as
the Antaryami (indwelling pr1nc1ple)1n Agni, the Moon and
the Sufi whose sparks and rays are produced by the hairs of the
indwelling Form of the Lord and depend on them. The
authority for holding the Sun and the Moon to be generated by
the Lord has been given under XI.19.

‘Hp’sikes’a’ also means the Ruler of the senses in the special
sense that He impels the knowledge and activity of beings
conducive to their advancement. The authority for this is to
be found in ‘who being present in Prana impels Prana to
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XI.42. “Ekah”fihere signifies the Lord as the soleindependent
unassisted doer ofall actions and who causes others to do
them.15 Such being the case, He deserves the utmost regard
and respect and veneration and ought not to "be treated with
discourtesy or indifference. Stilll have behaVed irreverently
towards You, for which I beg Your pardon — says Arjuna.

XLSO. Safijaya’s statement that after withdrawing His
Vis’varfipa, Krsna showed Arjuna “his OWn Form” (svakam
rfipam)is not intended to convey that the Visvarfipa is not the
Lord’s own Form(butsomething assumed by Maya). The statement
is merely by way of giving utterance to the mistaken impressiOn
of those who thought so.

The Visvarfipa too is as much the Lord’ 5 own Form (as the
Krsna—Form) as established by pramanas. These (authorities
have been set forth (by me in the concluding part of my comme-
ntary on Adhyéya II),

15- Read: Waterman; ‘2‘ m use: em: ‘s’ area: airfi-
qaei’tas: I aafiiamicr sass: mania ammfilsfi
“finish! I

( J . Prameyadipiké)
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In this Adhyz'lya the Lord explains the correct way to cont-
emplate Him after making it clear how His Upasana is superior
to that of the Avyaktatattva or Sri (Laksmi— the presiding deity
ofJada prakrti). As the topic of Avyaktopasanaserves to set—off

the supreme position of the Lord it is contributory to the theme
of this Sat/(a viz. the Lord’s Majesty,

The topic of Sritattvopasana discussed from XII.l. is relevant
because the meditation on Avyaktatattva or Sri is also found to ‘

be a means ofattaining Moksa, from several Sruti texts such as:
“Those devoted to Sri and have deep inward attachment to her
in their hearts attain immortality. Their aspirations are fulfilled
in the abode of the Milky ocean (R. V.1X.94.4)“Worshipping the
beginningless and endless Tattva (Avyakta) which is above Ma.
hat, one one is freed from the jaws ofdeath” (Katha. Up. i.3.15).

Here, the words“ab_.ove Mahat”has to betaken to refer to Avyak-
tatattva which is appropriately described as being immediately
above Mahat (The-Supreme Lord is referred to separately as the
Purusa who is beyond Avyakta i.3.ll). The z‘fgnives‘ya Sakhfi of
samaveda explicitly says—“Worshipping the Goddess Sri known
as Avyakta with devotion man is freed from all bondage”.

Tho’ the worship of and meditation on other deities has
been shown to be of limited reWard (in Gita VII. 23) an
exceptionally high position and status has been ascribed
to Sritattva in the following Sruti texts:- “The ever—youthful
(Yuvatilz) lady, wearing four braids of hair. matchless in
her beauty and with shining limbs (ghrtapratika) stands attir-

ed in intelligence (vayuminivaste) . The two Forms of the Supreme
Lord reside in her and shower their grace on Her to whom the
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gods pay their homage” (RV. X.ll4.3). Similarly the other Sruti
” The eternally youthful lady wearing four coiffeurs, brilliant
and beautiful is apparelled in beamingintelligence”(T.B.i.2. 1 .27)
In RV. (X.125) Sri proclaims her greatness as follows “I move
about attended by Rudras, Vasus, Adityas and. Visvedevas. I am
the resplendent one, unifier of the gods. the sanctifier of substa-
nces fit for sacrifice. I am present everywhere from time immem-
orial. Hence the gods instal me in many places, for worship and I
energise them. Whosoever eats food, whosoever perceives.breathes
and hears what is said to him does so by my power.The virtuous
ones are nearest to me. Hear the wellknown and trustworthy
fact that whomsoever [am pleased to elevate I make him a Rudra.
a Brahma or a wise Rsi. Idraw the bow to stay Rudra the
destroyer of creation (or the foe of Brahma). I bring forth Brahma
the creator of the world and place him at the head of the world-
My source is the Being in the diluvial waters ofthe ocaan. Beyond
heaven and the earth,I am of this (limited) measureofgreatness”.
(Ambhrni Sfikta). There is also the other Vedic text = “0 GO- dess
whoever earns your approbation becomes a Rsi or Brahma. By
your displeasure he forfeits his good fortune (Tait.tBr. X39)

In so far then as it appears from these texts that the warsihp.
and contemplation of S'ritattva is as much a means of attaining
release as the worship and contemplation of the Supreme Lord
and as it is not'easy to determine which of the two is the su. er.
ior among the Sadhakas who (are reported to) attain the same
goal of Moksa by going thro' either of the two paths of worship
(of Sritattva or the Supreme Lord), the uninitiated is apt to be
assailed by a genuine doubt in this regard. Arjuna is therefore
merely voicing such a natural doubt on behalf of the uninitiate
in order to get the correct position reviewed and reinforced by
further discussion.
12
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The expression “evam (XIIJ) refers to the Visvarfipa~form
as seen and heard of by the gods and the Rsis and the manner
of upftsana indicated in terms of Matkarmnkrn malparamab
(XII.55).»

‘Avyaktam’ (KILIC) is the Cetana-Prakrti of which the
Blzagavaro (111.26.10) says : “The Avyakta or Sentient Prakrti
which is the Abhimanini of Jada-Prakrti having the three
qualities (ofsattva, rnjas and tamas) is eternal, the abhimanini
of causes and effects in creation (sadamdarmakam), by herself
uncaused (avis’esnm) and. therefore. known’as ‘Pradhanam’ and
as producing the effects of Jada Prakrti known as ‘Prakrti’
(modifying pra-karoti iti).

'

This Cetana Prakrti is knows as Aksara in the Sruti “The

Supreme Brahman is beyond the Cetana Prakrti which is above
the Jada (Aksara) Prakrti (Mund. Up.ll.1.2.)

(It is wrong to equate Avyakta with the so called Nirguna
Brahman and assign Sri Krsna to a lower ’position as Saguna
Brahman as the commentary of Sankara has done). The
Supreme Brahman is certainly not some‘one'i'cliszerent from or
higher than “Bhagavan” (Sri Krsna) The Bhdgavata Puréna
(II.2.34)Idistinct-ly refers to Bhagavan vasudeva (Krsna) as the
universal Brahman. “At the end of the hundred years of
Brahma. the Anandamaya-Paramatmansports in His own Self
asthc indWeller of all (Sarvtitmaka) brimming with auspicious
attributes (brahma) bearing the name of Vasudeva”.

It has already been established towards the close of the
commentary on Adhy. II that the Supreme Brahman has a body
of its own consisting of the essence of bliss. The only correct
way of contemplation of the Supreme B. recognised by Sruti is
as one having a trans-empirical “Form” of its own as can be
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seen from the text beginning with the Words “The Supreme
Being having countless heads and eyes and feet” and concluding
with the promised reward of Moksa attaching to such

upasana with the words—“whoever knows Him in this manner
attains immortality, for there is no other means of Moksa”
(Purusasukta). The description of the Supreme B. as “Aditya-

varnam” (ofthe color of the Sun) cannot be lightly dimissed as a
mere mode of speech. There is the following in the Saukardyana
S’ruti of the Sdma Veda —— (ascribing a distinctive Form to the
Supreme B.) “Sthénu (Rudra). son of Brahma. approaching His
Sire said to him “which is to be meditated upon as helping one
to-cross the cyclegof births and as the being denoted by the
syllable ‘Om'. by Sadhakas cleansed of their sins and desiring
Moksa.’ How is the contemplation of that all-pervasive efful-

gence to be carried out (as sakara or Nirékara) ? Of what
description is that Being which has no physical components
from hairs to feet (alamapfidabfl. And Prajapati answered,
“The Lyrd Visnu is indeed the Savior (tizrakah) without
physical compbnents'from hairs to feet. I shall tell you how to
meditate on Him. He has countless heads. countless hues, of
golden hue, of reddish glow like the Sun or blue in color. He is
to be meditated upon in the heart as having eight arms. of
unlimited valo and power and as beginningless”.

We have seen that descriptions of B. as formlcss (arfipam)
are to be understood in terms of absence of empirical (Iaukika)
form.

1. > (Staten-atria) é’lalfiql'qflaaqill a fists"?! nah name: I

(J)
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Moreover, Arjuna’s question in XII.1 (and its answer)
relates two distinct beings as the object of meditation, in the
wording—“those who Worship You and those who worship
Aksara. the Avyakta” (Ye rvdm upasate. ye ca Avyaktam
upésate). According to gankara’s interpretation, the question
relates to the same Adhikarins who seek thro’ Sékara-upasana
to cleanse their minds and gradually to attain the Nirguna—B.

(Avyakta) thro’ Nirakaropasana. But the wording in the text
of the Gz'té refers to totally disconected Adhikarins (not
Adhikarins of the same Being going from one stage to another)?

XII.3-4. Let those who meditate ongYou be superior.
What is the reward (fruit) accruing to the others (who meditate
on AVyakta or Cetana-Prakrti) 7 The Lord answers this ques-
tion in ‘Ye tu’ (XII.3-4).

The Bhdgavata Purina refers to Maya (and its Abhimanini)
by these epithets: (By the power of) ‘that which is inaccessible
to inference’ (apramrkyar) and ‘is difficult to be fully defined'
(am‘rdeiydt) my feet have been severed” (i.l7.l9) The Supreme

2. Moreover, in the Advaitic view, the Sagunopésaka is
inferior to the Nirgunopasaka. But in utter defiance of
this the Lord’s answer to Arjuna’s query saying that those
who meditate on Him (the Saguna or Sakara) are superior
and greater knowars of Yoga” (XII, 2.) upsets the entire
logic of'Sarhkara’s interpretation. Read also :

it a "El a {irritant aar’ ‘nzirar an waaea’ sen-cit meat
seam, awmaamfiara atelier, it a arqerqssaari‘ar

armament gift?!“ ear I

(GT)
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B. has been referred to earlier by the term “daivam” in the
passage “some others hold the Lord to be the cause of my feet
being cut off” (i.17.18).3 The Kfigflyana s‘dklzfi of Sfima Veda

says : “At that time (of Pralaya) there was neither Sat nor Asat
i.e. neither the great elements (Akasa and Véya) nor the sub-
ordinate ones (Tejo-abanna). There was Tamas and everything
was enveloped by it. This Tamas is the unmanifest, ageless
fully indefinable-—the Prakrti”.

The Abhimanini of Prakt‘ti is all pervasive and inscrutable
in its nature. This has been stated in the Moksadlmrma :

“From the Abhimanini of eternal Bhavarfipajnana (s’fis‘vatatamas)

depending on the will and control of Naréyana, from the

unaging, the supersensuous Prakrti inaccessible to the mind,
the unborn, existing in Pralaya (asarydr) the amiable. the chief,
which acts in accordance with the Lord’s wish, the unopposed,
undecaying, undying form, that which has no physical body,
the all-pervasive, all-creating Cit-Prakrti the Purusa (fourfaced

Brahma) was born” Mbli. XII 351.6). The Manu Sml‘ll) “-5)
reads “In the beginnig this Prakrti was inactive as if slumbering
all over, unborn, inaccessible to perception, inferece and Sabda.
The Gitfi itself refers to Cit—Prakrti as Kfitastha and Aksara in
XV. 16. Kfilastha means being present in Avyakrta—Akééa
(as its presiding deity) The Rgvedakhila says : The Goddess
§ri being present in Avyakrta-Akééa is for that reason known
as ‘Kfitasthita’. The Gnu/advana-Sakhd of Sdma Veda reads ”The
Cit Prakrti is "all—pervasive. never dislodged from her permanent
place (in the heart of the Supreme) one in whom the cosmos is
rooted (vis'vagfi) the source of the world, one Without flaws”.

3. This is the speech of Dharma.
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XII . 5 . This verse answers the question how if Moksa is

attainable by the upasana of Sritattva also one should at all
accept the superiority of contemplation (of the Lord) to that of

Sri 7

That to which the meditation on Avyakta is the means is

verilv achieved with great difficulty4 “Gati” signifies the means
of approach (marga) . The consolidated meaning of XII . 5 Cd is

that the way to attain Me (the Supreme Being) thro’
Avyaktopasana is traversed with very great difficulty.

(XII.4 a‘b explains in what manner the approach to the
Supreme Lord'thro’ Avyakta is full of hardships. hinted at by
the expression ‘hi' in XII.5c).'

The direct envisioning (fipar-oks_]z(:m) of Avyaktatatva or
gri is impossible without intensive contemplation, absolute
sense control and uniformity of vision in respect of the Lord
(as spelt out under. V1. 29732) interesting oneself in what is
beneficial to all beings and such other prerequisites of right
conduct, right devotion to the Lord and other assets (sad/lana-

4. According to this interpretation of the words ‘Avyakta
gatih' the term ‘avyakta’ stands for the: upasana of avyakta
by extension of sense andin ‘gatih’ the suffix ‘ktin’is used
in the instrumental sense of being a means to something
else—win this case the contemplation of the Supreme Lord.
Ifgatilz is construed in‘ the accusative sense it would make
the attainment ofAvyakta itself the goal of its upésana-
But as the Lord Himself says in Xll.4 c that the AvyakI
topasakas attain Him. the phrase ‘avyakté gatih’ has to be
construed in terms of a “Laksitalaksana” as above.
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sandarbha). Without them there is no possibility of Avyakto-
pasakas earning the grace of the Lord. In other words even
with the envisioning of Sritattva, there is no possibility of the
Lord’s grace being attained without proper contemplation of
the Lord Himself?

The approach to contemplation of the Lord thro’ the
envisioning of Sritattva as a means thereof thus involves
greater hardship in that even without resorting to Avyakto-
pasana as a means those who contemplate on the Lord Himself
attain Moltsa more easily.6

Still the question about the other way of approach to the
contemplation and attainment of the Lord thro’ Avyaktopasana
has been raised by Arjuna in this context for this reason and

5. The statement Na tad rte Visnu'prasddult is, therefore, to
be construed in terms of an ' inseparable association
(ayogavyavacclzeda) that it can never be that envisioning of
Sri is not a means of attaining the Lord’s grace (But not
that no other thing is necessary to learn His grace—such as
contemplation .of'Him).

6." As J', points out towards the close of his C. on GB. XIII.6
M. in his C. on X11. 4 has made anticipatory mention of
some of the points made by the Lord in XII. 6-7. Read:

(I. GBt. XII. 6)

(mamas 135179 331331 flatmates eras-ashqfit
some siiéifit I attmlfinfiatatamm snag anath-
EM agfilfilfi I

(J. GBT. X11. 6)
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purpose that those who have envisioned VS'ritattva will find the
contemplation of the Lord very much easier (if/er that.

Nevertheless, the fact remains that the hardship is more
in trying to attain contemplation ofthc Lord thro' successful
contemplation and envisioning of Avyakta or Sritattva, in the
first instance, thro’ so much difficulty as has been pointed out
(in explaining X11. 4. ab—in so’far as one is bound to envision
the Supreme Lord Himself by putting forth the same in
tensity of effort or even less of it than is necessary in the other
case.

There is also the risk of Sritattva not being too pleased
even with one’s extremely intensive Upasana of Hereself if
there be any deficiency in respect of the other complementary
requisites of sense control and other matters.

The Lord’s own devotee, on the other hand, has this
advantage of the fulfilment of the auxiliary conditions being
rendered easy for him by the Lord’s own effort.7 In this way,
there lies greater hardship in the other way of approach to
the Lord thro’ Avyaktopasana. All this has been unmistakably
indicated by the Lord Himself in the textof the Gita in verses
All. 3, 4 and S'by the use of the prepositions ‘pari’ and ‘sam,
and the comparative suffix 'tara’ in respectof the words ‘upfisate
‘m'yamya’ and 'adhika, in connection with the meditation on
Avyakta or Sritattva.

7. as: affirmative mate-t ena— ‘Glfi' amen:
flifitfifll (IX. 307)

(Srim‘v dsa)
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in Moksadharma (XII. 221, 25) 'I always abide with those who
remain steadfast in Dharma. who are devoted to the supreme
Brahman, who always speak the truth and are humble9 and
bountiful’.

'

In point of truth,10the Being referred to as beyound ‘Mahat’
(in the commentary on XIILI) is the Supreme Lord Himself.
So it has been established with sound reasons in the Brahma-
sfitras (1.4.5-7)—~ “If it is contended that the Sruti speaks of
other things we say no ;for it is the omniscient Lord that is

spoken of by all the terms. ,And because the Upanisad deals
with the exposition as well as the question relating to the same

three topics”. This is also supported by the use of the
masculine prOnoun “tam” in Nicdyya tam (Katha. Up. i.3.15).

The A‘gnives’ya s’dkhd also clarifies the same point when it
says : “That which is above Mahat and everlasting. it is the
Supreme Lord invoked by all—that is described as being
beyond Mahat”.

It is not to be supposed that the very existance of Avyakta
(or Prakrti) as an ontological entity in Vedanta philosophy
has been denied by the Lord Himself in B.S.l.4.l. For its
existence has been well established by Himin the Mahabharata,
Bhagavata and other works. As for BS.1.4.I in which accord-
ing to some commentators he has denied the very principle of
Praki'ti —- (which then would automatically, rule out the

9. V. 1. WE, (Critical Edn.)

10. Read: 1% misfit: elemfl's'lialfii Wfi fila'fi'
fififlififil fitgfistfifila~ ‘HEaz’ 3i? 1 (J. GBT. XII. 5)
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Saukarfiyana §ruti also: What have they who worship and
meditate on the Supreme Person to wish for and expect to
receive from Avyakta and other deities?”

The Moksadharma (X-II.328-30) also says—“Of- the four
kinds ofMy devotees. the Ekantins are the foremost as they
are not devoted to any other deity (amnyaderaréb). I complete
their sadhanas in a special manner for these Ekantins; discharge
their karmas without expectation of any rewards (other .than
My pleasure)

XII. 12. Knowledge is better than contemplation12 with-
out it. Better than such knowledge13 without contemplation
is actual contemplation with knowledge. So it is stated in the
Anabhimlfina S'fikhd of Selma Veda-‘I‘Better thanmere'contempla?
tion is that informed by knowledge. .Therefore, Aparoksa'
ensuers after such contetrplation ard lhEl M(1<$2,5-

The statement in XII.12 that surrendering of the fruits of
karma is even better than Dhyana is to be interpreted more as

a laudation than as a statement of fact, Otherwise, how can
the Lord be telling Arjuna in'XlIJl ab ‘_‘[f you are not able to,
do even that much’F—ie to say doing you r. work for My . sake”
(XIIJO cd) “then surrender the fruit of, your action to Me”.
He has also stated in V.2 cd that Karmanga .or doing one’s
work with the sole object of pleasing the Lord by such work
excels the Other negative aspect of karnxasannyasa in terms of

12. As ‘abhyasa’ has been recommended to achieve Steadiness
ofrnind in X-II.9 it seems appropriate to‘ understand this
term in the sense of Dhyana as such, as has been done
by M.

13. Knowledge of the Lord to contemplate on Him and the
attributes of the Lord upon" which to contemplate as given
in VI.29.32 and further adverted to in XII.6-8.











SA'I‘KA III

ADHYAYA XIII—KSETRAKSETRAJNAYOGA

The third Satka is in the nature of a review and summary
of the preceding two. This Adhyaya is acondensed but co-
ordinated exposition of some of the main topics dealt with
before such as the means of Aparoksajfiana (elucidated in the
first six chapters) the object of this knowledge viz. the
Supreme Lord and His nature and attributes (elucidated in VII.
if) the nature of Ksetra (elucidated in VII. 4—5) and the
plurality of souls and their difference from the Lord (taught in
II. 12 ff).

X111. 4. ‘Yadvikari’ means the properties with which it
(the 'ksetra’) is endowed. ‘Yaraéca yat’ means “by which it
(the ksetra) is impelled to act" (yar)1”. “Sa ca yo” or “who He
5” refers to the prime mover of all to such activity (pravar-

takah):

1 ERIE! III-[does not carry the tame sense of “which from
which” or from which (cause) a given effect is born
(as in S.’s com.) as such a sense is already conveyed by the
words 'Yad‘vikari’ according to his own interpretation;
Moreover. it requires the importation of the predicate
“utpadyate” to complete the sense. Hence M. has given a
more insightful interpretation of “yat” as a present
participial form of the root Min “to move” which agrees so

well with following reference to So ca yo yatprablmvah—
viz. the Ksetrajiia or the Lord who indwells in all
and knows all about its composition and working.

14
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The words “Yatasca yat” are intended to show that the
ksetra is moved to its activity by the Lord while “sa ca yo”
brings out the essential characteristics of such 3 Being, There
is thus no overlapping of ideas between the two.

XIII. 5. Brahmasfitras are the well-known Siriraka
Séstra (of Badarayana).

XIII. 6. 7. Desire, aversion, pleasure, pain and others
are the vikfiras (modifications) and the preceding “Bhfimi,
5pc, anala” etc. are the ksetra.

XIII. 8. The reference to the absence of self-praise and
other assets is by way of indicating the means of attaining
Aparoksajiiana of the Lord whose greatness is going to be
expatiated upon from XIII. 12 to 17. ‘Dambha’ is projecting
a false image of one’s own greatness, The lexicon defines it so.
‘érjavam’ (rectitude) is consistency in thought, word and deed.

XIII. 9. ‘Sakti’ is attachment. The same when carried
to excess is ‘abhisvanga’ asnare. as defined in the lexicon.

XIII. ll. ‘Tattvajfianarthadarsanam’ signifies deeply
cogitating on the. purport of the Séstras 'In order to attain
Aparoksa.

-

XIII. 12. The words ‘Param Brahwa’ (Supreme B.) bring
up what has been predicated in “Sa ca Yah” (Ver. 4). The
remaining words describe the greatness of the Lord conveyed
by the words 'Yatprabhavah. (Ver. 4).

The compound ‘anfidimaz’ should be construed as a
negative Bahuvrihi meaning a Being which has no body, organs,
qualities or'activities which have a temporal beginning (tidi).2

2 aifi‘fiqtafimfiafia I a sea anfiafia Ina semifinal
await-L an?! iéfianmfialflfil (J)
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It Would betray an admission of incompetence in versification
with adequate power of expression on the part of the Gitacarya
to brush aside the suffix ‘mat’ in anfidimat as a mere verse-
filler3. Otherwise, the shorter form anddz' would have sufficed
and the metrical deficiency could have been made good in other
meaningful ways.

XIII. 14. ‘Sarvendriyugundbhdsam' signifies that (Lord)
who illuminates (db/1§Ja_vali) the power of all our sense organs,
making them capable of revealing to experience their respective
objectst’visayfih). The correct meaning of the other description
of B. as having no indriyar etc. (XIII. 14) has already been
made clear earlier (in the course of our th'tsya on Adhy.
II.verse 50).

3. As has been done by S. :—

arnrmgrii agaifitm amataiahsfi swim: mom}: I

(SUB-12). S. also quotes an earlier interpretation (pos-
sibly shared by Bhaskara whose C. beyond Adhy. IX. is
not extant), splitting the words as anfidi and matparam
which overcomes the redundancy of the matup-suffix.
Both S. and J. reject the interpretation of matparam
propounded by this unknown commentator who, however,
like them takes the Word “Brahma” to refer to the Supreme
Brahman. Curiously enough Ramanuja too follows the
unknown commentator mentioned by S. in splitting the
words into amidi and marparam but differs from S.
Bhaskara and Madhwa in holding that ‘brahtnan’ here
refers to the Jivétman. He does the same in other crucial
contexts also. Attention is invited in this connection to
my paper on Bhfiskara A Forgotten Commentator on the
Gitd, published in the [HQ IX. Calcutta, 1933.
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XIIIJQ. The virtues of aménitva etc. have been

given precedence of enumeration over the ‘Jfieyam’

(XIII.12-l7) to indicate the fact of their being subsumable in
the Vikdras of Prakrti, before passing on to the Jfieyam
(Brahman). The ‘prabhava’ or majesty of the Lord has been
described (beginning with XIII 12 cdl after enumerating'the
means of realisation partly because of the abundance of the
Lord’s Majesty and the intimate bearing of their knowledge on
the pursuit of Sidhanas by the seeker.

XIII. 20. The reference to Prakrti, Vikara and Purusas is not
irrelevant in this context. The interrelations between them are
briefly touched upon here (XIII.20-21) for the purpose of

elucidating the statement “Yatas’ca yat” (whence it derives its
impulsion to activity)——as it has been explained by us.4

4. The Lord's impulsion of all finite reality has been conveyed
by the words “Yatas‘ca yat”. This can be elucidated only
after His prabhdva has been made known. This again
presupposes the knowledge of the finite reality which is

subject to His im‘pulsionfilt consists of“Ksetra” with all its
ramifications into cit and cetya. For the term ksetra in

its broadest connotation includes both Prakrti and Purusas,
in whom the Lord indwells (as the etymology of the term
ksetra (ksfyate atra Bhagavatd iti ksetram) establishes.

Hence the term “Prakrti” includes the twentyfour tamas
beginning with Mahat. The term ‘Vikara' similarly com-
prehends the Sattva. rajas and tamo-gunas of Prakrti and
all their modifications come under the description of
vikaras.
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By‘gunas' here its properties of Sattva, rajas and tamas
are also understood. The vikaras and the three gunas have
been separately referred to in the text in order to make it
clear that the gunas which remain in a subtle state in- pralaya
put on a slight increment (upucayn) at the time of creation.
This is stated in the Madhuchandasa S'akba—“The three
gunas which partake of the nature of both effects and not
effects (Karyfikfirya) during the period of creation (in so far
as they do undergo ’a slight measure of increment (upacaya) as

compared with that of the Mahébhfitas, but which being so
slight is negligible and hencetreated as a/rfiryn).

III 20- 22. The physical body5 is termed karya. The
lexicon cmfirms this by saying “the body is known as ‘karya’
(effect)". The sence organs are designated as 'karnnani’.

'Bhoga’ presupposed in the term ‘bhoktr’Ut-a) consists

in the apperception of or in one’s being able to
directly intuit the states of pleasure and pain under
experience as occurring to one’s own self.- Such intuitive
correlation of experiencc to . one's own self is bhoga6
Only the soul which is of the essence of consciousness
(cidrfipa) is capable of such bhoga (and not ~Jada-Frakrti
or its modificatims, such as the antahkarann, WhiCh
is then supp ased to be mistakenly transferred to the Purusa. as
the Séfikh'ya system holds).

As the body and sense organs are products of Jada-Prakrti
thro’ self-modification (parinfima). this JadaoPrakrti is here

5. The term ‘Sarira’ applies to the subtle body also.
6. We: ram when: (aim) I
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spoken ofas‘the ‘agent' (kurfr) by way of courteSy (upacdra).
The BhfigavatuPurfina(IlI.27.9) supports this position when

it says “The learned ones hold the Cetana-Prakrti to be the
efficient cause of the coming into being of the phySiCul bodies,
the senses and the mind (kartr). They also hold the supreme
Being (Purusa) who transcends both the Jada and Cetana
Prakrtis to be the principal cause in making the Jivas experi-
enee the pleasures and miseries in life7.

XIII.23-24. Speak of the Lord who impels the ksetra to
activity (Yara.s"ca yar, as stated in XIII. T’.

The Lord is 'Upadrasta’ the exalted witness and ‘anumam‘é’
who deliberates and guides the soul in every one of its
activities.

In X111. 21 ca’ it is the individual soul which has been
referred to as implicated in participation in the experience of
pleasures and pains in life. But in ‘Prakrrimpurusam caiva...
ubhavapi’ (XIII 19) it should be understood that the Lord and
the individual self are both connoted by the very same word
(used once) by way of‘tantrd’_—device. Therefore, in XIII. 23

both are meant.

sarhkara construes the words ‘Ya cnam (evam) vetri
Purusam’ (XIII. 23) as proclaiming the Jivd'mtan’s identity with

7. The Vivrri of Raghavendra clarifies here that the part
played by Cit Prakrti in providing the selves with their
bodies and organs, which are the modifications of Jada
Prakrti, is comparatively more than what it is in enabling
them to enter into their experience of pleasure and pain of
life—where the Lord’s part is much more,
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the Lord" : This is against the supreme purport and governing
thought of all the gastras.

For the purport of all sastras is to expound the absolute
glory and greatness of the Lord. So says the Saulmrfiyana Srmi
“All Vedic pronouncements and nydyas embodied in the
Minrarhsa Sétstra of Brahman have the glory of the Lord as
their highest purport, which because of its vastness is (said to
be beyond the power of words to describe, in full. Not only do
the Srutis purportt‘ully ascribe countless transcendental attribu"
tes to the Lord (Visnu) but in the same breath predicate their
actual presence in Him. There is no overriding reason to set aside
this fact of the actual presence of such transcendental attributes
and glory in the Lord. Nothing contrary to theiMahatatparya
of scripture in respect of the Lord’s glory can be established by
either perception or even the Puranic texts because of conflict
with their own basic ground ofproof (upajivyapramdna) to which
they have to defer. before proceeding further. And inference by
its very nature can' give rise to kno‘wledge which is comparati_
vely less powerful than perception or scripture”.

For this reason, the Mahétatparya of sruti in respect of the
Lord’s Supreme Majesty cannot be upset by any kind of
reasoning. The very reasoning by which it is sought to be made
out that the Lord’s glory is not afact, will on account of
UpajiVyapraménavirodhabe rendered fallacious. The glory of‘
the :Lord would thus remain true for ever as established by the
Vedas.

8. a set nae-a anemia: gut antennae msWfi
are a H 31211 inflamed I

(S. GB. XIII. 23).
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waking experience cannot be dismissed as unreal like a dream.10
as 'it shows the contradictory attribute of not being sublated
within our experience. We time no evidence to think that the
whole world is the outcome of the distorted fancy of some
mind or minds. On the contrary, enough evidence has been

cited by us in the course of our commentary on Gita II. 50

establishing the correct View that the finite world is real and

that it is inferior to the Lord and is dependent on Him.

As for certain descriptions in the Puranas representing
the world, sometimes, as a passing dream, they should be
understood figuratively, as explained in the Ayfisya s‘fiklrfi of
the Sama Veda—“The world is said to be verily a dream on
account of its fleeting nature, its impermanence and susceptibi-
lity to change. But it is not a myth. as it is not contradicted in

our experience”.

We shall now dispose of another objection to the transcen-
dental majesty of God being the highest purport of the Srutis—
Can it not be that it is groundless to accept the. glory of God
as beingitr‘uet For. the Stutis—counsel meditation on Him“
as one"s"'0wn self~or what is known as Ahamgrahopg‘isané.
As the individual self possesses no transcendental glory what-
ever’: it stands to reason that the "Lord with whom he. is to be
identified in meditation cannot also be endowed with any such

10. Tho’ dreams are real according to Madhva’s Siddhanta
(See my BSPC Vol. III. Chap. 2-5. pp. 8-49) the reply
given here assuming the dream experiences to be unreal is
just a concession to the opponent’sview and partly also in
view of the fact that there is greater scope for misconcep-
tion in thenr (J).
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transcendental glory. How then could any one make so much
ado about the socalled glory of God being the indisputable
Mahétatparya of the firutis. compelling us to abandon the
doctrine ofthe Jivétman’s identity of essence with the Lord ?

The entire objection suffers from a total misconception of
what Ahamgrahopasana actually stands for, in the pristine
tradition ofthe Reis. It does not require us to contemplate
the Lord as being one with the Jiva, What is prescribed is the
meditation on the Jivétman as being one with the Lord. But
here one has to be wary. The oneness intended is not the
absolute unqualified oneness of essence (nirupfidhika). As
absolute identity between the two cannot be pressed in the face

ofUpajivyapramanavirodha as has already been shown, the
oneness envisaged by way of Ahamgrahopasana has to be
understood (figuratively) in terms or the Jivatman being a
dependent reality who owes his existence. activity and power
offunctioning, to the Lord—in other words, as standing in
the relation of a Pratibiniba to its Bimba. technically' symboli-I
cally and analogically Speaking.

This point has been fully established in the following text
of the Médhucchrmdasa §ruti 2—. “The sages speak of the Jiva’s
oneness with the Lord Visnu in virtue of his being a Pratibimba
of the Lord.” The. A-gm'ves‘ya .S‘run' also bears out the point
that Ahamgrahopfisanahas for its goal and rewardthe attainment
of similarity of form (Sérfipya) with the Lord : “There is no
doubt that the devotee who resorts to Ahamgrahopasana
attains within a very short time similarity and nearness to the
Lord”. The Vdmana Purina too defines Ahamgraha (knowing
as one’ s own self) in terms of the Jivatman's realising himself
as “I am His”(tarliy:z[1)—“[ b.4015 t) Him". Elsewhere also we
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read :“The Lord is known by Jivas as aservant knOWS the Master
—viz. as “I am He— in the sense of being absolutelyin His power
and not because of having any actual identity of essence(svatah)
with Him. The Jivas shall meditate on the Lord in terms of
his being the Lord’s servant and his Pratibimba. So it is said
in the A'gm‘ves‘ya §ruti ot‘ the Sima Veda “The Supreme Lord is

to be worshipped by the Jiva with the feeling “I am. His servant
and am He in virtue of being His Praribimba”.

The essence of a Pratibimba consists in complete dependence
for its being on the Bimba and bearing some degree of similarity
or resemblance to the Bimba.1

XIII. 24. ‘Safikhya’ here stands for the true knowledge of

the Lord’s nature and attributes as expounded in the Vedas

(and not the school of Kapila).

1. The figure of Pratibimba is applied by M. to describe the
Jivatman’s metaphysical relation to Brahman has certain
distinctive nuances of thought. Unlike the ordinary reflected

image of an object in a mirror it is not conditioned by an
external medium (upidhi) and is not. therefore, produced,
impermanent, or lifeless (Jada). The only point of
similarity between the two pratibinrbas is their similarity
in certain respects to the original and their complete
dependence on their Bimba for their existence. Unlike as
in Advaita philosophy. the Pratibimba is not identical
with or the same as the Bimba, but is a different entity
and a real one. See also my Philosophy of Sri Madhvdcfirya
Chapter—XXXVI.
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Each of the four successive stages leading to Aparoksa
is not to be understood to be capable of leading directly,
severally and exclusively of the others to Aparoksadaréana
of the Lord. In the logical order, the Niskamakarmayoglnfi
have to go thro’ s’ravagza, paroksajfidna, and dyhfina to attain
direct vision of the Lord (drsfl). In the same way, those who

have reached the second stage of gravakas have to acquire
PaFOKSajfianaand practise meditation to attain Aparoksa. The

Jninayogins similarly have to go thro' deep meditation. All
this has been stated in the Gaupavana S'rutz'; “The doer of
Niskama Karma in the end perceives the Lord after duly going

thro' the subsequent stages of hearing, knowing and meditating
on the Lord. The Srévakas too. similarly, shall see the Lord

only after getting knowledge and practising dhydna. The'

Jfianayogins(referred to in the Bhasya on Gité. III. 3)11 like-
wise perceive the Lord only after intense dhyana. Everyone in
any of the successive stages has to go thro’ all the other means.
Otherwise there is no possibility of direct vision of the Lord”.

Tho; all these means are to be combined (successively by
all), the reference in XIII. 25. severally to different Adhikérlns
as teaching the goal is to be explained by way of guidance to
such as finding themselves arrived at a particular stage thro’

11.1mm 31;!anan 31am WHEN I

emirates: fiat stairs? saga: u (G.T.III-1)
alas“ aifi stat: afia— qmfiarfimfifi strainer:

«nasal are“ as strafing «Wiesel mist
@3193: I(Gn.III.3)
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Sadhanas in earlier life. still find it difficult to reach fulfilment
of that stage, by counselling them to intensify their sadhanas
at the immediately preceding level and go forward again.

XIII. 27-29. These verses dwell once again on the nature
0f Prakrti, Purusa and isvara broached earlier in XIII. 3 by the
words “Yadrk” and “Yatprabhévah”. They make clear how the
Jada-Prakrti provides the stuff of the universe while the
selves get encasedin the bodies provided by Prakrti and how
the Lord holds His pro-eminent position of being present
equally in all the creatures and the modifications of Path“ in
all the fulness of His powers and attributes undiminished and
unblemished in the slightest measure by any of the changes to
which the Purusas and Prakrti are exposed. in their career.

XIII. 30. One who understands that all karmas carried
out by him are really brought about by Prakrti alone - in the
three senses of that term (as elucidated in the Bhérfl’a and
Tfitparya, on III 27-28 and likewise that the Purusa (ledtman)
has no independent agency perceives the Lord (fitmdnam).

XIII. 31. “Seeing the multiplicity of beings as resting on
one (ekasthamY’ means realising that the multitude of beings
depends on the One Supreme Lord Visnu (as emphasised in
V1.29 and 31). ‘Tata eva ca visra'ram’ means realising that
all of them have their genesis from Him.

XIII. 32. This verse predicates of the Supreme Lord
indwelling in the body (kserra) that He is beginningless, void
of the three gunas. imperishable (avyaya) as well as free from
all attachment and unaffected by the pleasuresand pains of the
embodied souls tho' indwelling in their bodies.

12. see f.n. 22 011111.28
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The Lord’s imperishability is concomitant with His

anfidirva. For. as a rule, things which have origination are
liable to perish and are composed of the three gunas or are
swayed by them.

The real sense in which the statement “the Lord does not
do anything (11a karoti) has been explained by us in earlier
contexts and should be understood accordingly”. Moreover.
His activities are quite unlike those of worldly beings. There-
fore, such negative descriptions are to be understood in the
same way as the Lord’s description in the Mfinm‘tkim Up. (7) as
‘Na prajfiam’ (lit. ‘not cognitive’) 14. which really signifies
that the Turiya Form of the Lord does not illumine the mental
constructs of meditation.

XIII. 35. The phrase bhfltaprakrtimokga signifies the

saving means of knowledge which leads to release from the

13; Cf. enmi- afimfiam I

14. M’s bhfisya on the Mandfikya eonstrues the various terms
of description of the Viéva. Taijasa, Préjfia and Turiya
Forms of the Lord, such as sthfilaphuk, praviviktabhuk.
kr'irarzabaa'dhah, nantahprajiiam, na bahibprajfiam in their
causal sense (antarniranic). The description ‘na prajfiam’
accordingly, has been construed in the sense of

will! amt?! maumamfi an ere—«e ‘usur’ as! {a
‘a 931’ l

(Raghavendra: Mfizzdfikya-Khanddrtha)
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bonds of the elements of Prakrti 15. The means of such know-
ledge have been set forth earlier in Amanitvam (XIII .7-ll)

15. The words “Bhlitebliyah Prakrtes‘m meksasfid/mnam” in M’s

bhésya admit of being read as two distinct statements or as
a single one. The term moksa in the text of the Gita
(xiii.35)has been understood in the sense of the means of
acquiring Aparoksaifiana, such as amfinitvm These are
indirectly (parampara) a) the means of attaining Moksa.

Sankara '1understands "by 'bhfitaprakrtimoksa' the
cessation 'of Avidyz'l which is the scurce or material cause
(upa‘dfina) of the elements. Thisis unsatisfactory as in this
case the reference to bhutas will be quite superfluous as the
shorter phrase Prakrtimoksa Would Suffice to convey the
intended sense; Moreover, as moi-previous reference to
AVidya has been made in the 1ext of the Gin? so far; the

use of the particle ‘evam’ (thus) by Way of an antecedent
reference to its destruction will not be in order.

The compound Bhfitaprakrtimoksabas it‘stands in the
text of. the Gila has been construed by M. as an ablative

Tatpurusa by taking recourse to grammatical ‘Yogavi-

bhaga’ of Panini’s Sfitra Paficamz‘ bhayem: (11.1.37) pre~

scribing the use of the ablative.



ADHYAYA XIV
GUNATRAYAVIBHAGAYOGA

The next five Adhyz‘tyas deal at considerable length and for
the most part with the modus operandi (iti/cartavyntfi) of the
twin Sédhanas of Niskamakarma and Dhyéna in respect of
Aparoksajnfina.1 These Adhyayas cover different aspects of
them.

XIV. 2. ‘Mahad brahma’ is the Cit-Prakrti or ‘Sritattva.
This Cit Prakrti (Mahilaksmi) has three distinctive forms viz.
Sri. Bhfi and Durgé, presiding over the three gunas sum/a-
fajas and Iamas respectiVely. The other four forms Umz‘r

tMaheévari), Sarasvati, Kaumari (Rati) and Indrani are Jivas
imbued with partial aspects (amsa) of Sri present in them.
This is stated in the dedyana §ruti : Sri, Bhfi and Durge‘t are
Mahélaksmi herself. She is the progenitress of the world and
one who causes bondage as well. Umé, Sarasvati and others
are only Jivas2 imbued with her ams’a and are. therefore by
courtesy spoken of in the Vedas as her own self.

l._ Readiaauqufi niamfieqawama‘ssz, mt-
‘asifiifir: (Xm 11), emfiat sfifimtmfi; mil
Glfififilfii: afififiaetfilqaas :fe‘t ma: 1 (Srihivasa)

2. The goddess Sri is not. classed as a Jiva in Madhva’s phi-
losophy as she is at no time subject to embodiment in
Samséra or touched by its sufferings. Cf. the definition
of a Jiva given by M. :-

H gztail a ash $1M a W} madman
Sri in M.’s system is Nityamukta and is designated as
“Sama-né” in BS IV. 2-7 (See my BSPC Vol.III.p. 665.667).

16
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[It should. however, be noted' that the Bhfidevi who is
subject to suffering as we» hear-in the Puranas5 is different
from the other Bhfidevi who is one of the three forms 0f
Mahilakshmi. This has been 'stated‘in the Saukaréyana Sruti :

“The Bhfidevi who is one of the three forms of Mahalaksmi is
different from the well~known presiding diety of the earth
The latter is only a Pratibimba- of hers by several remove.
and is the deity of the lowest of the five elements (bhfita-avama)
while the other is the primary source of all the elements.”
TheAnabhimh‘z‘na Sruti (of Simaveda) also tells us-—“The great
grandmother of the worlds sometimes renders service to others
at her own wish". The reference to Sita’s serving at the
hermitage of,Valmiki in the Matsya Pura'na is also to be taken
in the same way.

Therefore. it is the Cit-Prakrti that is denoted by the
expression'mahaa’ brahma. For. in the same (Matsya Purfizza)
we read: “These two are ‘mahat- brahmas’?—Cit Pr'akrti and
the Lord”.

XIV. 5.6. The manner in which the three gunas forge the
chain of bondage is explained in order to enable the self to take
to proper means for its eradication.

XIV. 7. The phrase ‘Trwdsarigasamudb/zavam’ should
notbe construed to mean that rajoguna is produced by'the
combination of desire and attachment (as in gamkarar and
Rainanuja as it would conflict with the statement of the Gité

5. Cf aihitaraasil Ram fish "$561 eat; I

anteatfiaai 3‘63 3:165! mafia u

(Bhfigavata X. l. 18)
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XIV.16-17. The statement of the 6175 that the fruit of
rajoguna is pain and misery should be taken to mean that such
misery is not unrelieved by some measure of happiness too.
So it has been stated in the Sarkaraksya s’ruti : “From rajas is

produced a slight measure of happiness in addition to pain and
misery. In this sense such persons addicted to Rajasa karma
are said to be going thro' both happiness and misery”.

if such an amendment is not accepted it would be difficult
to explain the accepted preponderance of the proportion of
rajoguna as such over Tamas. in the composition of rajas
itself—Otherwise the misery being indicated as being much
more painful than ajfiana, the subsequent statements in the
Gmi about the Rajasas remaining in the middle and the
Tamasas going down (XIVJS) would be inexplicable.

XIV. 19. This verse should be canstrued as follows:
“When the knower perceives that there is no other than the
gunas themselves which act as the modifying causes (parinfimi-
kartd) of their effects and the supreme Lord as their indepen-
dent controller above them (gtmebhyalz ca param verri), he
attains being in Me”.

To understand its meaning in any other way that none else
but the gunas have any (claim to) independent agency (in their
modification) Would be opposed to the spirit of the Sruti
——“When the Jfit‘tni perceives the Lord possessed of golden
colored body, the Maker of the world and the Sire of Brahma”
(Maud. Up. IV.3) and the statement in the Moksadharma“Neither
I nor you is the real doer. The Lord is always the real

(independent) agent in all our acts ”(Mb/1. XIII.235.84).
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XIV. 22. (The Gunatita or Aparoksajfiani does not abhor
light, activity or delusion which have issued from Sattva, rajas
and tamas respectively; neither does he entertain any desire
for those which have gone by.)

The above statements are to be understood with some
qualifications as follow. The Gunatita mostly does not love
or hate. So it is said in the Bhallavcyas‘akhd of the Simaveda 2

The Gunatita, for the most part, does not love or hate the
workings of sattva, rains and ramo gunas as they go on. But
he does love the workings of Sattva in its subtler forms and in
the same way he will certainly dislike and turn away from the
workings of Tamas”.

(Jayatirtha explains the implications here as follows. The
three gunas of sattva. rajas and tamas have their gross and
subtle forms or aspects. In their Working the former aspects,
illuminate, inspire activity or lead to misconceptions respec-
tively in respect of worldly affairs The workings of the
subtler aspects ofthe three guaas originate illumination, activity
or misconceptions in regard to the true nature of the Supreme
Reality and such other values. In respect ofthe former aspect
the Gunaita does not for the most part respond except when
he is swayed by his prarabdha Karma to do so. In respect of
the subtler forms of the gunas he does not inhibit himselfbut
reacts and responds suitably. For example, in case subtle tamas
enters him, he rou‘ses himself to chastise it and cast it off.
In respect of the workings of subtle sattva and subtle rajas
towards the Lord and His Glory he reacts with love and zest.
While in respect ofthe working of subtle Tamas inducing
mi sconceptions about the Lord and his true nature he loses no
time in showing his repugnauce of them,
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The way in which Madhva and his commentator have
Commented on this verse makes it clear that the Gunfitita of the
Gift? as conceived by them is not a spiritually castrated being

to whom good and evil have ceased to have any meaning or
intrinsic value—but a living vibrant godly soul whore moral sensib
iItier are alive and balanced.)

That the Gunatitas (Aparoksajnanins) ' do have their asset
of subtle sattva is authenticatad by the following passages from
the Moksadllarma : "0 Mighty King, how can the Devas, Rsis
and others be said to be rooted in Sattva if they are
devoid of subtle sattva. In that case they will have to be put
down as “Vaikarikas” (Mb/t. X11358. 78—79). But then how
can a vaikz‘trikaattain the Supreme Purusa at all ? (X11336, 74)
But. 0 Tiger among men, a séttvika soul is well assured on the
path of Moksa (Mbh.XII.358,69). (It follows then that the
Devas, Rsis and others eligible for Mokga have their asset of
subtle saitva).

XIV.25. The correct meaning of the terms “being ‘tulya'
(even) in respect of pleasure and pain and so forth, has
already been made clear by us in an earlier context in Adhy.
II .55.

XIV.26. “One who worshipsMe also with unswerving
devotion overcomes the gunas and becomes fit to attain the
positiOn of becoming clear to Me like the Mahat—Brahma (Cit
prakrti or Laksmi)”.

Brahmabhfiya is becoming beloved ofthe Lord like the Cit-
hprakrli (Sri) the’ not as she or to the same extent. For the
Padmapurfina tells us that neither among the bound nor: among
the released souls is there anyone who could be dear to the
Lord as Sri”.
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The term “bluiyu” means the act of becoming (Muham-

Brahmabhfiya in its turn would be the act of becoming beloved

of the Lord like (mahat)—Brahman. In the present context. the

word ‘brahma’ in ‘Brahmabhfiya' can only refer tothe Cit prakrti
or ’mahatbrahma’ which has already been spoken of (XIV. 3) as
the Womb in which the Lord deposils His seed and which is again

referred to in the very next verse(XIV.27) as being supported by

the Lord. consistency requires that in both these places (XIV.
and 27) ‘brahma’ must denote a being which is less than and
subject to the Lord Krsna, the Supreme Brahman (Parabrahman).
This conditon is fully satisfied by our taking ‘brahma’ in brahm-

abhfiydya kalpate (XIV.26) as referring to the Cit—prakrti or
Mahélaksmi. Since one thing cannot become another, ‘bralzma-

bhflya’ has perforce to be explained in terms of ‘brahma-

vadbhfiya’ (becoming dear to the Lord like Sri).

(The grammatical admissibility of the ‘kyap-formation bhfiya)
after a base ending with an imitclirable (ml) in ‘brahmarad’
and the subsequent eliding of the medial vat in ‘brahmabhfiya’
have been fully and satisfactorily explained by Jayatirtha9 in
his commentary and in the glasses thereon.)

9. ‘36?! 311% 38 smart man naa’ name-era’s : arm 1116’“

‘asnrqa’ I ‘21:: gfi’ if?! gamma wemafi: l

swim a wimmiafi. mammal ma;
maxi l (J)
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XIV. 27. As explained already the word ‘Brahman’ in
Brahmano hi a/mm pratisfhd (I am the support of ‘brahman’)
refers to Cit Prakrti or Maya (Mahalaksmi).1°

10.

17

Safinkara has two explanations of XIV. 27 (a) (1) taking
brahman in the sense of Paramitman and aham in the sense
of the individual self and (2) brahman in the sense
of Savikalpaka-B. and 'aham’ the Nirguna B. Both
these are untenable. ‘Aham’ is uniformly used by Sri
Krsna in the Gitfi to denote His own self as the Lord of all
and not in the sense of the individual. To make the
individual the Pratistha of Paramatman is topsy .‘tul'Vy.

The other explanation reverses the status of ‘Aham” the
Lord who is speaking (who is also in 3’s view the savi—

kalpaka-B) by making the Lord the Nirvikalpaka-B.

Ramanuja understands the term Brahman in XIV. 27 in

the sense of the individual self. This breaks the continuity
of sense between the same word as used in two consecutive
verses 26 and 27.
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This Adhyaya expatiates upon the nature of ksetra as a
whole inclusive of its constitutive elements which give rise to
bondage of the souls and after instilling the urge for freedorn
from their bondage focusses attention on the Supreme Majesty
of the Lord, knowledge of whom is the means of attaining such
freedom.

XV.1. ‘Urdhva’ the high—above is the Lord Visnu Him
self—as may be seen from the use of the expression ‘firdhva.
to denote Him in the following Sruti : “I am cleansed (of my
Prarabdhakarmas) and made immortal by the Lord high-above
all, who dwells in the Sun (Vdjinirasu)and am enjoying shining
wealth and happiness”. (Tam. Up. i. 10).

‘Urdhva’ is the Lord of unlimited supremacy. He is the
root (mfilam) of the world-tree. Its branches are the elements

which are “the low” (adhab) being inferior to the Lord, the

Jada and the Cit Prakrti and the three gunas.

The world-tree is ‘a-s’va—t-tha’ (impermanent) as it does not
last in the same form, even for the marrow. Yet tho" subject
to change, there is no cessation of its continuity. It is
imperishable (avyaya) in the sense that it continues to be after
each Kalpa ofBrahma, as it existed in an earlier Kalpa. The
Vedas are its leaves producing the fruits of moksa and other
Purusarthas. For no tree bears fruits without first putting
forth leaves.
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XV.2 The description of the world—tree that its branches
are spread out downwards and upwards signifies that its
branches—viz. the elements (which are the products of Mfila.
prakrti) are found in the Avyakta or Mfila-Prakrti in their
germinal state and in the physical bodies, in their gross state.
The five objects of sense-enjoyments (visaya) are as it were its
tender shoots. giving passing pleasure to the senses and
nourished by the three gunas (gunapravrddhfilt). The “roots

spread below” are the forms of the Lord which dispense the
rewards according to the karma of souls (karmdnubandlzi).

All this has been stated in the Bhallaveya Sakhd : “The
Supreme B. is verily the root which stands apart from the
world-tree (as such) Prakrti is its constituent root (samzilam),
the three gunas are its nether roots. The elements are the
branches, the Vedas its leaves, the devas, the humans and the
quadrupeds etc. are its branches. From the leaves indeed
are the fruits produced. The Tanmatras are its fibrous r'oots
(s’iphah). The fruits of the tree are both Moksa and the other
Purusarthas in the main while the means there-of such as Jfléna
and Karma are the subsidiary fruits. Its branches are spread
out in both the Avyakta and Vyakta states of Prakrti. This
‘Asvattha’ has the objects of sense-enjoyments for its tender
shoots. It is interminable in its succession. Never at any time
does it emerge differently from its earlier manifestation but
always (after each Pralaya) in the same way as before”._

XV. 3. Its actual nature (as a continuously changing
reality) is not perceived, as it is. The Lord who is its
originator and destroyer is not perceived. The Blrdgavata
Parana (i.8.6.) speaks of Him as “the beginning, the end and
the middle—the originating cause, the destroyer and the sustainer
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of the world”. The Moksadharma says: "Neither the gods
nor Rsis know the Supreme B. which is without a beginning
and an end (mzadya/ztam)”. (Mblz. XlI.70.l)

“With the weapon of non-attachment” means with the

weapon of knowledge associated with absence of attachment.
For the Bhdgavata (XI.28.17) says: “The wise one shall cut
down this Samsfira with the help of the sharp sword of know-
ledge and upasana”.

This ‘cutting down’ (chedana) is thro’ discrimination and

proper evaluation of the status of prakrti and other entities in
relation to the Lord (Vimariah) and not their utter annihilation
—seed and all (sabz‘jam uddhrttya— as some other commentators
have explained the word).1 For only in the former case. Sam~
—sara would cease to be a source of further bondage to him who
has exercised such viveka — and not to others, so that he could
discover the Brahman which lies at the root of the World’s
material cause.

And in order to gain such discriminating knowledge one
must turn to the Lord alone (tam eva pra-—padyeta)2 as'He is the
ultimate sunderer (of the knot of bondage). This has been stated
in the same gruti :“Let the devotee bow down to Him. Having
bowed down to Him there is no more prospect of the sorrows,

1. In that case there will be universal termination of
samsara even when one Jfiani succeeds in cutting the tree
and all the rest of humanity would have vicarious redemp-
tion automatically without any serious effort on its part.

2. ‘Prapadye’ the first person is to be construed in the sense
of the third person (as an irregular usage).
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and joys of life on earth, of births and deaths”. That B. is the
root of the world—tree to one who succeeds in cutting the tree
with discrimination.

The Moksadharma (Mbh.XII.358.75)also says:“He who has
perceived Narayana thro’ devotion and received His grace
attains the discriminating knowledge evaluating properly the
world—tree and severing his personal connection with it”.

Moreover, what is naturally expectd to be stated in the
context of 'cutting the world—tree’ is the means ofdoing it. And
as there is no other means of it save thro’ the help and grace of
the Lord, it follows logically that the seeker shall turn to Him
for succour. Hence, it is syntactically necessary to construe the
verb prapadye used in the first person in the text as in the third
person (prapadyeta).

XV.5. This verse mentionssome other means also of attai~

ning Aparoksajfia'ina, besides what has been set forth till now.

XV. 6-7 The nature(svarfipa) ofthe Lord to be propitiated
is set forth in these two verses. (in XV. 7 the description of the
.livatman as a bhinna arhs‘a or Pratibimba, of the Lord conveys,
by implication, that the Lord is the Bimba of all soul's).

XV. 8. (In the preceding verse (No. 7) reference has been'
made to the Jivatman drawing his sense organs with him in
sending them towards their appropriate objects in his day to
day activities, in drawing them from Prakrti to himself at the
time of creation and partly carrying them forward with him in
his exit(utkrdrzti) from one birth to another. This may give
rise to apresumption that the Jivdtman is able to. do all this
by his ownpoWer; independently of the Lord. This impression is
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being corrected in verse 8 which makes it clear that all such
activities of the Jiva are carried out by the Lord himself
primarily (and only secondarily after Him as His Pratibimba
by the Jiva). When it is said that the Jivatman carries the
organs with him his independence of initiative is apparently
suggested as no other person impelling him in such activities
is mentioned. This superficial impression is corrected by the
words beginning with “Sariram” (Ver. 8) and Srotram, etc.
(Verse 9).

When the Jivatman enters a body at birth or departs from
it at death, it is the Lord Himself who carries forward these
sense organs to it or the new body here or in any other world.3
This is clearly stated in the Maksaa'harma: “In whichever
wombs the Supreme Lord. who is always united with the
Jivatman ordains his conception there alone does the Jiva go to
dwell~not anywhere he himself would choose to be born” (Mbh
XII. C. 219.11). Again, “Knowing as [do what is right and

wrong and the Supreme good of moksa, I am powerless. to
achieve the good and eschew the bad. Tho’ seeming to do so
many things in different places, such as sporting in lovely
mansions and lakes, I simply carry on as directed by the Lord"
(Mb/z, XII.233.IO) Also "Having killed or subdued a foe. 0
Indra whosoever arrogates to himself independence of initiative

3. Raghavendra’s Vivrti construes : “When the Lord comes
into the body ofthe Jiva, the latter impelled by the Lord
carries the organs with himself and when the Lord departs
from it taking the Jiva also with Him, the Jiva follows
taking them with him like the wind taknig away the minute
particles ‘of the fragrance of the flowers from their abode.

cf. also: Ft as site: aim Wt? ‘aizit aafit’ :fiagqq‘s:
WWEKrsnacarya gloss on GBT) |
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and accomplishment that belong to the Supreme Lord is yet
very far from being the real clear. The all-doing Lord is

indeed the one who does everything”4 (Mb/1. XII. 231.17).
The Sruti also makes it clear that “Just as a cart ridden by a
rider goes along the road leaving behind various villages, even
so the embodied soul (.S‘drlrafirma) directed by the Prfij/ia-dtmd
(Paramfitman) leaves behind various bodies in the course of his
transmigrationwrh. Up. IV.3.35) The Chdndogya Upanisad

(VI. 15) refers to the withdrawal ofthe functions of speech,
mind,Pranaand Tejasin the Supreme Deity (plradevaté—the
Lord) at the time of the soul’s exit.

XV. 9. As regards the reference to the enjoyment of
objects of senses (Visayfin) by the Lord, the presence. of such
enjoyments in Him has been established earlier, with reasons
and authorities, under VII.6~7.

XV. 10 The Lord enjoys the visayas not only thro’ His
own sense organs. but with those of the Jivas as well. For the
Sruti says, “When the bards play (to the King) on the Vina
they do so to please the Lord who is in him” (Chan. Up. 1. 7. 6)

which means that the Lord enjoys the music thro’ the expert
ears of the king. The words “or enjoying what is excellent”

(gundnviram bhufljdnam) is intended to convey that unlike the
enjoyment ot'Jivas. the Lord’s is confined to the excellences

only” (Gunam cva bhufzkte).

This follows from the pronouncement in the Sruti “Only
the good attaches to the upésaka of the Saptannavidya, for no
sin goes to the gods' (Br/1. Up. i. 5. 20)

4 See the parable of the Yaksha and tilt? D¢V35 in tin: K9710-

panisad,
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(It follows then that the Lord of all the gods cannot possibly
be enjoying anything but the good and the excellent.)

If there is acontroller of the Jiva’s entry and exit from
their bodies, how is it that no such being is perceived? This
question is answered by the words ‘Utkrdmantam’ etc that only
those having the eye of wisdom are able to perceive the Lord
departing, entering or staying with the Jiva when he departs,
enters or stays in the body.

XV. 11. The Words 'Yatanto yoginah’ are to be construed
as those who strive after attaining mama and are able to see the
Lord seated in their own selves. The term ‘akrrfitma’nalz’ means
those having impure minds or intellect.

XV. 12. Hereafter in the rest of the Chapter there is

elaboration (prapafica) of the Lords’s majesty as being the
indeweller of all and transcending all else—mentioned earlier
in verses XV. l and 2 c.

XV.13. ’gamavisya’ means entering earthI support the
creature.

XV.15. Vedantas are the Brahma Mimamsé Sistra which
determines the meaning and import of the Vedas. This is
stated in the Précz‘naifila §ruti ofthe Sdma Veda : “The Lord
is the author ofthe “Vedanta”. He is the all-knower5 (“kale-
ka”) for He is the author of the Sutras embodying the reasons
which determine the true meaning and import; of the Vedas.

5. The etymology ofthis word is from kala—meaning to know
with active suffix (kafitari ghar) which gives the form Kala
to which is added the suffix ka in the substantive sense
(svfirthe kah). The root kala is multi-connotative in its
sweep: $35 qfifi, 556 3513!, W filial: W ana‘ '
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XV. 16. The bhfitas or beings described as ‘ksara’—
Purusa(mutable) are the embodied beings from (the fourfaced)
Brahma downwards (whose bodies are liable to destruction.)
The Kfitastha (immutable Purusa is the Cit-Prakrti (Aksara).6

So says the Sdrkard.ksa-5ruti : “All Jivas from Brahma
downwards are Ksara-Purusas. The Aksara-Purusa is indeed
the intelligent Pradhana. They also speak of another (the Lord)
as superior to Cit Prakrti. They designate Mukhya Prana
alone as both bound by the snare of Samsara and (at the same
time) as free from and not bound by it (jdlfijfilah)——as he has no
personal involvement (ab/zlmdna) with his subtle body (lingu-
s'arira).

mar.

6. For datailed discussion of the various interpretations of
the Ksara and Aksara Purusas in this context given by
leading commentators on the Gini, both ancient and
modern. see Dr. S. K. Bhavani's ‘Bhagavad-Gita and Its
Classical Commentaries—A Critical Exposition'. (awaiting
publication).



ADHYAYA XVI: DEVASURASAMPADVIBHAGAYOGA

Tho’ the preceding Chapters are also organically connected
with the subject of sadhanas to Moksa. they had. dealt with the
nature of bondage as such in order to create the urge to get out
of it in the minds of Sédhakas. An aspirant embarking on the
practice of Sidhanas to achieve Moksa has also to avoid the
obstacles to them. In the preceding Chapter. the Lord had
briefly touched upon the means of achieving the Purusarthas
of Jfiéna and Moksa in XV. 5 and the impediments to them in
XV. 11 cd. Both these items are now being elaborated. As the
elucidation of the Daivi and the Asuri characteristics are in the
nature of what is conductive to moksa and harmful to it respec-
tively. they are now being set forth in this chapter. (J).

The Lord now dwells In this chapter on the means of achlv-
ing the Purusarthas of Jfiana and Moksa and whatever else is
detrimental to it.

XVI. 1. Tapas is Brahmacharya(celibacy)and other dis-
ciplines, The Lexicon also says that Tapas consists in Brahma-
carya. etc.

XVI. 2.“ Paisuna is hearing tales. about the misdemean-
ours of others to their superiors like the king with a view to
harming their interests at their hands. The Kosa endorses this
view when it says that the reporting of other’s misdemeanours.
to one's authorities like the king in order injure their interests
is Paiéunan. ‘Laulya’ is succumbing to sensuuus agitations.
The Koéa gives ‘raga’ (passion) ‘Laulya’ sensuality and ‘rakti’
(excessive attachment) as synonymous and 'Darpa’ as inability
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to recognise just cause offear for oneself on account of haughti-
ness of temperament. ‘Acapalam' is steadiness. The Kosa gives
cancala, capa/a and ast/zira assynonyms.

AV[. 3. ‘Ksama’ is forbearance is not paying back the
malefactor in his own coin in a spirit of vengeance- by overcom-
ing one’s just resentment. The Kos’a defines a fore bearing
person (ksamfiw‘in) as one who is ‘Akrod/m adasakrr — desisting
from returning evil to one who has wronged him and bearing
no ill-will towards him.

AVI. 5. The words Daiw‘m sampadam abhijdtah mean
you stand (characterised aslendowed with Daivr' sampat by your
very birth (being a Devamsafl.

XVI. 8-9. Lord Visnu is the ‘Satyam’-—author of dissolu-
tion of the world of mill-ta and amflrta reals, their basis of
support (pratis'rhd) and ruler (is'vara). Those who hold to the
contrary that the world is ‘mithyd’ or that the Lord is not the
ruler of finite reality are of Asuric nature. The Sruti says:
“The secret name (upanisad) of the Lord is that 'He is the
satya of sntya. Here satya connotes the Pranas or the world of
mflrta and amfirta. For the §ruti says the Prénas are sat-tya.

I.To construe the abhi as a preposition prefixed to jatah
meaning with a view to taking birth within the sphere of
‘Daivi-sampat" with S. (Daivim sampadam abhi-Iaksya
jatah) would be inconsistent with the established fact of
Arjuna’s btfing a Deva already in his own right. .M. there-
fore, treats it as a ‘Karmapravacaniya’ suffixed to daivim
sampadam and governing it in the sense of “prati” as in

Vrksam prali vidyotate vidyut. U)
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The Lord is their “sat-tya” 2(Br.Up. 11.3.6). The Pracrnas’fila
Stirri says : There are two abodes (pratimfi) of Brahman—the
mzirta and amfirta. The mfirta is dependent on others besides
the Lord and is subject to disintegration. The amfirta (the
deities Vayu and SH) are designated ‘yat’ (dependent only on
the Lord) and ‘tyar’ (omniscient). His secret name is Satyam
of Satya; for it is He that causes the world to disintegrate
(sadayati from V Sad—to destroy) and controls according to
His will (yamayati from V yém——to keep under control.

Those of Asuric nature deny that the world is brought into
existence thro’ the functioning of mutually related causes and
effects (parasparasambhfiram). Such genesis has already been
predicated by the Lord in “From food the creaturess are born
and from Parjanya food is produced. (The other interpretation
of Aparasparasambhfltau)in a positive sense that “the world
is produced by mutual conjunction of the sexes”3—— is out of
harmony with the context which is one of denials (cf. a-satyam.
a-pratistham. an-iévaram, a-parasparasambhfitam).

XVI. 10-17. Kama is ever insatiable and, therefore, ever-
active. The Mokgadharma says : “Kama is always tormenting
me like the abysmal region which can never be blocked up to
its fill”.

2. “Sat-tya” as the secret name the of Lord conveys the mean-
ing that He is the cause of dissolution of the world (sad—

vis‘grane) and is the all-knowing one (tyat). The derivation
is Sacco tyacca iti Saltyam. Sama‘hdra dvandvalz. Takti-
ralopas Clié'ndasah. See my work : Brit. Up. from M’s
Perspective.

3. ant we (HE-III I
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'XVI. 18-20. “Hating Me present in one’s own body and
in others”—This is said with reference to the insolent attitude
ofthe Asuric-natured, who tell themselves “God is not the
causal agent of any of our actions. If there be such aGod,
let Him make me do a thing here and now when I am doing
nothing or stop me from doing the thing. I am doing. 0f such
conceited creatures, the Yfiska Sruti says : Anyone who says
if God be the one who makes creatures do a thing let Him make
me do something now when I am not doing anything—to such
a one, the reply shall be 'thou shall be consigned to the
nether regions’”-

93555:



ADHYAYA XVII : GUNATRAYAVIBHAGAYOGA

This Adhyaya describes at length the differentiation of the
three kinds of faith (Sraddlid) which is caused by the interaction
of the three gunas of Prakrti - hinted at in XIV. 19 and their
corresponding impact on individual response, behavior and
conduct. The purpose of the elucidation is to make it clear
that aspirants to Moksa should practise the Sittvika forms of
Sraddha and schew the others (J).

XVII. 1. This Adhyaya deals at length with the three
kinds of Sraddha arising from the action of the three gunas of
Prakrti alluded to in XIV. 19.

The “giving up” (utsrjya) of the rules of Sastra means
remaining ignorant of them, rather than turning away from
them hOIding them to be invalid For the Vedic injunction
requiring the twice-born to be versed in the entire Vedic lore
including its esoteric parts presupposes actual knowledge and
understanding of their meaning instead of being satisfied with
learning the Vedas by heart. Obviously, this injunction holds
good with reference to all Dvijas. The ignorant disregard this
injunction. Their turning away from the Sastravidhi is thus an
act of culpable ignorance.

In this context the Mddhucchandasa Sruti' says: “Those
who in spite of being endowed with sufficient capacity and
intelligence to learn and understand the meaning of the Vedas

(sdnfinabua’dhi) fail to do so, are guilty of disowuing the Vedas”.

Arjuna’s question here is not about those who have no
regard for the Vedasastra but about those who believe in and
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conform to Vedic tradition. Otherwise. the Lord would have

replied to the question as to how such persons as do not adhere
to the rules of Séstra but worship with faith alone are to be
classified by saying that they are to be put down as Tamasas,
straightway, without taking the trouble to embark upon an

exposition ofthe threefold nature of §raddha. It follows then
that if Stittvikas by nature such people would not give up
the injunctions of the Sastra. Foa Séttvikas are defined as
wedded to Dharma; and what is against the spirit of the Vedas
cannot be recognised as Dharma; ‘For the smrti (Manu 11.6)

says: The entierty of the Vedas, the smrtis and the'conduct
ofthe knowers of sruti and Smrti- are the sources of Dharma”.
The th'z‘gavam Purdna also agrees that “What is taught in the
Vedas is Dharma and what is inconsistent with it is adharma
not conducive to the welfare of society (Bhag. VI .1.40)

XVII.2. Since ignorance of Sastravidhi is possible in the
case of all the three classes, it is only the distlntcion in the nature
of each one’s Shaddha that can determine. the distinction of
courses pursued by the different persons. Hence the distinction
in the fraddha is analytically shown as threefold.

XVII.3. If every one’s Sraddhais in accordance with Sattva
as proclaimed in the opening statement 'rattvénurfipd sarvasya
s’raddha’ then, since Sattvaguna is to be found in alh all men
would have gattvika Staddha in an equal measure.The classifica-
tion of their S'raddha into sattvika, rajasa and tamasa would
then have no point or purpose and would be untenable. This
anomaly is removed by pointing out that the distinction or vari-
ation of Sraddhas is in keeping with each one's sattva. ‘Sattva’
here signifies the ‘citta’ which, again, for the same reason can-
not be understood in the sense of the mind or antahkarana or
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the like butosz'va Caitanya.1 This is implicit in the concluding
statement of the GitazYo.yaccraddhah sa etaralz (XVII.3) and its
premise Sraddhfimayo ayam purusab (where the expression
éraddhdmaya is equivalent to sraddhfisvarfipah—the suffix
‘maya’ having the sense ofidentity (niahitmya).2

It should be understood from this that the Jiva-caitanya
endowed with séttvikaéraddha is to be accepted as Sittvika. the
same endowed with rajasasraddha should be classed as Rajasa
and one with tamasasraddha is to be put down as a Tamasa.

XVII.4.5. These two verses expla in the divergent behavior
of the Sittvikasraddha,the Rajasa and Tamasa.

XVII. 6. 'Karsanam’ reducing or crushing the Lord and
the divine beings bhfitagréma seated in one’s body consists
in discounting or belittling (alpaa’rsri)3 their importance.

The Anaa’himlfina Sruti says: ‘One who does not recognise
the great majesty of the Lord and discounts Him is the worst

1. Amarakos’a also gives ‘Sattvam’ (sattvam astrisu jantguu)
as a synonyom of a living being (111.2761) see also Raghu
Van'lafa (ii.8)

‘amzm‘ai Emmi mania 1111; first
3. Kargayarttah is not the actual causal participial form
of krs but . a special participial form derived under the
terms of the Dhatusfitra: prdtipadikdd dhfitvarthe bahulam
istavacca (J). by fusing the formative base kars with the
sense of the root kn thro’ the causal suffix nic, (kars+zzic).
For the grammatical details see the gloss of Srinivasa on
G B T.

fifiqfi: Warranties WW: I (Vivi-ti)
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sinner, belittling Him. ‘Asuraniscayan’ means persons
imbued with Asuric S'raddhfi. The Sattvikas are termed ‘gods’
Rajasas and Tamasas are termed Daityns—so says the A'gm'vesya
Sruzi.

XVII. 8, Foods promoting happiness priti do so
immediately after they are consunied while those that
are‘agreeable’ hrdyam are pleasing to the sight dars‘ane
while the ‘sthira’ (substantial) are those which take time to
be digested and confer permanent benefits after being well-
digested, such as ghee.

XVII.l6-22 ‘Saumyatvam’ is to be humane. The Kosa says
the words ‘saumya’ (humane) and ‘akrfira’ (not ruthless) are
synonymous. 'Maunam’ here is not observing silence, as is
generally supposed. but being engaged in constant reflection
and philosophical contemplation. as may be seen from the
following passage of the Sruti “Therefore, the aspirant after
God-vision shall fully achieve sound knowlege of the scriptures
(Pfindityam) and thereafter attain (nirvz‘dya) complete logical
conviction (bfilya) and then carry on with deep reflection and
contemplation (maunrrm) of spiritual truths”. (Br/1. Up. III.5.l.)
The Bhdllaveya S'ruti too says: “All this is subjected to reflect-
ion by him. As he subjects all this to reflection, they call-

him a ‘Muni'4. If ‘maunam’ is divorced from reflection
and is understood merely in the sense of withholding speech,
how can it be described here in XVII-l6 d as (manas'am tapalr)
a discipline of the ‘mind’ (ifit is concerned merely with restraint
of speech and has nothing to do with the thinking faculty) ?_

4. From V man to think. and know

(an) ‘na’ in?! 3221a: germs GWEN mm In)
13 ' '
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Therefore. the state of being a Muni is maunam.‘

XVII.23. The Lord introduces an arthaviida here to
expound the right way (ilikartavyata) of carrying out one’s
yajfias, tapas and charities (which have been briefly touched
upon, earlier in XVIIJI.)

0m, rat and sat are three well—known names (nirdes‘a) of the
Supreme Being. The Rgvedakhila says :“The Lord is called 0M
because the whole world is woven (oram) into Him and abides
in Him. His true nature is knowable only thro’ the Vedas in their
primary sense. (and He is not accessible to ordinary perception
or inference). Therefore, He is referred to'as Tat (that). He is

ever full of all auspicious attributes and is free from all imper-
fections and for that reason He is known as Sat (flawless). There
fore, the wise ones apply to Him three names 0m, tal and sat”.

The second quarter of the above passge from the Rgveda
khila explains the hidden meaning of the name Tat. as what i
inaccessible to perception and inference and therefore knowable
only t-hro’ the Vedas.6

."fhe Chéndagya Up. (Vi.2,1 ) also designates the Supreme
Lord as-“Sat” in the passage : The Sat alone existed before the
creation of the world” and says further that “Om is the name of
Brahman”.

-5'. Vide' also:"

gafiai'naasfiemt remit-Hat we amn: (g, (33 x; 3.5)

5:151 nafiateimanwafin: I (R)

6. allele fiafiwflfi I (J)









ADHYAYA XVIII : SANNYASAYOGA

This Adhyéya summarises all the Sédhanas of achieving
Aparoksajfiana which have been treated so far and concludes
the discourse.

XVIII.2. Sannyasa or renunciation is renouncing all “Kam-
yakarmas” either thro’ completely eschewing the desire for their
fruits and performing them or by abstaining altogether from

performing th)se others which come under the description of
being invariably Kérnyakarmas (like the kiriri-sacrifice intended
to procure rainfall) Tyégi isjust notat all wishing for the fruits
of any action performed as different from sannyésa which
consiSts in not accepting them when they start coming in.

1. In this connection Jayatirtha clarifies M.’s position by
making a clear distinction between two kinds of kémya
karmas—the optional (vaikalpika kamya) such as Asvamedha
Jyotistoma and so on, which one is at liberty to perform
with or without desire to get thefrttits associated with their
performance and others like the Kiriri yajfia which is inex-

tricably bound with the desire to procure rainfall and thus
falls under the category of“Niyata kamya”. The performance
of the former without the desire for their fruits or total
abstention from them is Sannyésa. Tyaga on the other hand
is just not at all wishing for any of the fruits of an action
performed — as diffrent from Sannyésa which consists in
not accepting them when they accrue.
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So we read in the Pracmas‘dla S’rurz‘ “Nyasa is giving up Of

Kamya karmas either thro’ not desiring their fruits While still

performingthem or by not performingthem at all; while ‘Tyiga’
is not at all wishing for the fruits of any action.2

XVIII.3. In the two statements (1) that “some wisemen

(kavayah)hold that blemishful karmas (likely to tighten bondag6)
are to be given up and (2) while others insist that sacrifices.
charity and tapas ought not to be given up” the first one is also
to be approved as it has been ascribed to the wise ones. For even
in that position. the ‘tyaga’ contemplated is only in respect Of

the fruits of the karma and nothing more. This the Lord Himself

2. In the light of this distinction made by Madhva. S.'s pos-
ition that all Kamyakarmas are to be absolutely and utterly
given up by the mini is against the spirit of the Sastras and
the example set by accredited Jfianins like Janaka, Aévapatl
and others who have gone on record as having performed
these and other karmas Without making the attainment of
their promised fruits. the motive of their performance. The
karmas falling under the category of Nitya and Naimittika-
being intended for the purification of the mind, cannot be
given up altogether. A meaningful conception of Karma,
Sannyasa can thus be found by accepting the distinction
between the vaikalpikakamya (optionally kamya) and the
invariably-kamya (niyatakémya) karmas and'allowing full

scope for the performance of the former in the true spirit
(and not letter)of sannyasa. by leaving out the fruit-aspect
of it alone (visesanatyaga) and accepting the abstention
(Svarfipatyaga) of Niyata kamyas alone.
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is going to make clear in XVIII, by saying that he regards as a
true “tyagi” one who gives up the fruits of karma (while perfor-
ming them all right). In view of this clarification both the views
are in perfect agreement with each other. Their contradiction i5

only apparent arising from the first impression that the first
view contemplates total abandonment of such karmas while the
second contemplates their strict observance down tothe expecta-
tion of their fruits.

XVIII.4. The Lord Himself goes on to show their coherence
by expounding the three-fold distinction of Tyaga as Sattvika.
Rajasa and Tamasa and showing how sattvikatyéga limited to
giving up attachment and fruit (ver, 9) is compatible with
carrying out even the apparently blemishful karmas.

(But then a doubt may arise as to how it can be categorically
asserted as a universal proposition that all karmas such as yajiia
dana and tapas ought to be observed and are not to be given up
in as much as the paramahamsa ascetics have no obligations of

Yajfia, dana or tapas. The Bhasyakara clears up the misconcep-
tion about the Paramahamsasrama by pointing out that):—

XV[I[.S—IO. The Lord Himself has spoken ofdifferent forms

onajfias such as dravyayajfia, tapoyajfia (IV.28). It followS
from this that even the paramahamsa ascetics have their own

obligation towards Svddhydyajfidnayajfiq and other duties. As for

charity their responsibility to extend protection (abhayadana) to
all living beings comes under the category of “ddmz” It is.
therefore, presumed that they should certainly be carrying out
some of these obligations.

We cannot deny the ant henticity of the parama—
hamsaérama altogether and hold that Yajfia, dana and tapas in
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the conventional sense of the fermt‘ are obligatory for all. That
would conflict with the recognition accorded to the Paramaham-
sas'rama as the highest in the following text of the Vyfisasmrti
“The Brahmacéri, Grhastha. Vanaprastha or Yatl desiring to
obtain Moksa should resort to the highest as'rama niz. the
Paramahamsya. And these Paramahamsas who belong to the
highest of Yatyésramas have their own share of Yaji‘la, dim
and tapas—in terms of Jfianayajfiar or imparting knowledge.
extending protection to all living beings (Vidyd and abhayaddna)
and Tapas in the form of observance of celibacy and are not
exempt from them.

Therefore, any statement appearing to go against this. in the
Purinas or elsewhere, as in the instnce ofKing Priyavrata being
dissuaded from taking to Paramahamsasrama and made to revert
to his kingship, in the Bhfigavata Put-dam (V 23)2 should be
resolved from the point of view of divergence of Adihikara3.

2. Priyavrata is specially commissioned in deference to the
Lord's will to shoulder the responsibilities of kingship as
an “Adhikérika”. Such a dispensation at the behesf-‘of-th-e
Lord does not. however, justify the inference tha.t “1°

Paramahamsasrama has no obligations in respect of Yajfia.

dim: and tapas in a sense compatible with the Paramahamsa
code.

3. This disposes ofSamkara"s view that the Lord's laying the
Obligation of karmas falling under the category of Yfljfiav
dana and tapas on all is restricted to those who are ignorant
and are considered fir only for Karmayoga and is not app“-
cable to ‘paramahamsaparivrajakas’.
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Otherwise, the pronouncement in the other authority viz. the
Vydyasmrri giving canoncial reeagnition to Paramahamsasrama
would be violated.

XVIII.11. Any other interpretation of the expression
“Tyaga” is untenable. as it is virtually impossible for any created
being to remain without doing anything.

XVIIIJZ. Here “Tyaga” is praised and shown to advantage
by pointing out that Tyagins are as good as freed from subjection
to the fruits of karma, which state is close to deliverance from
samsara. (See XII.12).

XVII[.l3. Here,the Lord enumerates the causal comple-
ments which bring about the effective performance of karma, by
way of further clarification. Accordingly,He enumerates the five
factors involved in the accomplishment of any karma such as the
adhz'srhd'm (the abode) the actor (kartfi) the instruments ofaction
(km‘anam) the different kinds of motions (cesrfi) and adrsta or
merit and demerit (punya—pfipa).

The Words ‘Sankhye krtante’ are to be construed as “in the
Siddhanta propounding the true nature of Aparoksajfiana” and
not in the sense of the atheistz‘c system of Kapila.4

XVIII.l4. The adhisthanas (place or abode) are the body
the ground, fire. etc.‘Karta’ is the Lord himself5—the all-doer,
as already established. Sufficient evidence has already been
adduced to make it clear that the Jiva is not the (indepedent)

4. This point has been well—established in Adhy.lI.ver.39.
5. The GTgives an alternative interpretation of Karta as Jiva

and the Daiva as the Lord Himself.
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agent. The instruments are the sense organs, and the ladle, etc.
(in a sacrifice) The Cestas are the motions made by the hands
and feet etc. which help in the accomplishmet of the task,
The other karakas such as the object, the beneficiary and
the apadfina have not been listed as only the adhisthdna,
karana and kartr figure as the common factors in all activities.
It is not to be supposed that in that case, ‘Cesta’ too
could have been omitted as there is no ‘Cesté' in

Dhyana. That is not correct. For eveninDhyanathereis room
for cesta. Dhyana is meditation of something which is already
known. Such a knowledge of the object of meditation is possible
only thro‘ the mind coming into contact with the self of the
meditator. Contact is produced by fine activity of the mind.
Tho’ the contact is no longer present at the time of Dhyana
which is a state of stillness of the mind, the earlier contact
has left its impressions on the self which abide and continues
even after the contract has ceased and these impressions
(samrkdras) operate as the cause othyana. It is. therefore,
necessary to include cegpas among the five causes of karma.

This has been said in the Aydryas'dkhd “The body. the Lord
the senses. the motions and merit and demerit are the five
causes of action.

XVIlI. 16. Kevalam is the one (Jiva) who is devoid of
self-dependent activity.6 In the same Sruti it is said “They call
the self who has 113 self-dependent activity Kevala.”

6. $23 fifiamrl
(Madhva GB). ’Niskriya’ should. however. be understood
in the qualified sense of having no self—dependent or self—

directed activity (asvatantra kartr).
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XVIII. 17. This verse praises the knowledge of the
Jivas own self as not being endowed with self-directed activity.
If ‘kevalam’ is intended to convey that the Jivn is' not the
doer (karrci) singly and by himselfi.e., unaided by the accessories
and causal complements (ekdkz‘), the praise bestowed in verse 17

on “one whose heart is not filled with the pride of one’s own
agency and whose Buddhi is unattached” and the statement
that “he slays not while slaying and is not bound by the conse'
quences ofhis slaying” would both be beside the point. For, in
that case. the praise should have been given to one’s knowing
oneself to be a doer with the help of the causal complements and
accessories. But the emphasis in the text is on “the absence of
the proud feeling ‘I am doing this’ (yasya fifihamkrto bhdvah)
which makes it clear that the subject of the eulogy is the abese-
nce of claim of his self-directed activity (svatantrakarrrtfi) on the
part of the Jiva.

([n this connection the Acarya makes it clear that)
Whoever, like Indra after killing Vrtra, is found to be

sullied by the consequences of the act even to a slight extent is
to be presumed to be partially egotistic at the tinwe.

XVIII. 18. Ifit be so that the Jiva is not the cause of
his Karmas at all, no injunctions in the Srutis and Smrtis can
operate with reference to him. in as much as he has no agency.

This objection is answered by the statement here that the
injunction ofkarma in the Srutis and Smrtis operate with refe-
rence to the self on the basis of the three requisites of injunction
of Works (karmacodand).

‘Karmasangraha’ denotes all the three causal factors of
karma in broad outline. Of these the locus (adhisthdnu) and
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unseen merit (duivam) are subsumed in the instruments (karana)
while bodily and other movements (can?) is included in the
karma itself.

The Rgvede-khilu says “the injUnctions of Karma with
reference to the Jivas have to be understood in the light of the
follwing items of(i) how and to what extent the Jiva comes
under their purview (ii) the nature and limitations of the
Jiva’s own volition and effort in response to those injunctions
and proh'ibitinos and (iii) the causal camplements’placed at
the disposal of the Jivas to carry them out and the supreme
Lord as the independent source of impu/sion of all that is done
by the Jivas. Briefly, the factors which bring about the Karma
are its causes, their doer and the act. These causes. the
limited nature of the Jiva’s freedom in the performance of
Karma and the Jiva’s dependence on the Lord (and the thrre-
fold nature of such Karma in accordance with the threefold
nature of the (svarfipa)—sraddha of the Jivas with which
(they are preformed and its results according to the quality
of the §raddha which inspires those Karmas have to be correctly
understood.

Thus. tho’ the Jiva has no agency independent/y ofthe
Lard. there is no fear of the futility of injunctions of Karma
in his case. For. even so. it is possible to satisfactorily explain
the accomplishment of his Purusarthas thro’ Karma with the
help of the aforesaid causal complements once he becomes

aware of the presence of the injunctions in the Sastra and
puts forth the necessary effort to carry them out. The desire
to achieve his Pumsartha and the inspiration and impulsion
to take the initiative in the direction and put forth the quantum
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XVIII. 31-33. The import of the statement: The under-
standing by which one judges Dharma and adharma. the worthy
and the unworthy acts otherwise than as they are (ayathfimt)
is as follows: The understanding whereby one does not necessarily
always evaluate Dharma and Adharma as they are but some
of it as it is and some of it otherwise than as it is is termed
‘rfijasibuddhi’i If the statement is construed otherwise to mean
that the buddhi which wrongly adjudges Dharma to be
ad/mrma and the righteous act to be unrighteous is rdjasf-
buddhi it Would nullify the distinction between rajasibuddhi
and Tamasi-buddhi.

XVIII, 49. Naiskarmyasiddhi means the Yogasiddhi or
upayasiddhi which leads to final beatitude of Moksa.

XVIII. 50. The words Sz'ddln'm prtipto pyarhd brahma
tathd prapnoti mean having attained perfection of wisdom,
hear from Me the means of Aparoksajfiana by which one
reaches Brahman. The words “nisghfijfidnasya sa para” mean
the siddht or upa'yasiddhi.

XVIII. 53-54 Brahmabhfiyfiya kalpate: means he is fit
to be in Brahman with the mind centred on Brahman.8

XVIII. 56.-61. Once again the Lord explains the most
intimate means (antarafigasiz'dhanas) in the attainment of
Aparoksa and concludes the Sastra. with the words “mentally
relinquishing all karmas to Me”.

8. This is not the final Mukti because in the following
verse there is reference again to the Brahmabhfita acquit-
ing Bhakti towards the Lord and Samatva towards all
beings.

19
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APPENDIX I
ALPHABETICAL LIST OF SOURCE-BOOKS

CITED BY MADHVACARYA IN HIS GIN—311,45“

Abhidhanam (Lexica)
Aditya Purfma
Agniveéya Sruti (3.V.)
Aitareya Aranyaka
Anabhimlana Sruti (S.V)
Anugité
Atharvana Sruti
Ayésya éakhé (S.V)
Bébhravya s'akhé (S.V.)
Babbravya sfikhz’l RN.)
Bhégavata Purina
Bhagavadvacauam (8.8.)
Bhéllavcya Sakha (S.V.)
Bhiskara's Gitabhfigya
Brahma. Purina
Brahmasfitras
thadéranyakopanigad
Brahmavaivarta Purina
Chihdogya Upanisad
Dhétppétha
Géruda
Gaupavana Sékha (S.V.)
Gautama khila (S.V.)
Gita-kalpa
Harivaméa
Jébéla khila
Kaghopanisad
Késéyana Stuti (S.V)
Khilaéruti
Koéa
Médhucchandsa Sakha (S.V)
Mahabharata
Mahékaurma
Mann Smrti

Maudukva Upanifiad
Moksadharma parva
Mundakopanisad
Néradiya Puréna
Nérfiyana Asgéksarakalpa
Narfiyana Gopéla kalpa
Pédma Purina
Paifigi khila
Paficarétra
Pippalada Sakhé
Précinasila Sruti (S.V.)
Kg Veda
Rg Veda- khila
Safikara‘s Gitébhésya
Sindilya Sakhé '

Satapalha Bréhmana
Skénda Puréna
Smgti
Svetés‘vatara Upanisad
Taittiriya Aranyaka
'I'aittiriya Brahmana
Taittiriya Upani§ad
Unnamed Sources
Upagité
Upa-Néradiya
Vémanar uréna
Véréha Puréna
PVéuna Sruti
Visnu Purina
Vyésa Smgti
Vyésa-Yoga
Yéska firuti (S.V.)
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Courtesy—Dharma Prakash Journa]. Madras

Review of
Bhagavad Gita -An Exegetical Commentary

Prof - Robert Minor
Heritage Publishers, New Delhi-2-

Price Re. 150/-
Introduction i-lx PP. 499, Index 501-04, 1982

Foreword by
Prof. Norvin Hein,_' Yale University

(Dr. B.N-K. Sharma)
The author, an Associate Professor of Religious Studies at

the Kansas University, declares that the purpose of his exegetical

commentary, without attempting to provide even a correct tra-
nslation according to his own lights, is to “gather together in
one place the best scholarship of the minor literature (meaning
modern commentaries and expositions by Eastern and Western
savants) to enable present day scholars to interact to it and to
rescue the understanding of the Gité from the a priqri ideas of
what the Gita has been expected to say in keeping with the
notion of Hinduism as defined by later thinkers, instead of
attempting an understanding of its thought in terms of the early
date in which it was written, prior to the systems of thouht.”
In other words. the Work purports to supply the historical
exegesis of passages and reverse the effects of its lapse.
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The absence of an Index ofverses is a serious handicap to
scholars who would like to make an interrelated study ofthe
author's exegesis, such as it is. The price of the book is
prohibitively stiff. The style of writing especially inthe argume-
ntative portion where he seeks to, make a point is wanting in
directness and clarity and leaves the reader baffled and guessing.

Western scholarship has, from the days of Garbe, been
dallying with the theory of different layers of interpolation in to
thetext representing Sinkhya,Mimari1sa,Sannya'tsa, Absolutistic
Theistic and Deistic ideas. Modern Indian scholars, with the soli-
tary exception of G.S. Khair. have generally resisted the inter-
polation theory and stood by the unity ofcompositlon and author
ship ofthe Gita. The author’s own position is that the Gita’s
reltaionship to the Mahabharata is that of an addition to it, at
some middle stage in the Epic production, early enough to be

thought of highly by later Editors ofthe Epic(xlix). The argument
by which he tries to make out that the Gits't was not part ofthe
Epic, when the account of the third day’s battle as compared
with the account of the earlier part of the ninth day’s battle

was written could have been put in less confusing form. Apart
from the question of the unity of the Gita, Prof. Minor is una-
ble to say anything about the identity of its author, beyond this
that it is atext by an unknown author who dates to about 150

13c. m
I

' '

He discusses similarly the question of the multiple author-
ship ofthe Gita according to Garbe, Rudolph Otto, Khair and
others. He comes to the conclusion that there is no solid evide-
nce to show that the Gita when understood in its own terms, is

quite consistent and its parts upon further study are interrelated
(xiiii). He argues however that the Gita is not a systematic tre-
atise and that the Gita author did not believe that a systematic
presentation was necessary (le)!

‘
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Pro. Minor says “most scholars agree that the reference to
Brahma-sfitrapada” in xiii. 4, is not a reference to the Vedanta
Sfitras but to the Upanisads or verses about Brahman in the
Upanisads and that this makes better sense; for Chap. 13 goes
on to allude to and directly quote verses and partial verses
from the Upanisads”. While the allusion to the Upanisads may
stand fully covered by the Words Rsibhir bahztdha gitdm Chanda-
bhir vividhaib prthak”. the two adjectives ‘Izetumadb/zih’ and
‘vim‘s’cituz‘h’ applied to the Brahmasfitrapadas are hardly applica-
ble to any but the pronouncements of the Sfltras as we have
them. This is a fact which has to be reckoned with and cannot
be easily brushed aside. Prof. Minor does not seem to have
given due weight to the significance ofthese two adjectives in
the description.

He has taken a liberty in preferring the Kasmirian reading
of 1.10.

walla saints arts titatfittfiaali |

waist Pacifist are mfiatfittféiaq I1

to the Vulgate reading.
It should be clear that the words ‘asmakam balam’ etesam

balam’ in the text refer to the Kaurava and the Pandava armies.
It is therefore difficult to see how Prof. Minor could speak of
‘asmakam balam’ (our army) as Bhimabhiraksitam’ and ‘etesz’tm
as ‘Bhismabhiraksitam” without a patent contradiction of fact
unless he has recourse to adhydhfira’ by importing the word
“abhibhavéya” after asmakam and etesam respectively, follow-
ing Bhaskara’s construction in support of such a reading. In
any case, we cannot accept his plea that “this reading has the
authority of the most ancient authority”. For, Bhéskara is deci—

dedly later than gamkara who sticks to the vulgate reading.
Aparyfiptum tad asmflkam bm’arn pitigmdh/iirriksitam
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ment. There is nothing intriguing about the morphology of the
compound “Prajfiavada” in Madhva’s sense. Edgerton himself
quotes Mbh. ii. 6l, 38 where Prajfiavadika means “talking as
(pretending to be) wise”. As an exegetical commentator
Prof. Minor could as well have notedthe parallel in Vedat'fida
(Gita II 42) which admittedly means a superficial understanding
of the Veda as “opposed - to its true meanings pointing to
Krsna” (p. 67).

Prof. Mior categorical'y rejects Samkara’s special pleading
in explaining away the plural formsz’me, sarrcvnyametc.,(ii. 12).

It is refreshing to hear from his lips that “the plain sense ofthe
verse does support the plurality of eternal (phenomenal) selves
for the distinction between that which perishes and that which
does not is lost unless the individual selves cannot perish”(P‘36).
But the qualification ‘phenomen'al takes away the entire force

ofthe argument; for gamkara does not deny that the phenomenal
souls differ as he concedes their Vyavahérikéhheda. As Rama-
nuja has lost no time in pointing out here that what Sri Krsna
is interested in telling Arjuna is that the souls are
essentially many in all states of their existence and not merly in
the phenomenal. Prof. minor blows hot and cold when he
practically upholds gamkara’s position. saying “It is not unusuaI
even for the most systematic Indian thinkers to speak on two
levels, a higher level which presents the position precisely and
a lower one which talks in language which concedes certain
elements denied on the higher level in order to explain less
crucial points to the uninitiated” (p. 37). To put it in the
Professor’s own words,- this is but “a preconceived notion of
what Hinduism is”.

1. See the exegetical comment of Raghavendra:_
wot-hair: femur eta meant I
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Students of the Gita should feel greatful to PrOf. Miner’s
plain speaking under IV. 13, “that in line with the documents
of the Epic period the Gitfi does not support Telang’s contention
that there is nothing in the Gita to indicate whether caste was
hereditary”. In a hard-hitting comment on all those modern
exponents ofthe Gila who seek to dilute the force of the Lord’s
speech on Caturvarnyam, the Professor dismisses the special
pleading of Radhakrishnnn. K. Caitanya and others that “Krsna
is not thinking ofhereditary castes but of personality types.»
Prof. Minor rightly preserves “'Yet in the Gita the personality
types are in-born and are thus related to hereditary caste. At
the least,the burden of proof still remains with the modern
Hindu apologists who claim that the Gita does not teach caste
by birth” (p. 158). Again under XVIII. 41 he comes down
heavily on Radhakrishnan, Telang and other Reformists saying
“There is nothing in the text ofthe Gita to support the modern
commentator in this matter. The Gita not only teaches caste,
by birth, but it teaches that their talents are related to birth,
to the guna-structures that one has inherited from former lives.
A little reflection would show that such (modern) interpretations
are fair neither t» the text of. the Gita nor to its spirit. They
merely appear to be conscious efforts on the part of modern
scholars to rationalize the teachings of the Gita according to

modern trends of Indian thought” (p. 400).

Prof. Minor’s notes on III 15 call for comment. Here, the
term ‘brahma’ occurs thrice. If the Gita is truly meant to be
“Brahmavidyé, it would only be natural to understand Brahman
here and elsewhere uniformly as referring to the supreme Being,
as Madhva alone has done. Ramanuja’s way of interpreting
brahrnan” here as the physical body nourished by food and the
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modifications of matter and ofAkasara as individual as self are
most farfetched. Same other commentators have taken ‘brahman’
in the first and the second halves in two different senses of Veda
the supreme Brahman. Prof- Minor seems to agree with Hilland
that the first and second uses of brahmnn is still difficult and
that it is unlikely that the same term should be interpreted
differently in the first and the second half” (P. 120). Precisely
the same objection has been advanced by Madhva against the

interpretation of Bhaskara, Zaehner’s plea that we have here a
play on the two meanings of the word is hardly creditable to the
seriousness of the subject-matter. Madhva’s criticism:

:1 seat @393 Essa aegis f'état stage @fifageafi I

will stand its ground. liltaskara himselfhas construed ‘udbhavam
in iii. 152 as equivalent to ‘manifested’ (pm/(1357mm) WhiCh

1ends support to M’s interpretation ofBrahma asksarasamudbha-
vam as aksnrabhivyangyam”. Jayatirtha has anticipated and
answered the objection made on the basis of the adjective
‘sarvagatam’ in iii. 15c that the Vedaksara: also are equally
‘sarvagata’. Modi's stance in favour of the Aksara-brahman here
is caloured by overtones ofVallabha's doctrine of two Brahnians
the Aksara and the Para which perpetuates a dualism of Brahm«
ans and offends against Brahman's oneness and uniformity of
essence (nikarasya.)

Under iii. 42. Madhva is said to be “consistant with his
usual under-standing in referring ‘th’ to the supreme Being,
thereby taking it mmple ely out oft’zr' contextual expectations”.
A reference to M’s bhésya would show that far from taking it
out ofcontextual expectations, Mhas pressed the point to its
logical and contextual conclusion in the Upanisadic referencc
made in the cite;

' ‘
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ficant” as Prof. Minor would have us beleve (P. 207). To say as
he does that in statements like Raso aham (vii.8) “Krsn is that
property or essence in each element” (P242) is to completly
miss the significance ofthe teaching about the power and maje-

sty ostetrajfia. (13. 3c ). Prof. Minor has not risen above the
error of mistaking the Para and Apara Prakgtis as the highgr
and lowor “natures” of Krsna. Such

I

a conclusion rests on a
wholly unnatural interpretation of the possessive form of the
personal pronoun (me or mama) applied to the tw0 Prakrtis
(be it Jivabhfita). Nothing more than a relation of possessor
and Possessed is intended by the possessive case. To make the
two Prakrtis constitute the higher and the lower natures of

era is to treat Him as a composite Being and not a Person of
uniform spiritual essence.

Aksara in XII. 1. cannot be the “true self or Atman as
an object of meditation, as such meditation removes the mind
from nature or Prakrti.” For, the true state of Atam is attained
only after liberati m and not in the state ofbondage when the self
is still to be classed as “Ksara”. This will de clear from Rama
nuja’s oWn interpretation of “Aksara” as the released soul.
In the Simsaric state when the self is still bound, meditation
on one’s own self however intense it may be cannot make it the
Aksara. Hence the words “Yecépyaksaram avyaktam paryupa-
sate” becomes inexplicable. To equate this Aksara with the
absolute or the Nirguna Brahman of gamkara would be “the
opposite of the Advaita position”, as Prof. Minor recognises.
These inadequacies here and in the parallel text in XV. 16 make
it very much more probable that the Aksara Purusa or AVyakta
of XII. 1. must in reality be sought in some sentient principle
ofcosmic away, which Whileenjoying a higher status than the
inéividual self (whether released. 0! sh?“ in bondage) wosld st
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the same time be assignable to much lower status than Krsna
himself. Prof. Minor notes the difficulty placed by the text
against Samkara’s interpretation when he says “Yet the two
are conceived 'here as Purusas (persons) and this must be taken
into account in any interpretation” (p.428). The significance 0f
the description of this intermediary principle as Kfitastha
(high above) and the careful use of the singular number through
out in reffering to it shows that it cannot be the Atmas who being
many in number and liable to transmigration in the empirical
state cannot be given the high status ofbeing a Kfitasthas from the

very beginning of their existence. The stalemate can be overcome
only by agreeing to locate the Kfitastha—Avyakta or Aksara
yPurusa in Madhva’s Cit-Prakrti. We cannot agree with Prof;
Minor’s argument that M’s

. identification of AVyakta or
Kfitastha Purusa with Cit Prakrti ' “reads more into Prakrti
than the Gita desires” or that it introduces a “foreign idea”.
Even contextually speaking it must be seen that as the Apara
Prakrti isy'admittediy insentient (Jadalthe Para Prakrti is and
must be'Cit-prakrti and not individual self. The function
ascribed to this Para Prakrti‘ as substaining the entire world
(yayedam dhfiryale jagat) is beyond the capacity of the
indvidual self (0f Ramanuja) except in avery highly diluted sense
sustaining one physical body at a time and that too in a most
ineffective way I The Para Prakrti cannot be so lightly treated.
The Theistic affinities betWeen the Gita and the Bhagavata
school should be worth rememberingand investigating in this
context. The Jivabhfita Prakrti of the Gita has its couterpart
in the “.Iivamaya” or Cit Prakrti of the Lord as may be
seen from the description of the. role of Cit Prakrti given in
the Bhfigavata Purina (1. 10. 23).
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Under Gitz't XVI Prof. Minor compliments Zaehner on
having mostrecently pointed out that it is the logical con-

ctusion that the Asuric souls should be consigned to Hell and

agrees that the point of this chapter is that “there are those
born to a demonic destiny which will not choose “to turn to
God.” This is in keeping with the acceptance of the

doctrine of threefold Sraddha in men which is said to be
“sattvanurt‘lpa” i.e., faith or spiritual asset which is “in accord
with the form of one’s own nature" (as Prof. Minor puts it). He
also says that this Sattva “cannot mean the Guru: .i'attva” In
this he comes closest to Madhva. He has not however pursued
the implications of this position to its logical canclusion in the
philosoply of the Gita. Had he done so. he would have found

food for thought in Madhva’s forthright interpretation of
“Sattva” here as the true nature of o'ne’s being: Sattvénurfipd
citrfinurfipfi and Jayatirtha’s explanation of it Cittam Cairauyam
Ancient usage in the Samskrt language also confirms the use of
Sattva in the sense of a living being. There is much scope for
a comprehensive discussion of the concept of Sattvanurfipa
sraddha in this sense with reference to the views of Madhva and
Aurobindo. Samkara’s equation of Sattvalwith “antahkaragza”
leaves much to be desired for purposes of a serious discursion
of a standiug: problem of moral evil in human history.

Prof. Minor is inclined to believe with Ramanuja that
the term Brahman has been used in the‘ Gita in the sense of the
“pure individual self” — in many contexts. instead of in the hig-
hest sense of the Supreme Being itself. However as the Professor
himself agrees that the GM: is interested in quoting the Upani-
sads and is interested in showing that the Upanisads if, correctly
understood are not speaking of any impersonal absolute when
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Gita leaves the reader perplexed by conflicting exegesis galore.
One is left wondering in the end if modern Exegetists are in

any way better qualified to deliver the goods, than the classical
commentators. In most cases the findings are delightfully vague
and negative-

I

Perhaps, a closer, systematic, critical and comparative
study of the ancient classical commentaries themselves with all
possible exegeitcal apparatus. than has hitherto been attempted,
may fare better in helping us to understand the heart ofthe
Gitfl. One useful purpose. served by modern Exegetical Com-
mentaries such as those of Prof. Minor is to revive the call of
‘Back to the Classical Commentators’ in the end. And that is

where an ihntensive stuby of Madhva’s comnentaries on the
Gita is sure to be found rewarding.

“mum
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THE AUTHOR

Dr. .B. N. K. Sharr‘ha’s epoch -

making contributions to the

7_
study and publicity of ‘ and

Research in Dvaita Vedanta and
fl

its Literature over the last fifty

years have deservedly brought
him international fame.

'It is indeed a happy
consummation that the release
'of the Acarya’s Gitabhésya
rendered into English by
Dr. Sharma in his 80th year
should synchronise with
the Celebration of the Acarya’s

750th Birthday;
'


